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Prologue 
Flames surged across the surface of the Earth. Great tongues of fire matted down whole 

forests like a cat licking tufts of bristled fur. The first wave passed buildings, shattering windows 

and spraying molten glass shards every which way as steamy air wrapped the planet like fog. 

Mighty sky scrapers wavered, rippling, squirming as they reached up towards the sun that had 

betrayed then. Animals and people alike were swept off their feet, their lungs filled with 

smoldering air. 

But it was the second wave that consumed all, swallowing the world up like the mouth of 

an angry God. Destroying everything from the flattened forests to the liquefied glass pillars, 

monuments to the gargantuan cities of man, nothing stood, nothing survived. All that was good 

and all that was evil perished, hand in hand, cremated and tossed out into the atmosphere.  

After only seconds the Earth had been reduced to a smoldering coal, a glowing ember twinkling 

in the wake of the death of its beloved sun. 

 

- - - 

 

 “He’s here!” 

 Sweat dripped off curly locks of grey hair that dangled across the forehead of the speaker. 

The mixture of water and salt poured from the jagged hook of his nose to splatter the glossy 

marble tiles beneath his slippers as his cry echoed across the room. The little man fell to his 

knees and his palms slapped the floor then he arched his back and lifted his head to face his 

audience once more. The old Knome’s mouth opened, ready to blabber on, but he was 

interrupted. 

 A pointy eared council member threw back her seat as she stood, demanding, “How’d 

you get in here?” 

 The Knome stared, his mouth still ajar. The council squinted back. Their gold rimmed 

glasses sat on their glares like picture frames.  The Knome couldn’t help but wonder if their eyes 

always looked like that. 

 Another politician rose, this one being of a furred race. Tufts of brown fluff protruded 

from the gaps between his buttons. The edges of his suit were strained, not by his fur but by his 

belly. It seemed the bearn hadn’t quite used up all that he’d stored for Winter hibernation. His 

snout was so pudgy it was inseparable from his cheaks. He looked like a stuffed animal with an 

extra serving of stuffing, wearing a suit tailored for an elf. 

 “You don’t belong here!” He crowed. 

 The Knome couldn’t believe it. Had they not heard me? Choking off his panting, he 

cleared his throat and articulated as best he knew how, “He is here.” 

 “We heard you the first time,” the bearn’s words started as a growl and ended with a hiss, 

“Knome...”  

 There were assorted grimaces throughout the chamber.  

 The standing elf repeated her query, “How’d you get in here?” 

 The little man stood helplessly slack jawed. 

“What’s this blooday countray comin too?” Another elf lamented. 

“Godai Knomes in the Vokarburrock Room, farak…” a bearn cursed, “Crimpsin tiad 

Honor Knights stirrin up riots in the streets...” 

“Aye, the irony! Honor Knights.” Another legislator shook their head, “Buncha peasants 

in metal…” 
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As the rest of the oligarchs rambled on, the rigid elf and gaudy bearn exchanged 

enfuriated glances then left their place behind the congressional table. The Knome didn’t see 

them move. He didn’t hear their comrades’ complaints either. His mind was still churning around 

the image of the disdainful stares and the ridiculous demand that had been the councils response 

to his warning. 

“How did I get in here?” He murmured as he stood back up. He replaced his large cone 

shaped hat – which he had removed out of respect – back over his curly clump of sweat soaked 

hair. He was no longer panting, but his chest was surely swelling. He took a great big gulp of air 

and then bellowed:  

“HOW DID I GET IN HERE?” 

 A few of the council members leaned back and averted their gazes, whispering remarks 

of shock at the violent tone. Some simply stared on, occupying the slow moving hamsters 

running the wheel in their heads by loudly sipping at the rims of their wine glasses. They were 

uncomfortable but undaunted. Most were content to wait pateintly until their democratically 

enslaved guards came to escort the tiny crone off to the labor camps, but not all. Two were 

indignant. The scrawny elf and the chubby bearn had come around the edges of the congressional 

table and now their brows bore down upon the rude little man.  

 “Who are you to address the Vokarburrock in such a manner?” The bearn demanded. 

 “Who am I to address…” The Knome’s lip curled back to reveal his tiny rows of 

snaggled teeth, “You?!”  

His heart beat as it had before. This time it was not due to exhaustion but rather rage. Spit 

pooled behind his quivering lip as words swirled in his head. “Who are you to address the 

Vokarburrock in such a manner?” He sputtered with a trembling chuckle and nearly fell back to 

his knees. 

Meanwhile, the slender elf drew saber from the sheath at her hip and approached the 

Knome. The bejeweled hilt glistened in the sunlight pouring in through the windows before 

them. The blade was slick with the very same coat of oil it had first been oiled with. The Knome 

scoffed beneath his breath as the congresswoman raised her weapon above him. 

Whirling around and drawing his dagger he cut the elf’s sword in two before its edge 

could reach his throat. 

“You?” the Knome cried, “The scoundrels that stripped your stoic soldiers of their status 

to sell their swords and shields to sabatuers!” 

He spun un his heels and threw his knife. The bearn behind him had raised a handgun and 

aimed it at the Knome’s noggin. As the councilman pulled the trigger, the hilt of the Knome’s 

tiny sword struck the pistol and knocked the barrel up so that the fat wad of iron blasted the roof.  

“You?” the Knome crowed, “The wretches that rigged regulations for racketeers ripping 

rights and revenue from your residents!” 

Bounding forward, the Knome caught his pinwheeling dagger by its pointy tip then 

lobbed it again at the politician. This time, the blade hit the shaft of the firearm, yanking it from 

the fat man’s fury grasp, and pinning it to the opposite wall like the tail on a donkey. The bearn 

fell on his ass as the Knome turned back to the elf.  

“You?” the Knome howled, “The crooks that created contumelious costs for clinics, 

killing your constituents with cool carelessness!” 

The legislator had reared back, aiming a kick at the jabbering jaw of the Knome, only for 

him to see it and duck. Yet, it wasn’t just a duck. He had tucked his head down into a backflip 
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that let her ankle soar over his spine as his legs spun up over his head to kick her still kicking leg 

in the calf. She tumbled to the floor below the congressional table. 

“How would you have me address you?” The Knome snarled, “Scoundrels? Wretches? 

Crooks? Shall I mash them all up together and call each and every last one of you a load of godi 

goppin crows?”  

 He paused to take a breath. 

 One of the representatives at the table spoke up, “The Congress of Iceload.” 

 “The Vokarburrock.” Another chimed. 

 The Knome said nothing. He turned his back on the legislators. The wall before the 

congressional table was made of broad windows that bulged out to overlook the city of Zviecoff. 

Magic-powered tracks zig-zagged through the city, some elevated above the streets while others 

slipped underneath them, but the trolleys were nowhere to be seen. Courtyards that fanned out 

like mushroom caps sat on top of tightly stacked apartments where families clustered like insects 

in hives, but not that day. Towering ice sculptures rose from street corners like stalagmites, 

depicting Iceload’s winged reptiles and their riders. These statues never melted, not even in that 

particularly hot month of May. The frozen heroes stood in defiance of an angry sun and, on that 

day, they did not stand alone.   

Parades of blue and white flowed in the streets, celebrating the closing of Spring and 

coming of Summer. It was the one time a year in which the people of Iceload would come 

together to laugh and party and forget their problems, to celebrate what they had and not what 

they’d lost. Yet, something was different about this years celebration. There was joy in their 

chants but it was not that of carefree jubilee, this year’s cheer was full of hope. The colors were 

changing. One by one, the glossy opal flags were replaced by bold onyx banners that bounced 

alongside the royal blues.  

Up in the castle, the Knome smiled.  

“Say it!”  

The elf and bearn were back on their feet, but the Knome didn’t turn from the window. 

“Address us properly.” The elf demanded. 

“The Great Congress of Iceload!” The bearn commanded. 

The sun was setting, the little man noticed as he looked up to the horizon. Indigos melted 

into waves of crimson that blossomed into vibrant auburn and sprawled out over the mountains 

before Zviecoff like a blanket. 

The Knome whispered beneath his breath. 

“What?” The bearn snapped. 

The legislator was ignored. The Knome was focused on a tiny black speck, rapidly 

growing larger as the sky darkened around it. 

“What did you say, little Knome?” The elf hissed, stooping so that she could grab the 

intruder’s shoulder, her boney fingers pinching him as she turned him around. 

The Knome smirked, “I said, ‘You mean the late great Congress of Iceload?’.” 

Glass exploded into the room as the window shattered. Cold wind whipped through the 

chamber, spraying the tiny glass shards like a film of rain, slicing and scraping the rich 

politicians. The elf’s hand was torn from the Knome’s shoulder as she was slammed to the 

ground beneath the talons of a black scaled foot.  

Midnight-black scales rippled across the great beast’s body almost looking purple in the 

light of the setting sun. Veins bulging, the curlheads bat-like wings reached out, extending to 

their full potential before pumping three large gusts of air through the room to steady itself. The 
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dragon’s head reared back upon its long snake like neck until it almost scraped the twenty foot 

high roof. This made it easier for it to observe the council before it. It roared, shaking the room 

and those that sat in it and if the citizens of Zviecoff, Iceload hadn’t been at the festival, they 

might’ve heard the triumphant call as well. 

The little Knome walked out from beneath the dragon, unharmed and smiling with his 

hands on his hips. He casually leaned against the leg that was pinning the skinny elf to the floor 

and, without paying the elf any attention, addressed the congressmen once more, “Please 

welcome, the Mystvokar: King Talloome Icelore.” 

The dragon rider, who had been hidden behind the gargoyle-esque wings, now was 

standing next to the Knome. The Knome, standing the height of a child next to the six foot six 

man, made the King appear even taller. If his stature didn’t intimidate his audience, the fury in 

his dark eyes and the hook of a smile on the edge of his lips surely did. His grin was framed by a 

neatly trimmed goatee which was surrounded by black dragons, carved into his cheek bones by 

pigment. The dark, tattoo-like vines curled across his face, separating him from the elves and 

bearns at the table before him. He was a nellaf. One of the indigenous peoples of Iceload, one of 

the races not represented at the congressional table.  

Talloome bowed and then faced the Vokarburrok to speak. 

“Evening governors, I suppose you have all met my dear friend Unlucky.”  

The knome bowed. 

“His name is quite fitting – for you, that is. Granted, this isn’t luck, now is it? Call it fate 

or call it justice, but what goes around comes around and the fifteen of you have been fortunate 

for quite some time and I fear it’s long since been someone else’s turn.” 

“I suppose you expect to kill us where we sit and make a throne? But then what?” The 

old bearn asked, nervously looking from Talloome to his comrade still pinned to the floor, “You 

take our money, rob our graves, sell the-” 

“Money?” Talloome interrupted, “You’ve misunderstood me. It is not my turn with your 

fortune, it is the people’s turn. I don’t care about your gold, of that I have plenty, but what I do 

care about is this country and the fact that it is going to the crows.” 

“By crows, he means you!” Unlucky interjected. 

“Is one dictator better than a corrupted council,” the fat furred man asked, adding a 

contemptuous, “my Lord?” 

“It’s a start.” Talloome shrugged, “Is it not?”  

“Indeed.” Unlucky concurred, striding out from between the giant reptile’s legs to 

approach the indignant bearn, waving his index finger like an angry fencer “Far easier for the 

voice of the people to change his mind than it has been for them to change yours!” 

The Mystvokar cleared his voice, “And so, my dear governors, I have but one question 

before I begin. Why did you not heed the Knome’s warnings? You could’ve escaped well before 

I arrived.” Talloome frowned, “Unlucky did warn you, didn’t he?” 

There was silence for a moment and then the elf beneath the dragon’s foot spoke up with 

a cough, “You thought…we’d listen…to a Knome?” 

Talloome shook his head.  

“You see, this is why we need someone new in charge, dear patriots. Zyphrus,” the 

dragon slowly lowered its head until it was level with Talloome’s, “it is about dinner time for 

you, is it not?” 

The dragon hesitated for a second until Talloome nodded, then it removed its front paw 

from the downed elf. 
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“Help!” The elf crawled backwards, her eyes never leaving the dragon. Blood could 

already be seen soaking her blue and white robes from where the curlhead had pinned her to the 

floor, “Comrades, help!” 

Cyphrus watched the woman crawl as a cat would watch a mouse. 

“Wait, no! Please! I have a family!” the elf screamed as she frantically attempted to get to 

her feet, arms flopping and flailing, all signs of arrogance and dignity were long gone, “I have 

mouths to feed!” 

“And so do I.” Talloome replied. 

Cyphrus reached out and snatched the elf’s legs in its jaws, biting down so that all in the 

room could hear the loud snap of the woman’s tibias and fibulas. With a quick jerk it released the 

elf making her slide across the tile and come to a rest beneath the belly of the beast. The dragon’s 

head was directly above the congress woman’s gut.  

“No! God! Somebody help me!”  

The legislators stared, no one moving so much as an inch towards their companion as the 

dragon began to untangle her entrails. Talloome watched the expressions of the victim’s 

comrades with a guiltless smirk. Then, as the woman continued to scream, Talloome cleared his 

voice and addressed the Great Congress of Iceload. 

“Now, I seem to recall that to approve something in the Vokarburrock, ten out of fifteen 

congressmen vote for it,” the dragon rider spoke calmly even as flesh was flung up into the air 

beside him. Blood splattered his cheek but he didn’t flinch. He casually reached into his cloak 

and pulled out a small black dagger, “Is that correct?” 

The legislators didn’t move. 

Talloome stomped his boot and glared at the cowering congressmen before him. With the 

dagger raised in his right hand, he barked, “I asked a question!” 

“You are correct-” 

As soon as the governor finished the word “correct” Talloome threw the dagger. The 

small blade pin wheeled across the room until it stuck into the breast of the one who had spoken, 

puncturing the furred woman through the heart. The bearn slumped forward, her head hitting the 

congressional table with a thwump. 

Cyphrus looked up from her meal, slurping a thread of unidentifiable intestines up 

between her teeth. It seemed the skinny elf, now still and silent, had only just appetized the great 

reptile. The Mystvokar raised a hand to his steed and the monster sat though her eyes didn’t 

leave the dead council member behind the table. 

“Do not withhold the truth from me again, governors.” Talloome warned, his eyes 

scanning the politicians, “Not even for a second. Now,” his voice cooled, “how many members-”  

An elf impulsively interjected, “Ten of us must agree on a proposal to pass it.” 

Talloome nodded, “Good, I was correct. In that case, my dear governors, I have a 

proposal to make. As our monarchy ended years ago with the death of my father, I believe our 

monarchy will begin again with me as Mystvokar. I propose that you, good gentlemen and 

nobleladies, make a new proposal.” 

The room was silent but for the eerie moan of wind brushing in and out the shattered 

window and the impatient Knome’s foot tapping on the stone floor. No one noticed that the 

parades and festivals couldn’t be heard from the city below anymore. If one had looked out the 

window, they would have seen that the white banners had completely vanished. Black flags had 

replaced them, waving alongside the proud Iceload-blue, toted no longer by civilians but by 

soldiers in similar dark cloaks to the one draped over Talloome’s shoulders. These men and 
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women lined the streets with the people. If the observer had a keen eye they might have even 

noticed the occasional black garbed soldier lifted up by his comrades, preaching to the citizens 

and, ever so often, jerking a hand towards the castle where the Knome, the Vokarburrock, and 

the soon-to-be king stood. 

Talloome didn’t mind the council’s hesitation this time. He was waiting, listening for his 

cue to come from the people. The Congress had no grasp of the extremity of the situation. It 

wasn’t the Knome and dragon rider that had them cornered, not them alone at least. No, the 

entire nation of Iceload had turned against them and they would soon learn this from the mouth 

of the people themselves.   

“We have a proposal to make.” 

Talloome was yanked out of the confines of his mind. 

“We will elect a king. It is a vote of thirteen in favor and,” the plump bearn paused for a 

second, “two undecided, to elect, as King of Iceload-” 

The Congressman stopped talking, a frown replacing his sullen glare as he cocked his 

head to the side. The other officials looked at him with confused expressions before they too 

caught on to whatever had bothered the first. The legislators stared out the broken window. The 

Knome clapped once before he stopped himself to let the melody have full reins. Cyphrus 

accidentally snapped the femur she was idly chewing on as she too heard the rumbling. 

Talloome’s menacing grin grew almost maniacal.  

The chants started off as quiet, simply buzzing at the edge of the Congressman’s ear and 

making them wonder if they’d heard anything in the first place, at least, until they heard it again. 

The second time, the chant was louder, and by the fifth it was completely intelligable. 

“MYSTVOKAR!” the crowds cheered, “MYSTVOKAR!”  

Unlucky ran over to the window, his fingers wrapped around the jagged edge of glass as 

he watched. The lines of black figures were leading the crowds up the glaciar-city towards the 

castle, chanting as they marched. 

“MYSTVOKAR!” they cried, “MYSTVOKAR!” 

Talloome hadn’t looked back; he’d kept his eyes and smile directed at the council. It 

didn’t matter that they’d elected him, that was just for symbolic purposes and to put his own 

mind to ease, Talloome knew that wasn’t why he’d confronted the council. The reason he had 

was for this, this glorious revolution, these excited citizens feeling that rush of being a rebel, 

feeling that rush of fighting for their rights, and associating that wonderful celebration and this 

day one could never forget, with the crowning of the Mystvokar, King Talloome Icelore. The 

citizens would love him. The people were his and that is what made him king. And that is why 

he had confronted the late Great Congress of Iceload. 

 He was victorious. 

 

- - - 

 

 As the people of Iceload cheered and marched, watching with glee as their new King 

painted the Crown Garden – the overlook far below the Vokarburrock Room – with the blood of 

their prior governors – on that same hot May evening, a storm brewed. On the other side of the 

planet, flashes of light exploded through the air and thunder rolled down from the heavens. 

Heavy droplets of rain pelted the mighty island state known as God’s Island. Here too was a 

magnificent castle, the Cathedral, that reached up into the heavens, penetrating the storm clouds 

like a blade. It was the tallest building beneath Solaris. Fearless, proud, half as old as the world 
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itself and, at the top of the building – in the midst of the year of 1992’s greatest storm –, sat an 

equally old man.  

Thin silvery strands of hair whipped the elf’s face as the wind tore around him. Fresh 

warm precipitation ran through the wrinkles of his face, running around his scarred, pointed ears 

and over his thinning eyebrows. Rain soaked the leather patch that covered his left eye. He licked 

his lips, tasting the water. He listened to the pitter-patter on the cathedral, the storms very pulse. 

He felt each individual droplet, soft and comforting, like a pat on the back, surround him as they 

soaked his humble robes. He watched the jagged bolts of energy fling themselves across the 

evening sky like frightened crickets.  

God’s wrath and science’s miracle. he reveled. 

The storm raged and he sat within it, calm like the eye of a hurricane. The old man, in his 

rain-soaked ragged garments, in his war scars, in his tranquil state of being, was the king of 

God’s Island and the Emperor of the Trinity Nations. The half-elf’s name was Saint. 

Something was coming. He could feel it. Taste it on his lips, smell it in the air, and hear it 

in the storm. He just couldn’t see it. He closed his one good eye. 

The wind picked up, the rain skipped a beat, and a bolt of lightning struck the castle 

rooftop three feet in front of where he sat. He didn’t flinch. Opening his eye, Saint stared at the 

spot where the lightning had struck, twenty four names were scribbled into the stone roof, 

separated into three groups. The old king stood and looked at the title that separated the first 

twelve names from the others. 

 Saint read it aloud, “The Mystakle Samurai.” 
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PART ONE – THE BATTLE 
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Chapter One: The Thief and the Smith 
The colors of the setting sun’s shadow eventually faded into a black silhouette, as it had 

364 times since that ferocious storm rocked the Cathedral – since the bloody slaughter of the 

Iceloadic politicians – but as the stars sprawled out across the sky like snow flakes floating 

across the sea, the tension in the air remained. Quiet had returned after the abrupt revolution, but 

peace had not. The air remained taut as if lightning was about to strike. The world was wrapped 

in a strained silence, listening for the distant whispers of thunder.  

The waves of the Aquarian Ocean were reluctant to rise but relieved to fall. Darker than 

the night tide and barely visible in the moonlight, a ship tip-toed over the waves. The crew 

dozed, ears vigilant as their minds dreamed. Magic quietly operated the black sails and magic 

adjusted the ropes. The boatswain, the one-man crew that worked throughout the night, stood 

beside his captain at the wheel. 

The Captain was a stern man and, like the quiet determined pace of his ship, he trudged 

steadily through life. Black scales, rare for his race, covered his body. They were almost 

iridescent, twinkling like the constellations in the twilight. He wore a pair of sirwals that hung 

loosely to his hips, tethered by a thick leather belt which also held his sword. No shirt covered 

his chest, his well toned muscle was covered only by flesh and scale. His dome shaped face – 

like that of a reptiles, though without the toothy snout – gazed into the night as if he had asked 

the darkness a question and was growing impatient to find the answer. The chidra breathed in 

and the taste of the air alerted him of the intruder. 

“You are not welcome upon my ship.” He stated, speaking to the creature behind them 

without turning to glare at it. 

“Dresdan? Are you going to make me, an old friend, leave?” The intruder asked, its voice 

raspy like the wind.  

“What do you want?” Captain Dresdan demanded. 

“I want you to kill King Duifeen.” 

The boatswain immediately moved to leave. 

“Stay, Drakken.” The Captain’s grip tightened on the steering wheel until the wood 

squeeled. Then he released it and stepped back, saying, “Take the wheel.” 

Drakken, a thinly furred old moleman, did so with a nod. 

Dresdan did not turn to the intruder, instead he strode past Drakken at the helm and 

clasped the banisters on the starboard side of the bridge. A thorny stem fell from his pocket as he 

walked away from the unwanted visitor.  

“Tonight’s as good as night as any to break the news.” Dresdan cleared his throat, “We 

aren’t working with the Disciples of Darkness or the Pact anymore.” 

The robed alien took a step forwards and grabbed the flowerless-stem from the floor 

boards. Its claws penched the thorns until blood squirted from its thumb and index finger. Words 

whispered beneath its cowl began to freeze the symbolic plant. When it dropped the stem to the 

floor, it shattered like glass. 

 “I’d heard of your change of heart.” It snickered, “The great Captain Dresdan has 

pillaged his last port, sold his last slave…I heard you’ve begun begging the Emperor to legalize 

your beloved contraband,” it snorted with a smirk, “but I had to hear it from the tongue of the 

snake himself. Why?” 

 “Peace of mind,” Dresdan said plainly, “for my crew and myself.” 

The intruder was silent. Only the sound of water lapping at the sides of the Obsidian Sail 

pierced the night sky. Finally, Dresdan broke the silence. 
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“Why do you need me to kill the King of Batloe?” He asked, “There’s a dozen other 

captains in your debt, not to mention the mancer warlords. I’ve seen you in battle, you could 

easily do it yourself. Why?” 

Another silence fell over them. Then it replied. 

“Peace of mind.”  

Dresdan chuckled. 

“That’s it then.” It asked.  

Dresdan nodded. 

“Being with Antipa now,” it began, “that makes us enemies.” 

“It does.” Dresdan stated. 

 “Then pray we never meet again.” 

And with that, the intruder left, disappearing into the thin air. Dresdan stared into the 

night, midnight was approaching, the day was almost over, and he knew in his heart, prayer or 

no, this wouldn’t be the last he would hear of this intruder. That was most definitely, not “it”. 

“Dresdan?” 

“Yes, Drakken?” the Captain turned to his comrade.  

“If I’m not imposing, might I ask who that was?” 

“They’re from the Dragon Islands.” Dresdan answered, “We fought together in the War 

of the Tiger.” 

“Ah,” the boatswain muttered, “I knew she was a necromancer.”  

Dresdan frowned, “She?” 

“Aye,” the man shuddered, “what’s her name?” 

“I knew them…” He paused, then started over, “I knew her only as Truth.” 

“Truth…” Drakken caught his tongue before giving away anymore of his opinions. 

Dresdan looked back over the ocean. 

“Truth is, Drakken,” Dresdan sighed, “I think we have to kill her.” 

 

- - - 

 

The earth elf slipped shoulder first deeper into the crowds. His left hand was held low, 

flat and pointed forwards, splitting his way through the scores of static shoppers. His right hand 

tickled his hip, like a cowboy clawing at the handle of a holsters revolver in the long drawn out 

seconds before the start of a duel. Though not a cowboy, he was in a duel and – like a cowboy – 

his feud was with the sheriff and his goons and these officers of the law would soon be upon 

him.  

Finally his fingers found it. A penny pouch slapping the thighs of a tradesman, tethered to 

their belt by a loose knot. His right hand struck like a snake. He pinched the thread, yanked it, 

and pivoted. As he did, his left hand retrieved a caribeener from his own belt. He shoved the 

sharp end of the clip through the sack and then latched it to the belt of a stranger beside him. 

Continuing to rotate, he faced back the way he’d been and sped off just as his victim turned to 

accuse the unsuspecting fool he left behind. As the tradesman blamed the stranger, the policemen 

pursuing the theif took the bait. The earth elf had won a brief reprieve, one he should’ve 

exploited to escape but instead he ventured deeper into the markets of Port Yelah – tempted by 

the charming siren’s call of the bayside bazar. 

The salty sulfurous scent of the sea cut through the must of the multitudes. The waves 

whapping the wharfs drowned out the droning of the droves. Despite the chaos created by the 
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crossword puzzle of piers and the crowds packed in upon them, the smell and song of the ocean 

– made of the same recipe and melody as that which had been for ages – brought the illusion of 

order to the bayside bazar, like a siren’s call in the midst of a storm.  

The docks dipped below and twisted around one another. Jetties used overpasses as 

awnings. Promenades were turned into rooftops over concave caverns carved into the cliffside 

short to make more room for piers. Shops crowded onramps, staggered on a first come first serve 

basis though there were a few venders that had spots reserved. Spots pirates dare not seige and 

police need not protect. These were reserved for the kin of the frozen land’s great dynasties. 

Descendants of the ancestors that had logged the pinewood to construct the mercantile labrynth 

that made up Yelah’s harbor. Even the seagulls skirted these stalls, especially the lot belonging 

to the Sentry. For though the Sentry’s were smiths, forgers of the finest swords beneath Solaris, 

the current heir had a gun on her hip – and she never missed. 

While the theif was smarter than a seagull, he didn’t recognize the Sentry. He did, 

however, recognize their merchandise. The sabers shone in the sunlight like the opal glaciers 

atop the Medull Mountains to the north. One blade in particular drew his dark amber stare. His 

glare was so powerful it seemed like a blade itself. The smith could almost hear it strike the 

sword it bore down upon. When her golden eyes found his, he almost forgot about the weapon.  

“Ah’ve shot strangers for softer stares-” 

He flinched – he hadn’t even realized that he’d made his way up to her booth – but he 

didn’t blink. He couldn’t look away. Despite the threat, there was also an offer in those eyes. Her 

hand moved from her holster to the hilt of the sword that had initially drawn him. 

“-but this stael calls to you.” 

She lifted the weapon, balancing the blade flat on her index finger.  

“You a blademaster?” She continued, “Swordsman?” 

He reached for the weapon. With a flick of her wrist she tossed the sword up and caught 

it with the same hand – the edge of the blade was hardly a centimeter from the tip of his 

fingertips.  

“A mute?” She asked. 

“Tou Fou.” The theif said. 

“That a name or a noun?” 

Smirking, she twisted her arm and spun the sword so that the hilt lay in her palm and the 

blade ran up her arm. It was sharp enough to shave with, but she was skilled enough to keep it 

from slicing the soft flesh of her arm. She let the smirk slide into a warm smile, nodding for Tou 

to take the weapon. 

“Tabuh Sentry.” She said, “And the sword’s name is Future.” 

Tou took the sword and weighed it in his hands, asking without looking up, “Future?” 

“It was made to cut away the past and,” Tabuh elaborated, “carve out the future.” 

There was a bit of a crowd gathering around the stall. The smith was well known in the 

city, but rarely known to hand off a sword. There was nothing in the harbor more expensive than 

a Sentry Sword and the only people in all of Iceload that could afford one were celebrities of 

some kind or another. This Tou Fou was not. As a matter of fact, among the capitalism-hardened 

hearts of the street folk gathered around the booth that morning, this Tou Fou looked a bit like a 

rogue. Someone you might should check your pockets after passing. He was an obvious 

foreigner – dark skinned earth elves were few and far between among those on the icy shores of 

Iceload – and dressed peculiarly. There wasn’t so much as a stain or a wrinkle from his tunic to 

the rolled up cuffs of his slacks. There wasn’t a single barb missing from the tassle feather 
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poking out of his dark green tudor cap. His leather boots were unmarred and unscuffed, but it 

was the boots that gave him away. They weren’t the boots of a mysterious entrepreneur, they 

were bulky, belt banded combat boots. Sure, they – like the rest of his attire – appeared to have 

been acquired mere hours prior, but they weren’t worn for fashion. These were boots that could 

withstand the elements and outlast the years, these were boots that could run. And yet Tabuh 

Sentry handed him the sword.  

With all the attention, Tou had the space to shadow-spar a bit with the saber. Tabuh put 

her palms on the counter and leaned over the rest of her weapons with a crooked, squint-eyed 

grin. The young man’s swordplay was novel. It was obvious he knew what he was doing, yet she 

had never seen someone use a sword in such a way. His swings and slashes were all a part of a 

single fluid dance despite the abruptness of his transitions – he moved like a feline closing in on 

a mouse. 

She cocked her head to the side, “Where did you train?”  

Tou cut a figure eight in the air so fast that it shot a breeze that ruffled the drapes above 

Tabuh’s head as he replied with a preoccupied shrug, “The woods.” 

There was a murmur of laughter from the crowd, a murmur that Tabuh silenced with a 

brief chuckle of her own. 

“Ha!” Tabuh winked, “The woods? Well, fancy that, Mr. Woodsman, for wae’re lookin 

for a new swordsman for the Woodsmen – assumin you aren’t the tahpe that could afford such a 

sword, wae maht could figure out a payment plan if you can make the taem…were do you plan 

to bae tomorrow?” 

“Sorray, Miss Sentray.” 

Another murmur rushed through the crowd as a shadow moved to loom over Tou Fou. 

Despite the Sentry accent, the man was not elven. He was a giant – even for his race – standing 

over eight feet tall. His muscles were so profuse that he had to use two plates of armor were most 

would’ve had one. Tufts of fur stuck out from between his metal pads, as he was of the furred 

race, and of all the bearns Tou had ever encountered, this one seemed like the most bear-like of 

them all. 

“Mr. Woodsman is to bae in Southbay bah waeks end.” 

A black tunic hung like a bib from around his neck, the symbol of a rose frozen in a shard 

of ice was blazed across the center. Similar bibs hung from his comrades, though these fit them 

far better. The Sheriff’s three goons stuck to the edge of the crowd, their arms spread to 

legitimize the space that had already existed before. The giant bearn drew an Otusacha-style 

claymore – a sword made to be wielded with two hands – and brandished it in his left hand. The 

tip of the sword pointed at the back of Tou’s head. 

“If hae makes it that far.” The Sheriff growled.  

Tou turned back to lock eyes with Tabuh.  

“You’re under arrest for thaevaray.” 

Tabuh extended her palm out to Tou, nodding at her sword, “Mr. Woodsman.” 

“Ah’m sorray Miss,” the Sheriff smirked, “but ah belaeve that sword belongs to the 

Mystvokar.” 

“Excuse me?!” Tabuh exclaimed. 

The crowd took a collective step back, despite the three deputees having done nothing to 

influence such. Their eyes weren’t on the officers, they were on the wide golden eyes of the 

smith behind the counter, but she took a deep breath and let her shoulders slump. Blinking her 

rage away, she put on a taut smile. 
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 The bearn’s lip curled a bit more, making the smile seem more like a snarl, 

“Evidence…Miss.” 

 “You must bae a few arrows short of a quiver.” Tabuh laughed, “What happened to 

Sheriff Andras?” 

 “Ah can take ya to Southbay with Mr. Woodsman if you’d lahk to sae him?” 

 The murmur that swept through the crowd this time was a grumble. The smith’s upper lip 

curled as her posture stiffened. When she spoke, her voice was colder than the water that rushed 

beneath them. Again the shoppers took a step back.  

 “Sheriff Andras was a good man.”  

 “Hae was a traitor.” The Sheriff snapped, “Are you a traitor, Miss S-” 

 BANG!  

 Even though Tou had been staring straight at her, he hadn’t seen her move. He saw a 

flash like lightning followed by immediate thunder. His eyes slammed shut and he staggered 

away from the smith’s booth, toppling backwards.  

 BANG! 

When his butt hit the pavement, his eyes bounced back open. Smoke wafted from the 

barrel of the revolver, a gun as gold as the shooter’s eyes, as plumes of fire burst from the mouth 

of the weapon in the wake of the fat chunks of lead.  

BANG!  

The firearm hardly pitched in her grasp as she adjusted her aim. The cylinder turned, her 

finger squeezed, and the hammer struck. With the very same precision she used to pummel a new 

blade into existence, she drove a fourth bullet from the barrel. 

BANG! 

 Tou could see in them the scene behind him in her wide open eyes – namely, the figure of 

the giant bearn tumbling forward. From the ground, Tou dove headfirst, rolling into the façade of 

the Sentry Stall. He came up facing the crowd just in time to see the Sheriff slam shoulder first 

onto the cobblestone. His shoulder armor had been punctured right where two plates overlapped. 

His knees had been hit too. He couldn’t blame the uniform for those two. It was his bowlegged 

stance that allowed Tabuh to plant a slug just behind the bulb of steel that cupped his kneecaps. 

The bearn reached for his sword but his arm stopped short and he writhed forward onto 

his stomach, smashing the brick with his fist. Foaming at the mouth, he roared. 

 “GET THEM!” 

 “FOR THE MYSTVOKAR!” His deputies cried. 

 As the officers – an electric elf, nellaf, and a normal-sized bearn – charged from the edge 

of the crowd, Tou hopped up. He winced as he turned to Tabuh but saw that her gun was back in 

its holster. She was busy packing up her swords.  

 “Kaep those thrae back whahl ah pack up.” 

 Tou kept staring at her.  

Tabuh looked up, rolling her eyes, “Hare’s your trah out!” 

 Tou whirled around, took a lunging step forward, and raised Future in an arching swing 

to collide with the blade of the first officer. With both their sword arms above their heads, Tou 

hit the elf with a karate chop to the throat. As the man staggered back, Tou pushed his blade off 

of his and bound towards the next – the nellaf. This time it was the officer that parried his attack, 

but Tou drove his foe’s sword to the pavement. Having seen Tou’s aggression, the nellaf tried to 

beat him to the punch – literally. The nellaf punched with his free hand but Tou leaned out of the 

way and grabbed the woman’s wrist. Then, Tou slid Future up her blade, slicing her forearm all 
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the way up until his saber stopped at the lip of her shoulder plate. Before she could cry out in 

pain, he yanked her by the wrist he still held and pranced past her.  

 A yard from his boot was the Sheriff’s sword. The Sheriff had almost managed to 

shimmy to it. His face trembled with rage as his eyes met Tou’s. 

 “You farakin-” 

 Tou dropped Future and, with both hands, took the bearn’s sword. He began to pivot on 

his heels before even looking to see if his suspicions were correct: they were.  

 The third deputy had circumvented Tou, going straight for Tabuh – Tabuh who was still 

fixated on packing her goods. This third officer, a bearn, was almost to the booth when Tou 

picked up the sword, which is why Tou had picked it up spinning. A three-sixty gave him 

enough momentum to lob the massive blade. It pinwheeled across the clearing – nearly clobbing 

the two deputees Tou had already bested – and slammed into the bearn, square across his back, 

cracking his spine through his chainmail. The bearn went down, his chin bouncing off the edge 

of the booth as he collapsed.  

 Tabuh looked up as she snapped shut the clamps of her trunk. 

 “Mr. Woodsman,” she gestured behind her where the top rungs of a ladder could be seen 

poking up above the edge of the pier, “shall wae?” 

 Tou nodded like a bug had landed on his nose. 

 With a heave, she tossed the sword case down. A loud THUMP was followed by muffled 

yelps from the shocked victims below who would soon get to comfront the prankster that had 

startled them, for Tabuh hopped down to the dock underneath and landed on her sword crate. Her 

golden eyed glare was enough to cool the tempers of the locals on the lower dock, they’d already 

begun to mosey on by the time Tou landed beside her.  

 “Where now?” He asked. 

 She drew her pistol and pointed it above her despite turning to face Tou. Without even 

pulling the trigger, the copper that Tou had karate chopped in the throat hollered bloody murder 

and jumped from the ladder into the bay.  

 “The Den!” Tabuh exclaimed, “Get the othersahd!”  

 The two hopped off the trunk. Tabuh took the front handle and led the way, dragging the 

case a few inches before Tou could follow suit with the back handle (it took him a second to 

slide the saber between his belt and his britches without turning his pants into a pair of 

bottomless chaps). Yet, no sooner did Tou sheath Future and grab hold of the handle than did he 

see more black-tunic brutes rushing their way.  

 “Tabuh!” He yelped. 

 “Shut up!” She hissed over her shoulder. 

 His head cocked to the side and his right eyebrow pitched. 

 Her golden eyes bulged, dancing from the police – now passing them – to Tou and back. 

They don’t know! Tou realized. As the police hustled on past them, hollering at some other poor 

fools, one of their rank stopped alongside them. Tabuh yanked the case and Tou scuffled on 

along with her but as he did he watched the last officer out of the corner of his eye. There was a 

little red dragon on his shoulder, no larger than a lizard, with tiny heart shaped wings. Its neck 

snaked around the jaw of the man so that its nose neared the police officer’s when it emitted a 

quick puff of smoke. 

 A shield dragon! Tou choked on his own spit as he saw the message coded in the scent of 

the little reptile’s smoke translate to orders in the mind of its recipient. As his eyes turned back to 

Tabuh, he saw that she saw it too. They know! 
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 The guard turned to Tou, his lips parting to call out to his comrades, but his shout never 

left his throat as Tou dropped the sword case, grabbed the cop by his jersey, and tossed him over 

the side of the dock – or rather, he tried. The officer landed in the fortunate grasps of two 

unwitting passerbies.  

 “Oof!” One grunted, grabbing the cop by the bicep. 

 “Hey!” The other yelped, catching hold of his flailing hand. 

 The deputy clung to them for dear life as momentum continued to drag him towards the 

edge of the dock. The two townsfolks needed only a second to realize what he was but that was 

second enough for him to call out. 

 “OY!” Then, cursing the state underneath their breathes, the two shoppers let him go and 

he tumbled backwards into the sea, hollering, “THE DIRT ELF!” 

Tou looked down the dock as the other two policemen looked up. 

BANG! 

One of the guards flew backwards, a ribbon of blood spurting from her shoulder. Her 

comrade hesitated but after a second’s glance at the gun toting smith and sword wielding thief, 

she decided to tend to her fallen partner instead.  

“COME ON!” Tabuh roared. 

Tou’s head was yanked back around to Tabuh who was dragging the sword case by 

herself into the throng of people with little success, her gun already back in her holster. Nodding, 

Tou retrieved the handle and together they rushed up the pier.  

It was dark and damp in the underdocks. There the clamor overpowered the comforting 

sounds of the sea. Chains clinked as ships tugged and slackened. Engines bellowed as they 

cooled or ralleyed back to life. Gears rang as they wound up the heavy steel cords that lifted 

elevators and lowered bridges. Sailors swore across splashing water-alleys as they fought for 

their dinghy’s right away through cramped intersections that cut deeper and deeper underneath 

the harbor and into the shadows of Yelah’s underworld. The underdocks felt like sweat. 

“The Mystvokar has no power down hare!” Tabuh explained, having to shout over all the 

commotion as they pushed further. 

“Do you?” Tou asked. 

Tabuh’s grimace was not the answer Tou was looking for. 

“Ah’ve got two shots left,” She said, turning from Tou to crane her neck so that she could 

see where they were going as they scuffled onwards, “That’ll get us to the Den – Damn!” 

The gangway beneath them shifted as it was hoisted up into the air. The seamen on the 

modest rowboats on either side of the bridge cheered and applauded as passage had been finally 

granted while those on the rising scaffolding snorted and stomped, conceding but complaining 

nonetheless. Tabuh shoved a bit with her shoulders – her golden eyes bound to the stationary 

dock just beyond – but the folks behind her weren’t budging, instead the two chidras turned to 

snarl at her. Cursing foreigners under her breath, she turned back to Tou. He was nervously 

observing the people above them. There was an intermediate level slipped inbetween the 

underdocks and the upper – stumpy shacks hid out in the crevace there, the fumes that seeped 

from the gaudy stalls stung the earth elf’s nostrils. 

“Don’t braethe too hard, Mr. Woodsman.” 

The grumpy reptilians rolled their eyes at Tabuh as they got off the lift. The tweeny-

docks had the air of an insect layer. Patrons literally crawled about the place, mostly due to the 

lowness of the ceiling but for many it was out of inebriated necessity. Bearns wouldn’t cut in the 

tweeny-docks, but here Knomes thrived. Despite having nothing in his trousers other than what 
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the good Lord had given him, Tou’s hips itched at the sight of the little old, cone-hatted men 

dipping in and out of view. Tabuh, on the other hand, likely had gold in her belt purse and, with 

both their hands occupied by the sword case, Tou trained his eyes on her waist.  

Tabuh smirked, “Assume your watchin mah pockets?” 

Tou’s dark skin hardly helped to hide his blush. Turning his eyes back to hers, he asked, 

“You got friends at the Den?” 

“No.” She admitted, “But nor do ah have enemaes.” 

With an abrupt jerk, the bridge began to descend. Tabuh sighed with relief. Tou gulped. 

“What if they heard about the Sheriff?” 

“Hope they have!” Tabuh snickered, “Prollay bah us a baer.”  

Tou wasn’t laughing, “If the cops’ll go after you, what makes you think pirates won’t?” 

“Hae’s gotta point, lass.”  

The hairs of their napes stood at attention as the owner of the deep, gravelly voice came 

into view. He was perpendicular to the lift, standing in a dinghy that was far too small for a bearn 

of his size. His head nearly scraped the roof of the underdocks. His appearance sent a second 

wave of chills down Tou and Tabuh’s spines, for his face looked to be an identical clone of the 

very Sheriff they had just recently crippled. 

They dropped the case as their hands shot to their weapons. The heavy trunk shook the 

bridge, thoroughly antagonizing their fellow passengers who’s opinions of the two only 

diminished further when they saw the two were pointing a sword and a gun at the nice bearn 

waiting in a rowboat before them.  

He was shirtless, but that hardly appeared naked. The man’s fur was so thick and his 

chest so broad it seemed likely that there were few shirts beneath Solaris made to fit the poor 

behemoth. A thick belt road high up his belly though it was hardly visible beneath the assortment 

of weapons strapped at his waist. Despite his hipside arsenal, his hands were empty and folded 

into his armpits as if in an attempt to restrain himself. His lip was curled. Not to snarl, but rather 

to smile. The warmth he exuded made both Tou and Tabuh suspicious. 

“Well that’s awfullay rude.” He said, “Were ya raised in the woods?” 

“You know aech other?” Tabuh asked, not taking her gaze off the bearn. 

“No.” Tou said, “You?” 

“No.” Tabuh stated. 

“Wae will soon enough.” The bearn promised. 

The platform rattled as it stuck back in place along its initial dock. A wave slapped over, 

splashing the boots of the theif and the smith and splattering the trunk of swords between them. 

There were two dinghy’s behind the one dedicated to the giant bearn, bobbing in the wake like 

ducklings behind their mother. When the lift landed, the bearn raised his hands and his comrades 

on the boats behind him hopped onto his dinghy and then onto the dock on either side of Tou and 

Tabuh. Their fellow lift passengers quickly departed. 

“They take another step towards us, your dead.” Tabuh warned. 

The bearn’s bushy brow raised and his grin widened, “That so, lass?” 

A tiny red head wiggled out from the thick curls of fur along his bare shoulder. A slender 

stream of smoke trailed from the little dragon’s nostrils. 

“A lil birday told mae ya onlay got two shots left.” 

“What do you want?” Tabuh demanded. 

“The Captain would lahk to commission a blade.” The bearn explained. 

“Tell him to get in lahn.” Tabuh snapped. 
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“Ah, but ma’am,” the bearn cocked his head to the side, “it is you that is gettina skip the 

lahne.” 

Now it was the electric elf’s head that tilted at an angle. 

“Smiths across Solaris are vahin for this opportunitay.”  

Her golden eyes narrowed to be as sharp as her blades.  

“This won’t bae just anay sword...” 

He raised his left hand to calm his audience as his right fished into his pocket. He pulled 

out a slender black box and tossed it to Tabuh. She caught it in one hand without lowering her 

gun. Keeping her glare on the bearn, she held the box out to Tou. Tou reluctantly slid Future 

back tween his belt and his pants then took the box and opened it.  

Blue light lit up the underdocks, spraying Tou’s face with sapphire. Inside the little box 

was a vial of radiant sand, pulsating and whispering unintelligible words as if though tiny fairies 

were hovering by his ears singing ancient alien songs. Tou had no clue what he was looking at 

but when he turned to Tabuh he saw that he was alone. 

“Void-dust!” She gasped. 

“Huh?” Tou remarked, turning to the bearn for an explanation. 

The bearn chuckled, bowing low before them, saying only, “Welcome, then, to the 

Obisidian Sail.” 

 

- - - 

 

 Above the interwoven branches of docks that crisscrossed the bay like a canopy, a façade 

of arches separated the main streets from the marina. A row of narrower arches lined up above 

these and it was among these that the hustle and bustle of the harbor was finally eluded. Though 

open to the ocean air, the shady second floor was strolled by sabor strapped soldiers. Nothing but 

the breeze passed them without permission, for it was only through them that one could access 

the floors above. No dragons would fit through the balistraria-like slit windows that split the 

upper walls with such frequency it was as if the architect had sought to see how many they could 

possibly fit. Then, atop the boxy upper chambers, was a vast dome which so overlapped its 

rectangular base that little turret towers had to descend to support the circumference.  

 These towers, which hung beneath the dome like Atlas beneath his globe, had once bore 

the banners of the brave citizens that had opposed their governor. Nearly three hundred years 

ago, a mutiny made Yelah independent of the greater Sentrakle region. It was a period of 

faltering factionalism and rising populism. After all, less than a decade after the Yelah Mutiny, 

the people of the city swore their allegiance to the Mystvokar, the First Mystvokar – the monarch 

that laid claim to not only Sentrakle but the entire continent upon which Sentrakle resided. Now, 

three centuries later under the Second Mystvokar continental-rule, the Magistrate of Yelah was 

faced with a similar dilemma.  

 Onotna Sentry was not only the Magistrate of Yelah, but also the Battle Admiral of the 

Imperial Navy. Onotna ruled a city that belonged to the Mystvokar, the Mystvokar being the 

King of the continent of Iceload, but Onotna commanded ships that served the Emperor of the 

Trinity Nations, a rival alliance of surrounding continents. He could smell the rot of factionalism, 

but was it regional or continental? And the incoming warm front of populism – was it national, 

did it stop at the throne of the Mystvokar? Or did it extend across the oceans to the many crowns 

beneath the Trinity Nations? These were the questions Onotna mulled over as he leaned out an 

arrow slit. Questions that were of little concern to the producers and profiteers in the port before 
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him. For the people of Iceload, armies and authorities came and went, it was their appetites that 

stayed the same. Neither kings nor councils seemed to serve them supper. That reality was on the 

forefront of Onotna’s visitor’s mind that morning. 

 Commander Shaprone Ipativy was as fond of the Magistrate as he was of the task at 

hand: pacifying a petty squabble between the police and a poweful pedestrian. The only reason 

he was chosen for the job was, in fact, the only reason he was willing. Had it been anyone else, 

he might’ve preferred outright desertion over such a dishonorable chore, but alas, it was not. It 

was Tabuh Sentry.  

 “She shot your new sheriff.”  

 “Ah beg your pardon?!” The Magistrate whirled away from the window to face the 

Commander, his head spinning far faster than his bulky girth could manage, “Shae did no such 

thang!” 

 “Four times.” The Commander added, “Then she ran off – and not only did she run off, 

she ran off with a suspected theif – the very theif that Sheriff Kakal was attempting to arrest 

when she shot him…four times.” 

 “Sir!” Onotna cried. His belly, as rotund as the great dome atop his palace, tremored with 

such gravity it rustled the contents of the chamber, “Mah daughter was kidnapped!” 

 Shaprone raised a blonde eyebrow, “Kidnapped?” 

 “Bah the Obsidaian Sail.” Onotna nodded. 

 “By pirates?” His brow fell. 

 “Enemaes of the state, sir.”  

Battle Admiral Onotna’s voice was suddenly gruff. His blue eyes distant as he gazed 

back out the arrow slit at the bay, as if he was remembering some traumatic battle. Rolling his 

eyes was all Shaprone could do to withhold a scoff. If the old man’s plump stature didn’t give it 

away, then his melodramatic antics made it clear: the Battle Admiral was not a soldier. His 

talents hid above his shoulders and, even there, he kept them well hidden from view. 

 Shaprone said, “Enemies of your state, not mine, Magistrate.” 

 “They sell illicit materaials in your state, Commander.” Onotna noted. He paced over to a 

paper laden desk and snatched up a skinny folder. He opened it, revealing neatly packed 

documents. There wasn’t even a mar in the layer of dust upon the sloppy desk, it was obvious 

Onotna had brought the folder with him to meet Shaprone, yet still he picked through the pages 

as if double checking. Finally, his index finger shot into the air and he drew out a sheet of paper 

– it just so happened to be the sheet at the front of the folder: a mugshot and short bio of a 

brawny looking bearn. He said, “Jason “the Giant” Kakal – First Mate of Captain Dresdan 

Otubak of the Obsidaian Sail – the bearn was saen laeving the harbor with mah daughter and 

your thaif. Tell mae again, what was the name of your bullet riddled sheriff?”   

 Taking the sheet, the Commander answered, “Justin Kakal.” 

 “Blood brothers.” The Admiral explained, “Coincidence?” 

 Shaprone closed his eyes, lest he roll them again, saying, “Magistrate Sentry-” 

 “It’s Magistrate Battle Admiral, Commander.” 

 Shaprone kept his eyes shut. He cleared his throat. Then he started over, “Magistrate 

Battle Admiral Sentry, Sheriff Kakal was shot by your daughter’s gun-” 

 “Whah would shae attack an officer of the law?” 

 “The same reason every other Sentry attacks our officers! We have at least a dozen 

assaults a day – in Yelah alone, not to mention the rest of Sentrakle! – and you know Tabuh, do 

you really think-” 
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 “Do you raellay think telling Yelah that mah daughter shot a Sheriff is a good ahdaea, 

Commander? Let the papers run with that storay, Mr. Ipativy, and sae how that does.” He tossed 

the folder back onto the table and a plume of dust rose up behind him like a mushroom cloud. 

Spreading his hands out before him to frame the potential headline, he continued, “Princess of 

Sentrakle Shoots Sheriff Four Tahmes – think that’ll reduce vahlence against the state or 

encourage it?” 

 Shaprone shuffled his boots and grunted in concession. 

 “Tell them it was pahrates. Ah hate pahrates, you hate pahrates, wae all hate pahrates.” 

Onotna continued, “Common enemay. That’s how wae reduce this tension.” 

 A knock on the door offered Shaprone an escape from his surrender as outrage oncemore 

became an appropriate response. His hand shot to the hilt on his hip, but Onotna raised a calming 

hand. 

 “Behand that door lahs a favor from mae to you – a good faith donation to the solution of 

this fickle pickle wae’ve found ourselves in.” 

 Shaprone rustled his curled mustache with a discontented snort as the door swung open.  

A full suit of armor strode first into the room, all that was visible of the individual 

beneath were a pair of silver eyes that glared through the slit in her helmet and the long silver 

strands of hair that wrapped her chestplate like a sash, carrying a strap where her bow could lie 

across her spine had it not been in her hand. The armor and hair alone would not have identified 

her, though it did narrow down the possibilities. Metallic eyes like hers could belong only to the 

translucent race of ghostlike beings known as spirits (though they were, in fact, very much alive). 

These people normally dressed in clothes as transparent as their flesh, but a certain warrior-sect 

of their kind adorned a fashion quite different. Disciples of the Woodland Ridge Monastery left 

their holy hills armored from head to toe, donning the family name Shisharay.  

Yet Shaprone knew immediately who she was. It was the bow in her hand, an intricate 

compact bow, that identified her beyond race and ethnicity. The handle clamped in her gauntlet 

glowed blue, hued like a glaciar lake beaming in the light of a mountain sun. The shine peaked 

through blossoming vines that twisted around the limbs, so decorated was the artifact that it 

could almost convince admirers it was a novelty and not a weapon – if not for that sapphiric 

energy. Beautiful yet threatening. Though there was no string, her right hand pinched the lotus-

dressed tail of an arrow that sat above where her thumb curled around the handle.  

“Lalmly Shisharay and,” Shaprone bowed his head, but made sure not to stoop too low so 

that he could keep his eyes on the door where he was sure her partner would soon appear, “Zaria 

Ein?” 

“Commander.” 

Zaria curtsied. She was in full formal uniform: polished high top boots, pressed blue 

slacks, and a dark navy blazer held taut over her torso by fat golden buttons. Her arms were 

hidden beneath a heavy maroon overcoat, though the right shoulder had slipped off to hang on 

her upperarm just low enough to reveal the golden three-leaf clover above the anchor insignia on 

her shoulder mark. Her hands where shrowded beneath the maroon overcoat, as were both the 

sword and firearm on her hip.  

Despite her respectful salutation, Zaria’s righthand man did not grant Shaprone such 

decency. The little yellow dog – stocky, due to the unfortunate cuteness of his breed, but fit – 

emitted a low growl as it plopped onto its fluffy white rear end, perching on the steel plated tip of 

the Strategy Admiral’s boot.  
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Shaprone echoed the sentiment with a snarl, before turning to Onotna, “Dogs are 

permitted in the Mutiny Palace?” 

“The little did-vallhund is an honored guest.”  

Onotna as far as his wideberth would allow so that he could tempt the dog over for pets. 

The dog didn’t budge. 

Zaria winced at the nickname, providing his true title, “Cowboy the Pirate Killer is, in 

fact, Lalmly and I’s personal guard.” 

“Is that so?” Shaprone grunted. 

“Indeed, commander.” Zaria smirked. She rolled her shoulders and cleared her throat to 

tear Onotna’s attention back to her dark brown eyes. She said, “So, Magistrate Battle Admiral 

Sentry, I heard you’ve got some pirates that need killing?” 
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Chapter Two: The Obsidian Sail 
 Something rolled into him. He resisted the urge to open his eyes, complying instead with 

his desire to remain asleep – that is until a hot, damp stench fell across his face like a heavy 

blanket. Recoiling with a groan, he sat up and looked. 

 The smith, Tabuh Sentry, lay in bed beside him. Her long blonde hair was pooled around 

her like the tentacles of an octopus. Her soft, pink lips were parted and it was from between them 

that the pungent heat had wafted.  

 Holding his breath, Tou slipped out from under the sheets, taking the same amount of 

precautions as he had to steal the clothes he wore – and still wore – from the day before. He was 

nearly free when Tabuh’s mouth snapped shut and her nose roared to life. The snore would’ve 

made a barren cower and it so shocked Tou that he tumbled off the side of the bed and hit the 

floor boards with a loud thud.  

 No sooner did his butt hit the ground than did Tabuh land on him. She shot out of bed 

like a tigress, pinning him by his shoulders with both hands as she snarled. 

 “Where’s mah gun?” 

 If not for her vice grip, he would’ve shrugged. Instead, his eyebrows did the job for him. 

Her golden eyes shot down to his hip. 

 “And mah sword.” Looking up and around the room, she cursed, “Taiad…where are mah 

swords – Where are wae?” 

 This time, as she got off him, he was able to shrug. Together, they took in their 

surroundings. Striped sheets peeked out from under the heavy plaid comforter they’d slept 

beneath, polka dotted pillows were strewn about at the foot of the bed after having been expelled 

from the mattress when the rabid women had pounced on him. The head board was made of 

tarnished bronze, gerrymandered to fit to the polished oak bed frame. Despite how comfortable it 

had been to sleep on, the bed itself was almost painful to look at and the rest of the room had 

been decorated quite the same: a red leather couch, a green little coffee table, two stools, and 

orange curtains that billowed around opened – but barred – windows. 

 When the two elves’ eyes saw the bars on the windows, their heads turned immediately 

for the door but as they moved towards it the door flew open and in marched the hulking bearn 

they’d met in Yelah. 

 “Morning.” He grinned before curtsing into a low bow, gesturing with his hands for 

attention to be directed towards the individual that followed him as he said, “Introducing, 

Captain Dresdan Otubak.” 

   The man was dark as the sails of his ship, his scales so black and yet simultaneously 

shimmering with iridescent rainbows in the low amber light of the enertomb lantern hanging 

from the ceiling. His eyes were purple, like the crooked witch hat who’s brim rode like a crest 

above his gaze. His stare was tight, crossed by his narrow cat-like pupils, and fixated on Tou. 

 His furred compatriot straightened upright and gave reason to the glare. 

 “It appears that you – Tou Fou – are no stranger to the Obsidian Sail.” 

 Tabuh shoved past Tou and tore the captain’s indigo eyes off the earth elf. 

 “Good to haer y’all are old friends,” she hissed, “but that saems to have nothing to do 

with mae – nor does it saem to have anaythang to do with how wae got hare.” Her index finger 

jabbed at the windows, “Ah agraed to forge a sword, not to baeing drugged!” 

 “Not drugged, ma’am,” the bearn grinned, a twinkle in his beady eyes, “ensorcelled.” 

 “What in the crimpsin taiad…” 
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 But Tabuh let her own complaints dwindle as a third visitor entered the chamber. His 

hat’s point was flopped over like the Captain’s, but brim was folded in like a cuff. It was a 

scarlet phrygian cap, one often worn by the moon miners of Batloe, and like the moon miners he 

was Batloen – a moleman. His snout was shriveled so much so that some of his teeth poked out 

from under his gray lips, giving him a bit of a goofy grin. The hat and mussle aside, the old 

man’s large eyes reeked of wisdom. His brow was relaxed and his gaze was steady. One hand 

was behind his back, the other held a book open before him.  

 “I apologize, Dame Sentry, Sir Fou,” the moleman said, “but my orders were for your 

safety.” 

 “Indaed.” The bearn nodded, “Our swain encorcelled you two to provahde plausible 

denahabilitay! Well…at laest for you, ma’am.” His smirked turned to Tou, “It may bae that it is 

our crew and Captain that naeds denahabilitay from the lahks of you.” 

 Tou began to pull a heavy breath in through his nose but before it could be expunged, the 

stoic Captain rolled his shoulders back and spoke. 

 “Far be it for pirates like us to scandalize a theif,” Dresdan said, “but of the gold you took 

and the blood you spilt, Sir Fou, was it to borrow or to burglar? All is fair beneath these sails. 

The former can be repaid with labor, however the latter costs at least a limb.” 

 “Lahf dependin on the prahce.” The bearn interjected. 

 Tabuh elbowed Tou in the gut, demanding through gritted teeth, “What’d you stael from 

them?” 

 Tou shrugged and flinched simultaneously, “Didn’t know I had?” 

 “Nor did wae,” The bearn smiled, “but sae our magician hare can’t forget a face.” 

 The moleman nodded, his oaken eyes extinguished Tou’s doubt-fueled indignation. He’d 

stolen so much in his young life, it wasn’t hard to imagine that somewhere along the way he’d 

nabbed something from one of the black-sailed buccaneers. 

 Dresdan continued, “That saber was more than enough to suffice, but-” 

 “Hey!” Tabuh crowed, “That’s mah sword!” 

 Dresdan’s eyes grew wide. His chest swelled and it seemed he grew a few inches. His 

teeth ground against one another with such furosity that the sound made both Tou and Tabuh 

cringe. The scaled man’s furred comrades stepped back and away from their Captain as his 

nostrils flared and he turned his indigo eyes upon the interrupting smith. 

 Tabuh glowered back, “Am ah your prisoner?” 

 “You may very well be.” He growled back.  

 The bearn cleared his throat and tiptoed back to his leader’s side, “Captain Dresdan is an 

honorable man. The raespect hae grants you, hae daemands in raeturn.” 

 Both the chidra and the electric elf simmered, beams of light were almost visible 

connecting their eyes from across the room. 

 “The bars and locks are for your own safetay.” The bearn continued, “Sae, way may run a 

taht ship hare, but wae are pahrates. Manay a crew member is none too fond of the Sentray and a 

few have a bone to pick with this hare Fou. Wae may not tolerate aggression against our guests, 

however, wae’d rather praevent the crahme than punish the criminal. After all, what good are 

you to us dead?” 

 “So then we’re free to leave?” Tou asked. 

 “The lass is, but you sir owe us labor or limb.” The bearn reminded Tou. 

 Tou’s shoulders fell in submission. 
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 Tabuh was still skeptical, “So then, where’s mah gun? Where’s mah sword? Where’s 

mah swords?” 

 “Safelay stowed away.” The bearn grinned, “Wae saw how you handled mah brother and 

figured-” 

 “Your brother?” Tabuh asked. 

 “The Sheriff.” He grinned. 

 “You’re a Kakal?” 

 He bowed, “Jason Kakal, estranged brother of yer crippled Sheriff of Yelah.” 

 “Your weapons will be available to you,” Dresdan said, taking control of the 

conversation one more, “as soon as we come to an understanding.”  

 “The magic sword.” Tabuh nodded. 

 “Can you do it?” Dresdan asked. 

 “Ah’m no magician.” Tabuh shrugged. 

 “You’re a Sentry.” Dresdan countered. 

 “That ah am.” Tabuh said.  

 He gestured to the moleman, “Drakken will guide you.” 

 “And payment?” Tabuh asked. 

 “Room and board until completion.” Dresdan said, “Your reward will be the ransom on 

my head.” 

 Tabuh cocked a golden eyebrow, “How’s that work?” 

 “The Captain’s retahrin.” Jason winked, “Hae naeds that sword to tah up a few loose 

ends.” 

 “Once I have the weapon, the ship is yours.” Dresdan said. 

 “What?!” Tou and Tabuh gasped. 

 “The Empire claims we’ve kidnapped you.” Dresdan explained, “You’ll be richer than 

your father if you turn this ship in to God’s Island.” 

 “Without a crew?” Tabuh scoffed, “Or are you throwing your men under the bus?” 

 “There will be a crew.” Dresdan promised, “None of those currently onboard, but the brig 

will be stocked.” 

 “How?” Tou and Tabuh again asked in unison. 

 “The less you know, the better.” Dresdan assured them. 

 “Plausible denahabilitay.” Jason grinned.  

 “We’re on a tight schedule, we must start today.” Dresdan said. He strode forward and 

extended a hand towards Tabuh, “What do you say?”  

 Tabuh and Tou exchanged blinking looks.  

 “No offense,” Tabuh said, turning back to the Captain, “but ah’d say your crazay.” 

 “Fair enough.” Dresdan’s hand didn’t lower. 

 Tabuh tilted her head, as if dumping her skepticism out of her ear before turning her head 

back upright with a shrug, “A ton of gold and a chance to make a magic sword, you drahve a 

hard bargain, Captain.” She took his hand and shook, “Dael.” 

 Then all eyes turned to Tou. Dresdan stepped before him. 

 “I assume between life, limb, and labor you’d prefer labor.” 

 Tou nodded. 

 “If we were to hire you on as the personal guard of our guest blacksmith, do you think 

you’d be up for the job?”  

 Tou looked over at Tabuh and she said what he was thinking. 
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 Chuckling, “Ah appreciate the offer but ah don’t naed his protection.” 

 “Ah, but ma’am,” Jason jumped back in, “yer a fahne shot, but if ya’ve got more than 

seven foes, you naed someone watchin your back whahl ya raeload.” 

 “A battle is coming – the Battle,” Dresdan explained, “and in this skirmish I will 

disappear – along with my crew. You two will remain in charge of the ship and those unfortunate 

souls that will be defeated and left behind to take the place of my Obsidians in the prisons of the 

Empire. We will fight alongside you in the Battle but when we depart, you would be wise to 

have an ally by your side – one should never go into a plot alone.” 

 Tabuh’s eyes narrowed, “It sounds lahk ah may bae riskin mah lahf to get the pay ah’ve 

been promised.” 

 “You are not wrong.” Dresdan admitted, “But the pay is generous.” 

 Her squinting sapphire glare turned into a wink as she smiled, looking over at Tou, she 

asked, “What do you think, Mr. Woodsman?” 

 Tou shrugged, “Can I keep the sword?” 

 “If ah can kaep the gold.” Tabuh said. 

 Tou pursed his lips, glancing from the smith to the three pirates then back as he mulled it 

over. Finally, he stepped forward and took Dresdan’s hand. 

 “Deal.” 

 “Welcome aboard Sir Fou,” Dresdan released Tou’s hand and backed up to bow at the 

both of them, “Dame Sentry. If we pull this off right, then you two will go down in history as the 

elves that captured the Obsidian Sail.” 

 

- - - 

 

 The sack hit the table top and flattened out like a pancake before bouncing back to a 

bulbous balloon then flopping over again to flatten. Its nipple-headed nossle spinning around like 

a dizzy chicken, the sack was going to roll right off the edge and slap down to the floor had a 

man not dove to catch it. This was no small feat, he was standing in the doorway and the table 

was a good three yards into the room. He launched off from a still and upright position, his legs 

extending like a frog’s, his body twisting in midair like a cat. Except, unlike a cat, he landed on 

his back, cradling the flask in his belly where it hit and thrust the air right out of him.  

 “One paida.”  

The voice of the speaker seemed not to realize the cost of their actions, considering the 

fact that she could have just sat the sack down gently. In fact, there was no reason for her to drop 

it in the first place, she’d been sitting before the table mere moments prior. That said, it was a 

coffee table and she likely didn’t figure that diving to catch the bag would be considered 

necessary – in fact, she still didn’t figure it had been. Still, refraining from judgement, she chose 

instead to speak with indifference. Something she did often.  

Though one sapphiric eye did give away a sparkle of amusement at her visitor’s behavior, 

the other was as dull as her tone. It was as black as a crow’s eye – which, in fact, is what people 

call them – and full of an even darker substance within: shadows, the merky energy of the dead. 

She normally kept her head bandaged, hiding her crow eye, but she did not have to hide in her 

customer’s company. Especially not considering the fact that the sack she was selling was full of 

enough hallucinogens to put her away for life.  

Replacing the gallon sized flask on the coffee table, the gentleman sat in the miniature 

stool across from her. She – who had to stoop to even fit beneath the ceiling – followed suit.  
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 “Peedi.” He said. 

 She cocked her head to the side. 

 “Paida means something else entirely-” 

 “I said paida.” 

 “Exactly – it’s peedi.” 

 “That’s what ah’m saying-” 

 “Krystyna-” 

 Suddenly, a gaseous substance poured out from her crow eye. It curled around her head, 

wrapping around her neck like a snake, reaching her shoulders before the man had even finished 

her name. He very quickly choked himself on his tongue, correcting himself as his big brown 

eyes stared at the darkness slowly shrowding his host.  

 “Skar!” 

 She simmered. The shadows loosened, but still hung around her shoulders like the 

popped collar of her duster. Clearing his throat and sporting a weakened smile, he got back to the 

business at hand. 

 “This is just a guzzle?” 

 She scoffed, “Want mae to squaeze some out?” 

 “No, ma’am! Not at all!” He looked at his nails, digging under one with the other as if 

there was a bit of dirt stuck there though even his one-eyed counterpart could tell that his 

fingernails were immaculate. Still, the manicure was all he needed to regain his composure and 

get back the sense of confidence that people knew and loved. Turning back to Skar, he grinned 

through his words, “I would love to stay and chat – I mean…” he played with the curled end of 

his mustache and winked at his hose, “you know, I really would love to stay and-” 

 More shadows spilled out from her eye, so much so that they could no longer hang 

around her shoulders. They descended to the other side of the table, waiting around her fingertips 

which tapped on the table as she glared at her customer. 

 “BUT a gentleman never imposes…even when struck to the soul by the imaculate beauty 

of-” 

 Normally, this would’ve been enough to send Skar over the edge. Had her customer not 

been John Pigeon, she would’ve likely attacked right as he hit the ellipsis, but she needed the 

young pirate to live. She had plans for him and his Sea Lords. Still, she interrupted because she 

saw something he did not.  

Crow eyes don’t only store energy, they can see it. This allows shadowmancers like Skar 

to see through walls, which she currently was, and doing so she could see that someone – two 

people, in fact, were heading towards her humble shack.  

 “Someone’s coming.” She immediately tore open her robes – an act that totally distracted 

Johnny from the urgency – and snatched the white cloth she used as a head bandage to hide her 

cursed eye, “Go! Now!” 

 “In Knomeloe? Really?” Johnny didn’t budge, instead, he shrugged, “Is it a Knome? We 

can take a godi-” 

 “Go! NOW!” 

 This time her command registered in the pirate’s acid washed brain and he shot up out of 

his stool – unfortunately so fast, however, that he smashed his head on the Knome-appropriate 

sized ceiling. 

 “Farakin-” 

 “GO!” Skar roared. 
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 Snatching the guzzle of drugs with one hand and clutching the growing goose egg on his 

temple with the other, Johnny took off. Despite never having been in the house before, the exit 

was easy enough to find. It was a simple shotgun house, meaning there was only one way you 

could go. The reason such houses were called such was because the rooms were stacked one 

behind the other, like cars on a train, and if you opened all the doors you could – theoretically – 

fire a shotgun from the front door and shoot someone out the back. Now, this fact helped Johnny 

to get out fast but it also increased the risk of him not getting out in time. After all, it appeared 

that one of Skar’s new visitors was carrying something that could very likely be a shotgun.  

 As the backdoor slammed behind Johnny’s rear end, the front door was yanked open. The 

first intruder was a little yellow dog. The vallhund rushed in only to skid to a halt as it was met 

by Skar’s icy, one-eyed stare. Next came his master’s bodyguard, a massive suit of armor. Had 

there been actual flesh in the armor and not the gaseous essence that makes up a spirit’s visible 

self then there was no way they would’ve been able to crumple themselves in, even still it was 

impressive. Behind the bow-toting juggernaut, came another woman. Though she was shorter 

than both the armored soldier and the bean-pole of a drug dealer, she was still a tall woman and it 

was just as hard to fit in the Knome-sized doorway as it was to squeeze next to her bodyguard to 

sit across from the mini-table from Skar. The poor earth elf had to remove her sheath just to sit 

flat on the stool, laying it on the table in a questionable gesture that could’ve even been a 

peaceful offering or a threat. 

 Fortunately, Skar was not annoyed by the act. She was, however, annoyed by the 

unscheduled visit and for that she kept her lips pursed in a flatline and her blue eye – the only 

one still visible – squinting with silent rage. 

 Zaria immediately recognized her old friends expression. She responded with a smile of 

gritted teeth, “We should’ve warned-” 

 Lalmly, the bodyguarding bowman, took it upon herself to not only protect the Strategy 

Admiral’s physical body but also her mental health and that included defending her in social 

situations in which Zaria was being far to apologetic. She interrupted, “This is important. Things 

are moving fast.” 

 “The Battle?” Skar asked. 

 The two women across from her nodded. 

 Skar’s glare hadn’t diminished, “John Pigeon just ran out the back door.” 

 Now Lalmly sported a gritted-smile, though hers was hidden by her helmet’s visor. 

 Zaria resorted back to apology, “We should’ve warned you, I’m sorry, but you know how 

it is. We can’t risk anything being intercepted and all our chess pieces are occupied with this or 

that and the other.” 

 Skar rolled her eyes but relaxed her eyelids. 

 “Dresdan kidnapped Tabuh Sentry.” Zaria said. 

 “That’s some godai taiad if ah ever heard it.” Skar scoffed, “That woman could kill a 

banshee with a bullet.” 

 “Willing or not, Tabuh’s on the Obsidian Sail and her father – my boss – wants her off.” 

Zaria continued, “I can only push it off for so long-” 

 “Whah?” Skar pressed. 

 “The Mystvokar’s favorite errand boy,” Lalmly interjected, “Commander Shaprone.” 

 Cowboy growled low, rumbling the table from underneath.  

 “He won’t interfere…even though he is in love with Tabuh…however if it starts to look 

like we’re farakin this up-” 
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 “The Mystvokar would love to one up the Empahr.” Skar nodded.  

 “And get rid of zirra dealers while they’re at it.” Lalmly agreed. 

 “And the Obsidian Sail may be full of some of the most forbidle pirates beneath Solaris, 

but if you take a murder of trained Iceloadic dragons at a boat on the highseas…” 

Skar nodded, “It’d burn up quicker than a vallhund covered in bacon graese.” 

Cowboy wimpered and slinked an inch back towards the door. 

“So wae move up the Battle.” Skar said, “Ah’ll tell Dresdan.” 

“Thank you.” Zaria bowed her head, “Rosethorn.” 

“Rosethorn.” Skar and Lalmly concurred. 

Then Skar added, “One last thing. Dresdan has a message for you.” 

Zaria and Lalmly’s heads cocked to one side. 

“The bone bender Truth contacted him about a waek ago.” Skar said. 

“Truth.” Lalmly muttered, turning to Zaria, “From the War of the Tiger.” 

“She’s New Pact – a Disciple of Darkness.” Zaria commented, “Not Antipa.” 

Skar nodded, “Shae wanted him to kill the King of Batloe.” 

“Duifeen?” Lalmly was taken aback, “He’s already dying?” 

“Not fast enough.” Skar said, adding, “And Batloe’s on the verge of a working class 

revolution.”  

“The Pact’s trying to start it…” Zaria murmured. 

Skar shrugged, “Or stop it?” 

“Crimpsin tiad.” Zaria cursed, “Something’s coming together.” 

“Ain’t it though.” Skar sighed. 

“We should go to Batloe.” Lalmly stated, “Immediately.” 

Zaria nodded. The two women moved to get up – or as up as they could considering the 

restraints of the Knomish architecture – but were paused as two pale hands shot out to catch 

theirs. Though one eye was hidden away behind white bandages, her right eye bore into theirs. 

Switching from Zaria’s amber eyes to Lalmly’s silver. 

“Saelu to you, sisters.” She said. 

“Selu to you, too, Skar.” Zaria said. 

“Selu to you, too.” Lalmly said. 

Then she let them leave.  

 

- - - 

 

“Who are you?” 

The air was hot with sun roasted tobacco smoke floating thick like a ribbon of fog 

wrapped around the deck, trailing off with the ocean breeze only to be continually fed by the 

filter sucking lips of the crew. Aside from a few spits and snorts, the crew was quiet, shifting 

their weight between their feet or squatting to squint at the greenhorn pacing around their 

captain.  

The first bead of sweat developed on Tou’s temple. His grip shifted on the emerald hilt of 

Future. His brow was furled in a scowl though his mind was not so certain. His thoughts flopped 

around like a fish inside his skull. Is this a duel or an execution? The two weren’t fighting with 

poles. The Captain had given Tou back the Sentry’s sword to “spar” with and the Captain 

himself held a massive Otusacha-style blade. The weapon was three times as wide as the one 

sided saber in Tou’s grasp. It’s gaudy scarlet hilt, shaped like a squared cross, required two 
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hands. Extending the blade so that the tip pointed at Tou, Dresdan pivoted on his heels as Tou 

prowled around the circle made by the audience of smoggy pirates. 

“You’re from the woods,” Dresdan stated, “but who are you?” 

Tou grunted in affirmation to the first part but shrugged in response to the second. 

“Who trained you?” Dresdan continued, “The trees?” 

Tou lunged. His arm shot forward like a piston, putting the tip of Future well past where 

Dresdan’s head had been. The Captain hadn’t blocked, he’d merely leaned out of the way. 

Yanking the blade back, Tou swiped again for the chidra’s face – again he missed as the Captain 

leaned further back, back pedalling, but then Dresdan stopped. Planting his feet, he rolled his 

torso forward and drew up his massive sword to bat back Tou’s third swing. Tou spun to swing 

again but this time he spun to his knees and swung low – aiming for the pirate’s baggy britches. 

Dresdan, having just lifted his blade to the sun, then used the weight of the weapon to bring it 

down with a swiftness, stabbing it into the deck just in time to parry Tou’s swing. 

Tou snarled up at Dresdan from his knees. 

Dresdan smiled back, “Or the beasts?” 

Tou shot up from the floor. Dresdan yanked his blade free with tremendous force, 

spinning his body to get the mighty weapon around and ready to attack once more. The move 

was so fast that he was ready to attack again before Tou. The earth elf didn’t slink back, 

however, he pushed his planned attack into a parry and stopped the blademaster’s mighty blow. 

Holding his saber above him to keep Dresdan’s from crashing down upon him, he crowched and 

twisted around, pulling both their weapons out from between them so that when he finished his 

turn and they were face to face again he found Dresdan open for attack with his free hand. 

But Dresdan also found Tou open for attack. Before Tou could punch, Dresdan had 

kicked. No sooner did Tou’s brown eyes meet Dresdan’s indigo than did he receive a foot to the 

face. His feather-pinned green cap flew into the crowd as he tumbled back. 

The crowd crowed but Dresdan didn’t claim his victory – not yet. He stood his ground 

and waited, continuing to interrogate his adversary, “You’re a legend, you know? Do you know 

what they call you back home – in Westport?”  

Tou got back up. He stabbed his saber in the ground and while the hand guard wiggled 

back and forth he undid the buttons of his tunic. In response to Dresdan, he said, “Westport ain’t 

my home.” 

“That’s right,” Dresdan smiled, “because you’re from the woods.” 

Tou threw his vest to the ground then went after the buttons of his blouse. 

“Barrens live in those woods – in Tou Zou – don’t they? Monstrous beasts…” He 

addressed the crowd to explain, “They dwarf buffalos and have jaws big enough to eat them too, 

with horns that would make a minotaur look like an antelope.” He turned back to Tou, “You 

must’ve seen them growing up, yes?” 

Tou unlatched his belt then latched it back a knotch tighter. He grabbed his sword and 

asked, “What do they call me in Westport?” 

“The Barren Boy.” Dresdan smirked. 

With a snarl, Tou attacked. Drawing his saber up from below as if to cut a sash of blood 

across Dresdan’s bare chest but at the last moment he let go of the weapon and caught the hilt 

with his free hand. Holding it backwards, he stooped low and sliced at the Captain’s shins. 

Dresdan jumped. His heels clearing the assault as he leaned into his own swing – a swing that 

would’ve taken his opponent’s head clean off had he not had his sword oriented so that it was the 

flat of the blade that collided with the young man’s melon.  
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Future went flying off into the crowd. 

Tou hit the ground. His head reeling and his body seemingly spinning beneath it even as 

he lay completely still on the floor of the deck. There was a roar in his ears, like that of the 

barrens he used to know, popping like thunder and growing louder and louder until it finally 

stopped just a notch before it became unbearable. 

“Get up!” Dresdan demanded. 

“Get down!” A little girl demanded. 

He couldn’t see her, all he could see was darkness spliced with broad bursts of light. 

There were fireworks on the inside of his eyelids.  

He lay flat against the deck. He knew that. But at the same time, he was somewhere else. 

“Get up!” 

“Get down!” 

“Zou…” He whispered. 

His voice traveled in his head like it was echoing in his skull. He wasn’t speaking – at 

least, he wasn’t speaking on the deck of the Obsidian Sail – he was remembering and, after one 

more great burst of light, suddenly he was seeing. 

It looked like waves across an angry sea – the rolling shoulders of an army of barrens. 

Their backs were arched to fit the muscles that rippled around their biceps as their paws 

obliterated the cobblestone beneath them. Tou remembered thinking it looked like a flash flood 

suddenly storming down the city streets. It would leave a similar wake of destruction.  

There was little Tou: stark naked and standing between the horns of his adopted mother, 

his chest puffed out and his eyes wide and reveling at the sight – his first sight – of the city. Then 

there was little Zou. She was a tad bit bigger than Tou, but you wouldn’t have known that if you 

saw them in that moment. She was hiding beneath the gristly fur of their mother’s spine and from 

beneath the mane she shrieked to her brother. 

“GET DOWN!” 

Little Tou refused, but soon the universe would bring him to heel. He saw it the second 

before it happened too. A line of armor on the rooftop and a row of bows knocked and drawn. 

His eyes met with the eyes of a soldier. Maybe the one that hit him, maybe not, but either way 

they both saw each other and in that instant they both wished they had used the seconds prior to 

stop what was now inevitable.  

The town guards fired.  

An arrow struck little Tou in the shoulder. The force yanked his hands from the horns. He 

teetered back onto one foot. For a moment, he hung there in the air with his feet slowly pealing 

off his mother’s head and his back descending towards the street – towards a space that would 

soon be filled with a trampling beast that, regardless of its intent to hurt Tou or lack thereof, 

would not be able to stop.  

Little Zou lunged from the shelter of her mother’s hump. She grabbed hold of her brother 

with one hand and her mother’s horn with the other, then yanked him back onto the barren’s 

back and shoved him beneath their mother’s mane. Shreiking again: 

“GET DOWN!” 

“Get up!” 

Tou was back onboard the Obsidian Sail. Placing his palms on the deck, Tou pushed 

himself up. The sweat that poured from his temple was now mixed with blood. The blunt force 

of the blow had busted open his forehead. On his knees, he faced Dresdan again. The Captain 

held Future by the blade, offering the hilt back to Tou. Even as Tou reached for it, his world was 
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still spinning around him. There was no way he could handle another back and forth just yet, he 

needed some time to regain his composure – at least a couple seconds. Luckily, whether Dresdan 

knew this or not, he gave Tou a break. 

“You seem quite civilized for someone raised by monsters.” Dresdan said. His tone was 

cool but not sharp. Indifferent but not insulting. He asked, “Who taught you to be a person?” 

“Zou,” He said, taking the sword, “my sister.” 

“Tou and Zou?” Dresdan asked. 

Tou nodded and it made his brain reel so he kept the nod singular. 

“Tou and Zou from Tou Zou, Tadloe?” Dresdan asked. 

Tou didn’t nod this time, instead he concurred, “Yup.” 

There was snickering amongst the crew. A spike of rage pierced through the cloud 

obscuring Tou’s concentration. He was up in an instant. His blade clamoring against Dresdan’s. 

Though Dresdan continued to play, blocking and attacking, over and over, it was obvious the 

Captain was now distracted. No longer was Dresdan taking the windows Tou’s wreckless style 

continued to open up. Dresdan was taking other openings instead – Tou was finally opening up. 

“Why’d you leave the woods?” 

“Because I lost her.” 

Tou beat back Dresdan’s sword with such force that the Captain lost one of his grips on 

the weapon. The chidra had to back pedal, leaning and ducking away from Tou’s slashing saber. 

Though it was his curiosity that distracted him, it was now his curiosity that brought him back to 

the fight. Stopping his retreat, he stepped in. 

With one hand he reached up and caught Tou’s wrist mid-swing. Tou dropped his sword, 

trying to catch it in his other hand and counter Dresdan but Dresdan too had dropped his sword. 

Balling his sword hand into a fist, he caught Tou hard just below the ribs. Dresdan released him 

and the earth elf staggered, clutching his gut and gasping for air as Future fell on the ground 

before the Captain. 

“So you’re looking for her.” Dresdan commented as he retrieved his sword.  

Tou, with his hands on his knees, kept his eyes on the Captain.  

Picking up Future, Dresdan held it by the blade and offered the hilt to Tou, asking, “Have 

you tried a mapwork?” 

Without a word, Tou took the weapon, straightened back up, and rolled his shoulders. 

Dresdan raised a scaley brow, “Or are you referring to a different kind of loss.” 

Tou charged and swung with every intention of slicing open the Captain’s face, right 

between his taily mustache. He figured he’d miss, however, and so he used the momentum of the 

swing to bring the blade full-circle, back up over his head and down again. He did miss the first 

go, Dresdan limbo-ed out of the way for that one, and he missed the second as Dresdan pivoted 

his limbo. Tou was poised to go for a third but the cocky manner in which Dresdan was playing, 

simply leaning out of the way instead of parrying with his blade, irked the earth elf – and he had 

already been previously irked.  

He moved as if to take Future in a full rotation once more but then he pivoted the blade 

out away from him, stopped his arm, and flicked his wrist to whip the sharp edge of the blade 

back around and hurtling towards Dresdan’s blank glare. Finally, the Captain raised his sword. 

He deflect Tou’s slice before bringing his blade face down on Tou’s over-extended forearm.  

Crying out in pain, Tou hopped back but he didn’t drop his sword. 

The placcid expression of the Captain broke for a moment as a snicker escaped his lips. 
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Tou jumped forwards with a mock swing. Dresdan leaned out of the way as he had 

before, exactly as the earth elf had hoped, and this allowed Tou to attack again with another 

quick hop-step forward and a real, full range swing. Dresdan ducked right under the slicing 

saber, spinning as he did and releasing his sword to hold it in one hand instead of two. His spin 

and Tou’s hop-step had put them rather close together. Too close. For as Dresdan came out of his 

pivot, he sliced for Tou’s feet. The elf was still leaning in from his last attack and his sword arm 

was still fully extended – there was no way he could block in time. All he could do to save his 

shins was jump straight up. It may have spared his legs, but it put his chin on full display – 

directly above Dresdan, who had over extended with one arm but had his left hand free. The 

Captain’s legs shot him up from his stooping posture and his left fist pumped up to catch Tou 

square in his chiseled jaw.  

The crew burst into hoops and hollers but the Captain raised his bloody knuckles to 

silence them. No sooner did Tou land flat on his back than did he hop back up. Dresdan could 

tell he would. He’d caught him good, but not good enough to send him under again. They’d 

come to that point in the fight where he was beginning to see Tou’s strategy before it was even 

implemented – possibly before even Tou knew what he was about to do. Years of fighting made 

it easy for the chidra to predict what an amature would do. There were only so many ways an 

opponent could respond to his assaults without dying. And he could sense the heat in Tou’s head. 

The frustration. Not just from their fight but from whatever demons his interrogation had 

released. It was time to end the battle.  

Dresdan still held his sword in one hand. He held the blade back, his grip upside down as 

if he was hiding the giant weapon behind him. Tou bound up from the floor and swung Future 

over his shoulder with all his might, attempting to cleave the Captain from the collar bone to his 

heart – though of course this did not happen. Dresdan stepped in, pivoted, and swung so that his 

broadsword his Tou’s saber hardly even an inch above the handguard. The force of the block was 

so fierce that Tou’s arm immediately gave. It fell out of the way and Dresdan’s sword came 

crashing down on Tou oncemore. Again, the flat of his blade slammed into the side of Tou’s 

head, knocking him immediately onto his ass.  

Dresdan stood over him, his cross-hilted sword pointed so that the tip rested against the 

nape of Tou’s neck. Somehow, Tou had stayed consciousness this time, although with the lights 

currently blinding him he wasn’t sure how long he would retain it.  

“We will train you.” Dresdan stated, “By the time you leave the Obsidian Sail, no one 

will be able to knock you down. Not even I. You-” 

“WHAT IN THE FARAKIN GODAI HELL IS THIS?!” 

The crowd parted like as though they were the Red Sea and the speaker was Moses. 

Though the speaker was most definitely not Moses, the tone of her exclamation assured all those 

present that she was more than willing to bring the holy fury of god down upon them. Tabuh 

stormed across the deck, one hand pointing at Tou’s nigh-paralyzed figure and the other 

clutching her beloved golden revolver. Behind her, trailed Drakken. His head was bowed in 

shame and he avoided eye contact with the Captain who most definitely had not given the order 

to return the firearm to the markswoman now approaching him fully loaded. 

“Well?” She hissed. 

Dresdan pulled his glare away from the swain and softened his scaley expression, 

shrugging, “Training.” 

“TRAININ?!” Tabuh exploded once more – though she did holster her handgun which 

caused the entire congregation to quietly sigh with relief – before kneeling to help Tou get up. 
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“I’m fine.” He grunted. 

Tabuh cocked an eyebrow and backed off by an inch, saying, “Get up then.” 

Tou strained to rise but could hardly get his shoulders an inch up off the ground before 

falling back. Not only did his head feel like it weighed a thousand pounds, it felt as though it was 

spinning faster than Mystakle Planet was as it orbited Solaris. Abandoning the recovery effort, 

Tabuh turned from the concussed earth elf to the black-scaled chidra. Her face said it all but she 

said it nonetheless. 

“How’s hae to protect mae when hae can’t aeven stand up, huh, Captain?” 

“How is he indeed.” Dresdan concurred, “He’ll get there with time. We weren’t finished-

” 

“The hell you weren’t?!” Tabuh crowed. 

“Tabuh.” Tou said. 

Tabuh looked down at him. Blood and sweat coated his face. His forehead would soon be 

bulging as if he were sprouting horns. Yet, squinting through the swelling and smiling through 

his busted lip, his voice was deep and calm. 

“It’s okay.” He continued in a whisper so that only she could hear, “I need this.” 

She stared at him for a moment with her golden eyes. He squinted hard to keep that view 

in his sight. Then she nodded. 

“Can ah help ya up?” She asked. 

Tou grunted in affirmation. 

Gently cradling his shoulders, she hoisted him back up onto his feet. Then she slid his 

arm over her shoulders and they faced the Captain again together. 

“Hae’s done for the day.” Tabuh stated. 

Dresdan bowed his head. A wave of grumbles spread through the crowd of pirates as they 

shuffled off back to work. Dresdan stepped closer to the two elves so they could hear him over 

the clamor of the dispersing crew.  

“Tomorrow. Jason will come for you.” He said to Tou, then he turned to Tabuh, “And 

Drakken for you. How did you like the accommodations?” 

Tabuh scoffed, “Ah could make the sword with a lot less…” Then she cast the moleman, 

lingering out of the way but still quite within earshot, a smirk, “The question is if your boy can 

do the magic.” 

 “She isn’t wrong.” Drakken admitted, stepping hesitantly closer, “Only the greatest 

magicians have successfully been able to use void-” 

 “Everyone is capable of greatness, Sir Drakken.” Dresdan said, “To the helm.”  

 Drakken turned and marched off. 

 “If everyone can, then why do so few?” Tou asked. 

 “Not everyone has a teacher.” Dresdan smiled. 

 “Mhm?” Tabuh rolled her eyes, “And not everayone survahves the taeching aither, huh?” 

 Tou and The Captain ignored her, their eyes were locked – well, as well as they could be 

locked considering the lumps now bulging out over Tou’s eyes. Tou was looking for the catch. 

Why does this man want to train me so badly? I stole from him and my punishment is training? A 

pirate, a drug dealer, a murderer, and yet…There was no lie in the man’s indigo eyes, at least 

none that he could see.  

 “Come on, Tou,” Tabuh said. With him leaning on her for support, he really didn’t have 

much say in the matter, “let’s go get you claened up.” 
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 They stooped to snatch up Tou’s clothes and then staggered off the deck. His body was 

pressed close to her side and as their hips bumped together, his thieving senses picked up on 

something peculiar. Tabuh had been dressed in a tight fitting get up when he met her on the 

docks of Yelah. A get up she still wore. Her arms were bare, showing off enough muscle to rival 

Tou’s own, and her top was strapped to her neck by thin bands and bound to her abdomen by a 

loose fitting corset (loose for a corset but likely still tight compared to the vest Tou had been 

wearing). Only a Sentry could get away with bare arms beneath the cold sun above Sentrakle, but 

now her outfit was far more suited to the warm ocean air than Tou’s button up, vest, and slacks. 

Which was the first clue that something was off – she now wore a shawl. Unless the garment had 

particularly caught her eyes, there was no practical reason for her to have thrown one over her 

shoulders. Unless, that is, she was hiding something beneath. Her money pouch was there, 

jostling against him from its place on her belt, but he felt a second weight beneath it. There was 

something new in the pocket of her trousers. It shifted with the money pouch, but it didn’t jingle 

and when Tou incidentally pressed against it, it seemed to smush.  

 The void-dust. Tou realized. His eyes shifted to hers. Hers were trained ahead, focused on 

getting back to their chamber without dropping the elf or his sweat-soaked clothes. Tou couldn’t 

be sure. It could’ve been any number of things, but it felt like a sack of sand. Whatever it is, she 

doesn’t want anyone to know.  

 “Since wae’re roommates,” Tabuh noted as they neared the door, “ah expect you to wash 

up. Don’t know if folks that grew up in forests are used to practicing some personal hahjaene.” 

 “My woods smelled a lot better than your Yelah.” Tou shot back before asking, “Isn’t it 

locked?” 

 “Can ya stand?” Tabuh asked. 

 Tou nodded and slid his arm off her shoulders. She handed him his sweaty rags and 

slipped her hand in her pocket – the opposite pocket of the one Tou’s eyes lingered over – to 

withdraw a key. 

 “That swain is a push over.” Tabuh winked at Tou as she opened the door, “Maht come 

in handay.” 

 The bathroom was no master bath but it was far better than one would expect on a 

smuggler’s ship. There was a toilet of sorts, fitted with enertomb enchantments – which both 

elves hoped meant it could flush out to sea, but seeing the incense and matches on the counter 

beside the pot did not give them much hope. Along with the magical privy, there was a sink and 

faucet with a mirror above it and a rack of clothes to the side – but no shower.  

 Their eyes met in the mirror.  

 “Take turns?” Tou asked. 

 Tabuh shrugged, “Grab the stools.” 

 Tou walked like he was heading to his grave. His sweat had just begun to slow since the 

duel but now the floodgates reopened. He picked up the stools and slowly made his way back to 

the bathroom door. With his eyes on the floor, he sat the stool down by her feet – now bare –  

and set his own just outside the doorway. He kept his eyes trained on the floor boards. That is, 

until a thick leather belt whipped out and slapped him on the inside of his upper thigh. 

 Flinching, he looked up and froze. Her lips were twisted in a crooked smile. One slender 

brow was raised higher than the other. Her golden eyes squinted over her cheeks, pushed up by 

that mischevious grin. The eyebrow bounced and, as if she had cast some sort of spell, his eyes 

fell to her figure.  
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She wasn’t naked, but she didn’t need to be to turn Tou’s blood cold. Her corset had 

almost hidden her figure. Her hips were swung to one side and her shoulder was stooped as if she 

were about to nudge him with her elbow and let him in on some inside joke. Her torso was so 

taut it seemed as if her abdominal muscles were flexing to hold her body tighter than the corset 

she had taken off. Her hips and thighs were thick. Her posture force one leg to bulge with sleek, 

round muscle while her other leg was relaxed and soft.  

He wanted to feel her. Any bit of her. Even just her fingertips or the golden hair that 

cascaded down to tickle the small of her back. He wanted nothing more than to run his hand 

along the curve that ran from her ribs, just below her breasts, down to her waist and then pull her 

body against his – but he wouldn’t dare.  

He gulped and brought his gaze back to her face. 

Yet her eyes didn’t meet his. She was taking in her own spectacle. Tou still had on his 

pants, but his shirt and vest lay in a pile on the floor. There was no fat visible from his belt to his 

chest. His abs, like hers, seemed almost to be straining – though now, as he stared at Tabuh in 

shock, they may have been – but his breast bulged with muscles that would feel like a pillow 

beneath her cheek. Two pyramids of brawn attached his shoulders to his neck, one side half 

shrowded beneath his dread lochs that ran down his chest and hung off his pecks like war 

medals. His veins showed up like long ridges of mountain scapes down his bicepts and forearms. 

She imagined running her fingers along them, as if she were tracing a route on a map, and then 

grabbing his wrists and wrapping herself in his arms, pulling him around her like a blanket.  

She caught her breath. Then met his gaze. 

“It’s fahne, Mr. Woodsman,” she smiled, “you can stare if ah can.” 

Tou took an instinctive step back and toppled over the stool he’d sat down. 

Tabuh burst out laughing and turned around to sit on her stool. 

“Wae maht should do this back to back,” despite her joy at his fall, he could tell from her 

tone that she wasn’t just laughing at him, “otherwahs…” she cleared her throat, “well…get your 

pants off and ah’ll hand you a rag.” 

Having recovered, Tou did as he was told then sat down on his stool. Back to back, Tou 

couldn’t see her but Tabuh could watch the back of his head in the mirror. They scrubbed at 

themselves in silence for a while. Both trapped in their own heads. Tabuh escaped first, breaking 

the spell. 

“After all this. Wae still could use a blademaster on the Woodsmen.” 

“The sports team?” 

“Mhm.” 

“Mm.” 

“Mm?” 

Tabuh looked over her shoulder and nudged Tou. He looked back at her.  

“Your rag.” She said, offering a new one, “Trade?” 

Tou nodded and handed his over. It was half red with blood and brown with sweat. Tabuh 

fought past her gag reflexes and, for a moment, it seemed that the act of bathing side by side 

might actually save them from the potential awkwardness of the path that their mutual attraction 

might direct them down, but then Tabuh began to rinse the cloth out in the sink and as the filth 

slid down the drain so too did her discomfort as her eyes rose back to the mirror and rested on 

the earth elf’s shoulders. 

She hadn’t just happened upon the duel when she burst out onto the deck, she’d gotten to 

see nearly the entire fight. More importantly, she’d gotten to hear what he had told the Captain.  
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“What was Zou lahk?” 

She saw him stiffen in the mirror, as if he was holding his breath. His hand, scrubbing his 

arm, stopped. Then his shoulders fell back, he sighed, and continued to wash. 

“Strong.”  

Tabuh looked away. I should stop. But she almost immediately looked back. We’re stuck 

together! I’ve been a loner for so long and now I’m stuck with this man – the one man in the 

world that isn’t an incessant flow of vomiting back story – and I’m just going to let politeness 

maintain a wedge between us? Farak that! Setting her brow and giving herself a nod of 

confidence, she pressed deeper. 

“Were you raellay raised bah barrens?” 

“Yes.” 

She took that gentle prod and replaced it with a ten foot pole, “Did you know your 

parents?” 

Immediate hesitation. A longer spell than before. He turned his head, craning his neck so 

that his right eye could observe her face in the mirror. Her eyes were wide, her lips slightly 

parted. What is she doing, he wondered, yet, despite his confusion there was one thing he felt 

was true. Just as he felt that Dresdan was sincere, he felt Tabuh was too but it had been so long 

since anyone had cared that he couldn’t help but be skeptical. He turned around and continued to 

wash himself, but decided to answer. 

“No.” 

“Did Zou?” 

“She said she did.” Tou shrugged, “She knew common tongue.” 

“Shae was older?” 

“Mhm,” Tou nodded, “by a couple years.” 

“Did shae ever tell you what happened to em?” 

Tou chuckled, “A hundred times.”  

He tried to stop the chuckle, stooping over and grabbing his stomach as if he could clutch 

the giggles and smother them away, but he couldn’t. He wasn’t amused, that wasn’t why he was 

laughing. He’d never told a soul this before. His brain was freaking out, flipping all the switches 

in his emotional control room on and off in a futile attempt to find the right one. And there was a 

right one, but Tou refused it. Still, he continued down that path. 

“She’d always lie. Everytime I’d ask she’d tell me a different thing. Each new lie more 

epic than the last – except the first. That was the only lie she’d repeat. Near the end that lie 

disappeared, but for a while there she had stuck with it...” 

His brain had found the right switch. Like a kid standing before a fire alarm, smelling 

smoke but still too scared to flip it, he froze. Tabuh had frozen too. She could sense the strain, 

but she couldn’t help herself. She’d broken into the vault. She knew she probably shouldn’t but 

she also knew she couldn’t stop. 

“What was it?” 

“She said they said they were going to Iceload.” He was upright and rigid. Only his 

mouth moved, “That they told her to stay and look after me.” 

He turned to watch her with his right eye again. 

“She didn’t want to look after me, she loved hunting and we lived in a little cabin in the 

country, surrounded by woods – woods full of critters.” 

With a shrug he turned away again. 
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“So she bundled me up and left me so that she could go catch dinner – least that’s what 

she said she was doing.” 

He chuckled again but it was a dry laugh. It was as fake as it was involuntary. 

“I was a trouble maker of a baby – least that’s what she would always say. I wouldn’t sit 

still. Without her there to hold me down, I broke out of my cradle and went looking for her. 

Only, when I did, I knocked over a candle.” 

Tabuh’s eyes bore into the back of Tou’s head. She placed her rag in the sink and twisted 

so that she could place a hand on his shoulder – but she paused. Her hand hovering just over his 

arm. Maybe I shouldn’t…Then he trembled. Her hand instinctively fell to clasp him. The 

trembling stopped. He leaned into her grasp.  

“She found me crawling outside. The house up in flames behind me.” 

 His head leaned over so that his cheek rubbed against her hand. Gently and slowly. She 

squeezed his shoulder. 

“We went back for years. I remember leaving notes in bottles. My oldest memories were 

there…by the time of my first, my oldest memory, the ruins were littered with the bottles. All 

exactly as we left them. As if the trees above had refused to let the wind and the rain budge them. 

Not even an inch. I started to doubt that there had ever even been a house there. Not long after 

that, she started refusing to go back. And I was too young, I didn’t know the way. We were 

living with the barrens by then and I was a happy kid despite it all. I thought the world was a 

wonderful wooded place…” 

Sitting back upright, he placed his hand over hers, then gently peeled it back.  

“Do you belaeve that one’s the true one?” Tabuh asked. 

Tou thought for a moment, then said, “I think most of it is true…but…over time…I’ve 

started to doubt parts of it.” He paused again. The lump in his throat was choking him, but it 

passed after a moment or two and Tabuh gave him time. He continued, “I don’t think our parents 

went to Iceload.” 

“You think…” but Tabuh realized what Tou thought and she didn’t want to say it. 

He said it, “I don’t think they’d gone anywhere.” 

Now it was Tabuh that had a lump in her throat and tears budding in her eyes. 

“I don’t think they left the cabin.” 

Silence fell over them. This was not the awkward silence that falls between strangers, but 

the shared silence that envelopes partners. The loud thundering silence that signifies the sharing 

of a burden. It was Tou that broke the spell this time. 

“We should get some sleep.”  

Tabuh nodded, shaking her head to clear her mind before asking, “All claen?” 

“Mhm.” 

They stood up. Together they crowded the sink. They rinsed out the rags, wrenched them 

out, then draped them from one of the bars on the washcloth rack. Tou took the stools as Tabuh 

made her way to the bed. Without a word, she got into bed. Slid over to the far side and lay 

thinking. Tou turned down the lamps in silence. As the light disappeared, so too did any noise 

from the earth elf. Tabuh half thought he’d snuck out the door. She didn’t look over until she 

heard a thump on the floor beside the bed. 

“Tou?”  

“Mhm?” 

“What are you doing?” 

There was a pause and then a question, “Going to sleep?” 
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“On the floor?” she shot back immediately. 

“Uh…” 

“You got baet the godai taiad up today!” Tabuh cried, lurching to an upright position, 

“You ain’t slaepin on the floor!” 

After another pause, two brown eyes peaked over the side of the bed, “You sure?” 

“Heh,” she scoffed. She lifted her pillow to reveal the golden gun beneath, “Ah ain’t 

worraed. Ah slaep with mah finger on the trigger.” 

Now Tou was hesitating for an altogether separate reason, “I’m not sure that’s very safe-” 

She rolled her eyes, “Naither is sharin a bed with a stranger.”  

Tou stood up but didn’t get in bed. He asked, “Are we still strangers?” 

Tabuh smiled. She moved to put the gun on the windowsill beside the bed and left it 

there, “You know ah’m a quick draw anayways.” 

“True.”  

She laid back down, rolling over to give Tou privacy as he got in. He did so delicately. 

Just as he had gotten out of the bed in the morning. As if any sudden noise or shake might startle 

the marksman and lead to either his death or his expulsion and – considering the wracking pain 

still spinning in his brain – sleeping on the wood floor would’ve been hardly more preferable 

than a quick bullet to the temple. But he made it in. Under the covers. Mere inches from her. 

They lay there in complete silence for a while. Both listening to one another’s breath. 

Trying to read into each shortened inhale and each drawn out exhale. Tabuh shifted. She wiggled 

closer to the middle of the bed. She thought it was a bold move but she did not expect that Tou 

would make that exact same move at the exact same time. That made both their bold moves quite 

bolder as suddenly they were pressed right up next to each other.  

There was dead quiet. 

 A gentle hand ran down Tabuh’s side, starting just below her breasts and stopping right 

above her hips. Tou’s hand would’ve went away then, but before it could escape a separate hand 

caught it by the fingers. Adjusting her grasp, Tabuh pulled Tou’s arm over her like a blanket. She 

pulled him close and he held her tight.  

 The quiet returned but it was far from cold and dead. It was warm and new. And shortly 

thereafter they fell asleep. 
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Chapter Three: The Princess and the Guard 
 The waters were rough. Waves rolled up to narrow peaks then crashed, slinging the light 

dinghy into the middle of the next wave. Bursting through the surging sea water, the little 

vessel’s basin clapped against the next ridge and shot up to smash through the next. The sailor 

was drenched and his stomach was churning. Despite his discomfort, he held his usual posture. 

Leaning into the storm with his arms crossed and hands tucked into the pits of his arms. His 

furred snout was twisted in a discontent snarl and his bushy brow was furled as he glared through 

the rain to scrutinize the individual on the dock ahead of him.   

 “Farak.” 

 He recognized the figure, despite her near nondescript appearance. Black robe, blue eye, 

blonde hair: your typical electric elf standing in the rain. The defining feature was the banadage 

that cut diagonally across her face and covered her left eye.  

The bearn’s eyes bored hard into her single visible eye, attempting to discern her motives, 

for he did not think she was supposed to be there but he knew that she was only ever where she 

was for a purpose. His fingers twitched beneath his armpits as his mind thought of which weapon 

to reach for first – his belt was loaded. A mighty sword was slung over his back, two sabers hung 

from his hip, an entire set of daggers – including a machete – crowded those hilts not to mention 

a revolver, a folded up crossbow, a mace, a whip, an ax, and a chain. As his dingy approached 

the pier and he quelled the motor, he chose to keep his philanges from his arsenal. His trust was 

in part due to the fact that he knew Skar could likely best him regardless of which weapon he 

reached for, but also due to the fact that he had never done wrong by Skar. Nor had the Obsidian 

Sail. And he believed that if Skar had come to interrupt this deal then she had done so in his – 

and his Captain and crew’s – best interest. 

“Skar.” 

He jumped onto the dock. The dingy slammed against it. The waves smacking it from 

behind wedged it so that it pushed beneath the pier at such an angle that it began to take on 

water. Soon, it would be submerged but the spark in Skar’s eye caused Jason to lose all concern 

for his little raft.  

“It’s a set up.” She said. 

The bearn cocked his head. 

“Walk and talk?” She asked. 

Jason nodded. The wood sagged beneath his lumbering weight but the sound of squealing 

planks was deafened by the thunder booming overhead. No one else was in the harbor – not that 

it was a particularly large one to begin with. They were on the shores of Kilko, a tiny city-state 

island that was a peculiar mix of tax dodging wealthy and warrant evading exiles. The only folks 

with enough money to own a boat on the island did not do so out of necessity – they weren’t 

fishermen or shippers – and so while the docks were packed with spectacular crafts, the boats 

were abandoned to weather the storm alone. All but one, that is, although it most definitely did 

not belong to the warrant evading exiles on board.   

“Dresdan has somethan for ya.” Jason stated. 

“Hm,” Skar asked, “hand it ovuh.” 

“Ah ain’t got it on mae!” Jason scoffed. 

Skar rolled her eye. 

Jason rolled his eyes, “How was ah supposed to know ya were gonna bae hare, huh?” 

 She shrugged. 

 “Whah are ya hare?” 
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“There’s a hit on Dresdan.” Skar explained as they neared the yacht. 

“Hae’s a pahrate.” Jason shrugged, “When is there not?” 

“A rael one.” Skar snapped, “The Empahr.”  

The gangplank stretched out to the loungey deck of the stern. Wicker chairs and couches 

were draped in raincovers that stretched taught, hiding their form, and yet despite that two 

fishfolk sat uncomfortably ontop. Their slender blue bodies were naked down to their britches – 

like Jason – and their feet were bare, swinging beneath them as they resisted the urge to fidget on 

the trampoline like seating arrangement they’d chosen.  

Thase hooligans better hope they got some more intimidating fellas inside, Jason 

chuckled to himself as they strode past the two blue doormen without so much as a nod. Once 

out of earshot – or rather, tympanumshot – Jason turned to ask Skar. 

“Sae Lords?” 

“No. Racist ass Sentrakle.” Skar rolled her eyes, “Ya sae two farakin fishfolk and 

imagine it’s gotta bae the Sae Lords-” 

“Well, that ain’t the only-” 

“It’s that godai Sentray!” Skar barked. 

Her holler just cleared the stairs they were heading up. Their heads were level with the 

maindeck now – well, Jason’s was and Skar’s scalp was about there – the cabin doors were 

sprawled open about five yards from the top of the stairs. In the space in between was a diverse 

set of five boots. Jason and Skar stopped midstair and craned their heads to scrutinize the faces 

of the folks that would very likely soon be their foes. 

In the middle was a bearn woman, who not only wore a shirt – unlike Jason – but wore a 

thick chestplate of bulging armor. There technically wasn’t a weapon on her, but her hands were 

submerged in massive gauntlets of shingled metal with raised ridges along the knuckles. Her 

fists, balled at her sides, looked like maces.  

On either side of the bearn, was an elf. The earth elf looked like he’d just left the coffee 

shop. His taller female comrade had dressed for protection, he did so likely only to fullfil cultural 

norms. His gimmick was the L shaped staff held half behind his back. Wedged in the knook of 

the L was a pale gray stone – the same sort of stone that powered the appliances in Tou and 

Tabuh’s bathroom. It was an elgroon, a solar powered weapon controlled by the imagination of 

the elementalist that weilds it. The electric elf, on the otherside, had a Sentry style sword 

sheathed on each hip. The pale elf was more armed than her darker skinned comrade, with 

leather donned head to toe, and from her posture and stare both Jason and Skar identified her as 

the main threat.  

Especially cause, next to her, was a yellow robed individual. Though Skar wore robes 

and was a warrior, this woman’s robes seemed to be cut of a different cloth. It wasn’t just the 

fantastical coloration or the clover patterns that covered it, but the way she wore it. While the 

bearn and elves seemed to lean forward, this chidran woman leaned back. Her head was tilted 

ever so slightly, as if she was revelling in the rain, letting it splatter across her bright red scales 

and drop to turn her robe a shade of orange.  

Jason and Skar exchanged a confused side-eyed glance after analyzing her. Healer? They 

both thought. Medics weren’t common members of bounty hunter squads. In fact, medics 

weren’t commonly seen outside of formal settings, but they shrugged it off, knowing all would 

soon be revealed.  

They looked to the fifth and final member. His eyes looked to be the size of dinner plates 

what with the way his glasses magnified them. Cradled against his chest was a book which 
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must’ve weighed more than the little human himself. He had robes like the chidra, but his were 

brown and bland. He was either cold or frightened, either way he was shivering so bad that his 

teeth chattered with such ferocity he couldn’t keep him mouth closed.  

Now Jason and Skar exchanged a full glance. Both seeing they had the same thought in 

each other’s eyes. This band of hooligans is a joke. 

“Come on up.” The armored bearn commanded, “Let’s get out of this rain.” 

Jason and Skar followed orders. The healer and the book boy stepped aside as the bearn 

lead them into the cabin. The swordswoman and the elementalist followed on either side of Jason 

and Skar. As they entered the chamber, the healer and book boy closed the doors. The geek stood 

there to one side of the doorway while the chidra took a seat in a club chair, crossed her leg over 

the other, and leaned back to watch with a gleam in her violet eyes. 

The room was full of club chairs, they lined the walls, blocking off the shelves that were 

full of books and scrolls. At the other end of the chamber was another set of double doors. A 

semicircle of curved couches surrounded a glass coffee table in the center of the cabin – it was 

on the otherside of that table that the bearn stopped and turned.  

“So?” She asked. 

Jason turned to Skar, speaking in a whisper that was polite but definitely not inaudible to 

anyone else, “Just the Empahr or the Mystvokar too?”  

“Both.” Skar responded, not even bothering to lower her voice. 

“Farak are y’all talking about.” The bearn barked. 

Still, they ignored her as Jason asked, “Ya thank one of em hahred thase guys?” 

“No way,” Skar scoffed, “look lahk entrepreneurs to mae.” 

Jason gagged, then turned back to the bearn and growled, “Farakin bountay hunters.”  

“HEY.” The armored bearn slammed a hand down on the coffee table. It immediately 

shattered. The woman stepped through the debris to stand a mere yard from Jason. There she 

snarled, “Where is it?” 

Jason winked at her then placed his index finger and middle finger like a peace sign 

against his neck in an international-Solarin gesture meaning, “Fuck you.” Her eyes grew wide 

and her snarl turned into a roar, but then Skar stepped in.  

The bandage around her eye had fallen, revealing that next to her sparkling blue eye was 

a dull black marble. From this marble, her crow eye, a ribbon of blackness extended, like 

shadows stretching across the floor except these shadows cut through the air and they shot like a 

striking snake down the throat of the gaping bearn. Her hands immediately went to cut off the 

stream but before they could get there, Skar had hopped out of her cloak and wrapped her legs 

over the shoulders of the armored behemoth – all the while driving her dark, searing energy 

down her opponent’s throat. With the force of her leap and her weight – as a physically fit 5’11 

warrior – she easily knocked the bearn off balance. She didn’t get off either, boring down on her 

so that her weight plus the weight of her enemy’s chest plate, toppled her over. The bearn landed 

on the skeleton of the coffee table, Skar still riding on her breast.  

As Skar tackled the bearn, the other bearn in the room turned to face the comrades of his 

fallen foe. He heard the sound of swords leaving sheaths as he turned and so he knew he had to 

turn and draw. In that split second, he scrolled through his options. There was a swordswoman, 

an elementalist, a mage, and a mystery healer. Forget the haeler. The mage can wait. The 

swordswoman – he drew his machete with his left hand – and the elementalist – and took his 

revolver in his right. 
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When he completed his pivot, he looked first at the elementalist. The man stood as if he 

was holding a lightning rod – and in a way he was: the elgroon’s gem was glowing a bright 

yellow and sparks were already starting to burgeon when- 

BANG!  

Jason shot the enertomb right as it was about to unleash a whip crack of lightning. The 

stone exploded like a grenade of electricity. Tiny darts of lightning shot out in all directions  – 

striking both Jason and the swordswoman swinging for his throat, but more importantly – 

striking the elementalist. He caught an entire half of the electric explosion. It lifted him up off his 

feet, his body writhing as the energy coursed through him, and threw him against the double 

doors. 

The electrocution hurt, but also likely saved Jason, as it caused the swordswoman to 

freeze and gave him time to turn from the elementalist and raise his machete to block her first 

assault. Still, she wielded two sabers, and as his blade hit her first, her second came cutting in for 

his gut. He raised the revolver, his finger rocking back the hammer as he did, then fired.  

BANG! 

The bullet bounced off the sword and shot through the ceiling. It threw her left arm back, 

but her right arm still held her first blade against Jason. As Jason’s mind went to firing another 

shot, she twisted her hold and stepped out of the way of the bearn’s firearm. This drew the dumb 

pirate to follow her with his gun – even as she slid her saber, which was no longer aimed at 

Jason’s body, but rather at his right bicep which swung right into position as he tried to get 

another shot. Rather than another BANG! there was a roar as the elf’s blade pierced his upper 

arm and slid on through.  

And now the elf’s left arm had recovered. She had the saber poised high and coming 

down fast to cleave Jason’s bear-like face in two. At the last second, a block of shadows smashed 

into her chest and threw her across the wall. Jason roared again as the blade was torn free from 

his arm, but Skar’s voice still cut through his pain behind him. 

“THE MAGE!” 

Jason cursed. 

His arm hanging limp below him, Jason turned to see the mage nigh done with his spell. 

The book was wide open in his arms, the letters scrawled therein were on fire, as if they were a 

trail of gun powder. He moved for the gun only to find his right arm uncooperative. With little 

time and no better idea, he drew back the machete and flung it at the wizard. The poor 

bookworm’s eyes were on the scripture, the flames dancing in the thick lenses of his glasses. He 

didn’t even see it coming. The machete struck his sternum, broke through, and pushed further. 

He looked up from the book as he dropped it, gasping for breath. The poor human turned to the 

healer – who hadn’t moved from where she sat in the corner – , reached out for her, but then fell 

onto his back to convulse.  

Jason and the healer’s eyes met but they were quickly pulled away as Skar screamed at 

him again. 

“THE SWORDSWOMAN!” 

Jason whirled around. Skar had not yet killed the bearn. Her shadows were still coursing 

through her open maw, seeping down into her intestines to slow cook her, but that was the 

problem. It was a slow death. The pain did hamper the bearn’s fighting abilities, but as a giant 

tank of armored muscle, the woman was still able to give Skar quite the struggle. Meanwhile, the 

shadow-blasted swordswoman was back up and running into the mix.  
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This time, Jason’s good arm could reach for the gun and this was good. After all, he was 

left handed. Lunging for the revolver, he flung himself onto the ground, snatched it, and rolled 

over to face her.  

BANG! 

She swatted the bullet out of the air with a sword like it was a fly. 

BANG! 

Again, she deflect it. This time, the bullet shot right back at Jason. It hit him in the 

shoulder, right above the blood-gushing wound in his arm. Jason didn’t have time to revel in awe 

at his opponent’s skills. In fact, if his brain wanted to do anything it wanted to lament his 

stupidity in picking the gun. It seemed that seeing Tabuh make a cripple of his brother had gotten 

him stoked on the idea of trying to prove his own marksmanship. Unfortunately – unlike on 

Earth – guns are a lot harder to beat swords with on Solaris, especially when you aren’t half the 

quickdraw that you used to be and your opponent is actually proficient in their own form of 

combat. Despite not having the time to bask, Jason wound up wasting valuable moments bruding 

in frustration at his failure and by the time he got ahold of himself, the swordswoman was 

coming down on him with two blades.  

“Farak.” 

“JASON!” 

Her arms stopped. Shadows had curled around the swordswoman’s shoulders and they 

tightened around her arms. She was leaning over Jason, her arms extended, both blades a split 

second away from slicing open his stomach.  

BANG! 

He put one right through her temple then rolled out of the way as the shadows withdrew 

and she fell. The swordswoman hit the ground as Jason hopped to his feet. Skar had saved his ass 

but in doing so she had let her guard down on the still struggling bearn she had tackled. As Jason 

got to his feet, he was already taking aim. The bearn had finally yanked Skar off her, she had one 

girthy arm wrapped around Skar’s neck, the other attempting to get a grip on her jaw so that she 

could snap the elf’s neck like a twig. Skar was no twig either, but compared to this 

bearn…Skar’s struggling would not save her for long. 

Turns out, Jason thought as he pulled back the hammer, it was the raht choice after all. 

then fired. 

BANG! 

The bullet brushed so close to Skar’s face that it took a tiny strip of skin before it left her 

cheek, entered the bearn woman’s chin, broke into her skull and richocheted off the inner walls 

until her brain had been whipped into a spaghetti sauce.  

BANG! 

It wasn’t Jason’s gun this time. Jason jerked around so fast he nearly fell over. His gun 

rose with him and he found himself aiming at the open double doors just in time to see the top of 

the elementalist’s head as he dashed down the stairs.  

“That’s good.”  

Skar, rubbing her neck, came to stand beside him, “Whah? Ya broke his elgroon.” 

“Yea,” Jason nodded but holstered his gun, “but ah’m out.” 

The mage was still seizing up on the floor by the doors, but before Jason could go get his 

machete, both he and Skar found their gaze pulled over to the chidran healer that still sat calm 

and collected in the corner. 

“Yer a haeler.” Skar asked. 
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The chidra nodded. 

“Then yer gonna hael mah friend hare.” Skar stated. 

“In exchange for what, Civ?” the healer asked. 

“In exchange for-” 

Skar cut herself off as she took a stomping step towards the corner, shadows already 

unfurling out around her crow eye, but before she could take another step, the chidra moved her 

foot to lift the fabric that was draped from the seat to the floor. This revealed a metal box 

beneath. Though Jason could see it, Skar could see it for all it was. She saw the energy trailing 

from the box up to a little device that had been hidden in the woman’s lap. Lifting this device, 

both Jason and Skar saw there was a little red button atop the cylinder.  

“A bomb.” Jason murmured. 

“Some haeler.” Skar grumbled. 

“We all die or we all live,” the healer smirked, “dat is, if you give me da zirra.” 

“You weren’t hare for the bountay?” Skar asked. 

The chidra snorted, “I wouldn’t have minded it, but I would’ve just spent it on zirra. Was 

in jail – for zirra – when da bounty passed drough.” 

“Where?” Skar snapped. 

“Swampville.” 

Skar shrugged. 

“Tadloe,” the healer continued, “da bounty hunters were mostly a buncha amatures.” She 

gestured to the dead, “As you can see, Civ. Dey were scared so da guards offered dem me and 

offered me a cut.” 

“Ah, justice.” Skar rolled her eyes. 

“I was just gonna eat up all dere food anyways.” She laughed, “Dey don’t got any space 

for any more crackheads in Swampville.”  

“A crackhead doctor.” Jason remarked, “Who woulda guessed?” 

“Who’s bomb is that, then?” Skar asked. 

The woman beamed, “I made it, Civ.” 

“Godai taiad.” Jason spat. 

Folding her arms, she shrugged off his doubt, “You’d be surprised what you can learn on 

da floor of dem Foxloe factories. Dose Civilist activists don’t play, Civ.” 

Jason gave her a nod as she did have a point.  

“Well it’s not mah zirra and it’s not mah arm.” Skar turned to Jason with a shrug, “Guess 

it’s all up to you. Ah’m gettin thase shadows in the maentahme.”  

“Whatdya say, Civ?”  

Jason turned back to Skar, “That bomb – it look big enough t-” 

“Oh yeah.” Skar said, without looking away from her work. 

“And you didn’t thank to warn mae?!” Jason crowed. 

“How the hell?!” Skar looked up, her eyes wide and her lips twitching, “What? Ah 

thought it was an engine or some-” 

“UNDER A CHAIR?!” 

“SORRAY AH DIDN’T THANK A HAELER’D BAE SITTIN ON A BOMB?!” 

“Crimpsin taiad.” Jason sighed, turning back to the healer. 

“You’re from da Obsidian Sail,” the chidra stated, smirking as she got specific, “Jason da 

Giant?” Then she nodded at Skar, “But who is she?” 

“A friend.” Jason grunted, “Who are you?” 
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“Natalie Peshkova.”  

Jason was a bit stunned by the honesty. Skar even looked up from her shadow sucking. 

“Dere are only so many chidran healers with civilist factory accents from Foxloe.” 

Natalie explained, “If you give me da zirra, den I heal your arm, and we all make it out of here 

and go our separate ways but you still got beef wid me? Not much I can do. I gotta record in da 

Cagirent, Iceload, da Empire.” She shrugged, “Even da Black Crown Pact don’t like me. So I let 

it all hang out. I’d shake your hand if I didn’t have to hold dis trigger, but I got no secrets on me, 

Civ, trust.” 

Jason’s jaws had half opened to respond when a clamor at the sprawling double doors 

demanded his attention. The two scrawny fishfolk were there on the landing. Having likely just 

got done talking to the desheveled elementalist, they’d romped up the stairs and found everyone 

else dead (well, dying: the magician was still gurgling blood on his back) aside from Natalie. 

Their big black eyes took one look at Jason, then Skar – who’s hands were dancing over the 

swordswoman, pulling the black, liquid like shadows from her lifeless body, and they didn’t 

even check to see what had happened with the chidra before they turned around and sprinted 

right back down the stairs. 

Skar went back to foraging for energy and Natalie turned back to Jason. Jason, on the 

other hand, had just been hit with a bit of wooziness. He staggered a tad to the side before 

stopping but even once he got his feet under him, his head continued to spin.  

“I dink it’s time you hand over da zirra, Civ.” Natalie suggested. 

“Mhm.” Jason grunted. 

Looking up, Skar couldn’t help but agree. The bearn’s right arm was drenched with 

blood. It was dripping off his fingertips like they were stalagtites in a cave. Turning to the chidra, 

who was still sitting on the bomb, Skar told her, “It’s in his pants leg.” 

Jason took a step, another grunt, and then a, “Harumph?” before he collapsed face first 

onto the floor.  

 

- - - 

 

“Even the most powerful mage in the world,” Zaria said as she screwed the long, 

cylindrical Valentine Barrel onto her beloved Black Gun, “has a blind side.”  

“I spot two.” Lalmly said. 

Cowboy, with his head resting on his paws, cradled between the slots in the parapet, let 

out a quiet chirp but the two women ignored the vallhund’s remark.  

“Where?” Zaria asked. 

The spirit clomped over to the earth elf to show her. Lalmly’s armor lay in a pile behind 

them, the clomping came from her boots. Standing on the roof of a townhouse that clung to the 

edge of a cliff, a fully armored spirit would’ve reflected Solaris’ light like a beacon, blinding 

both the friends and foes they supervised far below them. Considering the narrowness of the 

bridge upon which they marched, a temporary lack of sight could’ve sent their allies tumbling 

over the edge towards the desert gully far below in the basin of the Rift.  

The Rift had become a symbol of the separation between the rich and the poor, the Old 

Town (Vare) and the New Town (Tlow-Vare). The indifference of time and the discrimination of 

power slowly segregated the communities and the poor were pushed out to Tlow-Vare while the 

rich stayed behind, turning the geographic phenomenon into a metaphor for the gap between the 

socioeconomic class. The bridge between, upon which the marchers now paraded, was not a 
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bridge in the symbolic sense however. Despite its physical characteristics, the bridge was a wall 

– a gate for which only the wealthy possessed the keys to, keys which the workers were finally 

demanding.   

Though the working class was not alone, amongst them was an untraditional comrade: 

the youngest daughter of the king, Princess Daffeega Shelba. She marched just rows behind the 

leaders of the march, doing her best to blend in even though it was her very significance that 

made the demonstration possible. Such civil disruption would not be tolerated by the capitalist 

lords of feudal Batloe, but Daffeega was the daughter of the nation, and even if the bourgeoisie 

betrayed their king and tried to thwart her – she was the greatest magician in the world and 

would not be easily subdued. Plus, she had friends in high places. 

Lalmly pointed to an elevated veranda, shaded with a mosaic dome, that crowned a 

hypostyle rectangular structure in the square just beyond the end of the bridge in Old Town, 

Vare.  

“I…” Zaria murmured, raising the Black Gun so she could put the sight on the assassin, 

“…got him.” 

Lalmly nodded, “I’ll get the other.” 

Cowboy barked. 

“Hush!” Zaria snapped, focusing on the gunman across the Rift, “Tell me when, Lalmly.” 

Stomping around the rowdy pup, Lalmly took her place in the rut between the ridges of 

the bulwark. Her silver eyes squinted. The sandstone courtyard that extended beyond the Rift-

crossing bridge was a giant sun dial. A forty foot statue of the Guardian of Batloe, Uthemarc 

Shelba, acted as the hands of the clock. Just beyond the giant moleman’s head was a glorious 

temple, the Registrar of the Royal Sacred University, raindrop shaped domes were globbed ontop 

of nearly every rooftop connected to the structure. Sky piercing obelisks impaled every corner of 

the many tiered mountainous structure. An abundance of balconies and towers spiraled out from 

the building, offering many a vantage point from which to observe the Rift Bridge and it was 

upon one of these that stood the unwitting target of Lalmly’s arrow.  

Her fingers tickled an invisible string that stetched from one end of her bow to the other. 

Flowering vines twisted around the blue shaft, as if camoflauging the weapon though the 

disguise was not very effective for as Lalmly drew back the magical string the bow began to 

shine like young star.  

“Now!” 

The spirit released the invisible string and an arrow, dressed in lotus petals, materialized 

out of thin air only to disappear a moment later as it zoomed through the air. Lalmly had barely 

finished her single syllable command before the BANG! of Zaria’s rifle blurted out its own 

bullet. And before either of their projectiles met their mark, Cowboy cried out once more. 

“BORK!”  

“Farakin hell, Cowboy, wh-” 

Zaria stopped short when her amber eyes fell on the golden pooch. He wasn’t looking at 

her. His head was wedged between the castle-like wall of the rooftop, his brow furled and his 

floppy ears perked as his big ole eyes glared with a rare ferocity at the bridge. Just as the 

Admiral realized that her right hand man was not simply being needy, but rather doing his job, so 

too did Lalmly. Both women turned to the dog and then looked to each other with wide eyes. 

Neither need speak. Their eyes whipped back to the overpass and quickly spotted what 

the hound had been hollering about: a third assassin. Zaria pulled back the hammer, Lalmly 
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curled her fingers around her invisible string, but neither could get a bead on the scrawny figure 

quickly slipping through the crowd towards the People’s Princess. 

“You can’t fire.” Lalmly warned. 

“We’ve got to!” Zaria snapped through clenched teeth. 

“You’ll hit-” 

“She’ll be-” 

Cowboy turned away from the ledge and hid his eyes beneath his paws.  

A commotion rippled through the marchers. Both women’s hearts sank as shrieks echoed 

across the Rift, but then came a second cry. Raucous applause.  

Lalmly lowered her bow, Zaria her gun. Princess Daffeega Shelba had turned, no longer 

facing Vare, but rather New Town. In one hand, she held a staff while her other hand slowly rose 

into the air. As it rose, so too did a figure from the procession. His body was wrapped in an 

indigo haze. It swirled around him, slowly constricting his writhing body as he was lifted higher. 

In one hand was a dark black dagger but it evaporated as the purple smog swallowed his 

clenched fist.  

“So much for a blind side.” Zaria murmured. 

As the crowd went wild once more, Daffeega Shelba turned so that she gazed far over the 

Tlow-Vare side of the bridge from whence they’d come. Her eyes seemed almost to drift over to 

the two ladies that had sought to protect her from the Rift-side rooftop, though they knew there 

was no way a moleman could’ve noticed them from so far away. Then again, she was the 

world’s greatest magician. And just as they began to believe that she was in fact looking at them, 

she convinced them with a smirk and a wink.  

“I think it’s time we join the march.” Lalmly stated. 

 By the time the Admiral, her dog, and her right hand woman had made it across the 

bridge and into the Old Town, the actual march was over though the marchers hadn’t quite 

dispersed. Most of Vare was none too fond of the idea of letting the working class back across 

the Rift, that is, aside from those that employed the working class who commuted into Vare 

every morning. The bars and cafes were thrilled to have customers that knew how to treat service 

workers back under their roofs and there are few better customers than folks amped up after 

fighting for economic justice. And the foolish restaurants that resisted were quickly converted 

into allies when they saw the profits of their competition. 

 Neither Zaria nor Lalmly knew exactly where to go, but they knew the People’s Princess 

would find them. Even if Daffeega wasn’t a woman of magic, word would quickly reach her 

molish ears that a Imperial naval officer and a Shisharay were wandering through the venues of 

Vare. Thus, the two strode into the first establishment that permitted pups: the Sexy Jackal 

Saloon. 

 The place was on of the first to ditch the ritzy Old Town clientel in exchange for the 

parched protestors. In fact, it had so embraced the rowdy nature of the revolutionaries that it had 

converted the bar top into a dance floor upon which servers could earn extra tips and customers 

could sweat off the last round before refreshing themselves with the next. It was packed full of 

moles and chidras, even a few Knomes snaked in and out around the grinding hips and stumbling 

feet of the beligerants. Zaria ordered an affable apple frozen uthemarcarita from the bar between 

the pivoting ankles of an amped up anarchist while Lalmly watched for door. By the time the 

earth elf had started on her second drink, Lalmly perked up. 

 “She’s here.”  
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Daffeega entered the inn with an unconsensual entourage of phrygian wearing common 

folk. They acted as though they were guards – though none had done a thing to protect her on the 

bridge. In reality they were something closer to paparazzi. She didn’t enable it but she didn’t 

discourage it either, after all, as the People’s Princess she couldn’t quite expect to be left alone. If 

there was any doubt in this matter, it could be cast aside by the sight of the silly red cap she wore 

to match her comrades. 

Standing less than five feet, her stature still seemed commanding. Though her legs were 

crippled by an ancient family curse, she stood upright and did not stagger. Stabbing her staff into 

the sud stained floor boards, she marched forward, hiding her limp behind a slow swaggering 

pace. Patrons bowed as they parted to let her pass. Zaria and Lalmly bowed their heads as she 

approached but Cowboy threw formality to the wind and ran to greet her, hopping and yowling 

in circles around her. 

Within a yard of the two ladies at the bar, Daffeega knelt to console the hyped up hound 

then faced the Admiral and her Shisharay. The moleman’s eyes were purple and small, yet they 

weren’t beady. They twinkled like sun-struck gems. Her snout was long, whiskers sprouting 

from either side like a faint mustache, giving her sharp-toothed grin a comedic warmth rather 

than a threatening chill.  

“Does the Emperor now order extrajudicial executions?” She asked. 

Zaria gulped. 

Lalmly responded, “They would’ve killed you.” 

“Would they? How do you think I’ve come this far,” She gestured to the crowd around 

the bar, “roaming amongst the people?” The princess twitched her nose, “I’ve got a nose like a 

necromancer.” 

“The man you captured,” Lalmly said, “he was a mancer?” 

Cowboy flopped onto his back, positioning his furry white belly towards the magician. 

Daffeega complied and belly scratches commenced. Still, she kept her eyes on the Imperials 

above her. 

“Shadowmancer.” Daffeega nodded. 

“Is this a usual occurrence?” Zaria asked. 

“Not usual.” Daffeega said before admitting, “But not unusual.” 

“Because you’re a princess,” Zaria pressed, “or because you’re an activist?” 

“The latter, typically,” Daffeega answered, “though I must say I am quite surprised to see 

a mancer siding with the bourgeoisie.” 

“We’ve got reason to believe he wasn’t.” Lalmly stated. 

Daffeega smirked, “Well, let’s ask him, shall we?” 

Zaria and Lalmly jumped up from their bar stools. 

The moleman princess’ smile turned into a snicker as she reached within her robe and 

pulled out a tiny little furred humanoid. The two women fell back onto their stools as they stared 

at the monkey dangling from Daffeega’s hand. Even Cowboy rolled back over onto his belly in 

order to sniff the tiny little primate. One of the unconscious animal’s eyes was rolled back white, 

the other was black as a crow’s. Daffeega held him by his ankles in one hand and gripped her 

staff in the other as she rose to stand. 

“You…” Zaria stammered, “you turned him into a monkey?” 

“That’s illegal.” Lalmly stated. 

“Without consent.” Daffeega countered. 

Lalmly didn’t budge, “With consent, it is still illegal.” 
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“My dad is still king.” Daffeega shrugged, “I figure he’d prefer being a monkey over 

being dead.”  

“Dead?” Zaria asked. 

“The punishment for assassinating a member of the royal family is a swift short cut to the 

great beyond. Though,” she glowered hard at Zaria, “we typically have a trial before shipping 

them off.”  

“They were assassins!” Zaria crowed. 

“Oh yes, that’s right…” Daffeega raised an inquisitive brow, “Now remind me, what 

again were you?” 

Frowning, the Admiral passed the baton to Lalmly. 

“Can he understand us?” the spirit asked. 

“He can…” Daffeega smacked her staff on the wooden floor. It looked like a typical 

walking stick made out of whittled wood except for the purple gems that budded out like knots 

all up and down the shaft. It was almost as if there was a core of glossy, lavender stone within 

that sought to burst from its oaken prison but was constrained by whatever magic charmed the 

powerful weapon. Once she struck the floor, she began to whisper words in the Sacred Tongue 

and the grape colored jewels came to light with life. A mere split second later, the monkey’s 

eyelids flickered and rolled back into place as she broke off the spell and returned to common 

tongue to say, “…now.” 

The monkey gave one violent thrash before it realized where it was. It recognized Zaria 

and Lalmly with its biological eye and then realized their immense power with its sacrificed eye. 

The little chimp-cousin gulped. 

“Who sent you?” Zaria demanded.  

“Who who? Ha ha!”  

Zaria and Lalmly turned to Daffeega. 

“He can’t speak quite yet.” The magician admitted, “That is going to take a rather 

complicated spell.” 

Both women’s eyelids fell to half mast. 

Daffeega raised her staff in her own defense, “But he can understand you – I’d advise yes 

or no questions.” 

They turned back to the ape-kin. 

“Did Truth send you?” Zaria asked. 

The monkey gulped. Its good eye looked back at Daffeega. 

Daffeega smiled warmly at the little critter, saying, “Don’t worry. They can’t hurt you, 

little friend, you have no one to fear but the blade of the executioner.” 

The monkey’s eyes grew wide. 

“However, the date of your introduction to said blade can be delayed depending on your 

willingness to cooperate.” Daffeega offered. 

Turning back to Zaria, the monkey nodded. 

Zaria looked back to Daffeega, “Truth is after your family.” 

“The necromancer?” Daffeega asked, “She’s after my family?” 

“You father.” Lalmly said. 

“My father?!” Daffeega exclaimed. 

Zaria nodded, “Do you trust his guards?”  

“Yes, but…” Daffeega paused. She looked down at the floor for a moment, giving Zaria 

and Lalmly time to exchange anxious glances. The monkey, still dangling from her grasp, turned 
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from the Princess to the Admiral and Shisharay then back again before Daffeega looked back up 

and continued, “My father is sick, why would…” 

“You tell us.” Zaria shrugged. 

“Why would they seek to kill me, my sister is the heir?” Daffeega asked, “Are they after 

Suicine, too?” 

“Ask the monkey?” Zaria said. 

The monkey threw up his hands – or rather, threw down as he was dangling from his 

ankles – to declare his ignorance. 

“Would Truth and the Disciples of Darkness want to stop the movement.” Lalmly asked. 

“I can’t see how that would benefit them.” Daffeega frowned, “Nor can I see how 

eliminating Shelban rule would.” 

“Can you take us to Duifeen?” Zaria asked, “He may have a clue.” 

“Of course.” Daffeega nodded. 

Zaria and Lalmly got up, but Daffeega stopped them. With her monkey-holding hand, she 

gestured towards Zaria’s unfinished uthemarcarita.  

“Are you going to finish that?”  

Zaria chuckled, “All yours, your highness.” 

Daffeega’s rod, the Staff of Uthemarca, shown with a brilliant lavender hugh as it lifted 

the glass up off the bar, levitated it directly above the moleman’s snout, and then poured the sour 

liquid into her open maw. Licking her lips, she set the glass back and sent a handful of golden 

coins on a purple cloud to create a nest around it. As the bar tenders applauded, the three women 

left. The monkey still dangling from Daffeega’s hands as Cowboy followed, hopping and 

skipping to nip at the ex-assassin’s new found tail.  

 

- - - 

  

 Light poured into the hall, shaped into trapezoids by the row of rectangular windows that 

let it in. It splattered onto the marble stairs and bounced up to shoot out the wall of windows on 

the eastern side. On either side of the V made by the beams of light, more stairs crawled up 

against the wall, underneath the grand glass panes, traveling up to the next floor where a broad 

chamber of cross-bottomed columns rose to lift concave domes.  

 The creatures of Batloe sprawled across the arched ceilings. Giant ground dragons with 

their barbed hides of full-grown-men-sized spikes soared over brave battledillos bearing their 

soldiers into war against an off screen foe. Not all the beasts were militant. There were murals of 

landscapes with scrawny legged cloudwalkers perched on cliffsides, their beedy eyes squinting 

over their beaks at the colors of the sunset. Fat four legged snakes bathed on flat black rocks 

beneath Solaris’ unrelenting gaze. Flannel camels marched like mirages on the horizon while 

bushards circled overhead. The artwork was beautiful, but often left unappreciated – especially 

now. The chamber was closed. The king was bedridden. Leaving his private guard to stroll the 

grand stairwell in lonely silence. 

 Yet, it wasn’t quite silent. Not this evening. The guard heard voices echoing up from one 

of the lower levels. Despite being covered in armor from head to toe, he was able to creep down 

the stairs without making a single sound. His defenses were so well fitted and his body perfectly 

used to the hall in which he marched that there wasn’t a single jingle or jangle as he approached 

the jabbering intruders. The closer he got, the more he could tell.  
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 Foreigners. He noted. Dree of dem. What was strange though was that one sounded like a 

child and another sounded like…well…he couldn’t quite place it, but it had a certain inanimate 

ring to it. The third he knew for sure. The third voice was most definitely a Knome. And if there 

is one kind of person, one race upon Mystakle Planet, that a security guard hopes not to 

encounter while on the clock, then it would most definitely be a Knome.  

The guard drew his sword slow. He was so smooth that the blade didn’t make a single 

noise as it slid from his sheath. As he listened, he leaned over the banister and took his first look 

at the three tresspassers as they rounded the bend and began their way up the stairs that ran 

parallel to those he had been coming down. 

 “-the chidra has now killed the last moleman.” The odd voice stated. 

 “Which one is that?” Asked the Knome. 

 “The moleman? The rapist.” The child responded. 

 “Thank the universe!” The Knome crowed, “So only the three chidras left.” 

 “Indeed.” The odd one said. 

The strange speaker seemed to nod, though the guard couldn’t be sure. After all, the 

speaker appeared to be nothing more than a head and in the absence of a body it’s hard to know 

if he actually nodded or if the little boy that carried him simply rocked his noggin forward. The 

guard would’ve been alarmed – well, more alarmed – at the fact that a child was seemingly 

cradling a talking head, but the head did not appear to be alive. Rather than skin like the intruders 

or scales like the guard, the head was made of metal. Its eyes were as big as an owl’s, bulging 

and glowing yellow like charged up enertombs. Owl like too was its jaw, what would’ve been 

any more basic being’s soft upper lip instead came to a triangular point almost like a flattened 

beak. Having grown up on the floor of a factory, the guard knew a machine when he saw one. 

Still, what was this robotic head doing in the hands of a child? And what are all dree doing in my 

castle?! 

 The kid continued to speak, “The murderer, the theif, and the anarchist.” 

 The Knome hopped up an extra step before turning to say, “Fingers crossed for the theif!”  

 “The theif?!” The boy stopped in his tracks, “That’s just cause you’re a Knome!” 

 “What?!” The Knome gasped, “That’s Knomophobic!” 

 The human seemed quite unconcerned at the accusation, continuing to criticize his 

similarly sized friend, “Why not the anarchist?!” 

 “She’s not some Antipa anarchist,” the Knome folded his arms, “she’s a crimpsin tiad 

arsonist!” 

 Above them, the guard rolled his eyes. He raised his blade and slammed the hilt down on 

the banister. Both the Knome and the boy jumped. The boy was startled so bad he dropped the 

electric head.  

 “Tiad!” He yelped. 

 “Language!” The Knome snapped. 

 Both scurried after the falling machine as it bounced down the stairs.  

 The guard’s eyes narrowed. With one hand on the railing, he hopped right over and 

landed with a heavy thud on the stairs above the little invaders. They’d just stopped the electric 

head when they heard his heavy boots smash the marble steps behind them. 

 “FREEZE.” He commanded, “Turn around, slow.” 

 The two did as they were told, the robot cradled once more in the boy’s arms. 

 “What’re you doing here?”  
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 The child had turned white as the stone that staired the hall but the Knome suddenly 

became indignant. His little hands went right to his hip, his chest puffed out, and his nose 

crinkled with rage. 

 “What? Knomes aren’t allowed-” 

 “No one’s allowed-” 

 “Then why are you here?” The Knome snapped. 

 The guard tilted his head to one side but suppressed his rage. While there would surely be 

no consequences, he always made an effort to be a good Civilist and Civilists strove to reduce 

their implicit biases. He knew he wasn’t perfect and often struggled with Knomophobia. It could 

very well be that his fuse had been shortened by the race of this little law breaker. Instead of 

resorting to force, he took a deep breath and responded calmly. 

 Pointing to the bat engraved over his heart, he introduced himself, “Sharp Otubak. Da 

King’s private guard. Dis hall is off limits, Civ, even to da Royal Guard, less you got permission 

to be here. You got permission?” 

 The Knome blushed. He turned to the boy, “Do we?” 

 The kid shook his head, “Sorry.”    

 “What is dis?” Sharp asked, marching the rest of the way down to them, “Who are y’all?” 

 The old little man swept off his cap and bowed, “Unlucky the Knome!” 

 “Kenchi Kou!”  

 “Kenchi Kou?” Sharp stopped. 

 “Mhm!” The boy nodded, raising the robot head and saying, “This is Atlas.” 

 Again the head rolled forward as if to nod, “The one and only.” 

 “Only what, Civ?” Sharp asked, continuing down to them. 

 “The only globework.” Kenchi said. 

 “Like a mapwork?” 

 “Mhm!” 

 “The child is traveling the world to get the data in. Every last inch. Not just geography. 

Even this very hall is being documented as we speak.” The Knome explained. 

 “Oh, Civ,” Nogard said, sheathing his sword as he came to a stop before them, “dat can’t 

be.” 

 “It is!” Kenchi proclaimed. 

 “Well it better stop being, Mr. Kou.” Sharp warned, “We can’t let just anyone mapwork 

out da royal chambers, Civ, specially a Sondoran.” 

 “Would you say…” Kenchi looked to the Knome with wide eyes before turning back, 

“that it might be…illegal?” 

 Sharp knelt before the boy and offered a sympathetic frown, “Dat be exactly what I’m 

sayin, Civ.”  

 “That’s great!” 

 “Huh?” 

 “Yea, uh…Civ…yea that’s great! My brother – Tenchi Kou – you see, he loves y’all’s 

Pyramid games – the Gladiator ones, ya know! – but only criminals can play, cause they’re a bit 

life and death and all – so we could have him do the rest of the mapping and get him in the 

Gladiator Pyramid games all in one – no hard feelings!” 

 Sharp looked from the boy to the Knome only to see the exact same excited, open mouth 

grin. Staying down on one knee, he slid off his helmet and ran a gauntlet through his head tails. 

Even without his menacing metal uniform and his nigh six-and-a-half foot stature, Sharp was 
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quite an imposing figure. His scales were black as night, something likely only he and the 

infamous Captain of the Obisidian Sail shared in common. His chin was decorated with dozens 

of gently squirming tails that reached up and across his lip like Medusa-esque goatee, these he 

stroked for a moment before he finally said something. 

 “You’re really Tenchi Kou’s kid brudder?”  

 “Mhm!” 

 “Kid brudder of da weilder of da Mystak Blade?” 

 “Yup!” 

 “You’re second to da heir of da Kou Clan.” 

 The boy looked to the Knome then back to the armored chidra and nodded. 

 “What in da godi gop are ya doing here widdouta guard, boy?!” Sharp exclaimed, 

gesturing to the one and only Atlas, “Dat ding shoot lasers or someding?!” 

 Kenchi snickered, winking at the concerned swordsman, “Not yet.” Then he pointed to 

Unlucky, “I got Unlucky for protection.” 

 Sharp looked from the boy to the Knome. The little man wore a floppy cone hat, slippers, 

and a one piece tunic. There was a dagger with a pretty golden handle pinched between his hip 

and his belt, but that was it. A Knome with a knife named Unlucky…da brother of da most 

wanted man in all of Sondor is wandering around Batloe willy nilly wid nuddin more to protect 

him dan a Knome wid a knife named Unlucky…dis has to be a trick. Sharp put his helmet back 

on and stood up. 

 “Mr. Kou, Mr. Unlucky, Atlas-” 

 “The one and only.” Atlas chimed. 

 “-if you don’t want to spend da night in da dungeon, I’ve got to ask you to leave.” Sharp 

offered a sympathetic smile, “Now, if you give me any trouble, den I gotta get you an escort out. 

I gotta get you an escort out, den you’ll spend da night in da dungeon. Prolly a few fore we get 

some ambassadors down here to straighten dings out. I don’t want to do dat. Solaris knows your 

brudder would likely have a dragon if I did. So I dink it’s best for bode me and y’all if y’all just 

sneak back out whatever way y’all snuck in.” 

 Unlucky and Kenchi conferred with each other’s expressions as they likely contemplated 

sprinting around the armored warrior standing twice their height, but before they could, their 

third member spoke up. 

 “Excuse me, Mr. Otubak,” Atlas interjected, “there seem to be three other individuals 

sneaking in the way we just snuck in. Headed this way. I can’t say I recognize them but judging 

from their nature – as they’ve just passed through a physical structure – it would appear they are 

spirits.” 

 “Spirits?” Sharp asked. 

 “In Batloe?” Kenchi asked. 

 “That’s why there were bows in the vents!” Unlucky exclaimed. 

 “Bows?!” Sharp gasped, “In the vents?!” 

 “We passed bows on the way in – bows and quivers.” Kenchi explained, turning to 

Unlucky, “Think they’re here for us or…” He turned back to Sharp, “Who are you guarding up 

there?” 

 “Da King!” Sharp exclaimed, “Get back!” He hopped over the two child sized intruders, 

still addressing the animatronic skull, “How close?” 

 “Close.” Atlas stated, “Entering the Hall of Pillars.” 

 “Farak.” 
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 Sharp drew his sword and began a brisk march down the rest of the stairs. Without 

turning his head, he whistled to the only other organism that was supposed to be in the chamber. 

The critter came to life with a squeak, swooping down from somewhere far up above and landing 

with a near silent plop on the chidra’s shoulder pad.  

 “Intruders in da Hall of Pillars.” Sharp reported, “Spirits wid bows.” 

 The bat nodded, gave another squeak, then took off. 

 “A mailbat!” Kenchi whispered, nudging Unlucky with an elbow. 

 “Knome,” Sharp growled through gritted teeth, “you and da child take cover behind a 

column.” 

 “You hear that Kenchi, you and Atlas-” 

 “The one and only.” The anamatron interjected. 

“-take cover behind a column, Mr. Otubak and I will handle-” 

“Knome!”  

 Sharp whipped around, his jaw unclenching this time to permit his roar, then he stopped. 

The Knome now held a claymore. It had the same intricate golden handle as the butter knife 

Sharp had spotted in his belt prior, only now it was about a dozen times the size. It was actually 

quite amazing that the weight of the weapon didn’t topple the little man over onto his face. 

Before he could ask, the robotic head in the boy’s arms spoke up. 

 “They stopped up ahead.” Atlas said, “I would assume they are taking aim.” 

 “FARAK!” 

 There was no more time to fret about protecting the mini-intruders. It was time for Sharp 

to do his job or die. Whirling back towards the hall that sprawled out before them, Sharp dashed 

for a column. The hall extended to an intersection of four other columned halls. The grand 

pillars, spanning at least as wide as three Sharp-shoulder-spans each, marched in pairs to this 

confluence where they met their piers to form a circle.  

 Slamming into one of these columns, Sharp turned to call over to his unfortunate allies. 

Unlucky and Kenchi had made it to the pillar parallel to Sharp’s but Atlas was nowhere to be 

seen. Kenchi’s wide brown eyes answered the question before Sharp could ask it. The sound of 

the poor bodyless bot bouncing on down the hall confirmed his suspicion. Peaking around the 

edge of the gaudy cylinder he hid behind, Sharp cried out to the machine. 

 “Where are dey?!” 

 “Thirty yards-” 

 The poor anamatron’s words were drowned out as three arrows crashed into his temple. 

 “Atlas!” Kenchi shrieked. 

 A muffled, “The one and only.” Echoed after Kenchi’s yelp as the poor creation’s roll 

stopped him face down. His echo was followed by the echo of little barefeet as the tiny human 

child took off after his beloved toy.  

 The Knome and the chidra cursed in unison as they pealed their backs off the safety of 

their shelters and rushed after the kid. Though both men could not yet spot the ephemeral 

assassins, they could hear the twang of the second volley being released. Their war-trained eyes 

honed in on the zooming projectiles.  

 “GET DOWN!” Unlucky and Sharp shrieked simultaneously. 

 They paired their command with action. Sharp lobbed his blade and it pinwheeled across 

the chamber. It passed the boy and, as it did so, it slapped an arrow right out of thin air. Then, 

Kenchi dove – this was not exactly what Sharp had meant when he had commanded the lad to 

get down, this was in fact so-much-not that it ruined the chidra’s plan. Now the little boy was 
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sliding belly first directly in his path. It forced him to jump over the human and hurdle the 

Knome that was rushing beneath him. Unlucky, with his tiny little legs and seemingly ancient 

knees, somehow got ahead of the sliding child and was able – with one swing of his now 

gargantuan blade – to cut the second shot out of the sky as he came to skidding halt in front of 

Kenchi Kou and his globework.  

 There was still a third projectile. Fortunately, Kenchi’s dive hadn’t interfered enough to 

stop the expert warrior from doing his job: Sharp landed across from the boy and the Knome as 

his sword struck the column before him. It hit just right so as to pinwheel back the way it came – 

right into Sharp’s hands. He caught his blade and swung, spanking the third arrow in the rear just 

enough to change it’s course and assure the safety of his new friends. 

 Now, both Unlucky and Sharp spotted the spirits.  

 The marksmen were unclothed – as was necessary for them to walk through walls – but 

they did have bows – that some traitor must’ve planted in the vents. Purple fires flared within the 

confines of their translucent blue torsos, the life force of their kind, and without anything 

physical to protect them it wouldn’t take much more than a malevolent touch to extinguish them 

– but they still stood twenty yards away and their bows were already locked and loaded for a 

third onslaught.  

 “LEFT!” Sharp commanded. 

 Again, he and the Knome moved in unison. This time, even Kenchi came along, 

however, it was not of his own free will. Sharp snatched the boy up by the back of his shirt and 

dragged him – and his robot – with one hand while toting his weapon with the other. As the third 

volley whistled by the napes of their necks and they pressed their backs back against the cool 

safety of the round stone cylinder, Atlas updated them. 

 “Two are staying back, one is flanking.”  

 Sheathing his sword, Sharp took off his helmet and set it by his feet – doing so in a very 

stiff way so as to ensure his body didn’t poke out from around the columns. He then immediately 

went to unstrapping his guantlets.  

 “Are you surrendering?” Kenchi yelped. 

 Sharp rolled his eyes, explaining, “Dey’re unarmored.” 

 Unlucky caught on, “Even a rock can kill an unarmored spirit.” 

 “Why don’t you have a bow?” Kenchi asked. 

 Laying his gloves by his feet, he began to undo his boots, responding with a shrug and, 

“Don’t need one, Civ. I’m da greatest guard benead Solaris.” Slipping out of his shoes he 

smirked at the little boy, ruffling his greasy black lochs, “Why ya dink dey only need one guard 

to defend da King?” 

 Unlucky nudged Kenchi, whispering, “King Duifeen’s been struggling to make ends 

meet since he ended the Moon Mining Contracts.” 

 “Moon Mining Contracts?” Kenchi asked. 

 “Hush,” Nogard snapped, “pay attention, Civs.” 

 The chidra slapped a chestplate into the Knome’s chest. Unlucky caught it with an, 

“OOMPF.”  

 “We’re bout to roll out and drow-” 

 Little Kenchi gasped, “Selu-” 

 “Not you.” Sharp barked, jabbing a finger into the human’s sternum, “Stay put, Civ, 

okay?” 

 Pouting, Kenchi slumped to his butt, “Okay…” 
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 The robot in his lap let out a short puff of steam that could’ve only been interpreted as a 

sigh of relief. 

 “Knome?” Sharp asked. 

 Unlucky nodded. 

 “On one. Dre-” 

 The Knome leapt out into the middle of the chamber, hollering bloody murder, his arm 

swinging clockwise like a windmill, and lobbed the guard’s chestplate at the two spirits that had 

held their ground near the start of the hall. Cursing, Sharp followed. As the chidra threw, the 

Knome spun around and ran back for more ammunition. As Unlucky returned for his second 

pitch and Sharp rushed for his, the spirits took a step forward. They easily sniped the lumbering 

projectiles out of the sky, pinning the armored plates to the pillars of the hall as if they were 

memos on a bulletin board. Still, Sharp had a lot of armor and it made for a lot of ammo, so the 

chidra and Knome continued to dash back and forth, throwing overhand and underhand, trying to 

dupe their far too accurate foes. Kenchi watched, peaking around his pillar, and saw the flaw in 

his comrades’ plan before it came to be. 

 The spirits aren’t even trying to get a shot in – they aren’t worried about the metal being 

flung at them, they’re distracting Unlucky and the guard from the spirit flanking us. His head 

whipped around so fast that his brain had to stop spinning before he could see: the other spirit, 

the one Atlas had warned about, would soon be parallel to them. Farak.  

 Kenchi stood up quietly, so as not to worry his companions, and hoisted Atlas up over his 

shoulder. 

 He whispered, “Atlas-” 

 “The one and only.” Atlas whispered back. 

 “-I’m sorry!” 

 Then chunked the animatronic noggin. This was a fantastic move. After all, the spirit 

didn’t see it coming. He rounded the column with a full view shot of the three and was ready to 

release his arrow right as the machine hurtled towards him. The problem was, Kenchi was a kid, 

the machine was heavy, and it was not hurtling. It arched a good three to four feet from the boy 

then hit the floor hard. Though, one of the elements that made this move fantastic, was the fact 

that Kenchi had programmed Atlas to react to pain. The robot didn’t feel pain, but it did react. So 

as it hit the hard marble, it hollered. 

 “OW!” 

 The spirit, coming from the wooded mountains of Manaloe (as most spirits do) was not 

used to machines, especially not talking machines. So though Atlas would’ve bounced a bit more 

and then rolled to a stop a yard before the assassin, the spirit saw a speaking orb and figured it to 

be more of a threat than it really was. Rather than putting an arrow between Kenchi’s furled 

brow or in the back of the chidra’s head or through the droopy cone shaped hat the Knome wore, 

the spirit turned his weapon on the bouncing ball of metal and fired. The bolt struck Atlas 

between the eyes and bounced up and over, back the way it came – shooting straight through the 

indigo flames of the very fool that had fired it.  

 The one and only Atlas watched the teal-colored translucent shape of a person evaporate 

before its robotic eyes as the bow fell to the ground to stop automaton’s roll. The spirit was gone, 

but two remained. 

 And these two had seen their comrade fade out of existence – taking their laid back 

strategy with him. Suddenly, their bows stopped aiming for the flying metal. Both stepped 
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simultaneously away, dodging the next round of armor plates as they took aim at the flesh of 

their foes.  

 No sooner did a curse simultaneously slip off the tongues of the Knome and the chidra 

than did those arrows cut loose. The two dove for the pillar behind which the human child hid. 

Their reaction was fast enough to save their lives but not quick enough to spare their hide. Both 

men were struck in the shoulder. The pain hit twice as they landed behind cover, jostling their 

arm and shifting the bolts deeper into the muscle. They christened their fall with another curse, 

then looked to each other. 

 “Outa dings to drow, Civ.” Nogard admitted. 

 “On the contrary,” Unlucky protested, hopping to his feet, “throw me.” 

 “Dat’s a godi-” 

 Sharp was cut off as two arrows whizzed by his foot. The very tip of his big toe was 

sticking out from behind the pillar. The soft cotton of his sock was split the arrows shot by so 

close. His eyes whipped from his foot back to the Knome and he finished his sentence. 

 “-good idea, Civ!” 

 The black scaled chidra, now clad only in the soft padding of his underarmor, hopped to 

his feet beside the Knome.  

 “You throw me, then charge.” Unlucky stated. 

 Sharp nodded, “Try and keep one alive.” 

 “Can you even throw with that arrow in your arm?” Kenchi asked. 

 Sharp winked, “Ambidextrous, Civ.” 

 “You can breathe underwater?!” Kenchi exclaimed. 

 “No, son,” Unlucky rolled his eyes, “it means he’s left handed.” 

 Two more arrows zipped by. These clipped the side of the column, taking chunks of 

stone with them. The display of force made both the tall man and the little man wince at the 

thought of what the arrows in their shoulders had done to their bones. With a gulp, Sharp turned 

to Unlucky and offered his left arm. The Knome didn’t hesitate. Up he hopped. Soon as his little 

green kilt graced the black scales of Sharp’s forearm, the guard spun out in to the open. Using 

the momentum from his spin, he flung the little old man down the hall.  

 As he flew, he drew his dagger. The magic weapon grew in his grasp until the edge of its 

blade scraped the floor, stuck fast, then pole vaulted him over the two arrows the spirits had just 

sent his way. As they knocked their next round, Unlucky landed between them. Finally, the itty 

bitty blade master had the rangers up close. With a quick whip of his now gargantuan sword, he 

cut through their bows before they could fire again.  

Both spirits hopped back, holding only the arrow they’d been about to launch as a last 

ditch weapon. Though they were typically gaseous – able to slip through solid objects – they’d 

coated their weapons in copra oil. This oil was typically used on their own cloudy bodies, 

however, slicking their weapons with it produced a similar effect: it allowed their ghostly forms 

to grip solid objects. Where ever a spirit touched copra oil, their body suddenly seemed solid. 

Therefore their hands, now smeared with the substance, could be restrained – but Unlucky had to 

disarm them first.  

He spun around, keeping the spirits’ stabs at bay.  

The stabs never stabbed. Instead, both spirits turned and ran.  

“Farak!” Unlucky cursed. 

“Da quivers!” Sharp hollered. 
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The chidra had charged after throwing the Knome, but still had some distance to cover. 

When he saw the two spirits, bowless, decide to bolt, he immediately threw his sword. The blade 

spun like a circular saw from his grasp, flying flat like a frisbee right over the lumpy green hat of 

the Knome. It continued on – directly in line with one of the ghastly assassins. 

The tip of the blade missed the quiver on the man’s back but the sword continued 

spinning so that the hilt slid through his immaterial shoulderblade, snagged the shoulder strap 

like a shepherd’s staff hooks a sheep, and yanked the man right out of his run. Unfortunately, the 

sword was big and bulky and so too were the purple flames that bounced in the spirit’s chest – 

the flames that, if touched by a violent object would be immediately smothered – and as he was 

thrown off course, those flames lapped at the edges of that hilt and POOF! He was gone.  

In the meantime, Unlucky had shortened his sword back into a knife. His beady eyes 

squinted at the final assassin. He took one stride forward, like a pitcher on the mound, then 

threw. Unlike Sharp’s weapon, Unlucky’s was tiny. The blade missed the quiver but slipped 

through the blue gas and stuck the strap that slid across the spirit woman’s chest. It tore her off 

her feet as the quiver was nailed to a column.  

As she struggled against the quiver, Unlucky, Sharp, and Kenchi rushed over. They got 

there just as she slipped out. She would’ve slipped right through the floor were it not for the oil 

on her skin. She whirled around to find herself surrounded by the three, her only weapons pinned 

to the pillar ten feet above her head.  

 The three froze upon arrival, forgetting even to demand her surrender, as they stared 

perplexed at her eyes. Spirits were known for their silver, coin-like, eyes. This woman, however, 

had an indigo gaze – as if they were covered in a purple film – and neither Unlucky nor Kenchi 

had ever seen nor heard of a spirit having such. Sharp was a bit less bewildered but equally 

surprised. He immediately recognized it for what it was. 

 “Magic.” He moved towards her, crouching, “Dey’re under control!” 

 “Who’s?” Kenchi asked. 

 “Lord, forgive me!” Even as the cry left the woman’s lips, she’d already begun to fade. 

Her fire had ceased to flicker as soon as she’d gotten untangled from her quiver. There on the 

ground, her color faded to a gray then a nothing. Her fire fizzled to naught. And those purple 

eyes blinked out of existence leaving behind only the echo of a half uttered whisper, “Father 

Shisharay…” 

 “What the?!” Kenchi yelped. 

 “Civ killed herself.” Sharp stated, “Spirits can do dat. Pure will power.” He turned to the 

Knome, “Dough I don’t dink dat was her own will, yea?” 

 “No, it wouldn’t seem so.” Unlucky nodded, “Those eyes. That’s a spell. They call it 

corruption.” 

 “No easy spell, eider.” Sharp nodded, “Take one of da greatest magicians in da world to 

corrupt dree Shisharay at a time.”  

 “They were Shisharay!” Kenchi exclaimed. 

 “Her last words would surely suggest so.” Unlucky shrugged. 

 Sharp concurred, “And dey sure shot like it.” 

 “Company!” The call came from a robotic voice down the hall, “Allies – it seems?” 

 The three turned from the empty space where the last assassin had been. Their eyes were 

drawn to a shadow that was expanding across one of the great panes of glass along the hall. The 

window shimmered like the surface of a lake, rippling as if a stone had been cast into it, and then 

something burst through. A long boat like object with a roaring cannon mounted on the end with 
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fire frothing from it’s mouth. The flames simmered down, coughing and spurting as they did, and 

the vessel sunk slowly to the floor of the chamber.  

 On board were three – five if you included the hound and the monkey tied up on his back 

– and they hopped off before the ship even touched the ground. The lead figure staggered when 

she did, catching herself with her staff before collapsing. The other two, an earth elf in military 

dress blues and, her partner, a figure so well armored that she offered no other discernable 

features, rushed to aid their stooping leader only for her to wave them away and straighten up. 

Magic flowed from the gem on her staff, glowing as gorgeous a lavender as the eyes of the foes 

that had now disappeared, and wrapped around her legs like constricting boas. Smacking the 

blunt bottom of her staff on the marble once more, she marched forward.  

 Sharp immediately dropped to one knee, slapping both the Knome and the boy on the 

back of their heads with such force that they fell into formation of no will of their own. As they 

bowed, they heard marching thundering down the halls behind them. All three couldn’t help but 

scoff at the timely arrival of backup. With their chuckles out of the way, they began to blush – at 

least the two with pale skin did – as they anticipated the impending declaration of royal 

appreciation. 

“Where are they?” Daffeega demanded. 

The smiles on their lips stiffened as they tentively looked up from their bows. 

She gestured to the weapons scattered about the room. 

Sharp swallowed and began, “Dey’re d-” 

“Crimpsin tiad!” Daffeega howled, whirling around as if she couldn’t bare to look at 

them any longer only to find herself staring at Zaria and Lalmly – an equally guilty pair – behind 

her. Turning her snout to the arched ceilings, she cried, “Why can’t you people show some 

restraint?!” 

“They were spirits!” Unlucky cried. 

Daffeega’s normally beady eyes suddenly looked quite big and wide when she whipped 

back around to eye the Knome – but the Knome did have a point and the princess realized that a 

split second into her glare, murmuring, “Spirits?” 

Tearing her eyes from the discarded archer paraphernalia, the armored woman, Lalmly, 

took up the gauntlet Daffeega had discarded, offering the three kneelers a hard, wide silver-eyed 

stare. This because there was a question on her gaseous tongue that she couldn’t bare to ask. A 

question her comrade asked for her. 

Zaria strode up to the plate, “Shisharay?” 

Sharp began to nod but stopped to add a disclaimer, “We dink so.”  

“One cried out to ‘Father Shisharay’.” Kenchi explained. 

“Impossible.” Lalmly whispered. 

 “Company.” Zaria noted. 

 The doors sprawled open at the far end of the Hall of Pillars and an armored entourage 

began to march in: The Royal Guard. Unlucky and Kenchi winced at the sound of their 

approaching footsteps, as one would expect tresspassers to wince, however Sharp and Daffeega 

cringed as well and one would not expect the bodyguard and daughter of the King to have such a 

reaction to the Royal Guard – that is, of course, if you didn’t know the Royal Guard. Daffeega 

pushed her problems with them out of her head, though, for the guard she did trust was before 

her and bleeding. 

“Are y’all okay?” Daffeega asked. 
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“Fine.” Sharp shrugged, while Unlucky simultaneously lamented, “I don’t think I’ll ever 

be able to raise my sword again, ma’am.” 

Daffeega’s opinion lay somewhere in between the two wounded men, “We need to get 

you two to some healers. We’ve got-” 

“Dat can wait, Civ.” Sharp said, “I want you to know…I dink it was an inside job.”  

Sharp glanced over his shoulder. The Royals had come in large numbers. They came to a 

stop ten yards back, in formation, and waited for Daffeega to address them. Their Captain 

avoided her eye contact, instead he scowered the Hall as if he might find another hidden 

opponent. Sharp would’ve rolled his eyes had he not been concerned with the possibility that any 

one of the dozen behind him might be the under cover agent responsible. Turning back to the 

Princess, the Admiral, and her protector, Sharp elaborated, “Da spirits were corrupted.” 

“Purple eyes!” Kenchi chimed. 

“And deir weapons were stashed in da vents.” Sharp continued, “Would dink maybe a 

chidra, tired of mole rule, but dey’d have to be an insider…” 

“Why can’t a chidra be an insider?” Zaria demanded, “You’re an insider.” 

Sharp laughed before abruptly cutting himself off. 

Daffeega filled in, “He’s Foxloen. Hence the ‘Civ’s.” 

“Da Batloen chidras like me about as much as dey like a mole, Civ.” Sharp sighed. 

“Godi racism…” Lalmly and Zaria swore in unison. 

“Ain’t it.” The Knome concurred with a sigh. 

Zaria pressed forward, “No Batloen chidras work in the palace?” 

“None that could hide the amount of magical talent required to corrupt three Shisharays.” 

Daffeega said, “But some that might could hide their ties to Truth – ties to mancy.” 

“Mancy?” Sharp, Unlucky, and Kenchi burped simultaneously. 

Daffeega changed the subject, reclaiming her trademark glare, “What is this, Sharp? Who 

are these people?” 

“Kenchi Kou-” 

“KOU?!” Both Zaria and Lalmly crowed. 

“Mhm!” Kenchi beamed. 

“You’ve got no guard!” Lamly exclaimed. 

“Unlucky’s my guard!” Kenchi said. 

Unlucky took a bow. 

“A KNOME?!” Zaria and Lalmly crowed. 

“RACIST!” Unlucky exclaimed. 

Lalmly’s shoulders fell, “My apologies…” 

Zaria turned to Sharp, her hand just a knotch above limp – just enough to gesture at the 

little boy, “He’s really-” 

Sharp was already nodding. 

Daffeega was not pleased. Her staff stood erect on its own as she let go of it so that she 

could place her hands on her hips as she turned to scowl at the guard as if he were her grandson, 

“Sharp…honey…What are you doing hanging out with Knomes and child-refugees on the clock? 

I can’t-” 

“BORK!” 

The People’s Princess’ lecture was paused as all those present turned to look at Cowboy. 

The little yellow dog had not followed the three women to approach the three kneeling, instead, 

he’d gone straight to the metal orb with the glowing yellow eyes. And there he was. His butt in 
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the air, tail wagging ferociously, with his chest pressed to the floor so that his snout could lay flat 

on the ground, allowing his big brown eyes to take in the globe shaped robot in its entirety. The 

monkey – who had not so long ago been an assassin – was straddling the stumpy yellow dog, 

eyeing the mechanical ball with equal intrigue. 

“Farak is that?” Daffeega demanded. 

“Atlas!” Kenchi exclaimed. 

“The one-” 

“BORK! BORK! BORK!” 

“-and only!”  

“Farak?!” Daffeega yelped. 

“A globework!” Kenchi proclaimed further. 

“Like a mapwork?” Zaria asked. 

“Mhm!” 

“He snuck in here,” Sharp jumped back in, “da same way da spirits did – aside from da 

slipping drough walls tiad – wid dis Knome and dat robot so dat dey could map da palace-” 

“You let them map the palace?!” Daffeega crowed. 

“No, Civ!” Sharp cried, “I was telling dem to leave! Dat’s when da spirits showed up.” 

Once again, Daffeega found herself a tad bit embarrassed.  

“You’re the only guard protecting my father, aren’t you?” 

Sharp pumped his chest up, “Hey, Civ, I’m all ya need! Best guard benead Solar-” 

“Godi tiad…” Daffeega cursed. 

Zaria nudged Lalmly, explaining, “Without the Moon Mining Contracts, Duifeen’s been 

cutting corne-” 

“Zaria!” Daffeega hissed. 

The admiral stopped mid syllable. 

“Da King is safe.” Sharp shrugged, “All is well, Civ.” 

“No, Sharp.” Daffeega sighed, “All is not well. There will be more.”  

The black scaled chidra gave another, undaunted shrug, “I can handle-” 

“You can handle taking out Mr. Kou and…” 

“Unlucky!” 

“…Mr. Unlucky. I’ve got to go speak to my father.” One hand went back to her staff 

while the other went to her brow as if checking for a fever, “And my sister and the Advisors and 

god knows who else.” She shook her head, continuing to ramble on, “We’re going to have to 

have mancer testing, tiad…Sharp, keep your eyes out for any suspicious behavior.”  

“Ofcourse, Princess!” Sharp nodded vigorously, “Now um…” 

“We’ll send a bat for you after you get that arm looked at and you get rid of these 

goofballs. I’d like to speak further but considering how the day may turn...” she sighed, and 

began turning around towards the stairs, mumbling under her breath, “…the godi Advisors…” 

“Princess!” Sharp blurted.  

Daffeega stopped. 

He glanced nervously at the Knome and then the boy, not turning his head but just 

looking out of the corner of his eyes, then asked, “By ‘get rid of’…‘taking out’…you don’t 

mean…” 

“NO I DON’T WANT YOU TO KILL THEM! You think I want you to kill the godi kid 

brother of the weilder of the Mystak Blade?” 
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Her holler seemed to scoot Sharp back an inch with nothing more than poor cringe, “So 

den…out da back door or do I have to process dem and…” 

“You think I want you to arrest the crimpsin tiad, godi kid brother of the weilder of the 

Mystak Blade?! Tenchi is close friends of the Emperor! He owns an army! Sharp?!” 

Sharp nodded though the nod lasted longer than any in the chamber felt comfortable with. 

As it continued, his indigo eyes slowly fell over onto Zaria – the Strategy Admiral of the 

Imperial Navy – and then they snapped quickly back to Daffeega, saying in something near a 

whisper, “But protocol would be-” 

“Zaria’s a farakin Antipa!” Daffeega lamented, “Honey, it’s fine.” She turned to Zaria, 

“Admiral, can we let the Kou boy slide?” 

Zaria shrugged. Daffeega turned back to Sharp. 

“Take Mr. Kou and Mr. Unlucky out of Vare, find the best healers in Tlow-Vare and tell 

them to bill the Palace, then tell these two goons not to step within a godi selim of this place 

without written permission from me, my sister, or the King…” Her eyes were drawn to the stoic, 

yet somehow impatient Royal Guards, still waiting behind them and she added, “Or I suppose 

the Advisors.” 

“What about the Emperor?” Kenchi piped up. 

Daffeega’s shoulders grew rigid and her lips couldn’t help but curl as she added through 

gritted teeth, “Or the Emperor.” 

“Cool.” Kenchi smiled. 

He and the Knome exchanged a behind the back high five. 

“BORK!” 

Cowboy the Vallhund and the Monkey Assassin had arrived. Cowboy had been hard at 

work rolling the asymmetrical sphere down the chamber. One nudge sent it one way only for its 

beak like upper lip to alter its course and launch it in a different direction. Holding onto his ears 

and stroking his head, the monkey did his best to motivate his mighty steed. Cowboy wasn’t one 

to give up and, with the monkey’s support, he got the globe where it needed to go.  

“Zaria, Lalmly,” Daffeega nodded, finally completing her towards the stairs, “come with 

me to see my father.” 

The two agreed with a nod though hung back a second. 

Zaria said, “Nice meeting you, Sharp…” 

“Otubak.” He shrugged, “Generic name, Civ, I was a factory orphan.”  

Zaria’s face remained stern, but the edges of her lips did curve in a smile. Before turning 

to follow Daffeega she said, “Good work today, Sharp. We could use warriors like you in the 

Navy.” 

Sharp scoffed, “Probably pay better too.” 

Lalmly gave Sharp a nod, but said nothing. Sharp was the one that held her back. 

“I’m sorry, Civ.” He said, “We tried not to kill dem.” 

“She’s Shisharay?” Kenchi whispered to Unlucky. 

“Looks like it.” Unlucky nodded. 

“You did your job, sir guard.” Lalmly bowed, “You did it well. I hear Shisharay arrows 

hurt quite a bit.” 

“You heard right, Civ.” Sharp smiled through gritted teeth. 

“You ought to get healed when the Knome does.” Lalmly warned, “The longer you wait, 

the harder to heal.” 

“Danks, Civ.” Sharp bowed. 
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Then she turned and marched after Cowboy and the Admiral as they trailed the Princess 

up the steps. Finally, Sharp, Kenchi, and Unlucky got up off their knees. They probably could 

have before but it was quite an intense confrontation they all had tacitly decided to exchange the 

health of their kneecaps for the mercy their posture might afford them. As Sharp went about 

gathering his armor, Kenchi and Unlucky pestered the guards still in formation in the hall behind 

them. Whether they had gathered whatever information the captain was acting like he was 

gathering or it was in fact pure annoyance that ushered the other guards out of the Hall of Pillars, 

the captain and his silent men had left by the time Sharp was back in his armor – right shoulder 

plate excluded. 

“Shall we, Civs?” Sharp asked. 

They headed out of the Palace, the backway. Unlucky rambled on and on about 

something Sharp wasn’t listening too, while Kenchi wondered through the depths of his mind. 

Normally his imagination was running wild while touring strange and new places, but on this day 

his thoughts weren’t on the miraculous architecture around them. He was thinking about the 

conversation he’d just heard between the Princess and the Guard. 

Finally, he decided to ask aloud, “What’s Antipa?” 

“Anti-Pact.” Unlucky explained, “Specifically, Anti New Pact.” 

“Dat’s da New Black Crown Pact,” Sharp elaborated, “Da guys dat want Creaton Live 

and da Queen of Darkness to come back from da Void. Want everyone to be mancers or undead 

or some odder tiad.” 

“Anarchists.” Unlucky nodded, “And not the good kind.” 

“Yea, Civ.” Sharp agreed, “Da Antipa are da good kind.” 

“How are they anarchists if they work for the Empire?” Kenchi asked. 

“Wid, Civ. Not for.” Sharp corrected. 

“Indeed.” Unlucky chimed. 

“But that elf lady was in the Imperial Navy?” Kenchi pressed. 

Unlucky and Sharp paused, both looking at the child then back at each other before 

turning their gaze back on the kid. 

“Dat’s pretty good, Civ.” Sharp admitted, “How old are you?” 

“Five.” 

Sharp laughed, “Ha! Dat’s a lie.” 

“Nuh uh!” Kenchi whined. 

Unlucky got them back on track, “Zaria was Antipa before she was hired by the Trinity 

Nations.”  

They began walking once more. 

“Isn’t that a bit of a problem? For the Empire to hire an anarchist – even if it’s a good 

anarchist?” Kenchi asked. 

“It is,” Unlucky admitted, “but right now people are more worried about the Pact than 

they are the Anti-Pact.” 

“Is that fair though?”  

“Sometimes what’s fair isn’t what’s right.” Sharp patted Kenchi on the shoulder. 

“Is it legal?” 

Unlucky patted Kenchi on the other shoulder, whispering, “Maybe don’t press Sharp on 

what’s legal or not until we’re out of his jurisdiction, huh, Kenchi?” 

“Ahhh…” 
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Kenchi drifted off into his thoughts once more. He wasn’t from Batloe, he was from 

Sondor. Unlike Batloe, Sondor wasn’t in the Trinity Nations – it wasn’t in the Empire – and yet 

his big brother, Tenchi (“the weilder of the Mystak Blade”), seemed to be best friends with the 

Emperor. Kenchi had even met the Emperor on multiple occasions in his short life. Juxtapose 

that relationship with he and his brother’s relationship with their own king, the King of Sondor, 

Zion Cage 5 who actively sought to kill Kenchi, his brother, and anyone else that claimed the 

Kou name. The law in my land would have me dead. He thought. The law in this land would have 

me arrested…but people like my brother and Sharp don’t worry about the law. They worry about 

what’s right. What’s a law anyways?  

(As a five year old, he honestly wasn’t sure.)  

“I think I’m Antipa now.” Kenchi stated. 

Sharp and Unlucky smiled, patting him on opposite shoulders once again. 
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Chapter Four: A Drop of Blood 
 Shimmering galaxies of coral spawn danced between the neon branches of the submarine 

forest known as the Wobniar Woods. While the graveyard canopy of rainbow polyps hid the 

night sky from the sea floor, the luminescent glitter of the sparkling gametes twirling with the 

twilight tide produced a sight spectacular enough to make the heavens envious. These mass 

spawning events once inspired vast festivals where mermen celebrated the health of the great 

reef that filled half the Aquarian Ocean – but now only the creatures of the coral were left to 

enjoy the glories of the Wobniar Wood. The Second Aquarian War on Mancy had led the 

Aquarian monarch to ban travel between the rainbow branches, for within the forbidden forest 

hid the terrorists known as the Soldiers of Shelmick.  

 Despite the alleged danger, the rich and the royalty of Aquaria could not afford to 

sacrifice any inconvenience. Their vacation plans could not be impeded by wartime law. Thus 

the wealthiest and most powerful fishfolks made the pilgrimage to see the lights. This disturbed 

the creatures that had proliferated in the absence of people. The beasts watched from the 

shadows as seasteeds – which had once been their wild comrades and now were little more than 

domesticated robots – blundered by, churning up sand and crushing coral, painted in the glitter of 

splattered spawn.  

 This was an invasion of the wilderness and the culprits were not ignorant to this fact. 

They came for the view but also for the hunt. Their disruption was strategic, call it bait or 

provocation, they sought to anger the wild and tame it with the cold, hard shackles of death.  

 One caravan road ahead of the others. This brazen expediction shot through the very 

heart of the submarine jungle like a flare, boldly carving its own path. Eight seasteeds trampled 

up the bulbous bloom of a live-reef. Their fins beat upward, pushing their hooves down so that 

they stabbed the soft flesh of the poor polyp as they climbed. The reef popped and hissed as each 

hole was punctured. Hot glowing crimson poured out in stacks as entire generations were 

obliterated with each step. Then came the wheels of the heavy wagons, two of them, cutting 

rivets in the rounded side of the coral colony and leaving streams of emerald luminescent like 

contrails in the sky.  

 There were four seasteeds, each being ridden, per carriage. The equestrians on the first 

two were heavily armored. Round shields hung like capes from their shoulder blades, a scimitar 

and a harpoon gun – with white glowing enertombs – were holstered on their right hips. Behind 

these guards, came hunters. Hardly as armored by far more armed. Not only did they have the 

sword and the gun, they had an assortment of daggers and a collection of razor toothed frisbees 

(affectionately called fishcuses buy Aquarians). These fishfolk had two other tools too that 

weren’t weapons: a conch shell and goggles. The shell would not only allow them to contact 

other hunters – but also contact home. In the underwater world of Aquaria, large sonar-speaking 

porpoises known as callphins had been trained to transport information when it reached them at a 

certain sound frequency, essentially acting as a radio network for the entire sea floor civilization. 

The goggles, on the other hand, were far less environmentally-collaborative. They were a 

creation of Space City: high tech, enertomb powered glasses that allowed the hunters to see 

energy as if they had the eyes of a shadowmancer. This typically gave hunters an insane 

advantage over the wild animals of the Wobniar Wood, but on this particular night, amidst the 

down poor of coral spawn, turning on their goggle gadgets would’ve likely rendered them blind.  

 The crew on the seasteeds mirror the crew on the carriages though one of the guards road 

atop each covered wagon – this guard having a conch shell like the hunters – and one rode 

inside. There was also one more exception: in one of the carriages, rode the Prince of Aquaria. 
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He was the reason for the armored guards and over-equipped hunters, in fact, he was the reason 

for the incredibly inconsiderate route they were taking, and – finally – he was the reason that his 

caravan was being watched by something more than a beast. 

 The hunter was being hunted.  

 Though he was not a merman but a fishfolk, you might assume that he was. He stood 

stark naked aside from the weapons on his belt and the guantlets on his hands. His chest was a 

pale cerulean, his back a deep indigo. He wasn’t born with this complexion, as mermen are, this 

coloration came from time in the wilderness – a submarine tan, if you will – and it worked to 

camouflage him like the sharks he swam amongst.  

  He stood atop a umbrella coral that plumed out from a tall stalk like the head of a 

mushroom. The base of this polyp’s trunk was in line with the route the caravan was currently 

running. Opening a large pouch on his belt, he removed four saw-edged fishcuses. 

 “Barro,” he whispered, “this is for Cas.” 

 Then he dove. He pumped his legs whith such force that he descended as if in freefall and 

as he did he threw two disks. Now, he didn’t know which carriage the Prince was in. Thus, to 

delay being discovered for as long as possible, he picked the rear buddy first. Of the first buggy, 

he decided to start with the guard riding on the roof.  

 One disk hit the man on the top of his helmet. It rattled the metal but ultimately bounced 

away, floating into the abyss. The guard whirled around just as the second disk struck him – in 

the chest – it too bounced off after doing no more than possibly bruising the flesh beneath the 

armor. However, as the guard turned – gun drawn and he craned – a gap in his armor was 

revealed – a thin space between his collar and his neck – and the assassin still had two more 

disks.  

 But the guard had a gun. As the assassin reared back with his third fishcus, the guard 

swung his pre-charged weapon up to aim. The weapon shot silent in the submarine environment, 

as silent as the disk the assassin through. Rather than going for the kill, he’d gone defensive. His 

disk struck the harpoon hurtling towards him, just enough to allow him to twist out of the way.  

 The assassin was almost to the carriage. The guard had a split second decision to make: 

reload the harpoon gun or sound off the alarm. Due to the rapturous romping of the seasteeds and 

clammoring of the carriages, no one had heard the razor blades bounce of his helmet or clatter 

against his chest. No one would likely even hear him if he hollered – especially not with the 

muzzle of his metal visor – and so he could either try and reload his gun and kill this naked 

assailant first or give his life and assure the demise of this likely terrorist. This decision was 

made before the split second had even started – he had a pregnant wife at home, it may have 

been treasonous, but he’d be damned if he’d die for his country and leave his beloved- 

 The fourth discus hit him in the throat. The blade went so deep that it cut halfway through 

his spine. The poor soldier had only just gotten his second harpoon in the chamber, his mind’s 

eye still thinking about his now widowed wife. It was she he saw as the death-endorphins kicked 

in and she her rotund belly he saw as he toppled backward. He would’ve fallen off the carriage 

had the assassin not arrived to catch him. The sight of the man’s face actually ripped him out of 

his happy little death-high.  

 A metal scar stretched down the assassin’s chest like a thin sash.  

 “Gill…” the guard would’ve gasped had he been able, “Paud Gill!” 

 Paud, the assassin, took his armored fist and punched the fishcus through, severing the 

soon-to-be father’s head and laying his body down on the roof of the carriage. From his limp 

fingers, Paud retrieved the gun and finished loading the harpoon. He then moved to the edge of 
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the carriage. On either side, the walls had three slits cutting across the buggy parallel to the 

ground. Now these weren’t slits that he could fit through, but something that he could definitely 

shoot through, as they were designed for those inside to be able to shoot out of. If the Prince was 

in this carriage, he could finish his job with the pull of a trigger.  

 Holding onto the decorative cornice that created a ridge around the border of the wagon’s 

cover, Paud leaned over and aimed the harpoon gun through the first slit he could with his free 

hand. His dark, shark-like eyes swept over the passengers. There was one armored like the guard 

he’d just killed, two armored like the hunters with the goggles, and that was it.  

 As if he had never been there, he pulled himself back onto the roof and held his gills shut 

– listening. A moment passed. There seemed to be no commotion. Paud let out a deep breath.  

 Then they hit a bump. 

 If the assassin was a species with eyelids, his eyes would’ve grown wide. Instead, they 

merely stared as the head of the dead guard bounced up off the roof of the carriage, down once 

more, and then right off the front of the wagon. There, on the front of the buggy, there was a 

little trough of a seat where a guard could sit if they so chose. Behind this trough, there were 

more slits so that the passengers could look through and shoot if they so desired. While, they did 

not so desire to shoot, they were looking through and when the head landed on the bench with a 

thump, all three men in the buggy saw it. 

 “Barro.” Paud cursed. 

 Two conch shells sounded off from inside the carriage and, at the same moment, Paud 

shot the harpoon gun. The harpoon hit the guard on the front left seasteed in the back of the head, 

splitting his helmet like pumpkin and splattering the contents of his skull across the inside of his 

visor. This happened just as his comrade, riding alongside him, turned at the sound of his 

companion’s horns. He turned, as did the two hunters riding behind him. Though one hunter 

didn’t finish his turn for, as a less armored individual, he became the target of Paud’s last 

fishcus. Yanking it from it’s place beside the headless body, he flung it at the pivoting hunter and 

got him right where the bridge of his nose would’ve been had he not been a flat-faced fishfolk.  

 Two down, two more to go – not to mention the three inside the buggy.  

 And now there were two harpoon guns aimed right at him.  

 Paud got back and ducked, getting low on all fours to the cover of the wagon, as if he 

might try and scramble of the back. He could hear dead silence in the buggy below him and that 

encouraged him to absolutely not try and scramble off the back. There were likely three harpoons 

locked and loaded waiting for him to do so. Instead, he chose to surprise them. He’d scramble off 

the front. He grabbed the headless body of the guard, took a gargantuan gulp of air through his 

gills, and then shot to his feet and off the front.  

 Two harpoons almost immediately struck the dead man he held before him. The impact 

of such hits was enough to slightly through him off balance, pivoting his body as his front foot 

reached the front lip of the carriage. He gave in to the momentum, spinning with it and flinging 

the body when he came back around at the hunter. As the hunter dodged the corpse of his 

comrade and the guard on the seasteed before him reloaded, Paud landed on the seasteed across 

from the hunter – where the other hunter, with the split face, was still strapped to his beast, 

bouncing to the side like a banner waving in the wind. Not only was he still strapped in, but the 

harpoon gun in his holster was still ready to fire.  

 As the guard reloaded his harpoon, Paud grabbed the dead hunter. Looping one arm 

around the dead fishfolk’s, he turned back towards the carriage and pulled the corpse up against 

his back like a knapsack. In the same motion, he drew the harpoon gun from the holster and 
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aimed it back at the carriage. When he fired, so too did the guard on the seasteed behind him, but 

his foe only hit the dead hunter while Paud, on the other hand, drove a harpoon through the slit in 

the front of the buggy and bashed in the head of the armored guard there. The guard fell back, 

arms sprawled out, and knocked the hunters in the carriage back with him.  

 Paud didn’t have time to revel in his victory. The very-much-still-alive hunter on the 

seasteed parallel to him had finally gotten the headless corpse off him, reloaded his harpoon, and 

was taking aim. If Paud adjusted the dead hunter on his back, then he’d open himself to a third 

shot from the last remaining guard – but if he didn’t, the hunter beside him would surely shoot 

him. Then again, he didn’t have much of a choice.  

 He pivoted, pulling his meat shield between him and the hunter, then pointing his empty 

harpoon at the guard on the front steed. To his amazement, the guard flinched.  

 Paud cocked his head in confusion.  

 Then a shadow descended over him. So close was this great vessel that the current nearly 

knocked him off the horse. He dropped the corpse-meat shield he’d been holding onto and the 

gun he’d stolen from it and clung onto the seastead as the great dark mass thrust past him like a 

giant missile – and like a giant missile it hit the guard on his beast like a bomb. Sand and neon 

coral filled the area like a fireworks explosion. The other seasteeds shrieked and took off in 

separate directions, causing them to tumble and tangle in their reigns. Then the carriage hit the 

crater left in the wake of the now-gone-guard and tipped over. It didn’t stop tipping either. The 

coral they’d been climbing was a giant globe shape. Once off its wheels, it continued to flip 

down the rotund side of the giant living reef, taking its passengers and tied up beasts of burden 

with it.  

As the seasteed Paud clung to began to be dragged down the slope, he shook his fist. 

Three blades shot from his knuckles, like the extendable claws of a feline, and he reached back 

to slice through the reigns that bound it to the wagon. Those cut, he moved on to the bellyband, 

but he had to be more careful so as not to split open the side of the animal. Even has he tried to 

focus, they were been pulled over the side of the reef. With wild eyes, his sapphiric horse utilized 

both fins and hooves and fought against it but the wagon would surely win this fight. Still, Paud 

didn’t let the intensity disrupt him, with surgical precision he got his claws between the band and 

the beast and snapped it free. Immediately, they bound forward, charging up the slope to 

freedom.  

Atop the bulbous reef, Paud retracted his claws and went about stroking the seasteeds 

finny-mane as it pranced about panting and gasping, its big wild eyes stared down at the glittery 

destruction of the still plunging carriage and crew. While it watched its comrades descend, Paud 

kept his eyes up. Scowering the neon heavens for the return of what for him and his new horse 

had been a bit of a Deus ex Machina – for though it seemed to be a “Deus” now, it could very 

easily become a “Diabolus”, and he did not want to share the same fate as the late guardsman. 

Though he was a Gill, the only beings such beasts new to fear, Paud wasn’t in favor of testing 

the legend – at least not until the opportune moment. 

The great ghostlike behemoth appeared to have departed. Though Paud felt its presence 

was surely still near, he would have to tolerate the risk. He had a job to finish.  and that job was 

rushing away at high speeds.  

“Tingshe.” Paud commanded. 

He slid off the amphibious horse and directed it to wait in a crevace between a large 

umbrella polyp and a vast disk shaped coral. Petting its snout one last time, he left the beast and 

ran after the fallen carriage. His claws and empty harpoon gun would not be enough to stop the 
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second carriage. Scavenging the wreckage would give the Prince ample time to get away, but not 

enough time to escape the Wobniar Wood, and Paud had a feeling they would have to make 

camp. For the great vessel of a beast that had saved his life, would not be satisfied with one man 

and their steed. It would hunger for more. And as the King of the Ocean, this monster would not 

lower itself to pick through the debris of the wrecked wagon – it would seek the fresh, warm 

blood of the part of the caravan that had gotten away. There would be a stand off. And if Paud 

put himself in the right place at the right time, he could use the monster to his advantage once 

more.  

The conch had been sounded – two in fact – and the callphins would’ve gotten the 

message back to the capital within hours, but the Prince was deep in the Wood. There were many 

other caravans in the same region, out for the same hunts, and they normally would’ve come 

together to the defense of the royal’s cry – but not this time. After all, the Prince wasn’t King. 

Even if he were, the tide had turned against the current monarch. Prince though he was, he was 

not considered the heir to the throne. No, that honor went to the General. Not because the people 

preferred him, but because the people feared him – and for good reason.  

General Lacitar Te-Naryt, who had become commander of not just the military but also 

the police, killed all those that opposed him. Whether they be a peasant or a prince, the General 

knew no bounds, and in the midst of this particular cold, Spring twilight, he’d set his sights on 

the Prince. As the night drew to an end and the silence of the sea floor became deafening, the 

Prince began to realize that.  

They’d fortified in a small cave formed in the coral. Their carriage had been backed in, 

the hunters’ daggers mounted to the façade to discourage the great beast from chomping through 

the wood. Instead, they left out the seasteeds – offerings to the true King of the Ocean – in hopes 

that help might come if they could hold out long enough. Two guards lay beneath the wagon, 

their harpoons loaded and charged, while two more lay atop it, their backs protected by the lip of 

the coral cave. Inside the carriage” four hunters and the prince, the heads of their harpoons 

poking out separate slits in their carriages.  

Hours ticked by. The light of Solaris began to pierce through cracks in the rainbow rocks 

of the coral canopy hundreds and hundreds of feet above. The glittery spawns were settling, 

covering the ocean floor like mica along a riverbed. And then, just when shadows once more 

became possible, a great long lumbering shadow began to crisscross the narrow clearing before 

them. The seasteeds paced anxiously. Their eyes wide and their gaze upturned.  

If fishfolk could sweat, their trigger fingers would’ve been oozing. 

With a terrible shriek, the darkness rushed through. Coral and sand lifted up from the 

ground like as though an asteroid had struck. It hung in the air like a wall, blocking from view 

anything beyond the clearing before the coral cave that the carriage jutted out of. All that was 

between them and this wall of debris were the two last seasteeds – the others had been taken 

away.  

“How much can they eat?” A guard whispered in horror. 

“Entire regiments.” A hunter replied. 

“And that’s just one.” Another hunter said, his goggled eyes staring up through the roof 

of the carriage, “I see three.” 

And then he saw no more. No sooner did the last vowel sound leave his sharp-toothed 

jaws than was he grasped in the sharped-toothed jaws of a behemouth. Ignoring the blade-barbed 

façade of the carriage, the great beast had shot down from the surface of the sea and smashed 
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into them with jaws wide open. One hundred rows of teeth obliterated the front of the buggy and 

shredding two hunters with it as the massive creature’s face slammed into the ocean floor.  

The others – four guards, two hunters, and the Prince – fired their harpoons and they 

didn’t miss. How could they. The entire mouth of the cave had been blockaded by the vast 

underbelly of the enormous fish. Blood streamed from it’s flesh – trickling as it might from a 

deep splinter in your toe – as the monster pulled its face up from the impression it had made on 

the floor of the ocean. The fishfolk that survived scurried as far back as they could, but this one 

was done for now. It rose up and swam out of the way, leaving them to look out the gaping 

orifice it had left behind.  

The sand and crumbs of coral had settled from where the first monster had swallowed up 

two of their amphibious horses, allowing them to see further beyond the two remaining seasteeds 

– who were pulling at their reigns and howling to the heavens for deliverance – and the morning 

light finally alotted the privilege of revealing their hunters true color and shape as they circled. 

Giant sharks. The size of sailboats. Three fins rose from their spine – the defining feature of their 

creature. These were sumarii. The true Kings of the Ocean.  

“We have to run.” A guard stated. 

“You can’t run.” A hunter argued, “We have to hide, right here. They may be satisfied.” 

“Then why are they still here?” The guard retorted. 

“Fine, run, then!” The hunter clapped back, “See what happens!” 

“Silence!” The Prince commanded, “No one is running. Reload your guns.” 

The hunters, holled up beside the Prince in the back of what remained of the wagon, 

abided. The guards on the other hand: the two underneath the carriage did as they were told. The 

two above took one look at each other and then bolt. Sliding down the sides of their carriage, 

they made for the seasteeds.  

Cursing, the Prince strode forward and took aim.  

FWOOSH! 

His harpoon stuck fast in the back of one of the guards.  

The other made it to one of the seasteeds and then- 

FWOOSH! 

A sumarii swooped by and gobbled all four up.  

The Prince retreated back into the confines of what remained of their shelter.  

“We’ve been set up.” He stated. 

“By the wilderness?” A hunter scoffed. 

If the Prince’s gun had been loaded, he likely would’ve offed the disrespectful peon, but 

instead he settled with providing a grumbling explanation and reloading his weapon in the hopes 

of a second offense, “How long ago did we signal for help? Where are the other caravans?” 

 “Help will come.” A guard assured him from underneath the buggy, “We must 

persevere.” 

 “The sumarii aren’t alone.” A hunter warned, his goggles down and his gaze trained 

through the roof of the carriage, “The assassin survived.”  

 “Well he better hurry.” Another guard underneath the wagon said, “Look.” 

 A sumarii was swooping down in the distance making a B-line for the cave. It rushed 

down between the great rainbow branches of the polyps like a bullet sliding into the chamber.  

 “If we split up-” 

 “IF WE SPLIT UP I’LL BE MURDERED!” The Prince shrieked, “Now aim your 

harpoons unless you want to get one in the back like those bastard traitors!” 
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 As his hunters and guards did as they were told, the Prince opened the back door of the 

carriage. It could only open half a foot before hitting the rugged back wall of the coral reef, but it 

was enough for the slender young man to slip out. Closing the door behind him, he cowered. His 

harpoon was loaded but there was no room to ready it and so he held it to his chest like a toddler 

cradles a stuffed animal and there, he waited. 

 Whispers of, “Barro,” this and, “Barro” that began to go off among the survivors like 

popcorn in a microwave. This was it. They had just enough time to make piece with themselves 

and their savior and then CRASH! 

 The sumarii slammed into the carriage. Its jaws spread so wide that when it crunched 

down it took half the mouth of the shallow cave and a good two feet of the sand beneath with it. 

The hunters in the carriage and the guards on the ground were chopped and diced in an instant by 

the rows and rows of blade sized teeth. Their armor, their weapons, and their flesh were all 

swallowed up with the sand, the coral, and the wood. The entire cave was left more like a small 

indention in a cliffside of broad polyp, against which trembled the Prince.  

 And as the sumarii pulled away, someone took its place. He came from above, jumping 

from the roof of what was once the coral cave. Landing before the Prince, he snarled. The Prince 

took one look at the diagonal scar across his torso and cursed. 

 “You godi eel.”  

 The Prince aimed the harpoon and fired. The spear stuck fast in the armored grasp of the 

assassin. He’d caught it out of thin water. The assassin’s snarl closed. 

 “You’re working for the General now are you?” The Prince growled. 

 Paud took slow strides, closing their distance. The Prince threw down his gun and 

squared his shoulders, puffing out his chest as he glowered at his impeding death. 

 “You want him to replace the King, not I? Ha!” The Prince cackled, “You’re fighting for 

a sword to replace a dagger! As King I could hold my father and the General accountable for 

what they’ve done – I am the only one who can! I am your only hope for justice!” 

 “I’m not here for justice.” 

 He grabbed the Prince by his leather armor, ripping from his attempt at an intimidating 

stance and lifting him off his feet.  

 “I’m here to get paid.” 

 Paud swept the royal’s feet out from under him and threw him down on his ass. The 

Prince sat there, looking up at Paud with a mixture of fear and outrage. Behind Paud, the sumarii 

swam by. They inched closer as Paud inched closer to the Prince. The assassin’s blood was hot. 

It was cursed blood – a magical substance similar to something like molten steel. It would melt 

through any normal being’s flesh in an instant, it would even eat through the thick skin of a 

sumarii if they were foolish enough to bite down upon him. Some had tried, but they hadn’t 

gotten far. Underwater, his blood would quickly harden once outside of his cursed veins. 

Protecting him from being crunched by those rows of teeth and searing the beast that was foolish 

enough to attempt to. The heat that emanated from his flesh, warned the wiser predators to keep 

their distance. The flashy scar across his abdomen was a shiny warning to older predators, as 

some were centuries old, reminding them exactly who he was. A Gill. One of the few 

descendants left of Thompthou Gill, the first fishfolk to ever have slayed a sumarii.  

 The Prince gestured with a nod at the sharks lurking behind the assassin. 

“You going to feed me to them, huh?” 

“Not yet.” Paud said, “I need you.” 

 For a moment, the Prince’s voice carried a note of hope. He asked, “Alive?” 
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“No.”  

Paud shook his right arm and three long blades slid out of the knuckles of his gauntlet. 

“Just your head.” 

 

- - - 

 

 Taking out another off-white nugget, Jason flattened it to the tabletop with the slender 

blade of a dagger. Then, turning the blade, he carved at the pancaked powder, shaving off 

crumbs of tiny pale specks that he could then scrape over to join the two long lines that sprawled 

out before him and his new comrade, Natalie Peshkova the Healer. After licking the dust off the 

knife, he turned to the chidra and winked. 

 “You gotta god?” He asked. 

 “Ha!” Natalie scoffed, “I’m a Civilist, Civ. We don’t believe in dem dings.” 

 Jason shrugged, “Well ah do and this is mah zirra.” 

 Her reptilian eyes rolled, “I dought dis was my pay for healing you?”  

 “Ah onlay pay Christians.” Jason growled. 

 Natalie threw her hands to the heavens, proclaiming, “Lawd Jesus, my savior!” before 

slamming her head down on the table, with one finger clamped tightly over her left nostril, and 

snorting up the line Jason had straightened out in front of her. 

 Jason glowered at her, but lightened up, said a swift prayer, then took his line. 

 Behind the two at the table and the mound of zirra that rose between them, Dresdan and 

Skar watched with muted amusement. They shook their heads. 

 “He isn’t even Christian.” Dresdan stated. 

 “Zirra.” Skar noted. 

 “Indeed.” 

  Dresdan moved back to his desk and sat in the large, leather chair behind it. The back of 

the chair rose high like a throne, though the base was wheeled as if it belonged in an office. This 

fit, as the room was half office, half throne room. Long windows striped the sides of the wide 

chamber, the room stretched the entire width of the Obsidian Sail. These windows were mostly 

hidden behind brief L-shaped mazes of bookshelves – half stocked with reading material and half 

with drugs: bottles of booze, gallons of gogo, ziplocked satchels of zirra, and totes of tobacco. A 

cross of space cut through the middle of the room so that the Captain’s desk was in view of the 

door and the side windows allowed light to pass in the hall that intersected this middle passage. 

Jason and Natalie were down oneside of the middle passage, Skar and Dresdan had walked out 

of view to leave them to their vices while they discussed actual business. Skar sat in a chair 

before the bureau, leaned back and plopped her boots up on the counter. Before her heels hit the 

surface, Dresdan’s hand whipped out from his robe, snatched two coasters, and slung them 

across the desk to catch her feet and protect his precious furniture.  

 “Considering your pompous disposition,” Dresdan said, straining to not let his annoyance 

out in his tone, “I assume you come bearing fruit.” 

 “Ah saved your boy’s lahf.” Skar stated, “Fruity enough for ya?” 

 Dresdan’s head tilted, his long purple hat slid as if he tipped it. 

 Skar knew the look. She took her feet off his desk and got to the point, “You kidnappin a 

Sentray is raellay farakin up the plan, Captain.”  

 “She came of her own accord.” Dresdan stated. 

 “That truth don’t raellay matter though now does it?” Skar countered. 
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 “She’s making me a sword.” Dresdan said, “So I can kill Truth.” 

 “You saeraious?” Skar almost started to laugh but she stopped when she realized he was. 

Instead, she said, “What about the Battle?” 

 “She may very well be there.” 

 “Truth’s going to bae at the Battle?!” Skar rocked back with shock, then as his words 

really sank in, she rocked back even further and would’ve toppled out of her chair had she not 

jumped to her feet, “She? You know who Truth is?” 

 “I’ve got a guess.” 

 “Who?” 

 “Don’t want to bias your investigation. However…” Dresdan reached down and opened 

one of the larger drawers in his desk. He withdrew a mason jar. It was nearly empty, aside from 

what looked like crumpled up bush clippings. The crumbs of some dried dead plant material. 

Sitting it on the desk top between them, he leaned back and explained, “I’ve got her blood.” 

 Skar’s one visible eye grew wide. 

 “Whether or not she’ll be at the Battle, we will know before hand, but…” Dresdan leaned 

back, tilting his head towards the ceiling and taking a long breath through his nostrils, “…I’m 

quite sure she will be. I feel it.” 

 “Ah…” Skar rolled her eyes, “well, faelins asahde, ah came to tell you that the Admiral 

wants us to move the Battle up.” 

 Dresdan sat back up right, frowning. 

 Skar shrugged, raising her hands up with open palms, “Not mah fault you kidnapped her 

boss’ daughter.” 

 Dresdan glared.  

 “It’s a matter of tahm baefore the Mystvokar daecahdes to rescue her – if you got the 

entahr Ahceloadic navay trailing you, our lil plot will bae a whole godai lot harder to pull off 

now won’t it?” 

 “How soon?” Dresdan asked. 

 “This waek?” Skar replied. 

 “Farakin…” Dresdan cursed, looking away to think before ultimately conceding, “It can 

be done.” 

 Skar leaned forward, “Are you sure?” 

 Dresdan bowed his head in a solemn nod. 

 “Rosethorn.” Skar sighed. 

 “Rosethorn.” Dresdan concurred, then he asked, “You’ll have to tell the others.” 

 “Ah know.” Skar said. 

 “And I want you to take the blood to Zaria. If I fail to stop Truth, then the Empire must 

take up the challenge.” Dresdan stated. 

 Skar cocked her head to the side, “What’s your baef with this bonebender?”  

 “She’s playing with dangerous magic-” 

 “Oh yeah?” Skar laughed, “Who woulda guessed? A mancer playing with dark magic-” 

 “Not dark magic. I don’t discriminate against kinds of magic, Skar, you of all people 

should know that.” Dresdan snapped before cooling into an explanation, “Dangerous 

experiments. Teleportation. Portals. Travel to other worlds. Worlds where enemies of this planet 

may be waiting.” 

 “This some Void taiad your on about?” Though her lips were twisted in a smirk, her 

voice admitted to her actual concern, “You think shae wants to bring back Craeton?” 
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 “Or worse.” Dresdan whispered. 

 “The Quaen of Darkness.” Skar murmured. 

 “Look at the rise of the Mystvokar, Talloome, in Iceload and the Cagirent, Zion, in 

Sondor…Truth’s plot to kill the sick King of Batloe will likely lead to some other bad actor with 

a crown. Not to mention, we’ve got the New Pact running around the Trinity Nations causing 

mayhem while the Empire’s Kings and Queens further dismantle their defenses – If the Queen 

came back tomorrow…” 

 “Ah’ll take the blood to the Admiral.” Skar promised. 

 “Thank you, Skar.” Dresdan offered a wary smile. 

 Skar gave a tired grin back, “Anay clue where shae maht bae?” 

 The door to the office opened. From the far end of the cross-hall, an old moleman strode 

in. Though his shoulders were hunched and his robes a bit dingy, he moved with the sort of sure 

footed steps that only an honest man can conjure. The red cap on his head was as bright as his 

amber-brown eyes, driving home the point that though you might be able to toss him in a tumble, 

the old crone would not falter in a war of words – his head was in tip top shape. This was in part 

thanks to all his reading. Reading was required of magicians of the book, but Drakken also read 

for recreation – keeping track of all the major events going on beneath Solaris – and as he 

marched down the hall of bookshelves, past the oblivious zirra snorting hooligans, and up to the 

desk of the Captain, he held before him the front page of the Mystakle Times. 

 “Terrible news, Captain.” The swain warned, “Father Shisharay is dead.” 

 Both Dresdan and Skar were speechless. 

 “The Woodland Ridge Monastery,” Drakken continued, “burned to the ground.” 

 The Woodland Ridge Monastery – the birthplace of the Shisharay – was essentially a 

convent of killers. Spirits took an oath to train under the atriarch, finally becoming a Shisharay 

upon graduation and then they were cast out of the Monastery to chase their warrior calling. 

Though strict Christians, the Shisharay believed in the Samurai Principle: that violence is never 

justified, no matter how necessary, and thus in order to protect the innocent – and save them 

from necessary violence – the Shisharay took it upon themselves to devote their lives to fight for 

the righteous. They took on the burden of sin to stop other sinners so that others would not have 

to.  

The only Shisharay in the Monastery was the atriarch, in this case Father Shisharay. The 

atriarch was a lifetime position, the Father had served for centuries. As a spirit, age was not a life 

threatening factor. Aside from murder, only a major heart break could extinguish the purple fire 

life force within the chest of a spirit and it was highly unlikely that Father Shisharay, as the 

leader of this highly disciplined group, was not of stable mind. Then again, it seemed just as 

unlikely that this great warrior could’ve been bested.  

“And three Shisharay tried to kill the King of Batloe yesterday.” 

Drakken laid the newspaper on the desk between the two but rather than looking at the 

print, the two looked at each other. 

“Truth.” They spoke in unison. 

“The life celebration begins tomorrow.” Drakken finished. 

“Now ah know where to fahnd Zaria and Lalmlay.” Skar noted. 

“Manaloe is on the otherside of Mystakle Planet.” Dresdan stated, “You should leave 

now.” 

Skar took the jar of the bloody rose stem crumbs and got up. 

Dresdan rose and bowed to his comrade, “Selu to you.”  
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“Saelu to you.” Skar bowed back, turning to bow to the swain too, “And to you, 

Drakken.”  

With powder covered noses and wide dialated eyes, Jason and Natalie peaked around the 

bookshelves, asking simultaneously, “What happened?” 

“Nat, you coming with mae or stayin with the pahrates?” Skar asked, her stride not 

skipping a beat as she headed for the door. 

“Shae godai hell ain’t stayin!” Jason assured Skar. 

Nat hissed at Jason then turned to Dresdan, “Can I take da zirra?” 

“It was your pay.” Dresdan nodded.  

“Wait for me, Civ!” Natalie hollered after Skar as she strolled out the door. The chidra 

rushed back over to the table, scraping the white powder into the jar they had dumped it out 

from, “Don’t leave me wid dese crimpsin tiad pirates!” 

Jason took it upon himself to escort the healer out. 

Meanwhile, Drakken and Dresdan sat down at the desk. 

“The Battle will be this week.”  

“This week?” Drakken gasped. 

Dresdan nodded, “Can the sword be ready?” 

The moleman gulped, “I’m sorry, Captain, but I can’t promise-” 

Reaching across the table, Dresdan clasped the old man’s hand and said, “I know you’ll 

do your best.” 

“What about the Fou boy?” Drakken asked. 

Dresdan smiled, admitting, “I can’t promise that either.” 

 

- - - 

 

 Ash continued to scatter as wind whistled by, scraping at what remained of the 

Monastery. Empty doorways, stubborn arches, and lone standing fragments of wall rose from the 

black debris like abstract tombstones in an unorganized graveyard but there were no bodies 

buried beneath. The only soul lost in the wreckage had evaporated off the face of Mystakle 

Planet. Father Shisharay’s flame had gone out, his gaseous spirit torn to shreads as it drifted up 

and away, through the atmosphere and towards Solaris. Tears now chased after his essence, 

floating from the eyes of the spirits gathered below the hill and raining upwards towards the 

heavens.  

 The Monastery sat at the top of the Woodland Ridge which was a narrow blade of a peak. 

Great pines lined the edges of the ramped cliff. Without their roots, the Ridge would’ve long 

since eroded away, and it was in an effort to protect them from the flames that the Shisharay had 

failed to protect their beloved temple. This sacrifice would’ve made the Father proud, for their 

gospel was very clear that life came before property. The dead, dry wood that built the 

Monastery had been allowed to burn as the sisters and brothers of the Shisharay defended the 

living, green trees that held their mountain together. The Monastery was but a building, their 

home was their family. Sure the church had provided shelter, but the trees provided the oxygen 

that fueled their flames. 

 Indigo fire raged in a pit, the same shade of purple as the fires in the chests of the naked 

spirits that danced around it. As it spat sparks to the heavens, the spirits tears rose alongside 

them, extinguishing the little embers with quiet hisses as they collided. The bonfire was in the 

courtyard the sprawled out in the brief, flat valley that separated the Monastery from the village. 
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A tile path created a dancefloor around the flames, the ceramic stones were decorated with 

emaculate designs of flowers and vines, mirroring the gardens that walled the patio. The fire, the 

courtyard, and the garden were what was known to spirits as a lifepyre. As their race left behind 

no bodies to bury, their kind held life celebrations by fire light instead of burials and it was at 

these funerals that they made new life as well. 

 The spirits didn’t just dance around the magical flames, they danced through them. 

Having discarded their translucent garments and washed themselves of the oils that gave their 

flesh a sense of solidity, they strode into the fire and splashed through one another. Lovers found 

each other in the heat of the indigo inferno and when their chest flames wrapped around another, 

if their love was pure, sometimes a new chest flame would be born. They’d emerge from the pit 

with a new little spirit in tow. The congregation would celebrate and all those present would 

promise to take responsibility for the child, but the lovers that made the little spirit would still 

primarily take on the role of parenting – except for when it came to naming. That was a 

communal affair. The child’s first name came from that of the lost soul or souls that inspired the 

pyre. The rest of the child’s names – often numbering in the dozens – come from the rest of those 

present at the celebration for not only were they responsible for the child, but the child would be 

responsible for them.   

Lalmly was born of a lifepyre, though she did not go by her first name as there were 

twelve others born alongside her. She picked Lalmly from one of her fifty-two names when she 

graduated from the Monastery. And as a graduate, she was not to dance in the pyre any longer. 

She could not commit to raising a child, she’d already committed her life to protecting Zaria.  

“Did you know Lalmly?” Zaria asked. 

They stood on the hill above the pyre, on the edge of the Monastery’s remains. Well, 

Zaria stood. Lalmly was in her lifepyre uniform – her birthday suit – and so she appeared to 

levitate just a few inches above the ground.  

“No.” Lalmy replied, “She disappeared years before I began to remember. Many spirits 

get lost and simply fade away.” 

“Did she ever get one of these?” Zaria asked. 

“No.” Lalmly sighed, “After all, she may be still alive, living somewhere alone.” 

Cowboy plopped his head down between his front paws, sulking with a faint whimper. 

“Sad.” Zaria murmured as she knelt to pet the hound. 

Lalmly nodded, “One can only hope she prefers solitude.” 

“Why’d you pick her name?” Zaria asked. 

“So it wouldn’t die.” Lalmly answered.  

“That’s sweet.” Zaria stated. 

“And…” Lalmly admitted with an embarrassed mutter, “I thought it was pretty.” 

Zaria chuckled and stood back up despite Cowboy’s protestations. His whining would’ve 

likely continued to get louder had he not been distracted when he noticed people approaching 

from behind. There were plenty of people coming and going. The slope between the ruins and 

the pyre had been designated as a place for non-participants to pay their respects and witness the 

Father’s life celebration. However, one of these new comers that Cowboy sensed was different 

than all those gathered there. She had a particular scent – a smell that no mortal possessed and 

one that few mortals can sense, few non-canine mortals that it. 

Cowboy whirled around, his lips already curling as a low growl emitted from his barred 

teeth, but then he stopped. His lips dropped, his jaw opened, and his tongue rolled out so he 

could offer a goofy, panting grin. Both Zaria and Lalmly turned to see what was the matter. 
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While those guests around them recoiled away from the new arrivals, Zaria and Lalmly 

strode up to meet them. There was good reason for folks unfamiliar with the pair to be 

concerned. After all, one was engulfed in spectral flames. It wasn’t just the scarlet fire, either, 

after all the being beneath the fire had no more flesh than Lalmly. She did have bones, but if 

anything that made her appear more threatening. Her skeleton was wrapped in tight leather 

armor, blood stained and worn white at the creases, and an assortment of ranged weapons were 

strapped to her shoulders and her hips. Though terrifying, this undead warrior had once helped to 

save Solaris. Had she been recognizeable, the others on the slope might not have been so 

alarmed. That said, her comrade didn’t have much of a comforting appearance either. 

He was a giant – which wasn’t abnormal for his species, as he was a bearn, but what was 

abnormal for his species was that he was covered in blood. He was dressed in a similar leather 

garb as his comrade but his was nearly torn to shreds. The blood that stained it was fresh and still 

oozing out as he hobbled forward, leaning heavily on a walking stick that looked like he’d just 

recently snapped off from a nearby tree. One eye was clamped shut by a bulging bruise and the 

other was drooping slightly as it appeared he was struggling to maintain consciousness. 

Zaria and Lalmly skipped right past the, “Good to see you!”s when they noticed the state 

of their undead friend’s guest. Attempting as hushed a tone as they could considering their 

shock, they confronted the two. 

“What the godi hell?” Zaria whispered with as sharp a voice as she could as she rushed 

over to offer her body as support for the struggling bearn, “Who is this?” 

“My assistant.” The skeletal woman shrugged, “We were on our way to Munkloe-” 

“For a healer?” Lalmly asked as she hurriedly pulled her invisiworm silk garments back 

on so that she might have enough physicality that she could help Zaria in supporting the dying 

bearn, “He can’t wait til Munkloe!” 

“He’s tough, he’ll be fine-” 

Zaria maneuvered beneath the weight of the man so that she could set her eyes on the one 

eye that he still had open, “Are you okay, sir?” 

All that came out was a grunt and a nod. 

“Crimpsin tiad, Einna!” Zaria’s tone was becoming less and less hushed. 

“We’ve got to get him into town.” Lalmly stated, “He needs a healer, now.” 

“Now?” The skeleton – who was apparently Einna – asked, “He’s a tough lad. He can 

pull through til the end of the ceremony.” 

The bearn offered another grunt and a nod. 

“Einna!” Zaria crowed. 

Now the congregation on the slope was less concerned by the two new comer’s presence 

and more alarmed. Strangers began to stare daggers. Lalmly, now dressed, but oiling her long 

silver hair addressed Einna with a whisper. 

“Einna. These ceremonies go for hours.” 

“Well it must be halfway over by now-” 

“Einna.” Lalmly tried again, “Your friend may not make it thirty minutes.” 

Though Lalmly couldn’t tell, due to Einna’s lack of eyes, the skeleton was mentally 

rolling her eyes, “He’s a tough lad, he-” 

“We’re taking him to town.” Zaria stated, “We’ve got a zoomer behind the church. You 

can stay and watch if you want but we’re taking him into town.” 

Einna said nothing. Her flames surging displayed her annoyance sufficiently. Neither 

Lalmly nor Zaria cared. Together, they helped the bearn hopped through the wreckage that was 
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the Monastery. They would’ve gone around but neither woman felt they had a moment to spare. 

Cowboy followed them, shaking his head at Einna as they passed.  

“No respect for ceremony.” The skeleton grumbled before ultimately turning to follow 

the women escorting her assistant, “Sacrilegious Antipas…” 

As they marched through the debris, Lalmly and Zaria were able to speak louder to Einna 

behind them.  

“Who is this assistant of yours?” Zaria demanded. 

“Sniper.” Einna explained. 

Now it was the mortals that rolled their eyes. Einna was a lot of things, one of which was 

the boss of a group of assassins known as the Golden Dagger. Despite Einna’s disdain for the 

new generation of vigilante heroes that had come to be known as Antipa, the Golden Dagger was 

– for all practical purposes – an Antipan group. As the boss, she picked the jobs and she rarely 

picked a job that conflicted with the interests of the Empire. Her assassins were kept anonymous, 

referred to only by the nicknames she assigned them, even though many of the members of the 

Golden Dagger quickly became infamous. The fact that she referred to this assistant as “Sniper” 

meant that he was not merely some secretary she had hired to help her with her taxes, but rather a 

new member of her team of swords-for-hire.  

“And who’d y’all just get finished killing?” Zaria asked. 

“Some genocidal governor in the Cagirent.” Einna shrugged, “Sniper got a bit faraked up, 

so I was on my way to get him top knotch healing in Munkloe when we heard the news-” 

“ON YOUR WAY?!” Zaria crowed, “Manaloe is right next door to Sondor – you flew 

halfway across the globe to-” 

“Ah, ah, ah!” Einna interjected, “I am a banshee, Admiral. I don’t have to fly. I travel 

through the timeless realm of Total Darkness.” 

“Yes, but can’t you only teleport once a day?” Lalmly asked. 

“That is true.” Einna admitted. 

“And Munkloe is a day’s flight from here.” Lalmly continued. 

“That is also true.” Einna conceded. 

“So what was your plan?” Lalmly finished. 

Einna said nothing for a moment before finally saying, “He is a tough lad.” 

“You’ve lost it.” Zaria growled. 

“Long ago.” Einna agreed. 

Lalmly cleared her throat – or rather, she made a noise as if she was clearing her throat. 

As a spirit, she had no throat to clear – to interrupt the two before they devolved into incendiary 

banter, “It may be wise to take a less threatening form, Mrs. Yelkao.” 

“They’ve already seen me.” The banshee countered but after her retort was met with 

silence, she conceded to the spirit’s wishes. With a whir like that of the crackling fire well 

behind them, the skeletal archer turned into a red-feathered bird of prey. She was as large as an 

eagle, but her body was less aerodynamic. Her head was crested with a crest of up curled 

feathers and similar furled decorative feathers criss-crossed her body, wings, and tail. Her beak 

was hooked and sharp, ready to stab and snap her prey, and if her beak missed then her gnarled 

claws could surely finish the job. While less threatening than a immolated skeletal warrior, the 

foxbird form Einna had taken would still draw eyes and instill fear in those that passed by. When 

the bird’s beak opened, the voice of the woman came out, “This better?” 

“Yes.” Lalmly and Zaria said together. 
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They trudged through the rest of the monastery in silence. The quiet was broken only by 

the engine of their zoomer once they climbed aboard and the gurgly coughs of the bearn bleeding 

all over the backseats as they took off. 

 Leaving the top of the ridge, they circled back towards the village that climbed up the 

slope beneath the Monastery and the lifepyre. The little hamlet was protected by the Shisharay, 

thus they too were commemorating the loss of the church and the Father. Candles sat on 

windowsills, reefs hung from the doors, and the spirits of the town went about their chores in 

dark, black garbs. They parked the vessel at a dead end that overlooked the Storming Ocean. The 

distant horizon was lit by flashes of lightning. A gargantuan storm swirled far out at sea. The 

group recognized it as the Iahtro Storm – the hurricane that perpetually traveled the water ways 

of Solaris, controlled by a man as old as Einna, another immortal cursed to take on a ghastly 

form, another witness that had come to show their respect to the lost Father Shisharay. 

 “He better keep his distance.” The foxbird growled. 

 Zaria and Lalmly helped Sniper out of the zoomer, rolling their eyes at the old banshee as 

they did. 

 She continued, “I’ll shoot him out of the godi sky.”  

 “Save that fight for later, Einna.” Zaria said, turning to Lalmly as they began to help 

Sniper down the street, “Are there even healers in the Ridge?” 

 Lalmly nodded, “There is one. We Shisharay often need a place to heal our clients. 

Sometimes, Munkloe isn’t a fan of those who we protect.” 

 “Lead the way.” Zaria said. 

 Cowboy was had been trotting alongside them but suddenly he began to skip in circles 

around them, barking at the sky. Einna pulled her gaze from the hurricane on the horizon and 

rushed over to the slow moving three. Her great wings nearly bowled them over when she 

swooped over head. Landing, she beckoned for them to turn around. Craning their necks, Zaria 

and Lalmly did so. Even Sniper, delirious as he was, turned his head to glance. 

 Behind them, a dragon was soaring down to land.  

 “A mancer.” Einna warned. 

 “We know her.” Lalmly and Zaria chimed. 

 Cowboy growled. 

 The dragon was a curlhead – as large a beast as the zoomer they’d flown in with a 

wingspan of twice that. Their name came from the crest that rose from their forehead and curled 

back against their neck, creating a spiral of flesh almost like that of a tightly rolled ram’s horn. 

This particular beast was a deep blue, blending with the dark clouds of the storm far behind it. 

One of its riders was garbed in black, her entire body covered in robes except for her pale face 

which was rapped with a bandage across one of her sapphiric eyes. Her short blonde hair was 

frozen behind her from the cold of the night sky and the speed with which they had traveled. 

This was the individual Lalmly and Zaria recognized, her partner, however, was new. The 

second rider wore robes as well but hers were a bright shade of yellow with a floral pattern of 

green clover shapes. Like their steed, she was of a scaled race, though her scales were as red as 

the foxbird that scrutinized her. 

 Skar bowed her head as she left her beast, saying, “Rosethorn.” 

 “Rosethorn.” Zaria and Lalmly echoed. 

 The foxbird rolled its eyes, cursing under her breath, “Godi Antipas…” 

 “Ah’ve got somethin for…” Skar’s words trailed off as she realized the condition of the 

bearn the two women were lifting, “Crimpsin taiad!” She turned to the chidra, “Nat!” 
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 The two dragon riders rushed over. Natalie immediately began to check out the bearn’s 

wounds while Skar’s single blue eye switched back and forth between Zaria and Lalmly. 

 “Newest member of the Golden Dagger.” Zaria growled, side eyeing the foxbird. 

 Skar turned to the banshee, “That makes you-” 

 “I’m not but a bird.” Einna snapped, shooting a glare back at Zaria. 

 Lalmly was watching Natalie as she poked and prodded the lacerations that striped the 

bearn. Lalmly asked, “Are you a healer?” 

 Natalie looked up with a sly grin, “For a price, Civ.” 

 Lalmly’s brow furled. Had she not been supporting the weight of the bearn, she might’ve 

reached for her bow. Zaria also gave the chidra a snarl, but – unlike Lalmly – she had a one 

handed weapon. As her glare hardened, her free hand fell to the gun on her hip. 

 “I wouldn’t do dat if I were you, Civ.” Natalie warned, her smile not breaking. 

 “I believe she’s wrapped in explosives.” The foxbird noted. 

 Natalie looked from the foxbird then back to Skar, “Dat bird…it ain’t a banshee is-” 

 “It is.” Skar nodded, “Einna Yelkao. Guardian of Sondor.” 

 “Seeelu…” Nat murmured. 

 “Revel later. We’re busy.” Zaria snapped, her hand still on her gun, “Skar. Your friend 

going to help us or are we going to find out what kind of bomb she’s got under those robes.” 

 “Shae’ll help.” Skar assured her. 

 “I will?” Nat asked. 

 “Ah’ll pay.” Skar said. 

 “Wid what?” Nat pressed. 

 Skar took a deep breath and Natalie decided to give her new friend a bit of faith. Turning 

back to the bearn toting women, Natalie nodded, saying, “I’ll help.” 

 “Lalmly,” Skar asked, “is there a mapwork round hare?” 

 “Yes, but-” 

 “Could wae do the haeling there?” Skar asked. 

 “I suppose, but-” 

 Skar pulled out the jar of rose stem crumbs. Both Lalmly, Zaria, and Cowboy cocked 

their heads to the side.  

 “Truth’s blood.” Skar explained. 

 Lalmly turned back to the street before them, “Follow me.” 

 As they traveled into the Woodland Ridge, Skar explained the situation. How she had 

gone to save Jason “the Giant” Kakal – Captain Dresdan’s righthand man – from a set up drug 

deal and met Natalie Peshkova. Having witness Nat heal Jason, she could vouch for the healer’s 

ability to fix up a bearn. Jason took them to the Obsidian Sail where they’d told Dresdan what 

Zaria and Lalmly had told Skar: that the Trinity Nations had a bounty out for Dresdan’s head and 

that the Battle would have to be sooner rather than later. Dresdan had then given Skar the jar 

with the plant refuse that, supposedly, had Truth’s blood on it and had asked her to take it to 

Zaria. Having heard of Father Shisharay’s death, Skar knew exactly where to find them. They 

flew immediately for Woodland Ridge, Manaloe and saw Zaria’s zoomer right as they arrived. 

 Then Zaria and Lalmly explained how they’d gone to Batloe. How three Shisharay had 

tried to assassinate Duifeen only to be stopped by the King’s personal guardsman. This guard, 

Sharp Otubak, had claimed that the Shisharay spirits had been corrupted and had been helped by 

an insider of the palace. Zaria and Lalmly were on their way to Manaloe before they’d even 

heard that the Father had died and the Monastery had been burnt down – but that only furthered 
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their suspicion that Truth was behind it. Then they ran into Einna Yelkao at the life celebration. 

The old undead had decided to put off healing her new “assistant” in order to pay her respects to 

the Father, only for Lalmly and Zaria to protest out of fear that this “Sniper” would likely die 

within the hour if they didn’t get him help. They were on their way to find the town healer when 

Skar and Natalie arrived.  

 “If this Truth is hiring assassins, then why hasn’t she come to me?” Einna, the foxbird, 

asked. 

 “You’re Antipa.” Zaria answered. 

 “Am not!” The bird protested. 

 “You’re friends with the Emperor.” Lalmly stated. 

 “Acquaintances at best!” The bird squawked.  

 “Weren’t you a Guardian?” Skar asked. 

 The bird puffed out her chest, “They don’t know that.”  

 “How do you know, Civ?” Natalie chuckled, “You know who Trude is?” 

 Zaria agreed with the chidra’s logic, “If we know who runs the Golden Dagger, then 

there is a chance they know.” 

 Einna didn’t like that, but she settled to, “Hmph” rather than argue. 

 A kind, albeit shocked, spirit met them at the door to the mapwork building. He wasn’t 

too fond of letting a blood-seeping bearn lumber into his office but as the bearn was being 

carried by the Strategy Admiral of the Imperial Navy and one of the most respected daughters of 

the Shisharay, he ultimately consented. Hospitality then took over what initial resistance he had 

felt. He brought over two large chests that they could put together before the mapwork for the 

bearn to lay back on as Natalie got to work. He even offered to send for food and drink for as a 

spirit, he had none on his person, but he knew of an inn that catered to more fleshy folks down 

the street that could cater. Lalmly turned the offer down before anyone could accept, feeling 

guilty enough already, and assured him that they would call if they needed assistance and so the 

man left them in the mapwork room to do their business. 

 The mapwork took up an entire wall. It was made of whittled wood, carved to depict 

Mystakle Planet. The mountains were choppy ridges, the forests rounded bumps, and the rivers 

and oceans were sleek, rippling indentions cut deeper into the map than the land masses that rose 

around them. A jerry rigged mechanical arm extended from the ceiling before the map-mural, 

holding a small glass cylinder in its robotic hand. The hand’s fingertips were tiny glowing orbs 

that gently cradled the tube, electricity could be seen bouncing through the little marbles like 

angry bees trapped in tiny spheres. Zaria went up to the cylinder and dropped a pinch of the rose 

crumbs in. Humming, the orbs began to light up. The little bouncing bolts of electricity began to 

expand as their confines took on their color. 

 “Ah don’t understand whah Truth won’t just kill the King themself?” Skar asked. 

 “Maybe they tried.” Lalmly suggested, “The King’s personal guard is quite proficient.” 

 “Hae’s a swordsman against a bone bender.” Skar scoffed.  

 “Don’t doubt da power of da blade, Civ.” Nat spoke up. 

 Zaria and Lalmly whirled around to glower at the healer. She quickly turned away, 

returning her focus to the limp body before her. Once the spells started flowing off her lips and 

her hands began glowing again, the two women turned back to Skar. 

 “It is odd.” Zaria admitted. 

 “Maybe Truth can’t stomach the task.” Einna suggested. 

 “Ha!” Zaria crooned, “Did you hear how they fought in the War of the Tiger?” 
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 “You said they were an insider.” Einna continued, “A powerful mage too.” 

 Zaria and Lalmly’s gaze narrowed. 

 “You thank Truth is one of the King’s daughters?” Skar asked. 

 The foxbird shrugged, then gestured with her beak at the map.  

There, at the bottom of the map, on the two-winged continent of Batloe, cradled between 

the Rift Mountains and Fire Lake, was a red smudge. The smudge sat just north of Tlow-Vare. 

The scarlet hue was pulsating not just on Vare, but on the palace itself.  

“That doesn’t mean Truth is necessarily one of Duifeen’s daughters.” Zaria stated, “That 

just means Truth is in the palace.” 

“True.” Einna admitted, “But how can a necromancer waltz around the Batloen palace 

without one of the sisters knowing they’re a mancer? One – or both – must be in on it.” 

“What do they stand to gain?” Skar asked, “The eldest…”  

“Suicine.” Zaria inserted. 

“Suicine will inherit the throne when her father dahs anayways.” Skar said, “And the 

youngest-” 

“Daffeega.” Lalmly inserted. 

“Won’t baecome Quaen if her father dahs bah the blade today or disaese tomorrow.” Skar 

concluded. 

“You forget the Trinity Nations’ Declaration of Democracy.” Einna suggested. 

“Why does that matter?” Lalmly asked, “Whether he dies by ‘the blade’ or by disease, his 

replacement must be elected.” 

“What do you think the Trinity Nations will do if they don’t?” Einna countered. 

“Nothing.” Lalmly confessed. 

“If King Duifeen is slain,” Zaria hypothesized, “then they could claim it is some kind of 

national emergency. That an election must wait.” 

“If that happens,” Skar repeated her question from before, “which sister stands to gain?” 

“Suicine.” Zaria said as Einna simultaneously said, “Daffeega.” 

All eyes turned to the foxbird. 

Ruffling her feathers, she explained, “If there is no election, Suicine is the next queen. 

The people don’t like her – not like they like Daffeega, Daffeega could likely win an election! 

But if Suicine gets the crown, that would add fuel to the fire of the protests.” 

“So Daffeega wants to have her father murdered to ensure this working class revolution?” 

Zaria scoffed at the idea. 

The foxbird didn’t back down, “What would Suicine gain, then?” 

Again Zaria chuckled, “She’d be queen!” 

“And you think Suicine wants that?” Einna pressed further. 

“Maybe you’re wrong.” Zaria shrugged, “If there is no election, then it will stop the 

revolution. They claim it is a national emergency and crack down on the protests.” 

“And you think Suicine wants to stop the revolution?” Einna asked. 

Zaria shrugged again.  

Lalmly came to her aid, “She certainly isn’t as in favor of the protests as Daffeega.” 

“Unless it’s a ruse.” Einna argued, “What’re the protests for?” 

“The working class.” Skar answered. 

With a wave of her wing, Einna beckoned for more. 

“Uh…” Skar scratched her head, “Voting…healthcare…schooling-” 
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“Exactly!” Einna crowed, “Both sisters could lose their power if Batloe becomes a 

democracy and, if the protestors succeed, the rich – which includes both sisters – will lose their 

monopoly on magic. Both sisters lose unless Batloe remains a dictatorship that serves the rich.” 

 “They’d have to leave the Trinity Nations!” Zaria exclaimed. 

 “You think they’d abandon the Empire?” Lalmly echoed Zaria’s disbelief. 

 “If one of them is a necromancer-” 

 “Or aeven if they’re jus workin with one.” Skar interjected. 

 “-then they likely wanted out before their father got sick and before the protests began.” 

Einna concluded, “I’m not saying it is Daffeega – but it surely is just as likely to be her as it is to 

be her sister.” 

 “Or both.” Skar nodded. 

 “Or both.” Einna concurred. 

 Zaria and Lalmly looked at each other. Both beset with frowns. Zaria finally looked away 

and approached the vial to retrieve the crums of the rose stem. Lalmly turned to the foxbird and 

the electric elf. 

 “We still don’t know it is one of the daughters.”  

 “True,” the bird almost seemed to be smirking, “but in your heart – or your fire, rather – 

what do you think?” 

 Again Lalmly frowned. 

 Skar decided this was as good a time as any to bring up one of the things the Captain of 

the Obsidian Sail had told her that she had left out of her previous synopsis, “Dresdan thanks 

Truth is a woman.”  

 Lalmly and Zaria’s brows raised. 

 “And that Truth will show up at the Battle.” Skar continued, “If Duifaen hangs in til then 

– and if that amazin boday guard you were talkin about holds his ground – there maybae a rael 

quick answer to our mystery.” 

 “In a week.” Zaria grumbled. 

 “Just have da sisters tested.” Natalie suggested. 

 Again, Zaria and Lalmly turned to stare daggers at the healer but by the time their eyes 

fell on the chidra she was back at her magic work as if she had never said a thing to begin with. 

Her hands were glowing a brilliant gold. Sniper the bearn’s body was trembling gently as his 

lacerations were resealed – his fur and skin and muscle retethered with fresh flesh. The giant 

man had even begun to snore. The admiral and her right hand woman turned back to Skar and 

Einna. 

 “No use in testing if they’re both – or even either or – in on it.” Zaria grumbled further. 

 “They have to run it by the Advisors since the King is incapacitated.” Lalmly added, 

“And if a sister is in on it, surely the Advisors may be as well.”  

 “Wouldn’t aeven bae able to trust the results.” Skar agreed. 

 “So you wait.” Einna stated. 

 “If onlay there were more daetailed mapworks.” Skar sighed. 

 Cowboy yipped and Zaria and Lalmly turned. He yipped again and their eyes grew wide. 

They turned to one another and exclaimed in unison, “The Globework!” 

 Now it was Skar and Einna that exchanged glances, “Huh?” 

 “The Kou boy!” Zaria exclaimed. 

 “Kenchi Kou!” Lalmly filled in. 

 “He’s making a portable mapwork!” Zaria explained. 
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 “We caught him mapping the halls of the palace!” Lalmly elaborated. 

 “Godai Taiad!” Skar crossed her arms. 

 “We didn’t see it in action…” Zaria confessed, “but it spoke!” 

 “It spoke?” The foxbird’s head was twisted at such a doubtful angle it was nearly upside 

down, “The mapwork?” 

 “Globework.” Zaria corrected, “Atlas.” 

 “The one and only.” Lalmly snickered.  

 “Where is it?” Skar asked. 

 Zaria turned to Einna, “You know the Kous, you can take us to them!” 

 “Ha!” Einna crowed, “They’re in hiding!” 

 Zaria rolled her eyes, “You’re the Sondoran Guardian. You can find the godi weilder of 

the Mystak Blade and his little brother.” 

 “He has an entire army.” Lalmly concurred, “He can’t be hidden all that well.” 

 Einna let out a noise as similar to a sigh as a bird can make, “I can find them, but not 

before your little Battle.” 

 “We’ll be busy preparing anyways.” Zaria said, “Einna, I need your word. You’ll find the 

Kou boy and take us to him.” 

 The bird thought for a bit, glanced back at Sniper, then turned back to the Admiral, 

“Deal. If nothing else, out of curiosity of this Globework.” 

 Both women let out a deep breath of relief and slumped back into the chairs that had gone 

unused the entire time. Skar followed suit in an opposing chair. They spent the rest of the time 

they’d paid to rent the mapwork room going over the plans for the Battle. Neither of the three 

were too worried about the foxbird listening in. After all, as much as she acted as if she were 

unaffiliated with the Empire, she had been on of the Guardians. She’d fought against the Queen 

of Darkness herself. She may disagree with the Emperor and the Trinity Nations but no more 

than Zaria and Lalmly and Skar did themselves.  

 The six (plus Cowboy) eventually got a room in the nearby inn (the one that offered food 

for physical beings). They were even able to park their zoomer out back and house their dragon 

in the stable. Natalie was still working on Sniper by midnight, but the other women were happily 

warming themselves by the fire and sipping on the stockpile of beverages left over from previous 

patrons of flesh (except for Einna and Lalmly, of course). They would split up in the morning. 

Zaria and Lalmly and Skar heading off in different directions to prepare for the Battle. Natalie 

would leave as well, but not with Skar. Einna had taken her under her wing. As an undead, she 

had little use for a healer, however, as the figurehead of a gang of assassins that often wound up 

looking like Sniper had – she had plenty of use for one (and plenty of gold with which she could 

buy plenty of zirra to pay off said healer). Natalie wasn’t just in it for the drugs. She was 

intrigued by the tale of the Kou boy – the child inventor – and as a bomb manufacturer, she had a 

feeling that this small child could teach her a few tricks or two that might could come in handy.  

 It was fortunate that Einna Yelkao found a new recruit to join the Golden Dagger, after 

all, that same day – though she did not yet know – she lost one of her greatest.  

 

- - - 

 

 The room was dark when she entered, but she could hear his quivering breathes. The 

brief, sharp inhales were a feeble attempt to hide his presence, but they only served to draw more 

attention to him. It was the darkness that tricked him into hoping that she wasn’t there for him, 
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that he was simply sharing the room with her objective, but that was not the case. He was right 

were he was supposed to be and his fears were very valid. 

 When the door closed, no lights came on. He could hear her move close. Had his hands 

not been bound to his feet, he might have scurried away but as it were he was too afraid to 

wiggle out of her path. He was too afraid to move at all.   

 “I can smell your fear, little mouse.”  

 Sweat dripped from his nose. His tongue rolled out his mouth as he gave in to the need to 

pant. His eyes were wide but he could see nothing in the darkness.  

 “Why are you so frightened,” she continued, “do you know who I am?” 

 Something cold and dry wrapped around his snout. The grip was tight and knobby, the 

bumps bruising his nose and pinching his lips as it clamped his mouth shut forcing his teeth to 

cut into his tongue. More, similar, appendages rose from the floorboards and wrapped around his 

body, digging into his back and pulling his arms apart despite his hands being tethered to his 

ankles. All that escaped him were muffled groans, but she hadn’t expected an answer anyways. 

 The lights came on with a lions roar. He was initially blinded, but after a second his eyes 

swept the room. Shelves lined the chamber, stocked with torn scrolls and books with worn out 

seams. Glass cylinders and vials fizzled in between the literature, some bubbling over while 

others’ contents creeped up like gue. Opaque stones, some glowing and some dull, sat among the 

shelves, each carved with runes the poor observer could not interpret. He knew the symbols were 

of the Sacred Tongue, which he hadn’t had the privilege of learning. That lack of privilege was 

actually why he was there on the floor in this magician’s library. He had been fighting in the 

streets for such a privilege, not only for himself but for all, when he was arrested. He considered 

himself a revolutionary, but those that governed his state saw him differently. And those that 

have the power have the final say. He was not a revolutionary. He was a traitor. And he found 

himself, laying on his belly, staring straight up into the eyes of- 

 “The next Queen of Batloe.” 

 His eyes were yanked from the woman as excruciating pain wracked his body. His 

bindings were not inanimate, nor were they artificial, they were bone and they were very much 

so alive. If their grip had been tight before, then this was something other than tight. His skin 

began to peal apart and give way to the skeletal claws. They cut through his muscles like butter 

and scraped against his own bone like fingernails on a chalkboard. He couldn’t even cry out for 

relief as the undead hand around his maw had a grip so tight it had begun to displace his teeth. 

 “You wanted to die for our country?” She hissed, stooping over him and placing one 

furry, clawed hand atop his head. She shook him, trying to demand his gaze but the pain was too 

much. His eyes rolled around in his sockets as if they’d been cut loose from his brain. This only 

further enraged her and her grasp tightened. A white gas began to rise from his flesh, rushing 

over to the woman as if blown by a wind, and as it left he endured a pain that made the previous 

agony look like nothing. He writhed about in silence and she smiled, saying, “Now you die for 

the Queen.” 

 Truth released him and he crumpled to the ground completely still. The boney 

appendages that had bound him evaporated into a ephemeral liquid that floated back to their 

master in goopy droplets like moths to a light. She absorbed the ivory energy through her flesh 

and her head rocked back as the high hit her in the nose and then surged through her body. After 

a shiver she collected herself. Spitting out a few words in the Sacred Tongue, a mirror jumped 

off the wall and rushed over to hover before her.  
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 The mirror did not reflect her, instead it showed her a ship – or at least, half of a ship. It 

sat at the bottom of the sea. Only the shape of the structure made it possible to identify it as a 

vessel for every inch of the boat was coated in a layer of mossy coral that curled over the edges, 

tucking in the tanker like as though it were a blanket – a rainbow quilt of pulsating life. Long ago 

it had transported dead fish across the ocean surface, now it gave live fish a place to reproduce 

and raise their young on the ocean floor.  

 With the front end of the barge long since wrenched off, discarded elsewhere in the great 

Wobniar Wood, the broad front to this makeshift abode gaped open like a gargantuan carport. 

Beneath the roof, was a workshop. An assortment of tool cluttered tabletops and turning turbines 

created a maze to the entrance of the severed sunken ship. Though it was on the sea floor, it was 

beneath an Aquarian Dome. The atmosphere was damp, but the salt water that flowed into the 

Dome became a mystical gaseous substance that allowed both land lubbers and sea dwellers to 

breathe and move about almost as if on land. The fires in the furnace were blue, but the mechanic 

at the table could still strike hot metal against an anvil as if he were back in Foxloe.  

 The man was bulky. His arms rippled with muscles but his pecks her hidden beneath fat. 

The sweat that beaded along his scaley forehead immediately evaporated to join the enchanted 

sea water that swirled around him like a heavy, yet transparent mist. Beside him, was a long 

torpedo shaped machine. Though not quite the gargantuan size, it shared the three fins of a 

sumarii. It also bore the enertomb-powered engine of a zoomer, yet it wasn’t elevated above the 

aft-end of the boat like a canon, instead it was positioned in the rear of the tubular vessel like the 

rocket engine of a spaceship. The chidra wiped his brow, an unnecessary act underwater, and 

turned to welcome the homeowner. 

 “Shayu Shua.” The engineer winked. 

 The homeowner was a fishfolk. His eyes were as black as a sharks. So even though he 

rolled them at his comrade, his comrade couldn’t tell. Shua was an Aquarian curse word – like 

“bastard”, “Shayu Shua” being something like, “Shark Bastard” – however, in this case it was his 

codename. As a member of the Golden Dagger, Paud was supposed to keep his identity discreet. 

That said, as a barechested assassin with a long sash of a metallic scar across his chest, it was 

quite obvious that the naked fishfolk was a Gill and – at this time – there were only four Gills 

still alive.  

 “Baba.” Paud bowed. Straightening back up, his black eyes appraising the machine, he 

asked, “How long?” 

 “Not long.” Gear promised. 

 “Less than a week?” Paud pressed. 

 “Easy, Civ.” Gear winked again. 

 Paud patted the man on the shoulder then turned towards the front door but Gear reached 

out and grabbed his shoulder.  

 “You got company.” He said in a hushed tone. 

 The fishfolk nodded and Gear let him go. His company started speaking before he’d even 

stepped inside his home.  

“Nihow, Sheenshong Gill.”  

He recognized the voice. She had the distinct accent of a southern Aquarian, which made 

her a merman. Though the two races were essentially the same, there were some physical 

differences. His flesh had been tanned by time exposed to the sea-filtered light of Solaris, while 

she had been born with a deep indigo back and soft teal front. Their eyes would’ve been the 

same, black as a shark’s, but her right eye was something different: an enchanted stone. She was 
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a shadowmancer. Not just any shadowmancer either, she was the greatest shadow slinger to leave 

the sea floor in centuries. If there was any doubt, the fact that she was captain of the greatest fleet 

of pirates on Mystakle Planet was proof. Under her leadership, she and her goons had cut the 

competition in half and created a tight cartel, a fourway monopoly on sea-farring crime in the 

Southern Hemisphere. The Obsidians got zirra, the Reds got tobacco, the Goldies got laundering, 

and she and her Sea Lords got all the rest – including anything and everything that had to do with 

the notorious Disciples of Darkness, the shadowmancers and necromancers of the New Pact. 

 Paud emitted a low gurgling growl, “Captain Shih.” 

It was who he had thought it would be, but who he thought it would be was not supposed 

to be there. Not only was she not supposed to be there but she had used his real name. Then, to 

add insult to injury, when he walked through the doorway to face her, she tossed him a bag of 

coins. 

 “You know how this works.” Paud tossed the bag back to the pirate, “This goes to the 

Bird.” 

 “This isn’t for killing the Prince – all that gold went to covering your dear, sick sister’s 

tab.” Ching smiled, “This is an advance payment for your next mission.” 

 He turned his back on the merman. The wall by the door was lined with weaponry. 

Taking his backpack off and setting it before the impressive display, he went about putting up his 

murderous tools. First back on the wall went the Claws, his blade-equipped guantlets, having 

been cleaned and polished since they took off the head of the King’s son. With them out of the 

way, he could reach said head. Pulling it from his sack, he turned back to the Captain.  

 He threw her the wrapped head of the Prince, saying, “I only take missions from the Bird. 

Take it up with her.” 

 Ching caught the head and set it on the table beside her, her smile not wavering. She 

jostled the bag of change in her hand.  

 “Do you know which faction sees over your sisters care?” 

 The cursed blood in his veins began to heat up. His shoulders squared, his jaw set.  

 “It isn’t the Empire or their secret lovers in Antipa.” Ching continued, her amicable 

expression slowly changing as her upper lip pealed back from her gums, showing off her fangs, 

“She isn’t kept alive by the regimes of Iceload or Sondor. Who is it that keeps her alive? Which 

magicians is it that you turned to?” 

 Shadows began to seep from her right eye, swirling around her body and sizzling as it cut 

through the wet atmosphere of the submarine world. She could see the assassin itching to return 

to his bag of blades, his knuckles clenching out of reflex as if he still wore his armored gloves. 

For a moment, she almost hoped that he had forgotten his place. That he had forgotten who she 

truly was and what she was capable of. But then she pushed her pride aside and drove home the 

deal. 

 “You came to us out of necessity, Shayu Shua.” Ching said, her voice shifting to a softer 

tone, “You’re sister has been cared for, but she is at the same time held hostage. This job offer 

will not only pay handsomely, but it will offer you and your kin a way out.” 

 “What do you mean?” Paud growled. 

 “Sereibis.” Ching said, “The School of Modern Healing – the best healers in the world – 

where the doctors are protected by civil law. Where debt collectors charge interest, rather than 

demand blood.” 

 Paud shook his head, “How is that possible?” 
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 Ching ignored his question, “You won’t have to work for the Bird, you won’t have to 

work for me, ever again. You won’t have to go by Shayu Shua any longer.” 

 Paud took a step towards her. She immediately strengthened her shadows, coating herself 

so thick that she appeared like nothing more than a silhouette.  

Again, Paud asked, snarling this time, “How?” 

“Because you’ll be working for me.” 

Paud whirled around. The voice came from his left. There on the left side of the room, 

between two bookshelves and above a door, was a wide round mirror. It normally reflected light 

from a sunroof that caught the rays that made it down through holes in the great reef, but it had 

grown dark. So dark that it cast an unnatural shadow upon both the sea people now staring up at 

it. In that black screen, however, Paud could see a hand. Furry gnarled fingers clamped around a 

rusty scarlet stone, the head to a staff that extended out of view.  

“And who are you?” Paud demanded. 

“Truth.” The mirror replied. 

“I know of you.” Paud snapped, “How can you promise Cassandra will be allowed into 

Munkloe?”  

The figure in the mirror leaned forward. A black hood became differentiable from the 

darkness. Paud could make out the faint outline of a snout beneath the cowl. 

“If you do this for me,” she said, “then I will have power over the throne of Batloe.” 

Paud turned back to Ching Shih. Her shadows were still out and ready. His weapons were 

against the wall and still tucked in his bag. There was even the possibility that the necromancer 

in the mirror could attack him for all he knew. Gear Baba would come to his aid, but he could 

not be quick enough. The poor chidra would likely lose his life too. Then, whether or not he 

could over power Ching and Truth, it would all be for naught. His sister, in a black market 

hospital hidden somewhere in the Disciples of Darkness’ Dragon Islands, would surely pay the 

price for his trouble making.  

He had no choice.  

“I have one last job to complete before the end of the week.” Paud stated, “Then I’m 

yours.” 

“Wonderful.” Truth snickered. 

“What is it you want me to do?” Paud asked. 

Pale, white teeth became visible from beneath the hood. Sharp and grinning. 

“I want you to give me the Batloen throne.” Truth said. 

“By killing he who sits on it now?” Paud asked. 

The faceless necromancer nodded. 

Paud’s gills flared as he let out a sigh. 

He turned to Ching and held out his hand. She tossed him the coin purse. He turned back 

to the mirror, but the darkness was gone and the faint Solarin light once more poured in. Much 

like the mirror, when he turned back to the merman she too was gone. His front door ajar. 

Outside his house, he heard Gear wail on the metal anvil once more – a noise that he hadn’t 

heard since he entered his home.  

With the metal still ringing, Gear hollered, “Tight spot you got dere, Civ.” 

“Nothing new.” Paud muttered. 

“Dat guardsman, for da King of Batloe,” Gear said, “he ain’t no joke.” 

Paud rolled his shoulders then went back to unpacking his equipment. 
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“Suppose dat suites you dough, Civ.” Gear snickered, “Never had a sense of humor 

anyway.” 

Despite his predicament and contrary to the chidra’s claim, as Paud knelt by his bag, he 

couldn’t help but smirk a bit, though he never would’ve admitted that to the engineer. 
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Chapter Five: Calm Before the Storm 
Solaris glared in his eyes. He’d have no more vision if he kept his eyes open and so he 

clamped them shut. He didn’t need to see. Though it was only his fifth day aboard the Obsidian 

Sail, the incessant training had thrown him up and down, left and right, all over the ship so much 

so that he felt as if he’d been there for ages. His bare feet knew exactly which plank upon which 

he stood, the little rivets and splinters beneath the pads of his toes acted like some form of brail 

to his sun-blinded mind. And just as well as he had come to know the ship, had he come to know 

the foe before him. 

Jason “the Giant” Kakal. He couldn’t see the smirk on the bearn’s snout but he could feel 

it in his voice as he slid playful threats into his educational sermons. 

“Tahm to test yer resilayance, Mr. Woodsman.” 

Tou gulped. His right hand shot up almost as if on its own accord. He’d been hit in the 

face too many times by blunt objects in the last five days that the universe itself had decided to 

start giving him some form of premonitions. Sure enough, his hand caught a wooden pole that 

would’ve clunked him in the head a moment later.  

“Pain.” Jason continued, “Mahnd ovuh matter, Fou.” 

Scoffing, Tou adjusted his grip. Pain? There wasn’t a fiber of muscle in his body that 

hadn’t been torn. His hands were covered in blisters and displaced caluses. Cramps wracked his 

gut as his metabolism burned up everything it could. The only agony Tou lacked was 

dehydration as the boatswain, Drakken, refused to let the crew go without fresh clean water even 

if the Captain felt that all other forms of strain made the body stronger. That said, all other forms 

of agony had very much so become a regular part of Tou Fou’s life. With a proud grin, Mr. 

Woodsman thought to himself: I’m not afraid of pain. 

“Pain’s but a faelin. It’s rael – farakin rael – but you get to choose how you interpret it.”  

What Tou was afraid of was the impending length of the anecdote that was swirling 

around in Jason’s brain, sure to soon slowly slip out of his slobbery snout. A shadow fell over 

Tou and he heard the Giant’s weight creak the floorboards before him. With the man’s silhouette 

eclipsing Solaris, Tou was able to open his eyes and looked up at the furry warrior. While Tou 

had one, Jason held two poles – and his were knobby. This whipped the scoff off Tou’s face and 

he swallowed it down with an audible gulp. All that separated him from the incoming onslaught 

was whatever tale Jason was about to tell. Maybe he could stomach the story. 

“When ah was uh tot,” Jason began, “went to sae mah uncle in Bash. Hae was a great 

zirra farmer, aeven greater zirra snorter, and in the end that’s what got him on the wrong sahd of 

the grass. Had been for a whahl too. Found him rottin in a pahl of powder.” 

“Wait – Rotting?” 

Jason nodded, “Hae was half goo when wae got there. Ahs had all rolled out of his head 

and a whole flock of maggots had made an entahr godai civilahzation outa his maw.” 

Tou gagged so hard he fell to one knee. 

Those among the crew that had been clustered around them, eager to watch the next stage 

in Tou’s torturous training, quickly shuffled off. Whether they knew the story or not, they had no 

intention of hearing anymore. Tou wasn’t sure where Jason was going, but he was more than 

ready for him to get there, get done, and get on with the pain. 

“Whole ahland smelled worse than a lah. So bad they couldn’t aeven fahnd the tahm to 

dig a hole. Town Master made us take him up the hill in a whael barrow and toss him off the cliff 

into the sae. Whole way up, ocean braeze was just blowin his funk raht down mah snout. Ah tell 

you, that stank was so strong-” 
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He poked Tou in the gut with one of his sticks, producing a, “Hmph?” from the earth elf. 

“You ever smelled death?” Jason asked. 

Tou’s lip curled as he nodded. 

“Mm.” Jason grunted, “Well ah swear that stank was so strong ah could taste it.” 

Tou’s stomach clenched, fortunately (or unfortunately) he had nothing in his belly worth 

heaving.   

“Fortunatelay, mah Pa was helpin us. Hae set us straight. Said, ‘It’s jus a smell. It’s rael, 

but the part of ya that thank it’s bad? That’s just a faelin.’” Jason put both his poles in one hand 

so he could lift Tou with his free hand. Once the earth elf was back on his feet, Jason tapped his 

noggin gently with a pole, explaining, “Yer brain’s the one that says it stanks. Same way it says 

yer woman smells lahk flowers whahl the rest of us thank shae smells like crimpsin taiad, if ya 

know what ah maen. Nothin stanks anaymore than it smells good – it’s a faelin. And you can 

change those. Will power. Mahnd ovuh matter.” 

Jason rolled his shoulders back and puffed out his chest, grinning down at Tou with a 

posture that was a tacit query for feedback. 

“You can’t change your feel-” 

WACK! Jason came down hard on Tou’s scalp with one of his staffs and, as Tou 

recoiled, he brought down the other. WACK! 

“FARA-” Tou couldn’t even finish his curse before- 

WACK! WACK! 

Tou was on the floorboards. Stars exploding on the inside of his eyelids. 

“Maybae you couldn’t in the past,” Jason growled, “but you better fahnd out how now! 

Get up!” 

Fearing the next onslaught, Tou had already been in the process of rising to his feet 

before he had been commanded to do so.  

“Ah’ll strahk ya with mah left arm and you’ll take it,” Jason explained, raising his 

dominant hand. Lowering his left, he raised his right, “then you’ll block mah raht.” 

Through gritted teeth, Tou grumbled, “And if I block both?” 

“Farak around and fahnd out.” Jason snarled back. 

Tou responded with a submissive curse under his breath then braced himself. Jason didn’t 

give him much time. With his gargantuan stature and wingspan, his left caught Tou so far back 

on his thigh that it was nearly his backside. The blow swept the leg right out from under him. 

Even as he fell, Tou tried to reach up and stop the next assault but the pain soaring through his 

body, surging up from his laterals like an upside down lightning bolt, not only blinded him but 

simultaneously froze his joints and slackened his muscles. His raised staff bent with hardly any 

resistance and Jason’s then smashed down on his shoulder, nailing him to the deck. 

Once his head stopped ringing after cracking against the floorboards, the very next sound 

he heard was the bearn’s cackle. 

“Not hard enough?” Jason barked, “Ah can hit harder!” 

“Bet.” Tou growled. 

Suddenly, all that pain from prior days of training seemed to have dissipated. In fact, 

even the agony of Jason’s anecdote seemed quite tantalizing compared to his current state on the 

floor. Nonetheless, Tou took a deep breath. Holding it, he forced his limbs to lift him to his fate. 

Once halfway there, he put his wooden sparring sword beneath him and used it as a crutch to get 

the rest of the way up. 

Then Jason kicked the pole right out from under him. 
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“If God wanted ya to have a third leg hae woulda blessed ya at birth!” 

Tou groaned. 

“Get up on yer own strength fore ah hit ya again.” 

This time, Tou got up faster. As if he was already learning the lesson of the day, he 

embraced the suffering and powered through. But he wasn’t even fully upright before Jason 

struck at him again. However, the elf was still prepared. 

One knotted staff swung low for his shin. Tou braced himself for impact but otherwise 

ignored this attack, instead forcing his eyes to look away and note the angle of the bearn’s right 

hand as it swung the second rod. Before the first landed, Tou raised to parry the second. That 

way, as the initial blow bounced off his shin and his vision went white as his brain seared with 

pain, all he had to do was keep swinging and hold fast to his weapon. With a pop, he beat back 

his foe’s second blow. 

Glaring until his sight returned, Tou gave Jason a triumphant nod. 

“Thought you could hit harder?” He said. 

Jason smiled, “Gettin there Mr. Woodsman. Wae’ll bae at this til Solaris reaches its 

paek.” 

Tou’s shoulders fell. 

“Now, this tahm around: take a hit, block, then take anothuh hit, and block again.” Jason 

commanded, “Got it?”  

“Donum.” Tou muttered. 

The one Brightside was the fact that there was an end in sight. With every WACK!, Tou 

trained his eyes on the sky and prayed that Solaris might rise just a little bit quicker. In the 

meantime, his muscles were mashed down to the bone and his dark, ebony skin became almost 

iridescently dark as blood pooled beneath. Each time the bearn’s stick caught his head, memories 

flashed across the membrane of his mind: Charred ruins of the home he never knew, littered with 

unread messages tucked in untouched bottles. His sister, Zou, shoving him down beneath the 

mane of their beast-mother as he writhed in pain and clutched the bolt in his shoulder. He beat 

away these painful thoughts. The discomfort of his past encouraged him to charge head first into 

the torture awaiting him at present, but even Tou’s resilient will had a limit and finally he caught 

a bonk on the head that he could not rise from.  

Down he went. Down upon the deck. But also down into that dark place that haunted him 

in nightmares, a heart wrenching memory and yet one that he cherished. The last time he saw 

Zou. 

Zou was trembling. Tears were streaming down her cheaks, washing the dirt from her 

brown skin. These tears flew from her lips with the spit sprayed by her shrieks. Her fists were 

clenched by her hips, her shoulders heaving with each shout. Each time she cried out, he cried 

back. Shaking the same as her. Neither listening to what each other was saying, as both knew 

there would be no minds changed that night. 

Dark beasts loomed around them. They watched with black eyes, their snouts turned 

down to the earth, their lips creased by frowns. Their mound like backs looked burdenous 

between their shoulder blades as they watched their adopted children fight. This was not a fight 

like their kind knew, there was no barred fangs and no bloodshed, only heartbreak. Their mother 

flinched with each insult flung. Though she couldn’t completely comprehend, she knew her heart 

would soon be wrenched in two.  

Zou demanded they leave. It was finally time to go to the city – to stay. She wanted to 

rejoin civilization – she was no longer a child of the woods and she wanted to be a woman of the 
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world. Not only that, but the woods were dying. The elves of the city were encroaching. The tree 

line was receding. Their herd had tried to raid the city, to discourage the people, but it had only 

hastened their spread. If they went to the city, Zou argued, then maybe they could convince the 

elves to stop and save their beast-family’s way of life. 

Tou was terrified. He was younger. He didn’t remember the before time. All he knew of 

civilization was the wound in his shoulder and the fear he had felt as he had almost fallen to his 

death. The woods were safe, in Tou’s mind, familiar. The city. It was like the charred remains of 

his blood-families home. All it harbored for him was pain. They had no choice, Tou argued, they 

had to stand their ground and defend their new family with their new family deep in the Tadloen 

forests.  

The barrens watched in silence. They didn’t want their elven children to leave, but they 

knew Zou was right. Eventually, beast-mother got up and separated them. One of the younger 

barrens escorted Zou to the edge of the herd, away from Tou, while beast-mother had Tou lie 

down to sleep beside her. They normally slept together, curled up against their monstrous 

matriarch’s muscled hide, but they needed space that night.  

Tou watched her walk away. Her shoulders still trembling with both rage and fear. Her 

dark hair bouncing behind her until she dissolved into the shadows.   

A tiny bit of his consciousness, looking back on this memory as he lay on the deck of the 

Obsidian Sail, reached out to her – called out to her in this blunt-force-induced day dream. He 

couldn’t have known as a child, but as an adult he knew that he would never see her again. At 

midnight, the hunters of the city would come for the herd and, in that commotion, he would flee 

with his beast-mother and she would not be there when the herd returned.  

He extended his hand and opened his mouth to say- 

WACK! 

Jason’s pole swatted his knuckles and his hand flopped down to smack him in the face. 

He was back. Fully conscious. Staring up at the noon-time Solaris until it was eclipsed by 

Jason’s bulbous head. 

Tou sat up, asking, “How long was I out?” 

“Too long.” Jason growled. 

“That’s enough for today.”  

Both the bearn and the elf turned to bow to the approaching Captain. Dressed as dapper 

as ever – his head was topped with a droopy witch hat, his chest completely bare so that his black 

scales glistened in the sunlight, and his baggy britches were blown tight against his waist by the 

ocean breeze – he walked with the air of a king with both hands behind his back. As he 

approached, Jason reached down to help Tou to his feet (allowing him to use his staff as a crutch 

this time around).  

“The Battle will soon be upon us.” Dresdan stated. 

“Soon?” Tou looked from the Captain to his right hand man, “How soon is soon?” 

Jason scratched the back of his head with a guilty shrug, “Trainin’s trainin, Fou. Just 

cause the big day is coming up doesn’t maen ah can start slackin on whippin you into shape.” 

“You don’t think you’ll be ready?” Dresdan asked. 

Tou’s head jerked back around to the chidra, “No sir. I’ll be ready.” 

“Good.” Dresdan rolled his shoulders and scanned the crew now gathering back around 

them as he continued, “In three days, comrades, we will slay a god.” 

If the folks on deck hadn’t been paying attention before, they were now. 
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“The Sea Lords.” Dresdan explained, “Their entire fleet. Whether you believe they will 

be meeting God or Barro or neither, they’ll meet the sea floor before the sun sets three days from 

now.” 

Sealed lips suppressed the gasps of disbelief while the eyes of the crew gave away their 

obvious alarm. The Sea Lords were the most powerful pirates on the sea and had been for years. 

There was not an illicit business that did not involve their greedy palms and even fewer 

conspiracies that weren’t made possible by the dark web of mischief their Captain sewed. 

Captain Ching Shih had haunted the oceans as much as the Iahtro Storm itself and the idea of 

stopping her seemed tantamount to challenging a hurricane to a fistfight.  

Although, if anyone could tussle with a typhoon, it’d be Dresdan Otubak. 

“We will not be alone. The allies that will be fighting alongside us are as revered as the 

Emperor himself and as feared as anyone who’s ever worn the Black Crown.” Dresdan raised his 

indigo eyes to the sky, daring Solaris herself as he concluded, “We will destroy the Sea Lords, 

then disband the Obsidian Sail. It will end the Pirate Wars and we will retire, redeemed, as 

legends.” 

 

- - - 

 

 With one hand grasping the tongs, she reached up and cranked the lever down. The 

furnace roared as a great metal arm descended from within to squash the plates of amber steel 

beneath. Cracks split as the separate plates combined, cutting through the stack like yellow 

glowing lightning bolts. Flakes and chips crumbled off like the sweat that was pouring from her 

temple. Then Tabuh relented, raising the lever and the arm with it. She adjusted the plates with 

the tongs. The plates had been welded together to form a firm stack of cards, but they had not yet 

become one malleable block, and so again she pulled down the bar, which dropped the great 

cylinder, and mashed the steel together harder. Over and over she did this, flipping the material 

to subject another side to the crushing machine, adjusting how deep it sat in the furnace to put 

different sections of the cube under the heavy arm of the compressor. There was a gentle 

firmness to her technique, a patient strength that had been partly inherited, but mostly learned.  

Her golden eyes were protected from the heat and light in the belly of the forge behind 

the magical panes of her smithing goggles, but they burned nonetheless as she resisted the urge 

to blink in an effort to remain absolutely focused with the task at hand. So possessed was she by 

the process, she didn’t hear Drakken enter the room behind her. In her defense the chamber was 

loud enough as it was. Though magical exhaust ports had been installed and the floor, walls, and 

ceiling had been extensively fireproofed so as to make it possible to have a furnace on a mostly 

wooden vessel, nothing had been done to protect the ears of those in the forge. 

Drakken didn’t interrupt her. He waited for her to get to a stopping place, sitting at the 

work station behind the oven, content to watch in silence. Before him, on the desk, was a skinny 

black box. That’s what Tabuh noticed first when she turned around. A pang of guilt struck her in 

the chest but she brushed it off. Lifting her goggles, she approached the table but did not sit 

down. 

“Mr. Drakken.” She stated. 

“Dame Sentry.” The moleman bowed his head. 

For a moment, the only sound in the room was the furnace. Still choking on the soon-to-

be sword. Once it became obvious that Tabuh wasn’t going to break it, Drakken leaned back and 

pressed her. 
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“Do you know why Dresdan wants this sword?” 

Tabuh rolled her eyes, “For ‘the Battle’?” 

“Yes.” Drakken nodded, “More specifically, to kill the necromancer that may be at the 

Battle – have you ever heard of Truth?”  

“Were they one of the mancers that aided the Empahr in the War of the Tahger?”  

Again Drakken nodded, “Truth hired us to aid the Empire as well.” 

“Fahn choice that war was – all to pick which tahrant got to rule the mancers.” Tabuh 

scoffed, “Traded a tahger for a witch – and made a whole hell of a lot of pahrates rich bah doing 

so.” She shook her head until her frustration with the foolish skirmish diminished enough for her 

to return to the conversation, “So Dresdan wants a magic sword to kill some poor fool for 

Truth?” 

“To kill Truth herself.” Drakken stated. 

Tabuh’s head cocked to the side. 

“We deal in drugs, beneath these Obsidian sails, not in souls.” The moleman explained, 

taking off his little read cap as he sat up straight, “Truth and the Disciples of Darkness are up to 

no good-” 

“With a name lahk that, who would’ve guessed?” Tabuh remarked. 

“-and Dresdan feels personally responsible-” 

“As hae lahklay should.” Tabuh interjected. 

Now it was the moleman who’s head cocked to the side. 

“Was he not in charge of orchestrating the War of the Tiger for the Emperor?” He asked, 

“If anything, Onotna Sentry was more responsible for the war than any pirate, Pacter, or Antipan 

associated with the conflict?” Despite the attacks laden in his language, the boatswain still 

managed to avoid coming off as confrontational. He was sincere. His chest puffed out with 

concern, not bravado, and his brow furled by the intensity of his honesty. He continued, “This is 

as much a chance for Dresdan to absolve his crew as it is for to absolve yourself.” 

Tabuh wanted to be mad, but she also wanted that chance. She was not a big fan of piracy 

– she had seen the price of the drugs the Obsidian’s peddled to her people – but she was also not 

a fan of the current state of politics. She had witnessed as much evil caused by corruption and 

incompitance in office as she had by criminals. The plagues that terrorized Sentrakle had been 

ignored while foolish foreign campaigns – like the War of the Tiger – seemed only to enable and 

empower the very groups responsible for the trouble back home. In the end, the swain’s words 

calmed her.  

She had begun to wonder why she was still there. Why she hadn’t taken the void-dust and 

ran. Was this it? Her hesitation was fate, not failure. Antipan pahrates, she chuckled to herself, 

Mystakle Planet sure is full of surpahses. Pushing her pride aside, she smiled at the moleman and 

answered his questions with another. 

“Are you ready?” 

“Ma’am?” 

She gestured back towards the furnace, “The blade is ready for the Sacred Tongue.” 

The confusion on the swain’s face confused the elf aswell. 

“But…” He stammered, reaching for the black box on the table before him and opening 

it, “I came here to convince you-” 

Tabuh blushed. Reaching into one of the pockets on her tool belt, she retrieved an empty 

pouch, “Ah had a change of heart.” 

“Why?” Drakken asked. 
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“Thank Mr. Woodsman.” Tabuh shrugged, “Or God if you baelaeve in one.” 

Embarrassed, she turned from the moleman and strode back to the oven. Removing the 

smashed steel with the tongues, she held the glowing rod out before her for him to see. Sapphiric 

sparkles glistened amongst the orange shine of nearly molten metal. The blade and void-dust had 

been merged, now it only needed activation from a magician and then the weapon could be 

beaten and sharpened into its final form. 

 “Ah’m glad ah stayed.” Tabuh admitted, daring to face the swain once more, “Too long 

ah’ve ran from purpose. Been so busy runnin from purposes other folks wanted for mae, ah never 

stopped to make mah own.” She looked at the steaming blade, “Ah wanna sae where this takes 

mae.” No longer embarrassed, she was back to her smirking self. She grinned over at Drakken, 

“So again, ah’m askin. You ready?” 

 

- - - 

 

The ship throbbed like a blood pumping organ. Tou felt as if he resided in the belly of the 

great beast that was the Obsidian Sail – or maybe in a lonely vein or artery, just close enough to 

the heart to hear and feel the vibrations but not near enough to see the action. His room was some 

inclosed organic vessel within the greater body – the windows covered, the door closed, the 

lights dim – he was a tumor that wasn’t supposed to be there, that didn’t share the DNA that the 

others on board shared. If this wasn’t obvious, then it was made so by his presence below deck 

while the celebration sprawled out beneath the stars above.  

Wrenching out the rag, he hung it over the faucet and limped back to the bed where he 

collapsed with an, “Oof.” It isn’t like I could dance anyways, he admitted to himself, even if my 

legs still worked. Plus – considering the fact that the party above was partially to celebrate the 

crew’s coming retirement but mostly to encourage the consumption of the drugs that would not 

be able to be sold before the Battle – I don’t need any zirra, I need sleep.  

Yet, just as his eyes began to close, the door was flung open. 

Tou shot upright as if he thought Jason was storming in with his knobby pole. 

“Shaaall wae dance?”  

Tabuh flitted across the room, tugging at the seam of her britches as if they were a ball 

gown. Tou smirked at first but as she continued to dance he realized the suggestion wasn’t joke. 

A curve took hold of the edge of his lips and his brow arched up. His face was contorted with 

concern – a concern that escalated even further when her golden eyes met his and she winked. 

Gesturing to the thumping above, she continued to sing. 

“On a braht cloud of music, shall wae flah?” 

His expression did not shift, but Tabuh’s did. She rolled her eyes so hard that her head 

rolled with them. Prancing back across their room, she paused by the bed to poke the barren. 

With hands on her hips, she prodded, “What’s your problem?” 

Tou pulled himself up off the bed and hobbled over to the bathroom. In the doorway, he 

examined his naked torso and the beautiful splotches of blacks and blues that polka dotted his 

flesh, providing just a hint of the absolute mush that had been made out of his muscles. He 

looked over his shoulder and, meeting her gaze, he saw that she understood his point. Acting as 

if he could strip his tone of any emotion, he stated as monotonely as he could manage, “You’re 

in a mood.” 

“Ah am.” She spun over to him, “A good one.” She playfully slapped him on the 

shoulder, “Enjoy it whahl it lasts.” 
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Again, with as dead a tone as he could muster, he said, “You finished the sword?” 

“Indaed.” She twirled away from the doorway, skipping about once more, “Now dance 

with mae.” 

 Tou didn’t move. He watched her waltz in the mirror and his expression began to soften. 

Though he thought he guarded his thoughts, his big brown eyes following her behind him gave 

him away. As Tabuh spun around, she caught glimpses of him watching and it didn’t take her 

long for her to read him like a book. She froze. 

“You can’t dance, can you?”  

 “The barrens must of forgot to teach me.” Tou said. 

 Tabuh frowned, but even as she did she grooved with the tunes above them. Rocking 

with the bass as she thought and as she thought she noticed that Tou too had begun to move with 

the rhythm. It isn’t that he can’t, she decided, just that he hasn’t.  

“You know how to hunt, raht, Mr. Woodsman?” She asked, “How to stalk prey?” 

Tou nodded. 

She winked at him again, “Then stalk mae.” 

He flinched at the thought and she chuckled. 

“Move when ah move. Follow mae. Lahk wae’re in a duel.” Tabuh explained, beginning 

to bounce a bit on the balls of her feet with the regular thunder rumbling the ceiling and 

floorboards, “You can faht, you can dance.” 

Still, Tou remained glued to the bathroom mirror. 

Tabuh flung her hands up, “Tou!” 

He whirled around, “What!” 

“Don’t bae a coward!” She snapped, “Get up ya godai-” 

Tou started to march towards her so abruptly that Tabuh instinctively back pedalled.  

“Where’s the limp?”  

“Teach me to dance.” 

She smirked as she altered her pace so that her strides matched his. The smile that crept 

across her lips quickly spread from her to him. The beat was quickening above. There was 

wrapping on some sort of shrill drum, a fast slapping that had Tabuh taking swift half steps back 

and forth almost as if she was faking him out, like a sparring partner attempting to trip up their 

foe or make them flinch. Fortunately, Tou was a fighter and his brain recognized the slight shifts 

in the angle of her hips and the twists in her steps intuitively. Just as he could anticipate a 

wooden pole swinging for his shin, he could anticipate where she was going and his body 

instinctiviely responded. He was clumsy – of course, as he wasn’t used to the style of the sort of 

movements – but he caught on fast and Tabuh was thrilled. 

“Okay, Mr. Woodsman!” She exclaimed. 

His dark skin hid it, but he was blushing. 

They both paused as the tempo changed again. The focus was taken off percussion, now a 

twangy string instrument took control of the music. Tou’s eyes got wide but Tabuh jumped back 

into the role of the teacher. 

“Take mah hands.” She snatched his, not giving him much of an option, then asked, “You 

can count, raht. The baests taught you numbers?” 

Tou rolled his eyes but they barely had time to stop rolling before Tabuh started moving.  

“One, two, thrae,” she said, “and one, two, thrae…” 

“One, two, three,” he murmured, “and one, two, three…” 
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Hand in hand, they waltzed around the bed chamber, twisting and swaying. As they did, 

Tou’s furled brow slowly slipped back upon his temple and Tabuh noticed. She stopped so 

abruptly he nearly tripped over his own feet. 

“What’s wrong?” 

He gave her his eyes, “This isn’t dancing-dancing.” 

She frowned, “What do ya maen?” 

He opened his mouth but his tongue flopped limp and he looked away.  

“Come on-” 

Releasing her left hand, he grabbed her waist, pulled her close, and then met her gaze 

again.  

“Oh,” She gasped, blushing like he had before, only the red in her cheeks stood out on 

her pale skin so much so that she almost seemed to glow, “well…”  

“Right?” Tou asked. 

“Oh yes.” She smiled.  

They were frozen there, pressed close to one another, and her blush was very quickly 

spreading to Tou’s cheeks. After a moment, he cleared his throat. 

“Well?”  

“Oh yes!” Tabuh flinched, “Follow mae!” 

Tabuh didn’t count this time, she watch his face as he whispered the numbers under his 

breath. The poor boy was focusing harder than he had when he was being pummeled by Jason 

earlier that day. Each step he took possessed as much effort as each hammer blow she struck to 

the blade she had only just finished forging, but each step he took made him more confident as 

well – more willing to trust his intuition and give in to the flow of the muffled melody. As he got 

more and more comfortable, his mind began to wander. Not away from Tabuh, but closer. He 

had revealed so much to his roommate over the past week but had gotten so little time to 

investigate her. Once he was sure enough of his groove to trust that he wouldn’t step on her toes 

– or his own – he met her eyes. 

“How’d a smith learn to dance?”  

Tabuh took his hand back in her own as she reminded him, “Ah’m a Sentray first and 

foremost.”  

She curtsied with a smirk and in doing so she lifted Tou’s left hand high then pulled his 

right hand so that he was turned around with his back to her. She whispered in his ear, as if 

joking, even though the dread in her voice could not be cloaked.  

“Mah blood defahnes mae baefore mah brain has anaythang to say.” 

Twirling him back around, Tou faced her once more. Undaunted, he pressed further. 

“What does dancing have to do with nobility?” 

Tabuh shrugged, admitting, “Nothin. Nothing but tradition.” 

“So dances weren’t-” Tou attempted to mimic Tabuh’s maneuver. He took her left hand 

up and yanked her right but got stuck on his own angles halfway through. She gracefully slipped 

from his grasp, spun around and slid her hands down his wrists to let go and take hold of his 

waist. Tou croaked out the end of his question, “-fun?” 

Tabuh smiled, “They were, but there was always a scaeme undernaeth it all.” 

“Like what?” 

Suddenly, Tabuh yanked Tou so close he hopped out of his planned step and slammed 

into her – nearly knocking her down had she not planned for such disruption. Instead, the move 
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ended with her back bent nearly parallel to the floor and Tou trembling over her as he strained 

not to collapse upon her. 

“There was a man.” She whispered. 

“A man?” Tou gulped. 

Straightening back up, she twirled Tou again as she explained, “A boy.” 

“A boy?” Tou grunted. 

“When ah was a girl.”  

“Ah.” Tou came out of his twirl and gave twirling her another shot. This time, partially 

thanks to Tabuh’s congeniality, he was successful, “Arranged marriage type deal?” 

“A half hearted attempt.” Tabuh answered. She took his victory and decided to increase 

the difficulty. The tempo above was changing anyways. She quickened her pace and dragged 

him bumbling around after her, criss-crossing her feet as she circled the room and elaborated, 

“Mah father isn’t a bad man and naither was the boy – hae had no more choice in it than ah – but 

after ah made it claer ah had no intention of baeing some kahnda traetay, ah wasn’t invahted to 

manay more dances.” 

“I see.” Tou noted, struggling to listen and keep up, “Treaty?” 

“Twaen the Sentray and the Ipativay.” Tabuh explained, “But then Redemption Day 

happened anayway.” 

He tripped over his feet but caught himself without taking his hands off her’s, “Huh?” 

“The rahs of the Mystvokar.” She rolled her eyes – not at him, but at: “The Revolution.” 

“Ah.”  

He sighed. Not due to her explanation but due to the fact that he had finally mastered her 

grape-vine. But then, of course, she switched it up again as the music slowed once more. And 

allthewhile, he still had to listen.  

“Mhm. After that, all of Sentrakle turned on the nobilitay. Considered em traitors for 

wanting to budday up with the new regeaime.”  

Tou was better at the slower style. Taking short steps, the focused more on twisting 

around one another and he was able to focus more on her words. 

“What did you want?” 

“To do something for mae.”  

She was looking away. Not at anything in particular but that was because she wasn’t 

really looking. Nor was she really hearing either. She was listening to Tou, but no longer to the 

music. Tou noticed this, as the beat above no longer seemed to be slow enough to match their 

gait. His eyes scanned her face. It was somber, though her brow was stern. It was as if she was 

pondering the question he had asked even before he had asked it, so he asked another. 

“Like what?” 

“Anaythang.” She shrugged, “Ah’ve got too much talent to be a politician.” 

“Smithing?” 

“Or shooting.” 

“As a soldier?” 

Turning back to look at Tou, she said, “Ah said, ‘for mae’, ya gop. Not for some kang or 

quaen.” Her ears caught back on to the music above and they moved a little quicker. Not by 

much, they still danced slow enough to remain close to one another. They could feel one 

another’s breath, only a thin sheet of air separated them. She continued, “I plan to dance to mah 

own baet. Ah don’t know exactlay what that will maen…but ah lahk where thangs are going.” 

“Here?” Tou was barely able to withhold his surprise. 
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“Yes, Tou,” She smiled, “ah’m happy. Ah lahk baeing haer…haer with you.” 

Tou grinned, “I do too.” 

They stopped dancing. It seemed as if the music above had stopped. The ship ceased to 

rock as if the ocean itself had calmed and flattened out like an pane of glass. Around them, the 

room fell dark, but the dim light that shrowded them brightened to make the two glow as their 

bodies pressed together. His deep dark eyes were locked on her big blue eyes.  

He asked, “Can I k-” 

She kissed him. 

 

- - - 

 

For a monolith of a man, he limped into the room with a slouch that made him appear 

half as tall. His shoulders were slumped like a child caught lying. His eyes dragged on the floor 

as he made his way to the chair and plopped down before the Commander.  

“Sheriff?”  

He certainly no longer looked the part. Melting in his gaudy frame like as though he was 

meant to be a Knome and not a bearn. But the Commander’s kind word kindled a bit of the old 

flame that had burned within him when he had held the title of Sheriff. Swallowing his misery, 

he raised his gaze and faced the man for just long enough to make eye contact before he bowed 

his head. 

“Commander Ipativy.” 

“That limp,” Shaprone wrapped his fingers on the desk, pulling the bearns eyes back to 

his own, “you haven’t healed?” 

“Commander…” Justin hesitated, “the haelers in Yelah aren’t lahk the haelers in the 

capital.” 

Where his fingers had once wrapped, his hand slammed palm down. He hit his desk with 

such force that his chair shifted back an couple inches. Unlike the bearn, Shaprone still had 

plenty of fire in his soul. For a minute, the electric elf bit his tongue – forced to look away from 

the pitiful shell of the once proud, law enforcer before him.  

“We’ll get you fixed.” He murmured before speaking up and asking, “How can you 

properly serve your city, staggering around like that?” 

Again, Justin hesitated. Finally, he cleared his throat and said in as quite a tone as the 

behemoth could manage, he said, “They raeplaced mae.” 

 Shaprone shot out of his chair. 

 “Who? Magistrate Onotna? Without the Mystvokar’s permission?!”  

 That flame Shaprone had initially tickled within Justin was now being fanned by the 

Commander’s outrage, for this was an outrage Justin shared but had long been suppressed. Now, 

Commander Shaprone Ipativy – a noble and able, up-and-coming star of the new Mystvokar 

government – was sitting across from him and sympathizing with his situation. He put faith in 

the fuming elf before him and sat up straighter in his chair. 

 “They said ah was in no state to serve!” 

 “Cause they botched your haeling!” 

 All Justin could do was nod. 

 Cursing, Shaprone sat back down in his chair. 
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 “We’ll get you healed.” Shaprone promised, his eyes as blue as a pilot light, “I promise 

you that.” He shook his head and looked away for a moment. Then, he asked, “Tell me about 

your brother.” 

 If Justin wasn’t upright before, he surely was now. There was no way he would let the 

Commander doubt his loyalty to the Mystvokar – especially not because of his blood ties to that 

bastard Jason Kakal, “Hae’s no brother of mahn, Commander. Hae’s a traitor.” 

 Shaprone pressed deeper, “A drug dealer?” 

 “Worse than that, sir.” Justin warned, “Godai Antaipa.”  

 “Antipa?” Shaprone asked. 

 “Farakin Rosethorn.” Justin confirmed. 

 “Rosethorn…” Shaprone whispered, cocking his head to the side, “They work with the 

Trinity Nations, correct, the Imperial Navy and all?” 

 “With?” Justin scoffed, “For.” 

 “For?” Shaprone leaned back, taking the front legs of his chair off the floor as he 

gestured for the ex-Sheriff to continue, “For who exactly?” 

 “The Imperial Navy.” Justin shrugged, “Maybae not for the Admiral – the Magistrate 

Onotna Sentray – but for those that work for him sure. They been doin the Empahr’s bidin since 

the War of the Tahger.”  

 Now it was Shaprone who was a bit nervous. He knew the answer before he even posed 

the question but nonetheless he posed it: “What about the Strategy Admiral – Zaria Ein.” 

 “Absolutelay.” Justin crowed. 

 Again, Shaprone slammed his hand down on the desk. This time with such force that the 

desk hopped up off the floor an inch and poor Justin flinched in his chair. Shaprone nodded to 

himself in shame, “You know they sent Zaria after Tabuh.” 

 “Ah’d heard.” Justin stated. 

 “You think they’re in cahoots?” Shaprone asked. 

 Justin answered truthfully, “Ah do.” 

 Shaprone cursed again.  

 Justin went out on a limb, “Those Sentray.” 

 Shaprone looked up, raising an eyebrow. 

 Justin gulped but continued, “Think they can do whatever they want. Not anay more, 

Commander, not under the Mystvokar. There is law and order in this country now, justice, and it 

don’t matter what kahnd of blood you got in your veins.” 

 For a moment, Shaprone said nothing. Justin was beginning to worry he’d gone too far, 

but something about the Commander’s stare told him otherwise. Slowly, the young man smiled. 

Finally, he pealed his black and blue bruised hand from the top of his desk and extended it to 

Justin. Justin would’ve been sweating had he not been a bearn, but he took the hand. 

 “How would you like to serve in the Army of the Mystvokar?” 

 “Ah would, sir!” Justin exclaimed. 

 “Well then, Justin, welcome aboard.”  

Shaprone released the man’s thick furred hand and stood to salute him with his hand 

across his heart. Justin shot up out of his chair and did the same. 

“You’re going to help me hunt down the Obsidian Sail.” Shaprone smiled, “We are going 

to bring every single last one of them to justice. Whether their name is Jason Kakal or Tabuh 

Sentry.” The Commander growled this last sentence as if the villains were standing before him, 

“There is law and order in this country now.”  
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Chapter Six: The Deicide 
 The wind whistled by, curling around Dresdan’s cape and tugging it back towards the 

Obsidian Sail. He stood on a plank that extended out over the gentle sea, stretched between his 

ship and that of his adversary’s. There was a plank parallel to his own where she stood, but he 

looked beyond her for a moment. His eyes traveled south, his gaze skiing up the waves and 

jumping from one frothing crest to the next until he couldn’t discern between the distant ridges. 

Not far beyond that point, the ocean was swept up in a gargantuan gust where the sea itself 

became a part of the great column of weather that churned on the horizon, connecting the sea to 

the sky. The hurricane seemed almost to bend, as if bowing its head in recognition of the 

Captain’s eye, but the motion was so faint that no one would know whether or not it was real or 

all in their head. Dresdan smiled before turning away – though he did not yet face his opponent. 

Instead he looked north, as if intent on taking in the setting of the cite so that he might 

never forget this specific moment. While a storm waged to the south, the peaceful island of Oreh 

waited to their north. The high bluffs of its eastern edge were colorful, each story of stone 

painted by nature to depict a separate millenia. The green, clifftop grasses were hidden by the 

ships of the Sea Lords flags. It was just before her shores where they created their circular 

perimeter. Dresdan stood at the nexus of this ring of vessels. Standing in opposition of his foe, 

though she couldn’t have been sure of the nature of his posture against her. It was now near time 

that she found out. 

He turned to face Ching Shih. 

 She was not smiling. Her eyes would’ve been narrowed if they’d had lids to narrow them, 

instead her gaze was made stern by the muscles flexing in her temple. Her tongue split her snarl 

to lick her shark-like eyes. The breeze nipped at her sarong, pulling at each of the three leaves so 

that they flapped like they once had before she’d tied them to her hip – they were the flags of the 

Muddy, the Tri-Race Rogues, and the Davivo and she wore them like a warrior wears scalps on 

their belt. There were only four major flags left to collect and she had arranged to obtain one of 

those four that day.  

 The flag was as black as the sails it belonged to, folded nicely into a triangle, displayed in 

the hands of Jason the Giant. The fact that the gargantuan bearn – loaded to the gills with 

weapons – didn’t split the plank was amazing. Dresdan had to repress a flinch everytime Jason 

shifted his weight. Despite being on a separate plank, parallel to the two Obsidians, John Pigeon 

couldn’t stop himself from cringing. Johnny, like Jason, stood out amongst his crew but not 

because of his size. While the Obsidian Sail was a diverse lot, the Sea Lords consisted almost 

completely of blue-skinned mermen and fishfolk. Johnny was a sun-dried human from the great 

plains of Sondor. Unlike Jason, however, Johnny appeared to carry no weapons. All he held was 

his gaudy belt buckle, a snarling barren’s head made of an opaque stone, and that was weapon 

enough. 

 While the calm breeze yanked at both Dresdan and Ching, Jason and Johnny stood in 

opposition to it. They leaned towards the Sea Lord ship that the Obsidian Sail was tethered to: 

the Hong Chi – Aquarian for the “Maroon Flag”. Though the flag was a deep shade of red, it 

certainly wasn’t the only thing. The entire vessel was a mosaic of bloody reds and deep-sea 

blues. These were the Sea Lord’s signature colors and they painted the many vessels that 

surrounded the two bound ships. The entire Sea Lord armada circled the meeting, promising the 

Obsidians no escape if they were to go about any funny business. Granted, the Obsidians didn’t 

have a shot in the dark to make it to the circumference if they reneged. Two crews worth of Sea 

Lords leaned over the banisters of the Hong Chi, chomping at the bit for a chance to scrap with 
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the legendary one-ship fleet that was the Obsidian Sail. They hung from the rigging of the sails 

and masts, straddled the railings, and peaked out the portholes beneath. The Obsidians mirrored 

their intimidation. The ship sat uneven in the sea as the entire crew crowded the starboard side – 

amongst them, Tou, Tabuh, and Drakken.  

 Drakken, in his own tacit way, tilted his snout towards two characters across the gap and 

drew both elves’ eyes to them. One was a well dressed nellaf. Black, curling stripes wrapped 

around his flesh though most of his skin was hidden beneath the layers of what was at least twice 

the pieces of a three piece suit. The man looked almost like a turtle with how scrawny he was 

from the collar up and how thick he was layered in garments beneath – appearing weaponless as 

well, both Tou and Tabuh instantly assumed he was hiding something of value in the many coats 

and vests he layered upon himself. Aside from his peculiar garb, he was of no more note to the 

couple. However, the figure beside him they instantly recognized. 

 They had never seen her before, but for some reason they instantly knew who it was. 

Even if they had seen her, it wasn’t like she was visually distinct. She dressed as if she were the 

Grim Reaper and revealed a similar level of flesh. A hooded black cloak. As if she were nothing 

more than the cloak itself. Her face was hidden in the shadow of the cowl. Even the shape of her 

body was hidden by slumped shoulders that made the robe fall around her without a crease. Still, 

both Tou and Tabuh instantly figured who she was: Truth.  

 The two elves exchanged glances out of the sides of their eyes, gulping simultaneously. 

Then their attention was pulled to the captains facing off on the planks. 

 “Captain Otubak.” Ching smirked. 

 “Captain Shih.” Dresdan stated. 

 “I see you’ve got a new sword.”  

 Her crow eye, that cursed magic marble that sits in one of the eye sockets of every 

shadowmancer, was fixated on the blade behind his robe. Dresdan slipped his hand to the sheath 

and drew out the saber. The merman’s leer then left the weapon and targeted Tabuh. 

 “The work of a Sentry.”  

 “I’m trading the ship, not the smith.” Dresdan said. His voice was so plain and still, so 

forcedly unemotional, there seemed to be a hint of a threat within it. Especially when he turned 

his gaze upon the nellaf watching from Ching’s ship and noted, “It seems we both harbor 

Iceloadic nobility.” 

 The overdressed nellaf took a step back from the banister. His comrade in the dark robes 

seemed to loom forward in response.  

 Ching enjoyed the banter. Gesturing to the cowering man, she introduced him – an act 

which caused him to tremble – saying, “Sorelac Icelore – young brother of the Mystvokar and 

twin brother of the Master of Oreh Island – unfortunately, though he’d make a fantastic swain, he 

is not a Sea Lord. Merely passing through, a plus one of our esteemed, mutual aquaintence. A 

fellow veteran of the War of the Tiger.”  

Ching turned to smile at Truth. 

Truth, the hooded figure, spoke from beneath her cowl, “That sword. It isn’t just steal and 

magic.” Her body turned from those on the planks to Drakken standing behind the banister of the 

parallel ship, asking, “Void-dust?” 

Drakken said nothing, he gave a single nod. 

“I can smell it.” Truth’s shoulders seemed almost to shudder though it was hard to tell 

from beneath her elusive cloak, “What powers has it been ensorcelled with?” 
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Before Drakken could answer, Dresdan raised his free hand towards the necromancer. 

There was a silent wave of awe in response to the act. Both crews were taken aback for both 

crews knew of Truth. Though she was no Sea Lord, she was no joke in her own right. The 

Obsidian’s silencing gesture was blatantly disrespectful. Flippant, almost, as well. The chidra 

didn’t even grant her a glance, he kept his eyes on Ching Shih. Lowering his hand and ignoring 

the tension, he spoke again with his cold, bland tone. 

“Captain Shih.” He tipped his hat in the direction of the storm which engulfed the 

horizon, “While we have the calm, we should complete the transaction and go our separate 

ways.” 

Again, Shih licked her eyes. Then, for a moment, she turned to appraise the Iahtro Storm. 

It’s clouds were already so sprawled out across the sky they would soon block the face of 

Solaris. She could feel the vibrations of distant rumbling thunder, like the sound of a distant 

battle, and smell the damp scent of the impending downpour. It tasted like damp wood on her 

tongue. Yet she could sense something else in the air and, finally, as she stared at the storm, she 

saw it with her crow eye. 

Glowing silhuettes, like constellations in the shadowy distance, descended from the cover 

of Iahtro’s precipitous canopy to the south. Once they broke free of the wall of clouds, she could 

make them out with her living eye. It was a dalvary. An advancing armada of fire-breathing 

dinosaurs. Before the Sea Lord Captain could turn on Dresdan, however, the sound of conch 

shell horns called her attention.  

The northern most Sea Lord ship in the fleet’s circumference was pitched like a 

breaching whale struck with a spell of slowness. Before the sight could sink in, Ching’s attention 

was drawn to the vessels on either side of the capsizing ship. They were leaning drastically, like 

a drunk slipping off a barstool, and the crew was scurrying about like the ants of a disturbed pile. 

The icing on the cake loomed just beyond the three distressed ships, peaking out from the edges 

of the island bluffs of Oreh: an Imperial ship, it’s clover emblazoned, Trinity Nations’ flag 

flapping galliantly as the galley galloped across the waves towards them. Who knew how many 

more lingered behind? 

The Sea Lords were surrounded on the horizontal plane and trapped in half of their 

vertical options thanks to the approaching dragons, but there was still the other half – the 

submarine half. Ching didn’t even blink (granted, she couldn’t have if she wanted to), she spun 

on her heels, turning her back to those that had betrayed her, and dove from the plank, between 

the two great ships, into the Aquarian Ocean.  

The second her feet left the bridge, both crews exploded. Weapons are drawn 

immediately. Fingers found triggers, tongues tickled spells, and swords slit ropes as the two sides 

prepared to board and battle to the death. There was hardly half an instant before there would be 

no going back, but somehow both ships’ first mates stepped into that moment and their comrades 

froze. It seemed even the wind had ceased. The tide itself had fallen limp, letting the waves sink 

to a still so that neither the Obsidian Sail nor the Hong Chi shifted in the sea. 

Johnny stood where his captain had and Jason where his. Johnny had one hand raised to 

his crew, the other gripping his belt buckle which was now beginning to glow a scarlet hue. 

Jason also had a hand out to his mates while he held an even more unconventional weapon in his 

other: a chain. In that brief moment of hesitant preparation, Jason had whipped the chain down 

below his waste. It slapped the plank and wrapped around it twice. The end Jason held hung 

loose with slack. Johnny didn’t much focus on the chain nor did he bother to ponder the Giant’s 
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plan, instead, his eyes darted between Jason and Dresdan – for the two hadn’t just switched 

places. Dresdan had actually moved to stand closer to the Hong Chi, not the Obsidian Sail.  

“What’s the deal?” Johnny demanded. 

“Wae ain’t hare for you.” Jason growled. 

“They’re here for me.” Truth hissed. 

Truth had stepped off the Hong Chi and onto the plank. Though her face was hidden in 

her hood, her glare seemed to radiate out from the darkness with a fury that was nearly visible. It 

was dissolving the tension that had frozen both parties of pirates. Muscles began to thaw, lungs 

were beginning to inhale, if one side didn’t spark it their would be a mutually spontaneous 

ignition, but as Truth took another step along the plank Dresdan surged forwards in a flurry of 

motion.  

With a twirl, the black scaled swordsman flung the newly enchanted saber at the 

necromancer. The blade pinwheeled towards her – or where she had been – for just as the hilt left 

Dresdan’s hand, Truth’s robes dissolved into a pale, gray fluid. The liquid didn’t melt into the 

sea, it stayed together like a gue as it split itself in the center to let the mystical weapon spin 

through.  

And before the blade hit the floor of the Hong Chi, both sides erupted. 

The Battle had begun.  

 

- - - 

 

 Her silver eyes squinted as her armored fingers, ever so gently, pulled back the invisible 

string of her magic bow. Her target was so far away that no normal archer could expect to shoot 

true. In fact, even an archer of Lalmly’s talent couldn’t hope to hit their mark. Without the 

Elemental Weapon in her possession, the feat would’ve been impossible. With the Gustbow, 

however, the world’s greatest archer became Solaris’ greatest sniper. Unfortunately, even 

mightiest marksman in the world could fall victim to the pitiful distraction of a puppy’s yip. 

 “Bork!”  

Stripping her eyes from the distant deck of the Hong Chi, Lalmly glanced over at 

Cowboy. He sat on a barrel beside her, leaning dangerously over the side of the galley as it 

careened across the sea towards the nexus of the battle, but despite the wind resistance, his eyes 

were up in attention mode.  

“Bork!” 

Following the vallhund’s doughy brown eyes, Lalmly caught on quick. Cowboy wasn’t 

just Lalmly’s body guard, after all, he was in charge of defending the Strategy Admiral as well. 

Zaria Ein wasn’t on the navy ship with Lalmly, Zaria was riding a magic-powered zoomer across 

the sea at a speed that made their own vessel look as though it were treading water. Zaria wasn’t 

alone, she had a legendary member of the Rosethorn there with her: the tall, electric elven 

shadowmancer known as Skar. The two were some of the most formidable fighters one could 

find on Mystakle Planet. In fact, the only place you might be able to find a fair fight against them 

would be on board one of the two ships they were zooming towards – there, and in the sea 

beneath them. For as Lalmly had seen, Ching Shih had abandoned ship.  

She didn’t flee?! Had Lalmly been of a fleshed race, her blood would’ve turned cold. Her 

silver eyes honed in on the sea between her comrades and the Battle. There was a darkness 

beneath the surface and it was rushing towards them. Look a little further, Lalmly saw a few 

more Sea Lords abandoning the Chi to follow their captain. I know she wouldn’t run without 
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drawing blood. Lowering her bow, she gave Cowboy a quick scratch behind the ear to console 

him. 

“Thank you, Cowboy.” She cooed, “Don’t worry now.” She took aim again, raising the 

Gustbow and screwing her eyes down to a tight sliver, “Zaria and Skar can handle it and, if not, 

we’ve got their back.” 

 

- - - 

 

 Just as the stone in John Pigeon’s belt shone, same as the giant rock on Zaria Ein’s 

zoomer engine glowed, another brilliant prism had been hard at work beneath the surface of the 

Aquarian Ocean. It had been propelling it’s vessel over the Aquarian Domes of Mirkweed. 

Shooting like a spaceship through the night sky, the Zoomarii stalked its prey in much the same 

manner that it’s organic twin did: like a shark. The machine had circled the Sea Lord fleet a 

dozen times, as if herding a school of fish, before it had gone in for the bite. The pilot, Paud Gill, 

remained tucked behind the hydrodynamic watershield that maned the nape of the robotic 

sumarii’s neck – he was not the bite. The jaws weren’t either. The bite was the passenger.  

The passenger, Theseus Icespear, held tight to the three fins of the mechanical beast and 

when they soared close to the bilges of the bucanneers’ boats, he jumped from the vessel like a 

harpooner dives. His harpoon was a mystical spear – crafted by the same smith that crafted 

Lalmly’s Gustbow and endowed with an equivalent amount of power – and it cut through the 

current with ease, striking his target dead on. Once the keel was struck, Theseus arrived. He 

straddled his weapon and grasped it with both hands. At his mind’s command, ice began to 

spread from where his spearhead was imbedded in the boat. Not only did it creep along the 

bottom of the ship, it froze the water around it and created a bulb that was stretching out towards 

the weilder himself. Once it got too close to his own furry-hide for comfort, Theseus wrenched 

the polearm free. The spell broke and the ice shattered. As he kicked off and the Zoomarii shot 

up to catch him, the ocean punched through the hole he had made in the hull.  

Before Captain Dresdan addressed Captain Ching on planks stretched between their two 

ships, Theseus and Paud had made it almost halfway around the circle of Sea Lord ships that 

surrounded them. Neither knew exactly when the Battle would start. It all depended on what the 

Sea Lords saw first, a ship capsizing or a dragon rider dipping below the cover of the edges of 

the Iahtro Storm, but both men onboard the Zoomarii were pretty sure they had a good estimate. 

And so, when they’d gotten about halfway around, they broke the circle and cut in for the center.  

This was not a part of the plan. Well…it was not a part of the Rosethorn’s plan, but see: 

the Rosethorn hadn’t hired Paud Gill. Theseus Icespear had done that. Zaria didn’t meet with the 

Bird nor did Dresdan – Theseus had been the one to meet with the Bird and hire a member of the 

Golden Dagger. He’d arranged for Paud and his Zoomarii to be ready for the Battle. He knew his 

agenda didn’t fit in with that of his Antipa friends, not completely at least. For they wanted to 

destroy the entire fleet and take the Hong Chi and, as fate would have it, the Hong Chi was the 

only ship Theseus wanted to destroy. 

Maybe he could have convinced them, but he had decided not to take that chance. As a 

King, he knew it was better to ask for forgiveness than to ask for permission. Thus, halfway 

through their sabotage of the Sea Lord fleet, Paud turned the Zoomarii on the Hong Chi and they 

shot off like a torpedo.  

Both the minotaur and the fishfolk kept their heads on a swivel, switching between the 

center of the circle and the northern most point of the circumference where they had begun. 
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Though they couldn’t tell when the first of the GraiLord dalvary would be spotted in the sky, 

they might could see when the first Sea Lord vessel would give Ching Shih their tell. Whether it 

was luck or wisdom, they’d nearly made it to the middle when the first ship pitched.  

A moment later, a figure – shrowded in shadows – plunged into the water between the 

two vessels. Theseus couldn’t speak, his snout was stoppered by his oxygen device, but Paud 

could. 

“Ching.” He shouted over his shoulder.  

She saw them. Pausing to glare as the shadows that engulfed her took the form of a 

serpentine dragon. Then she shot off, heading north.  

“Zaria.” Paud murmured.  

The Gill slowed their approach for a moment, but continued when a large, furred hand 

grasped his shoulder. Behind him, Theseus removed his mouth piece but it was pointless. His 

under-water musings came out in garbled syllables. They were nearly there anyways. More 

Aquarians fled the ship, hitting the water and zipping off after their leader and plunging further 

to hide amongst the reef far below. None seemed remotely interested in interfering with Theseus 

or Paud and Theseus seemed equally as concerned.  

Paud did as he was told, though he couldn’t help but think a little lesser of the old hero. 

Such a desire for revenge, on an inanimate object no less. Paud understood revenge. There were 

many throats he longed to slit. But to seek vengeance on an object. He simply did not have the 

luxury of such extensive retribution. I’ll do my job, then I’ll kill Ching.  

As he put the breaks on the Zoomarii, slowing them to a virtual halt under the hull of the 

Hong Chi, something new smashed its way below the surface from between the two ships. This 

object was far greater than those of the typical Sea Lords – fishfolk and mermen tended to have 

small frames – and the way it thrashed, hiding itself in a flurry of bubbles and furry, it became 

immediately obvious that it was not from the sea floor. 

Again, Theseus belched a unintelligible command. Turning to him, Paud got the message. 

The minotaur took one last breath then offered Paud his oxygen devise and gestured to the north. 

Paud shook his head, “Keep it for him.” 

Theseus nodded then leapt from the back of the mechanical shark towards the flailing 

individual.  

Paud turned the Zoomerii and cranked the machine up to full speed. 

 

- - - 

 

 “You’re gonna love this.” 

 Skar had taken off the bandage that she kept wrapped around her head to hide her crow 

eye. There was no need to hide it from her comrade nor from the foe that was rushing towards 

them for this enemy suffered from the same curse. The two shared more in common than their 

types of mancy, both practiced similar forms of shadow manipulation. They were shape shifters. 

Skar’s appearance was a spell, a manifestation made of blood and shadows, and the opponent 

that was shooting through the sea towards them was also not in their original form.  

 “Is that a shamoo?” Zaria asked. 

 Zaria was behind the wheel of the zoomer. Though her eyes couldn’t pierce the surface of 

the water like Skar’s crow eye, she could still see the giant snake like shape of the sea dragon 

surging towards them. The creature moved with such a force that even the waves, far above its 

barbed spine, split in two in its wake.  
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 “Not just any shamoo.” Skar stated. 

 “Farak.” Zaria muttered, “Ching.” 

 The Strategy Admiral wasted no more time lamenting. Stepping back from the helm, She 

snatched the infamous Black Gun from its holster and the Valentine Barrel that was sheathed 

beside it on her hip. As she began to screw it on, Skar took her place at the wheel. She 

immediately turned the zoomer but before they could complete the curve and start zipping back 

towards the navy ship, Zaria stopped her.  

 “Skar-” 

 “Zaria!” 

 Zaria spun the wheel back the way it was and the vessel swerved sharply. 

 “Shae’s got back up.” Skar warned. 

 Zaria looked Skar up and down, “As do I.” 

 “Wae’re doing this?” Skar asked. 

 “Yes ma’am.” Zaria said, “Now take the wheel.” 

 With a shrug, Skar conceded. They switched places again and Zaria raised her gun to eye 

level. The shamoo was massive, likely fifty feet from head to tail, at least five times as long as 

the zoomer, with a serpentine head and a horned crest like a triceratops. It was this crest that 

Zaria took aim at as she pulled back the hammer with her thumb – right in the flat space between 

the three horns. Even before she pulled the trigger, she knew the shot was too good to be true but 

nonetheless she went ahead.  

 BANG! 

 The bullet flew true. It struck the beast dead in the middle of it’s scaley crest, but rather 

than piercing the flesh the flesh exploded like a burst of ink from a squid. Unlike ink, however, 

the darkness continued to surge forwards. It dissolved into a separate squiggily shapes and took 

similar forms as it had before, only smaller. Now, instead of one giant shamoo swimming at 

them, there was an entire school of babies. And they were mere yards away. 

 “Better?” Skar asked. 

 Zaria didn’t put up her gun, but she did draw her sword, “We’ll see.”   

 “Ah gotta ahdaea.” Skar warned, “Hold on.” 

 Zaria did not hold on. Her hands were full. All she could do was spread her legs, brace 

herself, and watch as the shapeshifting pirate queen breeched the surface as two dozen, sharp-

toothed, draconic sea snakes. They arched through the air like a volley of arrows but as their 

flights crested – just as they began to curve down upon their prey – the ship beneath them 

twisted.  

Skar slammed the throttle as far as she could forward and turned the wheel all the way to 

the left. The zoomer pivoted, turning so abruptly that it rolled over onto its side so that both 

women were standing nearly parallel to the waves they road across. The only thing that kept 

them from being launched off the ship was that Skar kept the ship moving. Not forwards – 

towards the Battle – nor backwards – towards the naval fleet – but in a circle and after she 

completed on orbit she kept going. Instead of diving onto the zoomer, the shamoos dove back 

into the whirlpool that Skar was making with the ships wake and – as they did – Zaria fired. 

BANG! BANG! BANG! 

Each reptile she struck exploded in a poof of shadows, then the rest hit the water. 

Spinning the wheel back the way it was, nearly knocking Zaria into the sea after the school of 

shamoos. Zaria tried to focus on the shadow beneath the water but with the way the waves where 

being whipped up by the now figure-eighting zoomer, she totally lost sight. Fortunately, Zaria 
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was just as bamboozled as their opponent by Skar’s driving, for when Ching Shih surfaced once 

again she shot out of the surf directly in front of the zoomer.  

She was back in the shape of the giant three horned shamoo. Had her thick scaley neck 

been made of flesh, the zoomer would’ve struck her and flipped like a coin. Even if she had 

incorporated blood into the transformation, the form might’ve been solid enough to toss the 

zoomer head-over-keel. Instead, the zoomer burst through the sea dragon shape she’d ensorcelled 

herself into. In place of blood and guts, an explosion of spent shadowy energy filled the space 

where she had been as the vessel shot through and then she landed on board before the two 

woman, back in her true merman form. That said, she didn’t just land. Though surprised enough 

to get punched by the bow, Ching adjusted immediately. When she was popped out of her 

reptilian shape, she hit the ground running and the ground, in this case, was the short deck of the 

zoomer thus her run was actually more of a spin.  

As she spun, her weapon materialized in her hands. It was a halberd: long handled like a 

spear but with a wide, one sided blade like an ax. The spin was meant to end with the blade in 

Skar’s face, but she had landed between Zaria and Skar. While Zaria wasn’t in a position to 

block the assault on Skar with her sword and was, in fact, in position where she could run the 

pirate queen through, she chose instead to fire the Black Gun once more. For if she had gone for 

the kill, her comrade likely would’ve endured a similar fate as her foe, so instead she aimed the 

long Valentine Barrel at the shadow-spear and popped it like she had the shadow-made shamoo 

babies.  

Though her weapon had been dissolved, the merman finished her spin. She turned her 

back on Skar and faced Zaria. 

Zaria had already gotten the hammer pulled back and the cylinder had rolled over to 

ready another bullet.  

BANG! 

Poof! It wasn’t the real Ching! She burst into wasted shadows and disappeared as if she 

had never been there. The real Ching had been in the shamoo that Skar had driven head first 

through, but she had not returned to her normal merman shape as it had seemed. In that split 

second she, hidden in the darkness of her own broken spell, had created two things with 

shadows. One being a clone of herself and the other being another disguise. Just as she had taken 

a serpentine form beneath the surface, she took one above. Slithering under the radar, she’d crept 

up on Skar who had been mostly distracted by the fake-Ching before her and the task of driving 

the zoomer. However, that was only mostly. Skar did realize Ching’s trick before Zaria did. She 

noticed in time to save her life as well, but not in time to stop Ching completely.  

When Zaria fired and popped the fake Ching, Skar let go of the wheel and whirled around 

to face the real Ching. The snake had crept up behind her and then took her true merman form, 

rising from the floor with a shadow halberd in her hands. Skar could’ve tried to block. To 

manifest a shield or a weapon to parry out of her own shadows, but even if she had she had little 

time to block the surprise attack and the momentum Ching had combined with the speed at 

which they were zooming likely would’ve thrown her off the vessel regardless. Thus, instead of 

parrying, Skar made the executive decision to save her shadows and submit to the inevitable with 

only one modification: she yanked the throttle back up, killing the engine, then she jumped off 

the side of the ship leaving Zaria to face Ching alone. 

“Suicide.” Ching snickered, “My Lords will tear your piss elf to shreds.” 

“Ha!” Zaria scoffed, “She’ll slay your eels and be back in time to see me slit your pretty 

throat.” 
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“Which one?” 

Ching split herself into four identical clones.  

BANG! 

Three identical clones. The Chings snickered despite the fate of their dopple ganger. 

They spoke in unison. 

“Out of bullets?” 

Zaria rolled her eyes, “Out of shadows?” 

The Admiral pulled back the hammer and fired once more but the long Valentine Barrel 

was just barely knocked aside by a spear thrown by one of Ching’s twins. The bullet nicked the 

side of the vehicle before disappearing into the sea. The Chings were right, Zaria was now 

empty. She had more ammo in her coat but no time to reload, still the steal of the barrel was long 

and strong enough to be useful. Plus, she assumed the Chings – cocky as they were – were still 

concerned that there was another slug waiting in the cylinder of the Black Gun. Raising the rifle 

over her shoulder as if it were a police baton and pointing her one-sided Otusacha-style 

(claymore) at her foes, she set her feet. 

The third Ching stayed back, reforging their halberd out of shadows, but the other two 

charged. On her left, the merman brought their long-handled ax down as if aiming to cut off her 

epaulette. Zaria blocked with the rifle, smacking the shadow-blade aside and using the 

rebounding momentum to then bounce the barrel off the weapon and rap the head of her 

opponent. As she did this, she swung her sword at the ax-blade of the opposite foe who was 

aiming at her hips. Hitting this foe’s shadow-polearm up, Zaria ducked down and let her feet 

slide out from under her as she continued push the Ching’s halberd away from her torso. Then, 

from the floor of the zoomer, she aimed the Valentine Barrel at the Sea Lord Captain. 

Despite the gun being empty, the merman flinched away.  

But the other merman had recovered from the conk on their head and they were stabbing 

for the gut of the downed admiral.  

FWAP! 

The halberd fell from their hand. A flower dressed arrow protruded from their temple. It 

stayed there for a moment, then it fell to the floor as the body of the clone dissolved into thin air.  

I love you Lalmly. Zaria didn’t revel in her saviors excellence for long. In fact, even as 

she thanked the heavens for her friend, she’d already begun to capitalize on flinching Ching 

before her. She finally dropped the Black Gun and used that hand to help her hop back up and 

press her foe with the gaudy, one-sided Spiegel Sword. She’d hardly even begun her first slash, 

however, before she noticed the third Ching coming in on her left. Now it was Zaria that was 

flinching away, ducking out of her assault and diving blindly backwards. Had she done so a 

moment later, her face would’ve been split in two. It was still nearly so. Ching’s halberd caught 

her temple above her left eye and continued to carve all the way down to her right cheek, scating 

across her eye. Zaria screamed in shock – for the pain hadn’t even come yet, just the sensation of 

the metal slicing her face – as she tumbled backwards, over the console of the vehicle and into 

the floorboards behind.  

FWAP! 

The Ching that had scarred her face dissolved.  

The final Ching saw the lotus-decorated arrow fall where the fake-Ching’s body 

would’ve collapsed. She glanced up at the approaching naval fleet – maybe even spotting Lalmly 

with her crow eye, a glowing silhouette on the bow – and knew she’d made a mistake. She 

should have ran when she had the chance. Who knew, maybe she still had the chance? But she 
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certainly couldn’t spend another moment standing on the deck of that zoomer lest she become 

the next victim of a Shisharay. So, she spun on a dime and dove overboard.  

Overboard, an entirely separate war had been waging. When Skar had jumped off the 

zoomer, she knew that more Sea Lords were coming their way. She also assumed these to be 

mancers of some kind, or at least magicians, as the Hong Chi was quite a ways away and far too 

far for any normal being – even an Aquarian – to have managed to swim. With this fact 

understood, Skar expect a squad of Sea Lords in some similar form as that which their Captain 

had taken but she, like their Captain, was also a shadowmancer. Not only that, she was a master 

of disguise as well. And so as she plunged into the sea, she immediately manifest a fake form 

around her with her. Splitting her palms with that dark magic, she mixed blood with her shadows 

and gave herself a new physical form. It wouldn’t trick her foes for long, but it would be enough 

to get a head start on a fight in a setting where she was a fish out of water.  

They saw her morphing from far away, but the three shadowmancers saw her only as a 

distant glow and the necromancers smelled her only as a powerful being – her power being along 

the same potency as Ching’s own – plus, she had taken a shape Ching often took, that of a giant 

three horned shamoo. She would have the advantage of the first strike, but after that…she didn’t 

have the same supply of shadows as Ching to pull from. She was Rosethorn, Antipa, a vigilante 

with a conscious. This meant she was always low on shadows, after all, it was difficult to 

ethically acquire the energy of the dead. She couldn’t afford to make a mistake. Mixing blood 

with her shadow shaping, she’d committed to this new form. This was a long term 

transformation. If she didn’t achieve victory in it, then she would likely die in it.  

The necromancers were faster than their comrades. The three shot through the water on 

bone-made wedges. The vehicles were like rockets with shields like the crest of a shamoo and 

they hid tucked in behind them, as if they were submarine versions of racing bikes. Skar didn’t 

want them first, she wanted the shadowmancers. They came too, but slower, the two countering 

her shamoo form by taking on the shapes of the giant, three finned sharks known as sumariis. 

Staring at the two faux-sumariis, Skar noticed a third behind them, catching up. It also mimicked 

a sumarii, but it wasn’t a disguise. It wasn’t organic but it wasn’t a shadow either. It was being 

driven much like the bone-rockets, with the pilot tucked behind, but it was most certainly not 

bone. 

What in the… 

Though the necromancers were closing in, this figure on this third-fake shark intrigued 

her. They were familiar to her, yet she was sure she had never met something like them. Their 

body glowed like a crow eye – as if it contained energy that burned within every part of their 

body – yet they did not seem to be a mancer. Then, the figure of the pilot reared up just barely 

above the crest of the machine. Though still far away, he was close enough for her to be able to 

make out a defining feature with her one living eye. 

He was an Aquarian. Either a merman or a fishfolk. What defined him, however, was the 

metallic scar that sliced from his shoulder blades to his hips. 

Shayu Shua! Skar didn’t know if he was there for her or for the Sea Lords but one thing 

was sure, if he was there for her then there was no way she would win against five mancers and 

this legendary assassin. This might’ve frozen other fighters in their tracks, but this actually acted 

to ease Skar’s mind. Ah’ll dah bah his hand, she would’ve shrugged had she not been in the form 

of a giant sea serpent, or wae’ll turn the Ocean red with thase ael’s blood.  

Finally, for it felt like far too much time had passed despite her analysis taking only a 

mere moment, she initiated. The first of the necromancers had arrived, he was the point on the V 
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formation in which they jetted. With a suddenness like a viper, Skar snapped on the foe. 

Snatching him off his rocket as her fangs severed his body in two. She didn’t stop, the other two 

were fast approaching. Ducking her head and twisting her tail of a body, she pivoted so that she 

could get her horns underneath and buck the Sea Lord on her right. But as he spiralled away, his 

compatriot cut in and dove off his ship. Skar saw and squirmed in an effort to dodge the merman 

but he caught ahold, grabbing her by the ridges that protruded from her spines.  

No sooner did he touch her than did she begin to lose control. A fierce weakness came 

over her. It was a sensation similar to that which one has when they stand too fast, a dizzy 

deliriousness, but paired with a numbness in her muscles. She knew exactly what it was. A 

common albeit effective necromancer technique called chilled marrow. It was quite a wordy 

spell but one that could be cast well before the touch in preparation then, once your foe it 

touched, they lose control of their body, allowing the necromancer to finish their assault and 

deliver a murdering strike. 

That said, the victim maintains control of their mind a while longer. Even though Skar 

could not open her mouth to utter magic, she was a shadowmancer. Her magic was powered by 

the shadows in her eye and her imagination which, though slowing, was still capable of lashing 

out. Shadows poured from her reptilian eye like a snake. It curled around her body and grabbed 

the necromancer’s wrist as he prepared to dig his bone-made dagger into her scaley hide.  

Before either could make their next move, however, the third necromancer returned. He 

shot by, peppering Skar with a barrage of bone-made darts. They splintered her softer underbelly 

and she flinched, weakening her grasp on the necromancer that had mounted her from behind 

and allowing him enough leeway to overpower her shadows and drive his dagger into her spine. 

She didn’t feel it. Not because he had severed a vertebrae – he hadn’t – but because of his own 

spell. The chilled marrow – still seeping from her back to engulf the rest of her body – had 

already numbed her dorsal finlets. It hadn’t yet gotten to her belly, where the bone barbs had 

spurred her, but she’d already flinched through that pain. Thus, as he drove the dagger into her 

back, she gave one last surge of shadow energy – strengthening the black tether she had on his 

arm and then tearing it off her. The force was so much that it yanked the poor merman’s arm out 

of socket as it threw him off her, leaving his dagger imbedded in her back. As he tumbled 

through the water, warmth returned to her flesh, and she surged forward to chomp down on the 

dart-throwing necromancer that had just zipped back around.  

Without the numbness, the pain of her wounds began to grow, but she fought through it 

and turned to look after the back stabbing Sea Lord she’d just discarded. He wasn’t looking at 

her. With one arm dangling beside him, he scooped with the other, diving as fast as he could 

towards the sea floor. If reptiles can sigh, that’s what Skar did with a short burst off bubbles 

before looking back towards the Battle to check the progress of the shadowmancers and the 

mysterious assassin.  

The shadowmancers were nowhere to be seen. The assassin, on his mechanical sumarii, 

however was nigh there. The fact that he seemed to have done away with the other Sea Lords 

boded well for Skar, but still, she couldn’t be sure. Hae could bae hare for all of us. As she 

scrutinized what she would come to learn was the Zoomarii, the pilot she had identified as Shayu 

Shua reared up. He raised one of his infamous guantlets and pointed right at her. 

Skar wiggled into a more intimidating sea-serpent posture. 

Wait…he wasn’t pointing right at her, he was pointing right above her! 

Whipping around, Skar saw why. Ching was plunging towards her. It was like looking in 

a mirror. The Sea Lord Captain was back in her shamoo form. The only difference in the two’s 
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appearances was the blood oozing from Skar’s back and belly. Even if Skar was as skilled at 

fighting in the form of the great sea serpent as Ching, she would’ve had a great disadvantage 

what with her wounds. But Skar didn’t have to face off alone. She merely had to last long 

enough for the Zoomarii to arrive – she just had to survive this initial attack. And she knew 

exactly how to do it. 

She hardly had any shadows left, but so too did her foe. She could see how much dimmer 

the sea serpent’s eye was as she soared towards her. Wae’ve got her surrounded. Ah just gotta 

slow her down and stay alahve. Skar’s shamoo disguise was not made of shadows alone, there 

was blood in there. Such a magical illusion was more powerful than your typical shadow-made 

apparition. It could take a blow. It could bleed. And very rarely anything more than a death-

dealing blow was capable of jarring a shadowmancer out of such a manifestation – that is, aside 

from their own will. See, Skar had torn her flesh out of its previous appearance in order to take 

on that of the three horned shamoo. While her previous appearance had been herself, it hadn’t 

been the same as the flesh she had been born with but returning to that flesh was possibly just as 

painful as the dagger that had cut into her spine. However, Skar was a survivor and she did what 

she had to do.  

As Ching surged forward, her snake like body cutting through the water like a spear, her 

fangs wide and ready to clamp down on the throat of her foe, Skar returned to her birth form: a 

man. Fortunately, sex and gender matter little in battle. What mattered was that she was no 

longer a giant sea serpent but instead an average sized electric elf and as such, Ching totally 

missed her throat. Instead, she shot on below Skar, missing her completely and leaving her back 

– nearly forty feet of tail – open and unguarded to her.  

Ripping the knife the Sea Lord had left in her spine from her back, Skar drove it into 

Ching’s ridged back and let it carve as far as it could before the shamoo had passed.  

An ear splitting scream filled the sea and Ching whipped around in her draconic form 

ready to tear Skar to shreds, but when she did she saw the approaching shark. The Zoomarii and 

the assassin upon it. Like Skar, she recognized the Shayu Shua. Unlike Skar, Ching – with their 

last encounter still fresh on her mind – was sure that he was not there to aid her.   

Rather than falling prey to the murderous fishfolk, she chose not to seek revenge on the 

transwoman treading water above her. Instead, she shot straight up towards the surface. She 

couldn’t outpace the assassin’s machine – not underwater at least – but she could fly away, if she 

could hijack the Admiral’s. 

The Admiral had recovered from her tumble over the console of the zoomer. Though 

blood was pouring down her face, her right eye was still unobscured. The moment Ching had 

jumped off the zoomer, Zaria had set about reloading the Black Gun. She hadn’t gotten far – 

only one bullet in fact – when Ching Shih broke the surface of the Aquarian Sea, towering over 

the zoomer as she attempted to land back on board, but one bullet was all the Admiral needed. 

Raising her weapon, Zaria’s one good eye met Shih’s one living eye and then that stare was 

interrupted by the Valentine Barrel.  

BANG! 

 

- - - 

 

 A massive curling flame plumed out of Johnny’s barren-shaped belt buckle, punching 

forwards like the blunt end of a battering ram, aiming to knock his foe – Jason the Giant – from 

where he stood on the opposing plank and though the assault missed, Johnny still got what he 
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wanted. Jason jumped off the plank before the fire could force him. Holding the chain in his right 

hand, he dove backwards off the board and flipped around in an to use it like a rope swing in 

order to sling himself back up behind the bucanneer with the magic belt. Though he was as agile 

as a Knome – his dive and flip being of Olympic level – he still was the size of bear just about to 

begin hibernation. The plank his chain was anchored to sagged even more than it had when his 

feet had been on it, so much so that it began to splinter. Johnny noticed this. As the human’s 

flame dissipated in the ocean breeze, his belt’s amber glow darkened into a dull, earthy brown. A 

boulder materialized before him, levitating over the bending plank parallel to his own.  

 “Say hi to a sumarii,” Johnny muttered, then he slammed the stone down. 

 The plank burst in two with as loud a snap as the guttural roar that followed from below. 

After Jason jumped off the plank, no one else had gotten on. Pirates on both sides knew better 

than to test the board and figured they’d have a better chance crossing over to each other’s ships 

via the loose rigging ropes dangling around the sails. Dresdan had made it off the bridge before 

Jason had taken his dive, for the Captain knew he only had so much time. 

 The sword Tabuh had forged, after Truth evaded his throw, had clattered to the floor of 

the Hong Chi. While the rest of the Sea Lords on the deck were busy scrambling to get across to 

the deck of the Obsidian Sail or struggling against Obsidians that had already made it over to 

their ship, three were waiting for Dresdan. One held the traditional merman trident while his twin 

held an equally traditional blade, similar to that of a kopis but far more rigid than the smooth 

curved kopis type blade you might find in Ancient Greece. The third, the apparent leader of this 

little squad, was abnormal. For one, she was a woman and female Sea Lords were about as 

common as human ones. The other reason was that she held Tabuh’s magical saber.  

 “Farak.” Dresdan cursed. 

 But he wasn’t unarmed. He still had his infamous, cross-hilted two-hander. Rushing 

across the deck, he drew his blade, raised it over his head, and brought it down on the golden 

trifurcated weapon of the first Sea Lord. His strength was such that that the poor merman’s 

raised trident was knocked down until the pole’s base had the floorboards for support, so low 

that the edge of Dresdan’s weapon dug into his gills. As the Aquarian dropped to one knee, 

Dresdan spun in for the next – the woman. The woman blocked his blade with an upward swing 

– as Dresdan had hoped. He released his hilt with one hand and grabbed her wrist just as she 

instinctively spun away. This left her entire forearm quite open, ready to be chopped clean off, 

but Dresdan knew her third mate would run him through before he could, so instead he merely 

yanked her off her feet and let her go as he turned to push his blade through the gut of the third 

merman.  

 The Sea Lord took the stab with his arm raised, his angular scimitar posed ready to cut 

down on Dresdan. Instead, it tumbled out of his limp hand. Dresdan released his own sword, 

allowing to fall with the dead – or dying – swordsman as he caught the falling kopis, twirled, and 

threw it at the woman who had stolen his magic sword. Just as the weapon caught her in the ribs, 

knocking her to the ground, Dresdan himself was caught.  

He didn’t feel it at first. Not until he turned his eyes to the trident-weilding merman 

rushing towards him. For when he tried to move out of the way, he couldn’t budge. His feet were 

not only stuck as if they were frozen, but they were freezing as well. In no time at all, the chill 

swept over his body – halting even his chest from lifting to breathe – so that all he could feel was 

that icy numbness, as if he had been standing out in a blizzard.  

Chilled marrow! Even without being able to look down and see, he knew what was there. 

Truth in her nequified state – the same state of white goop she had transformed herself into to 
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originally dodge the magic saber – had slithered across the deck and wrapped around his ankles. 

She had beaten him to the punch, but it wasn’t over yet.  

When Jason’s plank snapped, Johnny’s boulder didn’t fall with it. Instead, the 

elementalist continued to mold the stone. Stretching it out, he created an entirely new bridge. No 

sooner did one side touch the other than did both sides hop on. A line of Sea Lords charged 

across from the Hong Chi and, from the Obsidian Sail, stepped on one lone Tou Fou. He strode 

forward and twisted sideways to dodge the first fishfolk’s trident as he jabbed it forward. Rather 

than cutting his blue flesh open, Tou raised his sword and rapped the man on his head with the 

butt of the hilt. As he fell from the bridge, the next came – slicing downward with a scimitar. 

Tou brought his sword up, catching his foe with his arms over his head, leaned into his pary, and 

brought a knee up into the Aquarian’s groin. As the pirate buckled backwards, Tou brought his 

saber down to slit his throat and toss him off the bridge.  

“Tou! Your left!”  

Tou looked left with but a moment to spare. A giant ice sickle was shooting like a spear 

for his gut. Without another thought he jumped backwards, but his foot slipped on the trident of 

his first aggressor and he fell flat onto his butt. His attention was still drawn to the left. Not 

because there was another projectile, but because Johnny’s belt was still glowing. Not white as it 

had when he’d shot the ice, but brown as it had before. He had one hand on the buckle and the 

other waving to Tou as he snickered. 

“Bye-bye, dirt elf!” 

He could feel the rocks shift beneath him. Looking back towards the ship, he could see 

the earthen bridge disintegrating where it was attached to the side of the Obsidian Sail. Again, he 

heard Tabuh cry out.  

“TOU! GET DOWN!” 

Get down?! Tou silently balked, And fall into the sea? 

Turning to look back down the bridge, he saw the mermen rushing to get off the bridge 

and back on their ship. He also saw two merman already on the Hong Chi with crossbows aimed 

right at him. Scrambling, Tou spun around and made a wild bear-run for the deck of the 

Obsidian Sail only to see an abnormally wide-eyed Drakken staring back from behind the 

banister, shaking his head as his tongue and lips flew. A book was open in his hands, the letters 

on the pages lit as if they’d been inked with diesel fuel despite the fact that the rest of the paper 

around the words seemed immune. An indigo beam of light floated like a ribbon through the sky, 

extending from Drakken’s book towards Tou.  

Crimpsin tiad, Tou cursed. The bridge was dissolving far too fast. He was not going to 

make it back. He had to put his faith in the old boatswain. Skidding to a halt, he turned to face 

the crossbowmen.  

BANG! BANG! 

Tabuh was above Tou, still back on the ship. The only reason she hadn’t been firing 

sooner was because she’d immediately set about scaling some of the netting that went from the 

side of the ship and cut diagonally up towards the tops of one of the masts. When she saw 

Dresdan make a mad dash onto the Hong Chi, she immediately sought a vantage point from 

which she could get a shot off and back up the Captain. Especially as she saw the worm like 

white fluid oozing its way after the Obsidian. Her attention had been drawn away when she 

noticed the white glow of Johnny’s belt and the horrible cone of ice he had constructed in an 

attempt to impale her friend. Shortly after that, she saw the crossbowmen.  
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But she couldn’t just shoot them. There was no way of knowing for sure she’d get off her 

shots before they off theirs and, if she didn’t, Tou would be thrown between the two great ships 

with a bolt in his chest.  

“God, give me aim like Einna.” She whispered, then she fired those two shots Tou heard 

go off when he whirled around to witness his fate.  

BANG! BANG! 

Even the bowmen were surprised. Their lives had been spared. It was only seeing Tou 

unharmed that alerted them to the reality. Tabuh hadn’t missed. She’d shot both their bolts out of 

the sky after they’d fired. They were so struck by awe, they wasted a valuable moment to gaze 

up at the woman hanging from the rigging.  

BANG! 

One fell to the ground. The other reached for another bolt but was too late. 

BANG! 

Now she could turn her attention back to the Captain. After all, Tou had not only been 

spared from the fate of the crossbows, he’d been saved from the dissolving bridge. Drakken’s 

spell had finally been finished. The purple radiation solidified into a more opaque trail, like that 

of a liquid, as it wrapped around Tou and hoisted him above the disappearing peninsula of rock.  

Tou was so shocked he nearly dropped Future. Fortunately he gathered himself and did 

so in time to see that Drakken was not pulling him back to safety but rather setting him in 

immediate danger. For he was set down right in front of Johnny.  

The first mate’s nostrils flared as he took a step back, gripped his belt buckle with both 

hands, and released a blast of electricity. It shot across the plank like a lightning bolt, but it 

missed Tou. Drakken had known better than to set the elf down and cut him loose. Seeing the 

glow of Johnny’s enertomb, Tou had instinctively gone to jump. It wouldn’t have done much to 

get him out of the path of danger had he not had the help of moleman, but with the swain’s help 

Tou shot into the sky. The spear of violent energy shot on to strike some other unluckier 

Obsidian while Tou landed on the otherside of Johnny. 

“Got a baby sitter, I see.” Johnny snapped. 

“Magic against magic.” Tou shrugged, “Seems fair.” 

Twisting his head to crack his neck, Johnny took the bait – or well, he attempted to act as 

though he did. His belt shone with that warm red brightness it had before and a slender thread of 

flame came to life in Johnny’s right hand. It stretched out like a sword, though its edges still 

pulsated and waved like fire. An elementalist could make a burning blade and fight with such as 

if it were any other sword, but Johnny hadn’t done just that. Though it looked like fire on the 

outside, the inside was molten lava. It had sapped much of the energy from his belt and he’d 

likely have to recharge if the fight went on too long, but he was willing to bet that his magma 

filled weapon could melt Tou’s flimsy saber if he could just hold a parry for a couple of seconds. 

He didn’t know that Tou’s saber was no ordinary sword. 

Gesturing to Drakken with a backwards nod, Johnny said, “Call him off.” 

Tou glanced over, nodding to the swain and raising his hand to reassure him. 

“Alright then.” The human smirked, “En garde!” 

Surging forwards, their two blades collided. Tou expected a parry, but he trusted Tabuh’s 

blade and its spectacularily sharp edge to cut right through Johnny’s ridiculous weapon. Thus, he 

aimed for his finisher from the start. Not for his opponent’s flesh, but rather for his weapon – his 

real weapon: the belt.  
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Future cut through the fire sword as if it were butter. The magma within splashed as the 

top half of the sword disappated. It even splattered across Tou’s sword for a moment before 

being flung off onto the plank at their feet. The only sign it had ever touched Future was in the 

red glow left behind, the more significant impact of the trickery was how the droplets 

immediately caught flame on the wooden bridge. Johnny had failed, but Tou hadn’t. Though the 

pirate had twisted out of harms way, Tou still managed to catch his side just enough to slice 

through the leather strap around his waist.  

Both men hopped backwards as the fire flared with the ocean breeze. 

“That sword?!” Johnny yelped. 

“Sentry.” Tou grinned. 

Johnny had no more time to revel, for not only was the fire growing between them but his 

belt had just slipped right off. Weighed by the heavy enertomb-buckle, it plummeted for the sea. 

Stuck between the flames and the enemy ship, Johnny had no choice but to dive after it. 

Meanwhile, Tou had no choice but to run for the Hong Chi before the bridge he stood upon was 

burnt in two. 

After Tabuh blasted the bowmen and saw that Drakken had Tou safely wrapped in a 

magical, translucent band, she’d scurried a bit higher up in the rigging and looked back across to 

the Hong Chi in search of the Captain. No sooner did her sapphiric eyes fall upon his black 

scales than did she witness the merman – the one he had knicked on the shoulder before Truth 

had paralyzed him – rush towards him with their trident low, aiming to dig all three prongs into 

Dresdan’s chest.  

“Crimpsin taiad.” Tabuh murmured. 

She only had three shots left in the cylinder and she couldn’t help but notice that the 

nellaf Truth had brought with her – Sorelac Icelore – had a book out looking incredibly similar to 

the one that Drakken held. What’s more was that the words on the pages were burning, all except 

for the last sentence – the flames quivered with impatience. But there was no time to speculate 

nor time to conserve, for if she didn’t do something then at least one of the merman’s three 

golden prongs would soon puncture her Captain’s heart. 

BANG! 

The Sea Lord went down as Tabuh turned her golden gun on the white fluid seeping up 

Dresdan’s waist. 

BANG! 

The nequified Truth thrashed, pealing off Dresdan and lashing out in a dozen directions 

like an enraged octopus, but still she managed to hold fast to his ankles and still the Obsidian 

remained frozen.  

“Donum.” Tabuh cursed and as she did she fired.  

BANG! 

The bullet struck the goop and finally it was enough! The pale white sludge was blown 

off Dresdan’s legs. She splattered across the deck before him, freezing fleeing Sea Lords in their 

tracks. No sooner did she leave his flesh than did he dive away. Pivotting and tackling the void-

dust sword Tabuh had crafted that still lay beside the dead Sea Lord that had stolen it.  

As he went for the weapon, Tabuh hastily reloaded. Her eyes drifted back to the nellaf 

wizard as she did. His lips were moving again and so were his flames, inching along the text of 

his book once more.  

Dresdan had recovered the saber. He turned back to where his nequified foe had been 

blasted – she was half back in person-form. The deathly gunk was coalescing and rising and as it 
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did it took on the color and texture of her dark black robes. Though Tabuh couldn’t hear it from 

so far away, Dresdan could already hear the murmurings of her escape spell spilling out of her. 

Throwing himself to his feet, he sprinted for the necromancer. She raised one ghastly arm, half 

sludge half sleeve, and a barrage of darts spewed forth. Dresdan sliced as he ran, but his arms 

were about as effective as windshield wipers would be in the absence of a windshield. The 

slinder splinters peppered him, stabbing him all over, some only stopping as they hit bone, but 

Dresdan did not relent.  

Her body had finally fully solidified, as she uttered the last syllable of her spell but at that 

exact moment – or perhaps a split moment before – Dresdan loomed over her. As that last word 

left her snout, he plunged his sword into her flesh.  

There was a sudden and drastic silence. The saber – at least, the bit of it not driven deep 

into the necromancers flesh – glowed with a blue as brilliant as the heart of a scorching flame. 

Truth glowed with a similar mystical flare, though her shade was that peculiar indigo – the color 

of the Sacred Tongue. Just as her body had turned white when she nequified, her body now 

turned violet. Without the sword in her abdomen, that violet would’ve grown darker and darker 

and then she would’ve snapped out of that space and time and disappeared off the deck of the 

Hong Chi with her spell being complete – but it was there. Had Dresdan driven it through 

sooner, before the last syllable had left her tongue, then there would have been no hesitation and 

there would have been no spell – but he hadn’t. Instead, the universe froze. The blade and the 

spell locked in a split second stalemate. That is, until the tie breaker. 

The over dressed, scrawny mage off to the side, the nellaf of noble blood with the words 

burning on his spell book had finished his spell the instant after Dresdan stabbed Truth. He had 

been casting that very same spell as she – casting it for himself, but seeing the course of events 

he had changed its target from his own hide to that of his ally’s, that of the necromancer’s. And 

so, after that brief moment of universe-halting conundrum, the Sacred Tongue rolled out of his 

mouth and the sudden and drastic silence was obliterated with an ear splitting screech. 

Both sides of the Battle cringed. Wincing through the noise, most fell to their knees. Not 

Dresdan. Covered as he was with the barbs of his foe, bleeding and in terrible pain, he stood like 

a statue with a face as blank as one at complete peace, sound asleep. He was not at peace, 

however, he was filled with such an extreme frustration that his body simply didn’t know how to 

react. It had malfunctioned much like the universe had a second prior. For before Captain 

Dresdan was no longer Truth, but instead the broken shards of his enchanted sword and Truth 

was nowhere to be seen. 

 

- - - 

 

 With a sound like the whip crack of lightning, a thick column of water burst through the 

floor, pummeling the ceiling and then crashing down in all directions to rush down the hallway 

like a river set loose by a dam. Within that torrential pillar, thrust up by the ocean, shot two 

gargantuan men. They smacked the ceiling and were yanked with the rest down the hall, though 

one managed to fight the current.  

 Scrambling against time and the tide, Theseus Icespear spread his arms. With one palm 

flat on the wall to his left and his knuckles pressed hard against the wall on his right, he stopped 

himself and got his hooves underneath him. Rearing up like ram preparing to charge, he stabbed 

his ox-like horns into the ceiling. The minotaur was so tall, he couldn’t even get close to standing 

upright but that made it easier for him to stop the current from gripping him. Now that he could 
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move his hands. In his right, he held the Vanian Spear – from whence his family got their name – 

but he needed his left hand as well to work with speed and precision. Taking the weapon, he 

drove it into the water still punching in through the hole in the hull, harpooning the inverted 

waterfall he had created. And just as he had created it, he cealed it: ice began to spread from the 

spearhead. It grew out like a sphere, spreading in all directions. His eyes bounced back and forth 

between the growing ice and the rising water level. His hooves were sliding, splintering the 

wood beneath him, just as his horns were dragging and leaving deep divets in the ceiling. Soon 

the water would be above his kilt and then even he might not have the strength to resist it.   

“Come on, you Kor!” 

 The globe of ice at the end of his spear had become so vast it would’ve been incredibly 

hard to hold if it was being bobbled by the flow of ocean water lustfully pouring in, eager to drag 

the Hong Chi down to the bottom of the sea. But the ocean would have to wait, Theseus had 

work to do. With gritted teeth and a muffled roar, Theseus slammed the sphere of ice down, 

plugging the hole, and holding the spell just a moment longer so that the ice would lock itself in 

place as it crept along the inside and outside of the ship. With that complete, he delicately 

twisted his spear and pulled it free with a grace that kept the entire frozen plug from shattering. 

 “Obsidian!” 

 He hollered this before even turning to look. When he did, he cursed. 

 “Back eels!” 

 The Obsidian was hardly visible. Once his limp body had gotten itself wedged – his head 

stuck in a doorway and his feet in another – he had sunken to the floor and lay there stretched 

across the hall, the current of the sea water still surging through the bottom of the ship, seeking 

to fill every nook and cranny so that it could climb higher, tugging at his fur and weapons. But 

beyond the Obsidian, were the eels: Sea Lords. Five of them. They’d staggered into the hall after 

being alerted by the noise and then the sudden appearance of water rushing in from the cargo 

hall. It took them a minute to fight their way towards the source of the leak. Even though all five 

were Aquarians (two mermen, three fishfolk), the water was rushing against them with such 

vigor they couldn’t simply duck down and swim, they had to wade. They’d only just staggered 

into the hall when Theseus turned around. 

 “Back!” Theseus roared again.  

 Digging his horns out of the roof, Theseus began to march down the hall. The Sea Lords 

didn’t budge but they also didn’t get back. The hall was long enough they had time to confer 

before having to decide between fight or flight. Hopping back out the door they came, they 

lingered there plotting in the Aquarian Dialect. Theseus narrowed his eyes as if he could still see 

them and they could still see his glare but they would have to wait for later. 

 “Wake up, Obsidian!” 

 He’d made it to the sunken bearn. Grabbing him by his over-armed belt, he lifted the 

shirtless pirate from the half-full hallway. Stabbing the Vanian Spear into the floor before him, 

he used his right hand to slap the bearn once and then again with the back hand. 

 “Come on, my friend!” 

 No avail. Theseus sighed. The “eels” had reemerged at the end of the hall.  

 “Godi eels, get out of here!” Theseus roared. 

 “We’re not eels!” One shouted, waving their sword, “Crimpsin tiad cow!” 

 “Cow?!” Theseus howled. 

 Turning back to the Obsidian, he slugged him hard in the gut. Finally, the bearn gasped 

back to life. Water burst from his mouth and nose like it had from the giant leak Theseus had 
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burst in the hull. The bearn’s eyes met Theseus’ and he attempted to offer salutations but all that 

came out was another gasp. At least there was no water this time. 

 “You’re Jason the Giant?” Theseus asked. 

 The bearn, Jason, nodded. 

 “Nice to meet you, my friend.” Theseus bowed his head as much as he could in his 

already stooped position. The bottom floor of a Sea Lord vessel was anything but accessible to 

both the titans of men. They hardly fit next to each other in the hall. Theseus continued with a 

gesture to the pirates wading their way down the hall towards them. He said, “I can handle the 

eels myself while you get your breath back in you.” 

 With that, Theseus turned and lobbed his spear. It shot through the hallway and 

harpooned the first fishfolk with such force that he was thrown back against the second. The two 

beside these two rushed to their comrades’ aid. The first fellow was an obvious lost cause, but 

one of the Sea Lords tried to pull the spear out of him nonetheless. The other helped the second 

fellow back up. Meanwhile, the fifth passed the four, figuring now was the time to charge the 

giant minotaur as he had just discarded his weapon. The merman lost some of his opportunistic 

vigor when he saw the vigor in his opponents eye, rushing through the water with the current on 

his side. The merman paused to lick his eyes then sheathed his sword and drew three razor-edged 

disks from his belt.  

 “Fishcus,” Theseus smirked, not halting his pace. He beckoned on the attacked with a 

curling index finger, “bring it, my friend.” 

 The merman threw all three, one after the other, so that if they failed to stop the giant he 

would still have time to draw his sword. Theseus caught the first – it cut into his palm, but his 

hand was roughly three times the size of the weapon and the cut likely the softest battle wound 

the centuries old warrior had ever acquired - and deflected the second with the first then 

seemingly let the third stick into his bare chest. Blood began to seep out to stain the fur around 

the wound, but aside from that Theseus seemed not to notice. His entire snart was twisted in a 

snarl. As the merman raised his sword, Theseus flung the discus he’d caught back. The merman 

swiped at it and missed. It struck him in the chest and, unlike the minotaur, the merman felt it. It 

would’ve thrown him to the ground if the ground wasn’t covered by two and a half feet of water. 

Still he flopped back, his sword flung in the air, but it didn’t crash down beside him. Theseus 

caught it and plunged it down through the belly of the fallen foe who dropped it. 

 The fishfolk that had been knocked back by the first victim was now back up, trident in 

hand. His comrade, a merman, bore a sword and shield and a sharp toothed snarl. Together they 

stepped up to take their turn. No sooner did the trident weilder step forward than were they 

knocked back again with half a fishcus sticking out of his head, protruding from between his big 

black eyes. Undaunted, his merman partner attacked.  

 Having just used the razorblade that was stuck in his chest, Theseus looked essentially 

weaponless. Dressed in the traditional war garb of his people, which was coincidentally the 

formal wear, casual wear, and anything in-between garb of his people, it appeared to one 

unfamiliar with GraiLord culture that all the minotaur had to defend himself aside from his skirt 

or his horns was the massive metal plate that protected his lower belly and groin – but that was 

not the case. Beneath his flannel tartan, all sorts of knives and daggers were strapped to his thigh. 

If the merman had known, they likely would’ve fled. Unfortunately, even not knowing, they 

should’ve fled. Because though Theseus was armed, he didn’t want to risk losing any of his 

beloved sharp objects to the dark rushing water and, to be honest, he didn’t need to.  
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 The merman stabbed upward, aiming to pierce Theseus’ abdomen above his decorative 

belt clasp but Theseus swatted it away, smacking the flat of the blade with his knuckles. The Sea 

Lord’s heart sank but he didn’t give up quite yet, he still had his shield. Ducking down, he hid 

behind it as Theseus brought down a fist like a hammer. Forced to squat under the weight of the 

GraiLord’s blow, the merman made the best of it: he had a clear shot at the minotaur’s leg. With 

one swing he cut a deep gash into the side of Theseus’ calf. 

 With a roar, Theseus grabbed hold of the Sea Lord’s shield and threw it against the wall. 

It was strapped to the Aquarian’s arm so he went with it. Yanked from the water, the merman 

slammed flat against the wall and Theseus then pinned him there by the throat. He raised his 

sword but Theseus grabbed his wrist.  

 “You actually weren’t half bad.” Theseus looked back down the hall where he’d left 

Jason. The Giant was holding a gun, he had it pointed at the Sea Lord in the minotaur’s hands. 

Theseus said, “Let this one live, my friend.” 

 “Saeraiouslay?”  

“Keep the gun on him though.” He turned back to the merman, “No funny business and 

you’ll survive this.”  

 The merman licked his eyes then gave a gentle nod. 

 Theseus threw him behind him and turned to face the last. As he did, the fishfolk finally 

finished prying the Vanian Spear from the still-dying body of his comrade. Triumphant, the Sea 

Lord turned to Theseus with the widest, sharkiest smile the minotaur had ever seen.  

 “Don’t be a fool, eel.” Theseus warned. 

 “Eel!” The fishfolk exclaimed, “You cow!” 

 Rushing forward, he stabbed with the mystical weapon. Theseus didn’t even try to dodge 

it. He did, however, catch it before the spear blade could reach his snout. The fishfolk 

immediately yanked, attempting to first wrestle it from the minotaur’s grasp, then he push hard 

and tried to stab the minotaur despite his firm grip. Seeing that neither was going to work, the 

Sea Lord decided it was time to run. Letting go of the spear- 

 He couldn’t let go. Looking down at his hands, he saw the ice was now creeping up his 

wrists. His big black eyes turned back to Theseus just in time to see Theseus take the spear in 

both hands and wrench it free. It was like shattered glass. His forearms exploded into shards of 

frozen flesh. Blood began pouring from his stumpified arms as he screamed to all the gods he 

could imagine. Hopefully, he got the right one. For Theseus very quickly spun the spear around 

and put him out of his misery.  

 “Brutal.” Jason noted from behind him. 

 Theseus shrugged, “You ready, my friend?” 

 Jason kept the revolver on the merman as he waded backwards down the hall to Theseus. 

 Theseus spoke to the spared Sea Lord once more, “That ice there will soon melt or burst 

and this ship will sink. I suggest you make your escape then, merman.” 

 The merman bowed his head, “Thank you, Guardian.” 

 “Do yourself a favor and seek the Soldiers of Shelmick.” Theseus said, “You’re better off 

with them than these New Pact, Disciples bastards.” 

 Not rising from his bow, the merman nodded. 

 Jason, now behind Theseus and ready to go, shook his head. Theseus didn’t address it, he 

just smirked and led the way. They didn’t encounter many other Sea Lords on their way up – 

those they did turned tail pretty fast. Nor could they hear much from above. The leak was still 

making quite the racket – breaking into new rooms, slapping in to fill up untouched airpockets, 
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tossing furniture around as the current changed with the new water level – and so they had know 

way of knowing what to expect until they got closer to the stairs that would take them above 

deck. In the stairwell, they began to make out the clamor above. It was still rowdy, but not rowdy 

enough for battle. The battle had been won. And by the distinct absence of much of a crew below 

deck, they had a good feeling about the outcome. 

 Solaris still stood strong and tall, fighting to keep the sky blue as the gray chimney clouds 

of Iahtro continued to push north, dragging their column of wind with its lightning veins along 

with them. The ocean breeze had been replaced with a whipping wind that was becoming slowly 

stronger. It seemed the Battle – short and sweet – had ended right on time. The Sea Lord fleet 

was in disarray. Half the ships had toppled over, thanks to Theseus’ spear, and the other half had 

been lit on fire, thanks to Theseus’ dragon riders. There was supposed to be one ship remaining, 

the Hong Chi, but that ship would not remain long – Theseus’ little ice plugged hole was a 

temporary solution and it was absolutely not a part of the plan. That said, the plan had depended 

heavily on Theseus and his people, the GraiLords, and if there was anything to be said about an 

alliance with the GraiLords it was that they did not exist. The minotaurs of the Blue Ridges had 

been betrayed by every state and nation to claim power on Mystakle Planet, the GraiLords did 

what they wanted. Alliances were more like acquaintances.  

Though Theseus had sabotaged the Hong Chi, he had allowed one ship to survive: the 

Monoceros. It was currently surging northwest towards the western side of Oreh Island. This was 

a risky move, considering the fact that the Imperial Navy was sailing around the eastern side of 

Oreh, but likely a good gamble. After all, no one yet knew that Theseus had thrown his Vanian 

Spear into the spokes of the wheel of the plan. However, they were about to learn. For Dresdan 

had just noticed the Monoceros sneaking away in the distance. Then, before he could point it out, 

Theseus and Jason emerged from below deck. 

“Captain!”  

The water-logged Jason the Giant bound forward, shaking the entire ship as he rushed to 

his bone-barbed Captain’s side.  

A sigh of relief temporarily cooled Dresdan’s growing rage, “I was worried you sank to 

the Wobniar Woods.”  

Jason beamed, puffing out his chest and pointing to the equally soggy minotaur behind 

him, “The Asspaer saved mae!” 

“Is that why you’re here?” Dresdan seemed to grown an inch in stature as his concern left 

Jason and turned to suspicion when his indigo eyes hit Theseus. His witch-like hat rocked back 

as his bare shoulders rolled. The blood leaking out the crags in his scales seemed only to 

highlight the intensity of his slow rising frustration, “What did you do?” 

“What I came to do, my friend.” Theseus did not smirk, his smile was sad. Staggering 

forward from the stairwell, the Obsidians stopped what they were doing. Even the fishfolk and 

mermen they were accosting, transferring over a plank (the third to have stretched between the 

two vessels) to tie up and stow away on the Obsidian Sail, stopped resisting to pay the legend his 

due attention. He stopped just close enough to Dresdan to make the Captain look up to him 

(which wasn’t very close, considering – horns excluded – that he stood over two feet higher). 

Theseus continued, “I was offered revenge on the Hong Chi.” 

 Tou, Tabuh, and Drakken had joined Dresdan on the Hong Chi shortly after the Battle 

was won. Drakken had hurried to take the spell book from Sorelac Icelore – the mage that had 

made Truth’s escape possible – then had Tou keep him subdued. Tou had done this by tying the 

man’s hands behind his back, laying him flat on the salty blood soaked deck, and keeping a foot 
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on him, with his heel between the magician’s over-dressed shoulder blades and the toe of his 

boot on the base of his skull. Tabuh joined as fast as she could but hadn’t been much help, 

considering the fact that her ears were still ringing from the shots she herself had fired. In fact, 

her temporary deafness threatened to be outright troublesome. Especially when she turned to Tou 

and asked a bit too loudly, “Hae wants revenge on a boat?” 

 Whether Theseus heard this or not, he did elaborate, “Shalis Skullsummon slayed my 

brother on this very floor.” He stomped his hoof. “This ship will be buried with the coral within 

the hour.” 

 Dresdan held his breath to avoid a sigh, he looked past the minotaur to avoid rolling his 

eyes, and barked out orders to avoid snapping at the GraiLord, “Obsidians! Change of plans! Fill 

the brig, then leave the rest of the Lords on their ship. We’re staying on the Sail.” Expecting 

hesitation as his crew would likely rather sit and be enthralled with the fact that a Gaurdian stood 

amongst them, Dresdan added, “Any slacker gets a pain training!” 

 Tou perked up at the threat and his torso swerved before his feet could even start 

propelling him back to the ship. 

 “Nope.” Tabuh snapped, slapping his chest with a hand to keep the elf from budging. He 

dug his heels into Sorelac’s spine to keep from moving. Tabuh kept her golden eyes on the 

Captain, however, growling, “Wae’re staying raht hare til wae fahnd out what the hell is going 

on. Ah made a damn sword expectin-” 

 Dresdan whirled on her, “And I expected it to work.” 

 “Donum.” Jason gasped, his eyes ogled the shards of the saber between them, “It didn’t 

work.” 

 “Not mah fault!” Tabuh shrieked. Her hand left Tou’s chest to point down at the nellaf as 

if her index finger held the same threat as the barrel of her golden gun, “The godai Asslore 

zapped her out to god knows where!” 

 Ignoring the excuse, Dresdan turned back to Theseus. He couldn’t force a cool tone, so he 

went with a monotone one, “Why did your dalvary spare the Monoceros.” 

 “Icespears do not reneg, my friend.” Theseus stated, “The Monoceros was given to the 

Disciples to pay off my brother’s debt, to resolve the feud between them and my brother 

Clymene.” 

 “Ya trusted the Pact?” Jason scoffed. 

 A light sparked in Theseus’ eye and Jason took an immediate step back. 

 “I trusted that they knew the consequences of betraying my trust.” Theseus gestured to 

the destruction in the distance around them. Then, with a nod, he directed their attention to an 

incoming dragon and said, “Now I must make sure that they understand what has taken place 

here today.” 

 The dragon was massive and as it swooped low, it was the closest Tou had ever been to 

such a beast. He’d seen sky dragons before, soaring above the clouds like airplanes, so far away 

they were hardly more than specks against the sun. Up close, sky dragons – or reckunk dragons, 

as minotaurs often called them – were massive. Five stories from head to tail, with wingspans of 

twice that. This particular steed had baby-blue scales, a mix between the receding sapphire skies 

and the crystal waters of the Aquarian. The beast swept by in a flash. Tucking its wings, it dove 

down to pass by close to the ship. Upon its spined back was an intricate leather saddle with two 

seats – one ridden by an armored minotaur, standing in his stirrups but leaning low over the horn, 

the other one empty.  
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 Theseus marched slow then bound from the deck of the ship. Even with his wounded leg, 

he cleared the banister by more than a couple feet. When he hit the saddle, the dragon dropped 

another couple feet – enough to fall out of view for those on the deck. The crew still on board the 

Hong rushed to the side just as the dragon veered right, spread its wings, and shot up back 

towards the heavens – chasing after the Monoceros. 

 “What a dick.” Jason grunted. 

 “He serves his people.” Dresdan sighed, “The Empire has betrayed them as many times 

as the Pact.” 

 “Two wrongs don’t make a raht.” Tabuh reminded the two, “Now, how you gone make 

raht the promise you made us?”  

 Whether or not Dresdan was about to answer, the electric elf would never know. The 

perfect excuse for ignoring her interrogation arrived in quite a dramatic fashion. Those by the 

railings were so distracted, still watching Theseus soar away, that they didn’t expect a zoomer to 

zoom up before them. It must’ve took a near ninety degree angle turn to scale the side of the 

ship, for when it popped up it’s hull was all that was visible. Stopping abruptly just above the 

deck, the Space-City-made vessel leveled out and lowered itself – like a car parallel parking – to 

rest parallel with the Hong Chi.  

 If the sudden arrival of the vehicle wasn’t surprising enough, then the cargo surely 

captivated the attention of those there to witness. First off, Zaria Ein was still bleeding. She’d 

washed her wound in the sea then wrapped it with the bandage that was normally wrapped 

around Skar’s head – the bandage that was normally white but now as dark a maroon as the red 

and blue checkered flags of the Hong Chi. Her dress blues actually looked quite Sea Lord for 

much of the blood had stained her coat before she’d been able to clean off. The Strategy 

Admiral’s presence alone would’ve garnered the attention of a band of buccaneers but her 

bloody condition commanded it.  

 While she drew eyes due to her status, Skar drew eyes by her strangeness. Skar was quite 

recognizeable to Obsidians. As the founder of the Rosethorn, she was well known among 

Antipan pirates. It was odd that her bandage-bandana was not covering her shadowmancer eye, 

but Dresdan’s goons already knew of her crow eye. What they didn’t know, was why her body 

appeared so different. None could quite pinpoint what exactly had changed about her 

appearance, but she certainly did not look like the Skar they knew. It was almost as if a stranger 

was in costume in a eerie attempt to portray her. The only reason they believed she must in fact 

be the Skar they knew was because she was in the Admiral’s company and those two were two 

peas in a pod.  

 The third intriguing quality that came with the zoomer was the third member of the team: 

a merman-tanned fishfolk. Now, this was not necessarily odd. After all, they were on the 

Aquarian Ocean so Aquarians were common. Plus, it was unlikely that a normal fishfolk would 

be an ally, as the Aquarian government was anything but. Mermen were most commonly against 

the Aquarian state and that opposition typically manifested in them joining either the Pact or the 

Antipact, so a fishfolk tanned like a merman would fit right in around other Aquarians that might 

be amongst an Obsidian. What was rare about this fellow was his blood and his audience knew 

this by the metal scar that he wore like a sash across his chest.  

 The entire deck seemed to murmur his nickname simultaneously, “The Shayu Shua.”  

 Paud, the Shayu Shua, did his best to repress a cringe. 

 “Captain.” Zaria nodded. 

 “Admiral.” Dresdan nodded. 
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 “Was that Theseus?” Zaria asked. 

 “Indeed.” Dresdan stated. 

 Zaria turned to watch the sky dragon continue to fly away with a hiss of rage. 

 “Hae hah jacked the plan?” Skar asked. 

 “Yup.” Jason said before an exaggerated sigh. 

 Turning back, Zaria asked, “You’re not surrendering the Obsidian Sail, then?” 

 “Afraid not, Admiral.” Dresdan answered. 

 “Godi…” She murmured, “The Hong”ll have to do.” 

 “It’s sankin.” Jason warned, “Asspaer sunk it.” 

 “Farakin…” she whirled around to stare out towards her approaching fleet, stopping her 

tongue as if she had to save her swears for later. 

 “Did Truth show?” Skar asked. 

 “Came,” Jason laughed in the way only a good sport can after a terrible loss, “and went.” 

 He pointed to the shards of the saber on the deck beside him.  

All eyes went to Tabuh and Tou.  

Tabuh was furious, “What in the godai taiad does this maen for us, then?!” 

Zaria turned to Skar and Skar turned to Paud. Paud wasn’t even paying attention. With 

his black fishfolk eyes, he could look wherever he wanted and no one would know the better. He 

was actually scrutinizing the rigging work of the sails of the Hong Chi, nigh oblivious to the 

conversation being had, but as the attention turned back to him, he simultaneously finish his 

observations and figured it was time to head out. 

He glanced around. Unaware or unconcerned with why everyone was staring at him again 

and bowed, “Selu to you all.” Then he turned on a dime, marched back to the side of the ship, 

and dove down into the sea.  

“Who was that?” Tou whispered to Tabuh. 

Fortunately, Tabuh couldn’t hear him what with the wind and her still somewhat crippled 

ears. She was preoccupied anyways. Giving up on the Admiral providing an answer, she turned 

back to the Captain, “Dresdan. What the hell are wae doing now?” 

Dresdan gave her an honest shrug, “We are going after Truth.” 

A low growl emitted from Tabuh. She took a slow firm step towards the chidra as she 

reminded him, “Ah thought wae got to turn in the ship? Thus claiming the bounty. You just told 

the Admiral you’re taking the ship. So ah raepaet: what the hell are wae,” she pointed to herself 

and Tou, “doing now?” 

 “Excuse me, Dame Sentry.” Drakken stepped in. His presence did much to calm Tabuh’s 

burgeoning rage and his interjection reminded everyone that there was a less egotistical mind 

available to save the day, “The old offer may still be available to your and Sir Fou.” Instead of 

turning to the Captain or the Admiral, he turned to Tou. With a wincing smile on his snout, he 

requested of Tou, “Please lighten up on the wizard’s spine – just for a moment.” 

Tou stepped off the nellaf. The nellaf gasped as if he had been holding his breath. 

“Sir Icelore,” Drakken began, “you will surely be found guilty of aiding and abetting a 

now enemy of the Empire.” Drakken looked over at Zaria. 

Zaria looked over to Dresdan. 

Dresdan nodded. 

Zaria turned back to make eye contact with Sorelac. 

“Yup.” She said. 

“Unless,” Drakken said, still looking at Zaria, “you cooperate.” 
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Again, Zaria confirmed, “Sure.” 

“And cooperation,” Drakken turned back to look down at Sorelac, “sounds like you 

telling us where you sent the necromancer.” 

The nellaf gulped. 

“Tell them we tortured you if you have to.” Drakken suggested. 

“Wae can make it aesaer and do the torturing too, if ya lahk.” Jason offered. 

The nellaf gulped again.  

 “Now would be a good time to answer.” Dresdan said. 

 “Munkloe.” Sorelac whispered. 

 “That’s a whole godai continent!” Jason cursed. 

 “Sereibis.” Sorelac specified. 

 “The biggest farakin citay?” Skar scoffed. 

 Groaning, Sorelac confessed, “The Marrialdo.” 

 “What’s that?” Tabuh demanded, “A ship?” 

 “A hellbrute ship that might as well have diplomatic immunity in Munkloe. King Ruse 

sent a letterlemur to us just before the Battle asking for help, but,” Zaria paused, turning from 

Tabuh to wink at Dresdan, “no servant of the Empire can touch it.” 

 “So what now?” Tabuh asked. 

 “Leave with Zaria,” Dresdan offered, “or continue on with us to Munkloe.” 

 “And wae’ll get to turn in the ship then?” Tabuh asked. 

 “Yes.” Dresdan promised. 

 Tabuh groaned. She turned to Tou. 

 Tou didn’t have to think long, he only had one question, “We go to Munkloe and get to 

fight a bunch of slavers?” 

 Dresdan nodded. 

 Tou turned to Tabuh, “Want to go to Munkloe?” 

 Tabuh shook her head but gave in, “Wae’re going to Munkloe.” 

 

- - - 

 

 The wind was still calm on the high bluffs of Oreh Island that overlooked the Battle. The 

Iahtro Storm had a ways to go and the Obsidian Sail was only just pulling away from the Hong 

Chi. Two men stood there on that cliffside park, sticking out from the rest of the civilians for 

their stoic nature which had first set them apart. When they arrived, they were the only ones on 

the grassy knoll without smiles on their faces. All others present were picnicking or sight seeing 

or something similarly recreational but all that stopped when the ships of the Sea Lord fleet to 

the south began to sink.  

It wasn’t at all odd to see pirates from that vantage. The folks of Oreh pirate-peered like 

other sea-side city-folk whale-watched. Especially with the prevalence of Sea Lords in the 

Aquarian Ocean, citizens of the island kingdom would’ve enjoyed the sight of the entire fleet but 

would not have thought much of it. However, the sight of the greatest pirates in the Southern 

Hemisphere sinking and burning – now that was a spectacle. 

The crowds on the cliffs became ecstatic, oohing and awing as they squinted to see the 

Battle taking place. This made the two quiet men sharing a telescope on the edge of the bluff 

stand out like sore thumbs. Not that their lack of excitement was anything illegal, it just made 
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them easily identifiable as certified party poopers which, incidentally, gave them the privacy 

they desired. 

As the conflict wrapped up, the two began to whisper. 

“That’s Talloome’s brother.” Shaprone stated. 

“The Master?” Justin asked. 

“No, the Master’s twin brother, Sorelac.” Shaprone corrected. 

“The magician.” Justin realized, “Whah is hae workin with the Sae Lords?” 

“The Mystvokar’s kin aren’t as immune to immorality as he is.” Shaprone reminded 

Justin, “That said, they are still his kin and that one, Sorelac Icelore, is now a hostage of these 

Antipan pirates that Tabuh Sentry has herself in bed with.”  

“They have a mancer too.” Justin said, “Thought that was illaegal in the Empahr.” 

“It is but this is the Rosethorn we are…” Shaprone’s words trailed off. 

He had seen the mancer that was riding with Zaria on the zoomer from the start but had 

ceased to pay her much attention. Only, while she stood on the deck of the Hong Chi, he 

suddenly realized that she looked familiar. The problem was, she looked like someone who he 

had heard of – seen mugshots of – that was not a she, but rather a he.  

“Skarbek?” He murmured. 

“Prahvate Skarbek?” Justin asked, “The Prahvate Skarbek?” 

Shaprone lowered the telescope from his eye.  

 “Private Skarbek is a wanted man.” Shaprone stated, “A mass murderer.” 

 “A terrorist!” Justin concurred. 

 “The Empire will have no choice but to hand him over.” Shaprone continued, “Defending 

a villain such as that…” 

 “An act of war, one maht say.” Justin suggested. 

 “One might.” Shaprone agreed, “One might, indeed.” 

The Commander twisted his spyglass and an opaque ring that split the two collapsible 

cylinders lit up. The device began to hum as he put it back to his eye. Focusing it on Skar, he 

twisted the enertomb band oncemore. With the sound of a snap, the light flashed then dimmed 

back to its prior state and continued to whir. He slid the spyglass into the holster on his belt and 

turned to his comrade with a smirk. 

“What now?” Justin asked, “Wae tell Onotna?”  

“Oh no,” Shaprone shook his head, “they’re harboring a terrorist and they’ve kidnapped 

the Mystvokar’s brother.” He patted the telescope, “This goes straight to top.” 
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PART TWO – DOG CATCHING 
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Chapter Seven: The Dog Herder and the Stray 
 Solaris grinned upon the Marble Plains of Dogloe, sending soft winds whistling through 

the weeds that stood and stooped like waves crashing across the sea. Between the reeds, 

bouncing and diving like dolphins in the tide, herds of hounds romped around. The songs of the 

prairie birds were drowned out by the yips and barks of the wild dogs, singing their happy hyena 

hymns while the dog herder watched from the hill.  

 His crooked staff, bent at a right angle so that it was shaped like an L, rested on his criss-

crossed legs as he sat. The gym in the nook shone like the sun, slurping the solar energy from 

Solaris and storing it for later use. The staff was an elgroon, his mother’s, but he was not an 

elementalist. For him, it was but a shepherd’s crook. Still, he liked the warmth the stone captured 

and the glow reminded him of his mother.  

 A cloud crept over Solaris and Ben looked up. Sunlight still touched the plain, bursting 

through a hole in the clouds to stab the planet with a single ray of light. There were four horses 

in the sunbeam and there were people riding upon them – riding towards him and his flock. 

 “Yak Habba help me.” Ben murmured. Then he jumped to his feet and hollered, “Pups!” 

 Ears flopped up and tails went sharp. Though his hounds had gone rigid, he himself was 

struggling to keep from trembling. Still, he planted his hooves in the dirt and kept his voice firm. 

He pointed his short, L-shaped staff in the direction of his cave. Honestly, the body language and 

tone was enough, but nevertheless he gave his command verbal reinforcement. 

 “Home!” 

 Their ears went back and their tails fell as they jerked their heads in his direction, as if 

jump starting their charge, and rushed for the cavern. His own tail was fidgetting behind him like 

a large mouth bass on the end of a fishing line, as if it sought to snap off his spine and slither off 

to safety with the rest of the herd, but Ben had to hold his ground until his flock was all 

accounted for. He counted them by name as they zoomed by and, in between identifying his 

own, he squinted at the approaching marauders and cursed himself for having neglected to buy a 

new pair of glasses after his last trek into the city.  

Be strong, Ben, the gmoat told himself, you’re a Fasthoof and you’re prepared. Stick to 

the plan!  

As the last mutt moseyed into the cave, Ben turned his back on the raiders and followed 

his furred comrades in. There was a dark, dry chamber near the rear of the cave. It was bit of a 

maze to get to, but he and his herd had the maze memorized. They flowed like water rushing 

down a ravine and stopped when they made it to the bunker. There, Hhe’d fashioned a wooden 

gate with fallen limbs and hemp rope. The younger pups were whimpering and their high-pitched 

lamentations weighed heavy on his soul but then his gaze found the deep dark brown eyes of 

those older dogs that knew and trusted him. They immediately set about to calming their younger 

kin and coaxing them out of the way so that Ben could fit the fence in place.  

He whirled around. How long do I have? His hand snuck up to matt down the hair around 

the crooked horns that shot up out of his head as he mulled over the plan. Then, as if his brain 

was controlled by two separate operators, he flinched – incidentally slapping himself in the head 

– and dashed off. No time to dwell! 

With the blood tingling in his veins, he took off. His hooves click clacking as he bound 

back through the labrynth. He didn’t return to the plain however, instead he climbed up onto a 

ledge he’d carved out above the entrance. A bamboo pole stretched from one side of the cave 

ceiling to the other, just beneath Ben’s feet. A thick hemp-cord was wound around the pole and 

at the other end it was tied to a bucket of heavy stones. It was a simple trap. The bamboo axel 
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had four poles shooting out of it, perpendicular to the axel, each armed with hand-carved spear 

heads. When the bucket was dropped, the hemp would unwind, spinning the axel and swinging 

the four spears down on who ever happened to be walking through the entrance of the cave. 

This was not the nervous young gmoat’s first rodeo. 

Two spears lay by his side. They were hastily made, bamboo poles carved at both ends so 

that they could easily be used to pierce flesh. Ben mentally made note of where the spears were 

in case he needed to grab one in a hurry. 

At the sound of a horse whinnying, he strapped his elgroon into his backpack and 

grabbed the buckets with both hands. There were four men in all and he knew that even with the 

best luck his trap wouldn’t down all four, still, the more he could get the better. All he could see 

of the ground below him was the small hole where he could drop the bucket, and so he waited.  

The thugs hesitated at the front of the cave for a moment before one stepped forward. 

Ben watched him walk past the hole but kept waiting. The man walked out of range of the trap 

and now stood completely visible to Ben, standing about where Ben had when he climbed up to 

his secretive ledge. Silently, the intruder turned back to his comrades and beckoned them 

forwards.  

Ben stood as slowly as he could, holding the bucket between his legs and over the hole as 

he prayed to the Guardian Yak that the first thief wouldn’t see him in the darkness. He waited 

until he saw what looked to be a head moving beneath him and then let go.  

WHAM! 

The bucket slammed into the man’s head and he crumbled to the floor. 

“What the-” 

The trap spun into action, spears spinning down from the roof. 

WHAPOW! WHAPOW! 

Two more thieves gasped as the blades slid easily between their ribs. Ben didn’t have the 

luxury of bathing in his success, there was still one man standing. Grabbing a spear, the gmoat 

leapt off his vantage point and tackled the baffled bandit. As they fell, their limbs in a tangled 

heap, the man’s head it a rock, bounced up, and smacked Ben in the forehead. Stars exploded 

into Ben’s vision. His body went limp for a split second, his arm flopping like a noodle and his 

fingers unfurling to release his spear. The rogue was less stunned then he and got the next move 

off first. Grabbing him by the throat, the theif slugged him across the jaw. The hit was hard 

enough to knock Ben off the intruder. His head was still spinning, pain ricocheting off the insides 

of his skull, but Ben caught himself before he hit the rough floor of the cave. Gritting his teeth, 

he struggled to his feet. His mind thinking only of getting up and getting the spear. But again he 

was too slow. He took a kick to the gut that toppled him over onto his back. Chuckling, the 

intruder loomed over him.  

“Farakin mutt.” He spat, stomping on the fallen dog herder with a chuckle. 

Ben rolled away in pain and the theif grabbed the spear. As the gmoat got onto all fours, 

the bandit drew back the spear. Ben could see his silhouette. He doubted he could take much 

more pummelling, but he knew for a fact that he couldn’t take being skewered like kebab. His 

flickering monkey-tail suddenly whipped taught, like his hounds’ had, and his goat-ears snapped 

back.  

This is it! 

The intruder thrust the spear, Ben hit the floor. He didn’t just fall flat – that still would’ve 

gotten him stuck – instead he lowered himself, as if preparing for a pushup, and then pushed off 

the ground and barrel-rolled fast into the man’s shins. The unsuspecting villain was toppled, hit 
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with such a force that when he slammed into the goon’s shins, the intruder’s legs were swept out 

from under him. The man tumbled forwards. As he fell, so too did the spear, but it didn’t fall far. 

It stuck fast in the crags of the cave floor before the falling felon and – had he had a harder belly 

– it would’ve stopped his fall like a kick stand. Instead, it slid through his abdomen, split apart a 

pair of vertebrae, and burst out his back as he slumped to the ground.  

The once-chuckling thief was now wimpering away his last breathes, sounding an awful 

lot like the puppers of Ben’s flock that he’d come to pilfer.  

Ben, on the other hand, shouted a few unintelligible syllables triumphantly as he bound to 

his feet, only to remember that the creep had not come alone. 

“You farakin mutt!” 

Ben spun around. One of the bandits stood before him, a hand clamped to her bleeding 

ribs, the other holding a crooked dagger. The dog herder took a step back as the thief staggered 

forward.  

“You crimpsin tiad…” the woman gasped as if he’d just slugged her and knocked the air 

out of her, but it wasn’t him, it was her wound. An extra spurt of blood sprayed out between her 

fingers as she staggered on. She was hardly a threat in that state, but Ben was so shell-shocked 

that – in that moment – they might’ve been on equal playing fields, “…you godi-” 

PAP! PAP! PAP! 

The woman keeled over. She would’ve fallen onto Ben if the gmoat hadn’t leapt out of 

the way. Instead she fell onto the spear protruding from her comrade’s back. Adding another 

piece of meat to the kebab. Ben didn’t even look to see the three arrows that now stuck out of the 

thug’s back, his eyes were forward towards the mouth of the maze. 

“Looks like you were in the dog house there for a second.” 

Four figures stood, eclipsing the light from the cave entrance. Ben’s eyes had adjusted 

enough that he could make out some of the characteristics of these individuals. Specifically, that 

of the fourth who stood before the other three. Each detail he discerned – from the patch 

enclosing his right eye to the marble crown that framed his temple – rattled his nerves, shaking 

his consciousness nearly as much as the head-butt he’d received mere moments before. His heart 

was fluttering like the wings of a butterfly as he attempted to name his savior. 

He stammered, “K-k-k-” 

“Catch.” The man strode forward, extending a hand to the gmoat, “Catch Eninac.” 

“King,” Ben croaked, “Catch Eninac.” 

The King nodded once, then shrugged, saying, “Call me Catch.” 

Ben didn’t take the hand, instead he fell to one knee. 

“No need for that.” Catch chuckled, turning his shake request into a helping hand as he 

hoisted the herder back onto his hooves. Ben was trembling. Catch smiled, his white teeth 

seeming to glow in the shadows of the cave, “I must confess. I didn’t come to save you. A 

fortunate coincidence.” 

Again, Ben felt the need to bow, but Catch’s firm-yet-gentle grasp would not allow it. 

“I’m here to thank you.” 

Ben’s head cocked to the side, one ear up and one ear down, “Huh?” 

The King gestured to the darkness beyond the herder, “For protecting my kin!” 

“Huh?” 

“He means us.” 

This was a new voice. It wasn’t the king’s, nor one of the three silhouettes that still stood 

motionless behind him. This voice came from behind Ben and, not only that, it came from below 
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him. The poor gmoat was in such a state of confusion that his nerves simply didn’t allow him to 

turn and face the speaker. Instead, the speaker stepped out from behind him and joined the King 

before the gmoat. 

The speaker was a dog – one of the elders of the herd. 

Ben instantly forgot the last couple of minutes – the fight and the royalty before him – as 

his herding instincts kicked in, but as the words spilled out of his mouth his mind caught back up 

with the situation, “You’re supposed to…wait, HUH?!” 

“This,” said the King of Dogloe, releasing Ben’s shoulders so that he could stoop to 

stroke the pooch at his side, “is my father.” 

Ben looked from the King to the ragged dog at his feet. He had finally lost the ability to 

“huh” at this point. His tongue sputtered.  

“Not sure how well you know your history,” Catch began, “but I’m sure you’ve heard 

that I am not in fact a full human, but rather a dog.” 

“I thought that was a…” Ben realized he wasn’t sure what he had thought it was. If it was 

a myth, or simply something people said, it definitely wouldn’t have been a thing said to exalt 

the nobleman and his family. If anything, it was an insult. He suddenly felt embarrassed for even 

having heard of such a rumor, yet, as he had just found out, it wasn’t a rumor at all. 

“As you can see, it is very true.” Catch smiled, “I’m only partially human.” 

“He’s only forty-nine percent!” 

Another new voice came from behind the gmoat. This speaker joined the last by the 

King’s – once again, it was a member of his pack that he had cared for since he first took over 

the herd.  

“This is my mother.” The King explained, “You’ve been guarding the royal family and 

you’ve been doing such a good job, we figured it was time to give you a promotion. From dog 

herder to dog catcher. We need you to catch a stray: my brother.” 

Ben opened his mouth, as if he had reloaded his “huh”-gun but apparently the 

ammunition was a blank. All that came out was a wavering exhalation and then a, “Hmph” as he 

slumped off his hooves and collapsed forwards onto the monarch and his furry parents.  

 

- - - 

 

Ben woke up with little more than a thought. Consciousness came like a slap to the face. 

His body shot up into a right angle as he gaped, almost as if repulsed, at the structure upon which 

he lay.  

“A bed!” 

His eyes swept the room. Leading to another horrified realization. 

“A ROOM!” 

He nearly tumbled off the meager cot that, to him, represented the lap of luxury. The poor 

– poor in more ways than one, mind you – dog herder hadn’t found himself within the four-

walled confines of a room in at least a year if not a couple (unless, of course, prairie caves 

count). And this was a room to behold. It was obviously some sort of nursing chamber, hence the 

cot, but the setting was anything but hospital-chic. The walls were marble. The floor and ceiling 

was marble. There was a chandelier overhead – a chandelier. Oggling the hanging candelabrum, 

Ben’s brain finally switched back on his short term memory.  

“The King!” He gasped. 
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Sliding his legs off the bed, his hooves hit the black-speckled marble and he approached 

the broad façade of glass panes that windowed the exterior wall. More shocking than had been 

his presence within a building was the fact that he appeared to be three stories up. The last time 

he’d been this high had been when he’d been forced to climb a savanna tree to recover a fetching 

ball. Fortunately, he was all out of gasps by this point. Besides, the courtyard he looked down 

upon was familiar. His mother had brought him here as a young child. 

The Marble Courtyard. He began matting down the hair around his horns. I’m in 

Doggenham. I’m in Doggenham! 

Swatting himself on the top of the head, he twirled around to face the door. No sooner 

had he spun than was the door push open. Not by a person, but rather by a dog. A familiar dog. It 

was the rugged black furred fluffer that had revealed himself to be the father of Ben’s country’s 

King back in his dog herding cave. 

“Hello Mr. Fasthoof.” 

All out of shock, Ben instead fell prey to skepticism. 

“Mr. Eninac,” he bowed, then with squinted his brown eyes, his hands slipping up to rest 

on his hips, “How come I’ve never even heard you bark – let alone yip – and yet here you are, 

speaking common tongue?” 

The dog couldn’t quite shrug, what with a lack of bipedal-oriented shoulder blades, so 

instead he stretched. Exhibiting the old fashioned downward dog, he answered, “I dunno, not 

much to say on the plains.” 

“Can everyone else hear you?” Ben asked, “Or is it just me?” 

The pooch glanced around the room then turned back to the gmoat, “No one else is 

here?” 

“I mean, I bumped my head, right?” Ben explained, “So maybe this is some kind of 

hallucination?” 

“This would be quite an extensive hallucination, Ben. Have you ever actually 

hallucinated before?” The dog pressed. 

“No. Well…I don’t think so?” His fingers instinctively returned to the tufts of hair 

crowning his horns, “Have you?”  

“I’m a dog!” The dog yipped, “Half of what I see is hallucination. Now come on!” He 

turned, his tail fanning as he trotted back towards the door, “I’m to take you to my son.” 

“The King?”  

“No, the other one.” He scoffed. 

“Aren’t I supposed to be hunting him down?”  

“Ah, see!” The woofer winked, “It’s all coming back!” 

“Wait!” Ben exclaimed, “My herd?!” 

“They’re fine!” The dog assured him, pausing in the door way to roll his eyes, “You think 

the half-dog king would leave a herd of dogs unattended?” 

“Fair.” Ben admitted and, with tail twitching like the lightning bolts of thoughts zipping 

through the synaps of his brain, he followed the dog out of the room, “So strange…I just always 

assumed it was a rumor.” 

“We like to keep it that way.” The dog nodded, “No one knows their history these days 

so it’s best not to spread any truths. Most people can’t handle nuance, they’ve long since lost the 

critical thinking capacity they had as animals.” 
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Despite the dig at civilization, Ben couldn’t argue otherwise. He wasn’t quite privy on the 

exact manner in which a man became a dog (or vice versa) and, being still a bit too concussed to 

curb his tongue, he asked. 

“So how exactly did your family become part…uh…whichever part came second?” 

The dog paused, looking over his shoulder, “Are you suggesting some sort of 

interspecies-” 

“No! Of course not!” Ben exclaimed, but then, as the dog turned back around and started 

leading him through the halls once more, Ben couldn’t help but note aloud, “Although…isn’t 

your son married to a human now?” 

 “He’s always been a little kinky, but hey,” the dog didn’t skip a beat, “it was people that 

elected him. Not dogs.” 

 Ben smirked and quieted down. He hadn’t been in the palace since he was little kid. The 

Citadel, it was called. Now he was back and, not only that, he was being herded around by a 

former member of his herd. What a bizarre turn of events.  

 “Our great ancestor was cursed – or charmed, rather – long ago. The Emperor’s father, in 

fact, Etamladip Eninac, although he was cursed after he and his lover conceived of his son.” 

 “So the Emperor isn’t half dog?” Ben asked. 

 “Well…” the dog replied, “that depends on your opinion of the Ipativy.” 

 Having no opinion whatsoever of the Ipativy, nor hardly any clue as to who or what they 

were, Ben snickered at the jab and secretly prayed that this response would not offend. Then both 

men were distracted by a soft yip down the hall. The scraggly yellow dog, that had revealed 

herself to be the King’s mother, was waiting at the top of a stairwell and when they approached 

she came trotting over. Their tails beat back and forth like windshield wipers at max speed until 

they paused to sniff at each other’s noses – drawing so close they nearly kissed, nostrils flaring.  

 “Hello, Ben!” The mother exclaimed, popping up a bit off the ground so Ben didn’t have 

to stoop to pat her head, “Excited for your mission?” 

 Ben gulped, “Not sure.” 

 The two dogs began to march downstairs, shooting their herder glances over their 

shoulders as they continued to chat. Ever so often they passed a guard or a diplomat, none 

seemed to bat an eye. It may have been a myth that the royal family were canines but it surely 

wasn’t to those with access to the Citadel. 

 “I’m still not sure why me.” Ben stated, “I know my mom was friends with the King and 

all, but still…why’d you all have to live all the way out on the plains with the other dogs? It 

doesn’t seem like your much of a secret here – you chose the prairies over the palace?” 

 “Ofcourse!” The father crowed, “What real dog wants to live inside?!” 

 “Plus,” the mother added, “you’re a celebrity in the dog community.” 

 “Huh?” Ben yelped. 

 “You’ve got rave reviews – 100% five stars. No dogs hurt, hardly any fights, no 

runaways – aside from us, of course-” 

 “You guys ranaway?!” Ben exclaimed. 

 “Only for government business!” The mother promised him. 

 “Don’t feel bad.” The father assured him, “We had decoys, it was super covert, the whole 

nine yards – point is, you should be proud. They don’t make dog herders like you anymore, son.” 

 At the base of the stairs, the hall was far more populated. It wasn’t packed, but it was 

fuller. Many of those they passed did cast the two pooches an odd glance – especially after 

hearing common tongue escape their snouts – but folks were busy there. Rushing to and fro on 
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this task or the other, attempting to tie up any and all loose ends before the last minutes of 

business hours shriveled up. Ben had to twist and skip to keep up with his shorter and stouter 

guides who cut easily through the crowd, until finally they strode out into the emaculate Marble 

Courtyard. Taking a breath of fresh air, he sighed.  

 “When our last herder croaked – and thank the universe for that – we ultimately decided 

you would be next.” The mother explained, “The fact that you were raised by Merciado Fasthoof 

only made things better.” 

 “Barely…” Ben remarked. 

 “Barely?” The father asked. 

 Ben shook his head, even though his guides weren’t looking back. They were cutting 

diagonally across the courtyard to a round chamber that sat in the corner. It’s door was open and 

guarded by a halberd-holding soldier who bowed gently to them as they entered. A short set of 

stairs took them to a long, damp alley with seemingly nothing aside from the light of the exit at 

the end. Ben was attempting to concoct his answer but as his hand slipped up to tuck the hair in 

around his horns, his tongue flopped uselessly like the tail flickering behind him.  

 The mother answered for him, “His mother was killed when he was just thirteen.” 

 “Oh yea…” The father muttered, his tail curling down behind him as he continued to 

move forwards. He pepped up, trying to pep Ben up with him, “She was a hero, Ben.” 

 Ben sighed, “So I hear…” 

 The dogs could hear his feelings in his tone. They could seemingly smell it in the air. As 

they trotted on up and out of the tunnel, they glanced at one another to make sure they weren’t 

mistaken. No more talk of dead mothers, that was the message they tacitly sent to one another, 

they weren’t the dogs for the job. Now, dead grandmothers, on the other hand. 

 “You grandmother was killed too, did you know that?” the father asked, adding, 

“Assassinated, actually.” 

 Ben was shocked. Not at the pooch’s audacity – he didn’t even know his grandmother, so 

he wasn’t offended, he was just surprised to find that his grandmother – who his mother had 

never mentioned – had been someone worth “assassinating”.  

 “Huh?” He croaked. 

 “Your grandmother was once Emperor.” The mother explained, “The only other Emperor 

we’ve ever had in the Empire of the Trinity Nations.” 

 “Seriously?” Ben yelped. 

 “Figure your mother didn’t want it getting to your head.” The father suggested. 

 “Heterice Fasthoof.” The mother proceeded, “She covered for Saint while he was trapped 

in the Iahtro Storm – centuries ago – she was a great woman.” 

 They’d finally reached the light at the end of the tunnel. Up another brief flight of stairs, 

Ben found that they’d brought him to a stable. Stalls of horses, smelling an awful lot like the 

caves Ben had spent his teen years sleeping in, lined the hall. They marched passed the furry 

steeds and went up to the second floor were the more scaley variety awaited them. These stalls 

were far larger, each fitted with a grand balcony so that the winged beasts within could depart for 

the skies rather than having to fit down the narrow alley that their passengers strode down. The 

King stood by one of the pins, talking to a dragon rider. He was a tall man. His dark brown lochs 

looked a touch cleaner and far neater than those of his furry parents. An eye patch slid across his 

face, covering his right, and the crown cut across his forehead above it. His garb seemed half 

ceremonial – adorned in the baby blue of the national colors – and half for battle, though the lack 

of marks on his plates hinted that his attire was definitely pre-conflict. As they approached, the 
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two dogs ran up to their son, taking their pats, then settling down by his feet. King Catch Eninac 

thanked the dragon rider but waited to speak to Ben until the man had walked out of ear shot. He 

was just in time to say something before Ben could kneel.  

 “No need for that, Ben, a friend of my folks is a friend of mine.” 

 Ben froze mid squat. 

 “I figure you’ve got a lot of questions.” Catch suggested. 

 “We’ve told him about his grandmother.” The father warned. 

 “And that he’s quite the herder.” The mother added. 

“He was indeed.” Catch nodded, “Dog herding is a humble occupation, but honorable-” 

 “Ha!” The scoff burst forth from Ben’s mouth with such abruptness that it shocked even 

himself. 

 “Humble, huh?” The father dog snickered. 

 But this was what the King had hoped for, “You’re a Fasthoof.” He smiled, “Like your 

mother and like your mother’s mother – like all Dogloen mothers – you’ve got the herders’ gene. 

But you’ve payed your dues on the plains. You’ve won the admiration of the beasts.” 

 Both his parents snorted at the phrasing but did not interrupt further. 

 “Now it is time that you win the admiration of the people,” Catch concluded, “and take 

your place before the legacy of your mother and grandmother.”  

 Ben’s mind was reeling, but still there was enough clearness in his consciousness for him 

to piece together all the information he’d been bombarded with since the King had first come to 

his cave. The last thing he had heard before he’d passed out: “From dog herder to dog catcher. 

We need you to catch a stray: my brother.” 

 “What’s this have to do with your brother?” Ben asked, “Where is he?” 

 “Munkloe.”  

 “Munkloe?” Ben asked. 

 Catch nodded. 

 “I don’t know anything about Munkloe!” Ben exclaimed, “I’ve never left the continent!” 

 “Ah, but they know of you.” Catch raised a calming hand to the gmoat, “They know of 

your Grandmother and they know of your Mother and you know dogs.” 

 “So?” Ben crowed. 

 “They need dogs.” Catch answered. 

 “Huh?” Ben laughed, “Who needs dogs?” 

 “Hey!” Both canine parents exclaimed. 

 Ben cringed out an apology, “Sorry, I meant-” 

 Catch interrupted, “Mancer hounds.” 

 “They want mancer hounds?” Ben asked. 

 “No, but they need them.” Catch answered. 

 Again, Ben was perplexed. 

 Catch raised his hands, once again pleading for Ben to hush and trust, as he elaborated, 

“At a banquet the other night, my brother, Fetch Eninac, wooed King Signan Ruse’s only heir, 

Princess Lenga Ruse.” 

 “And?” Ben asked. 

 “My brother is a fugitive.” Catch pointed to his eye patch, “You see, as a dog-” 

 “Part dog.” His father inserted. 

 “Mostly dog.” His mother corrected. 
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 Catch continued, “I wasn’t able to take this form until my brother became a 

shadowmancer. My brother then turned my sister and myself into shadowmancers so that we 

could join him. We were able to exist under the radar for a little while…then the Tornados of 

91.” 

 “Our son saved a hundred lives before the funnel cloud even left the ground!” The father 

dog proclaimed. 

 “Together, our family recovered near a thousand total after the storm was over.” The 

mother dog added. 

 “That’s how I got elected King of Dogloe.” Catch nodded, “Only problem was, I had a 

crow’s eye.” 

 “But you were a hero!” 

 “Still, mancy is illegal. However, you are right. The Emperor, Saint, knew I shouldn’t be 

shipped off to live on the Dragon Islands, under the Order of Mancy, and that I deserved to serve 

my people – and the Empire – as King of Dogloe. Thus, he offered me and my siblings an out. 

Yak Habba – the Guardian himself – replaced my eye with an enchanted enertomb that allowed 

me to retain this form and remove my crow eye without drying up and dying.” 

 “Fetch and Shakira didn’t take the deal.” The mother dog said sadly.  

 “They were forced to go to the Dragon Islands.” The father dog nustled his partner as he 

continued, “Though both did escape, they’re now criminals by law.” 

 “Then how’d he meet Lenga?” Ben asked. 

 Catch shrugged, “He’s sneaky and we,” he gestured to himself and his folks, “well, we 

missed him.” 

 “And now he’s gone back with Lenga?” 

 “Indeed.” Catch sighed, “King Signan of Munkloe believes that Fetch brought with him 

an entire band of nefarious mancers. While we highly doubt this is the case, we don’t want to 

ruin relations between us and our ally. Therefore, we want you to fly to Munkloe as a Dogloen 

diplomat and offer them a team of top-notch mancer hounds so they can scower Sereibis and 

sleep tight knowing the city is clear of any mancers of any kind.” 

 “But your brother is there, right?” 

 “He is.” Catch nodded, “But he will be gone before the hounds arrive.” 

 “How’s that?” 

 “You’ll bring him back with you.” 

“How?!” 

“He’ll recognize you. He spent time in your herd, visiting our folks, and so he will know 

he can trust you and he’ll know I sent you.” Catch said, “He’ll come with you.” 

“But…” Ben was stumped. 

“Are you afraid of flying?” 

“I am!” 

“How afraid?” 

Ben stood, eyes emphasizing his words as he spoke, “Deathly!” 

“There’ll be a reward, all I’m asking is that you try.” 

“Excuse my frankness, but it’d have to be a pretty hefty bag of gold to get me to ride 

dragonback!” 

“Ofcourse,” the king smiled, “after this, you’ll never have to look after dogs again!” 

 

- - - 
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Thin-ringed chainmail jingled down the hallway, splattering sweat with each barefooted 

stomp. No swords hung on their hips, that would’ve reduced their weight, but instead their backs 

were strapped by massive, kite-shaped shields that surely weighed more than any sword and 

sheath a normal soldier might carry. Still, their fur was even heavier than their weapons and 

armor, sopping wet with perspiration. The entire structure seemed to shudder with each extra 

stride until finally they stopped. None of them spoke, their jaws still hung loose like fish gasping 

for air, but they did exchange defeated glances as their leader placed his hands on the double 

doors’ handles. There were deep breathes all around and as they exhaled they took a meditative 

moment to appreciate the beauty around them. Moonlight twinkled through the branches of the 

trees, bouncing off the damp jungle leaves and shining through the windows of the great tree-

house palace. The building shifted with the wind like an anchored vessel in the tide and the 

sound of the wind reminded the bearns of the ocean.  

Their breathes expelled, the Captain opened the doors and strode in. Cackling flames, 

bouncing from their mounted torches, mocked them. The fires’ shadows dancing on the walls 

only added to the humiliation. There was no comforting jungle breeze in this chamber, the 

windows were shut, shuttered, and covered by drapes. More of their kind – armored guardsmen – 

stood by these plugged orifices, but they were not comrades for their blank expressions poorly 

masked the sneers hiding beneath. The leader of the approaching guards took a knee before the 

King and his compatriots followed suit behind him. 

 “Your majesty.” his gaze hitting the floor, “He is not in the palace.” 

 The King was not on his throne. He stood midway through the hall, staring into the 

swirling fires of one of the torches that lined the walkway which split the chamber. In the auburn 

light, his blue skin looked almost purple. His long white hair, glossy and reflective, seemed 

almost like a mirror in a lighthouse – glowing – much like his eyes. In the same way that a 

shadowmancer’s crow eye appears totally black, his eyes appeared totally white. Cataracts had 

long since consumed them. Turning away from the fire, his eyes dimmed, and he turned to face 

his daughter. She sat in his throne. 

 She stooped forward, but not too far. She couldn’t lean too far for there was a guest in her 

lap. A ragged looking dog. His fur was as curly and knotted as the fur of the guardsmen that had 

just spent the day sprinting about the Capitol. She stroked the sleeping pooch affectionately, but 

the dog-petting-enduced endorphins were not enough to calm her. Shifting in the royal seat, she 

said nothing but her posture and regulated breathing expressed her concern. 

 “Have you searched every room, Captain?” the King asked. He still looked away from 

them, but his blind eyes no longer lay on his daughter. They looked down like the guards’ gazes 

kneeling behind him, “Every last one?” 

 “Yes, Lord Ruse,” the Captain replied, resisting the urge to glance over at the throne 

room guards glaring at him, “every room but this one.” 

 The throne room guards shifted in their boots but their King shot one a dirty look and the 

rest froze as if he’d cast a spell. King Signan Ruse slipped off his crown and played with it in his 

hands, shaking his head.  

 “A diplomat from Dogloe is arriving tomorrow.” He sighed, “Offering us mancer hounds 

– offering us the tools to hunt down the criminal they had the audacity to harbor in the first 

place.” 

 The dog yawned in the Princess’ lap and the lead-guard of the search team looked up for 

the first time since he took a knee. As the hound’s jaw stretched and his tongue curled, his right 
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eye opened and stayed open as he laid his head back down in Lenga Ruse’s lap. Meanwhile, the 

Captain’s eyes narrowed to a glare. 

 The King continued, “They’re sending a Fasthoof – a decendant of Heterice and the son 

of her daughter Merciado – yet he is neither a politician nor an elementalist.” 

 This oddity stole the guard’s attention away from the mutt, he turned back to his King to 

ask, “Sir, then, what is he?” 

 “A dog herder.” The King scoffed, not at his guardsman, but in fact at himself, “They’re 

sending a dog herder.” 

 “They’re up to something.” The Captain stated. 

 “Exactly.” The King concurred, “Keep an eye on this ‘Benjamin Fasthoof’. If Fetch 

Eninac hasn’t left Munkloe, he will make a point to visit the –” he couldn’t help but add another 

scoff before concluding, “ – the diplomat. If we let him escape, then no foreignor will respect our 

laws ever again. We must do everything we can to resist replacing our shields with swords.” 

 “Yes,” The bearn rose to leave and as he did, his eyes drifted from his King to the 

Princess and her mysterious lapdog, maintain his leer on the animal he finished the salute to his 

king and left, “Lord Ruse.” 

 

- - - 

 

Ben scrambled off the scaly back of his salamandery steed. When his hooves hit the soft 

sod of the jungle floor, he lunged forwards. Catching himself with his hands, he was only able to 

complete about three fourths of a push up before the nausea overwhelmed him. He reared like a 

dragon about to spit fire and vomited a glorious emerald stream, fertilizing the fungi that dressed 

the roots of the forest. 

Wiping his mouth, he straightened up onto his knees and saw that the contents of his 

belly was now flowing between a pair of war torn leather boots. 

 “I suppose you enjoyed the ride.”  

The man in the galoshes took a step back as Ben expressed his appreciation for aviation 

once more. After that, the dog herder determined for that to be his last spew (of the day). 

Steeling himself, he wiped his mouth and clenched his teeth then faced the booted man once 

more. 

Paler than the face of a Doom Warrior, he forced a tight lipped smile and nod as he spoke 

with a voice so faint that none could be sure if there was actual vocalization behind the 

mouthing, “It was great.” 

 The stranger laughed and stuck his hand out, “The name’s,” the man withdrew his hand 

an inch as he paused. His eyes fell to the puddle and then returned to the herder, “Puke, Puke 

Green.” 

 Had he been anything other than a dog herder, he wouldn’t have bought the coincidence 

for a second, but, alas, Ben was Ben. Plus, he was more embarrassed than he was suspicious at 

the moment. Ben spat, swallowed, and then forced himself to stand and reach out with his clean 

hand. The man switched hands and they shook. 

 “Benjamin Fasthoof.” 

 Ben stared at the stranger for a moment. The gentleman was human – not a common race 

among the water elves and bearns of Munkloe – and so Ben assumed he was Dogloen. A contact, 

he thought as he met the man’s brown eyes as best as he could, a rather scraggly one. Puke had 
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an oily mop of curly black hair that sat lopsided on his head, covering up his left eye. His apparel 

matched his hair. Loose and not altogether fresh.  

 “Long time no see-” Puke suddenly coughed so violently that it seemed he might live up 

to the name, but he recovered almost as ubruptly and continued with a grin, “I’ll show you 

through Sereibis.” 

 This oddity did not escape Ben, but before he could comment he was interrupted by the 

dragon rider.  

 “That it then?”  

The pilot’s tone said what his words hadn’t. Ben jumped to scrounging around in his 

pockets for coins, giving Puke eyes in his desperation only for the human to shrug with such 

exaggeration that Ben felt sure the man had some cash on him. In the end, the herder found a few 

in the pouch on his backpack. Not enough to please the rider but enough to satiate him.  

 “Thanks for the ride!” Ben yelped.  

 Both the man and the beast snorted at that, but they turned around and left it alone. 

 Turning back to Puke, Ben asked, “Have we met?” 

 “Doubt it.” Puke arched his only visible brow, “Have you ever been to Munkloe?” 

 “No.” 

 “I’ve never been anywhere but Munkloe,” the man replied as he turned and began to walk 

across the jungle clearing, “Born and raised right up there,” he pointed at the tree tops, “I’d 

suppose you’d say I’m a jungleman. That’s what my friends say. ‘Ol Green’s got more jungle in 

him than the water elves and bearns combined.’ And after all these years, I suppose they’re 

right.” 

 Ben followed the strange man, slowly becoming more curious than nauseous, “You’ve 

got to be one of the only humans out here.” 

 “Or close to it.” Puke nodded, “Watch out for dragon shit.” 

 “Uh?” Ben mumbled as the two strode past a giant mound of what looked almost like a 

termite hill, it stood waist high. The nausea returned. 

 He took in his surroundings to distract himself. Dragons stood all around while even 

more circled over head. Strips of clearings had been carved out of the jungle, the upturned dirt of 

ruffled greens displayed the heavy usage of the Sereibis airfields. Ben momentarily puzzled over 

how the landings had been made as he’d heard the Munkloens – specifically those in the treetop 

cities like Sereibis – didn’t kill, not even plants. They were a society of scavengers in a sense, 

folks more willing to fast than to take another organism’s life. This was why Munkloens in 

particular, more so than other citizens of the Empire, distrusted mancers: shadowmancers and 

necromancers can’t fast. Their thirst for the energy of the dead is one that must be regularly 

quenched. His pondering was paused as he nearly walked directly into a pile of dung – Puke 

saved him with a quick yank out of the way. 

 “Saved your life.” He grinned, “Ya owe me.” 

 “Thanks…” Ben grinned back sheepishly, then as they continued on he asked, “How’d 

they make these landing strips?” 

 “Patience.” Puke explained, gesturing to the vast trunks around them he elaborated, 

“They wait for the big boys to pass away and transport the little guys off, replanting them 

elsewhere. I suppose they had to transport a few of the big guys too to be honest, after all, these 

giant fellas live centuries – after all, they’ve held Sereibis up since the Queen of Darkness days. 

Did you know that Theseus Icespear, the Guardian, founded this city?” 

 “Really?” Ben asked, “The minotaur?” 
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 “Mhm.” Puke nodded, “It was a fortress where they could protect vaccine production 

against the Queen’s disciples as they tried to rebuild the world after the Crow’s Plague.” He 

snickered, “Funny how now you’ve got anti-vaxxers calling the Enchantment Vaccination 

Proclamation tyranny when once folks fought a war and died to make vaccination a possibility.” 

Shaking his head, he concluded, “Republics crumble when the citizens forget their own history.” 

 Just as his nausea had distracted him from his suspicion, now his respect for his guides 

knowledge had taken primary focus, “Are you a tour guide – how do you know so much?” 

 “I’m a local!” Puke cried as if offended, though his grin then returned as he admitted, “I 

date the Headmaster of the Munkloe School of Modern Healing.” 

  “Woh.” Ben gasped, “She must be-” 

 “The world’s greatest healer?” Puke interjected with a modest shrug, “I’d suppose.”  

Then he gestured to the structure before them and had Ben come to a complete stop. The 

trunk was massive, girthy enough to fit a large building inside and tall enough to compete with a 

mountain, and it had to be, after all, the canopy that the tree and its comrades created held the 

entire city of Sereibis. A spiral of flat spines twisted up the trunk, overlapping one another and 

extending far enough out that half a dozen people could stand side by side upon them without 

someone having to stray too close to the edge. Still, there were no railings and, though the tree 

was old and the spines worn by many a climber’s boot, Ben couldn’t help but wonder how often 

they gave way to the weight of those climbing up them.  

“I know you’re not a fan of flying.” Puke let out a brief laugh, clasping Ben on the back, 

“But how do you do with heights on your own two hooves?” 

Ben gulped. 

Puke grinned, “Don’t worry. The cardio will distract you.” 

And his guide wasn’t wrong. What conversation there was to have was quickly cast aside 

as they huff and puffed their way up the wide spiraling stairs to the elevated city far above. Ever 

so often, a spike would extend out and meet a branch. Ben would see people joining their tree 

trunk stairs from other branches, but he couldn’t see much farther than that. Not with any detail, 

at least. Maybe Puke’s girl friend can heal my eyes. He chuckled to himself as they climbed. Yet, 

despite his disability, his head still spun on a swivel. His brown eyes squinting as he eagerly 

attempted to make out the city as they approached. 

They ultimately took one of the offshooting bridges and, from there, they began to 

navigate the spider-web of branch-made overpasses that connected the trees. Rope bridges 

attached parallel branches, sometimes even being stairways themselves, bound together and hung 

from above. As they wandered this elaborate maze, they never once breached the real surface. 

They passed a few shops, hugging the sides of tree trunks, and homes formed out of knots and 

holes in tree sides, but that was about it. Even though the distance was a blurry mess, Ben was 

sure they weren’t on the mainstreets. There were no looming structures – no palaces, no 

government buildings – only the shadows of the city, blotting out Solaris like the canopy they 

hid amongst. Puke was definitely guiding him around, but Ben couldn’t help but wonder: Where 

is he guiding me? 

Just as he was about to ask, Puke asked him a question, “So Ben, I suppose you’re an 

elementalist, right?”  

“Huh?” Ben’s hand shot idly to tuck in the hair around his horn, “Oh no, I’m a dog 

herder.” 

“Dog herder!” Puke barked, whirling around, “Catch sent a dog herder?” 

“Well,” Ben winced, “to be honest, I thought the same thing-” 
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“But the staff on your backpack – that’s an elgroon, right?” 

“Right, but it’s my mother’s-” 

“She never taught you?” Puke flung his hands in the air, “She just gave you the elgroon?” 

He turned to the wide expanse before them and gestured as if to an audience, “Just gave her dog 

herding son a magical weapon and never taught him to use it?!” Turning back to Ben with his 

hands on his hips, Puke demanded, “What was she waiting for?” 

Ben took a step back. His hoof hitting the plank of the rope bridge with a loud clink. 

They were – as far as he could tell without glasses – in the middle of one of the longer bridges 

they’d gone across, thus though his guide’s tone offended him, he took a deep breath. He did not 

want to start an argument with this exciteable stranger three hundred feet from the jungle floor. 

“She died.” Ben stated. 

Puke’s face went as pale as Ben’s had been when they first met, but Ben had already 

steeled himself against anger. Taking another deep breath, he slid one strap off his back and 

pulled the elgroon from its place on his pack. Putting his pack back on, he held the staff between 

them in both hands. 

“I know how it works, I just never…”  

He wanted to look down at his hooves but doing that would’ve meant he’d be looking 

down at the distant ground below him and, having avoided that since they began their climb, he 

knew better than to start looking down now. He kept his eyes on Puke – and he noticed 

something beyond Puke, over his shoulder. He couldn’t completely make it out with his eyes, but 

it seemed like people were heading their way. Fortunately the bridge was wide enough for people 

to pass, but it seemed like quite the line considering the fact that their approach seemed to 

correspond with a gentle vibrating of the rope railings and bobbing of the wooden slats.  

“I’m sorry, Ben.” Puke said, clasping him on the shoulder, “I shouldn’t have gotten so 

riled up. It’s just that…do you think you could try?” 

Ben stopped squinting over his shoulder and cocked his head at the human before him. 

“Huh?” 

“Try.” 

“Try what?” Ben asked, shrugging with the magical weapon, “Try this?” 

  The vibratiing and bobbing of the bridge was escalating.  

 “Yea, try it!” Puke shrugged back, “You know how it works!” 

 “Yea but,” Ben scoffed, “what do you want me to try and do with it?” 

The vibrating and bobbing had become rumbling and bouncing. As Puke hastily glanced 

over his shoulder, Ben became sure that the approaching bridge-jostlers were approaching 

precisely because of them. Glancing over his own shoulder, Ben saw a similar procession, only 

this group was closer – close enough for him to make out a bit of what they were wearing: armor.  

Guards! As Ben ripped one hand from his elgroon to clench the railing as the bridge 

rippled like a jump rope beneath his feet, all the suspicion that had initially invaded his mind 

when he first met Puke on the jungle floor returned. And with that suspicion also came the 

nausea. Yak Habba help me. 

He knew what was up before the guards painted it in black and white. 

“Benjamin Fasthoof,” the column behind him hollered, followed by a holler from the 

column behind Puke, “Fetch Eninac,” and then together, “DO NOT MOVE!” 

Ignoring the approach of the law, Fetch continued where they’d left off, “I want you to 

catch us.” 

“No.” Ben’s eyes were wide and bulging, “Puke – I mean Fetch – Fetch, no! I’ve never-” 
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“PUT THE STAFF DOWN, SIR!” 

The bridge temporarily calmed as both lines of guards skidded to a halt. They gave the 

pair a good ten yards of distance on either side. Fetch, a known shadowmancer, scared the 

pacifist brigade and Ben, an unknown visitor but the son of one of the greatest elementalists of 

all time, was holding a powerful weapon. If the pair wouldn’t surrender peacefully, the guards 

definitely wanted to wait for a scrap until the bridge stopped shaking. And while one seemed 

willing to submit soon as he gained his balance, the other was obviously still unconvinced. 

Fetch leaned in to whisper, “You know how to, Ben, it’s in your blood!” 

“Fetch,” Ben hissed back, “I’m adopted!” 

Fetch shrugged it off, “What is blood anyways? The woman raised you! You’ve got her 

soul in your brain-” 

“What’s that even mean?!” 

“-it’s fate!” Fetch proclaimed, “You are an elementalist!” 

“PUT THE STAFF DOWN – LAST WARNING!” 

“Sorry, Fetch.”  

Ben stooped so as to place the staff flat on the wide bridge slat beneath his hooves. 

“Me too.”  

Fetch wrapped his arms around Ben and leapt off the bridge. Whether it was the heave of 

Fetch’s embrace or the sight of the ground, the dropping of his throat down into his stomach or 

the bright light of Solaris in the afternoon – piercing like a blade through the city above and the 

canopy it sat nestled within to strike Ben in the face as they tumbled head over heel and hooves 

towards the jungle floor – Ben passed out. His consciousness darted out of present time but got 

stuck in the memories of his past before it could escape. 

He was no longer in Munkloe plummeting to the leave laden forest floor nor was he 

anymore the grown man that he had become, he was little Benji. 

 “Morning, Benji.” 

 Ben’s eyelids flew open, flinging sleep from his eyes. Merciado Fasthoof stood in the 

bedroom doorway. Dust twinkled in the morning light between them, like stars in the night sky 

and she was the shining milkyway beyond them. When his eyes met her crooked grin – as 

crooked as her posture – he tore off his blanket and dove for her hooves. Despite her stoop, she 

stood as firm as a tree. As he pressed his cheek to the rough denim of her leggings, she matted 

the fur around his growing horns. 

 “Happy birthday!” 

 “You came back!” Little Benji squealed.  

 “Ofcourse!” Merciado exclaimed. 

 He flopped onto his back, sprawled out like a star fish, beaming so wide that his cheeks 

forced his eyes shut. With a sigh of joy, he confessed, “I thought you wouldn’t make it back in 

time.”  

 “It isn’t everyday that my boy turns thirteen,” Merciado knelt before him, “you think I’d 

miss this?” 

 Had Ben not been exuberant, he might’ve mentioned that she’d missed his last five, but 

not only did that seem irrelevant at the moment – he could hardly think of anything other than 

the present and, more specifically, the presence of his mother. His tail flopped beneath him like a 

cat’s tail just before they pounce on a mouse. When it whipped around and slapped his face, it 

seemingly jogged his memory. His mind switched from present to future: birthday meant gifts! 

He sat up at an ubrupt right angle.  
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 Merciado’s smile had been swapped for a more serious stare. 

 “There is something serious I need to talk to you about.” 

 A chill rushed through Ben from his hooves to his horns. His tail fell limp. His head 

slowly nodded and his eyes kept getting wider.  

 “Thirteen is the age most mothers give their boys swords, but most mothers don’t have 

sons as special as you, Benji.” 

 Ben gasped. 

 “No, no! No – you get something better!” she pulled an L shaped staff out from behind 

her back, “Do you know what this is?” 

 Ben nodded, slackjawed. 

 “This has saved my life countless times. It has saved the lives of many, many others too – 

and it will save the lives of many, many more by your hand.” 

“My hand?” Little Benji murmured. 

Merciado tapped his temple with her index finger, “And your mind.” 

She handed him the elgroon and he took it in both hands. 

“It runs on sunlight and imagination. And though I get plenty of sunlight these days, I’m 

getting old, Benji, my imagination isn’t what it used to be – but yours? Your imagination is as 

strong as the sun and as wide as the sky, my elgroon is now yours.” 

Ben came back to the present. Hardly a second had passed. His vision was a blur of the 

jungle floor and the afternoon sky, blue and green, blue and green, as they continued to tumble 

downwards. The guardsmen yelled after them but the wind, whipping past their ears, blotted out 

all sound from above. Ben’s arms flailed and his stomach clenched and released.  

Thank the Guardians I’ve got nothing else to spew. Ben thought before one thought 

replaced that and refused to share any mental space with any other possible musings: WE’RE 

GOING TO DIE. 

“CLOSE YOUR EYES AND FOCUS, DON’T LET GO OF THAT STAFF!” Fetch 

roared, clinging to Ben’s backpack as they plummeted, “YOU ARE AN ELEMENTALIST!” 

“I’m not an ele-” 

“WE’RE GOING TO DIE!” 

“Farak.”  

The fugitive was right. They were going to die. So whether or not Ben was an 

elementalist, he was about to be nothing if he didn’t try.  

Ben closed his eyes. Here it goes. He visualized the tree trunks and branches, the dense 

clumps of brush below, and the bridge sprinkled with guards above. I can control the elements. 

He wasn’t falling. Not anymore. With his eyes closed, he imagined himself standing in mid air, 

hovering, with Fetch still clinging to his lumpy backpack. 

The wind stopped. 

“We have a gift, you and I,” words of his mother rang in his ears, “Imagination.” 

The bases of the great kapok trees shuddered, their trunks seemed to twist and moan, and 

then their roots ripped free from the earth and shot up from the jungle floor like the the fingers of 

a giant reaching out of sinking sand. They wrapped around Fetch and Ben, completely encasing 

the two then slowly lowering them into the tangles of underbrush as other, smaller tubers held 

back the briars and thorns.  

“And in this world, imagination is a weapon – a powerful weapon.” 

“That’s amazing.” Fetch murmured. 
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Ben opened his eyes. They stood on the soft jungle dirt. Thick tangled walls of weeds 

surrounded them, walling them into the clearing, climbing up over them to block out the sun. 

Ben glanced at the L shaped staff in his hand, the stone at the arch glowed emerald green. 

“I did it?” Ben whispered. 

Fetch clapped the gmoat on the shoulder. 

“I knew you’d do it! You should’ve seen it! The tree-tentacles just reached up and 

snatched us out of the air,” Fetch jumped around the clearing, reaching up into the air as if he 

was the tree, “and the look on those guards’ faces? Faaantastic!” 

Ben fell to his knees. 

“I’m an elementalist.” 

“A godi good one too!” 

The stone began to dim and the green faded back into the plain grey.  

“You know it takes training for most people to learn magic? I mean years of training. 

You totally just went with it and, dude, it was great. I mean, Crimpsin tiad, we would’ve died.” 

Fetch paused then shook his head and started prancing around once more, “We would have 

died!” 

“Really?” Ben’s voice was suddenly gruff. 

Fetch skept skipping, blissfully unaware, “Yea!” 

Ben growled, “You didn’t have a back up plan?” 

“You were my back up and front down plan, brother!” Fetch proclaimed. 

Ben rolled off his knees, onto his back, and closed his eyes. He discarded his frustration 

and exchanged it for despair, “You’re insane.” 

 “And you’re my hero,” Fetch’s smile suddenly stopped, as did his dancing – not because 

of Ben’s assertion, but rather because something else had caught his attention, “Did you hear 

that?”  

 “What?” Ben groaned, still lying flat on the fungi carpeted floor, staring at the ceiling of 

branches above. 

 “A jingling noise.” 

 Ben turned his head and listened. He could hear the wind comb the canopy, the clashing 

melodies of birds, and the voice of guards overhead echoing their way from tree trunk to tree 

trunk, but no jingling. 

 “What does it sound like?” Ben asked. 

 “Jingling.”  

 Ben rolled his eyes and asked again through clenched teeth, “Jingling what?” 

 “Chainmail,” Fetch hadn’t stopped staring off into the jungle, just as he had pranced like 

a happy young deer, he now stood frozen like a deer in headlights, “Guards. I think they’re still 

chasing us.” 

 “They’re down here already?!” Ben gasped. 

 “Hush!” 

 The two were quiet for a while, holding their breathes. 

 “Wait a second!” Ben snapped, hopping to his hooves, “Chasing us? They should be 

chasing you, not us.” 

 “Hush!” Fetch held up a hand and continued to stare into the brush. 

 Ben would not hush, he moaned on, “Listen! I didn’t do anything! You pulled me off that 

bridge!” 

 “You helped me escape.” Fetch whispered, “Now huuush!” 
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 “No! Fetch!” Ben’s eyes were as wide as his veins as his heart shot adrenaline-infected 

blood coursing through his body, “Do you really think they’re after me too?” 

 “I’d suppose so.” 

 “You’d suppose? This is serious! Guardians help me if I’m a wanted man!” Ben began to 

rub at the hair sticking up around his horns, his tail flicked up and down behind him, “Why did I 

leave Dogloe. Why didn’t we leave Munkloe?!” Ben yanked his hand from his scalp and clasped 

Fetch’s shoulder, demanding an answer, “Why didn’t we leave back on the airstrip when you 

met me – you know I’m here to take you home?!” 

 “I’ve got business left to do here.” Fetch finally faced him, his expression surprisingly 

stoic. 

 “Princess Lenga?” Ben asked. 

 Fetch nodded. 

 Ben rolled his eyes, “You couldn’t just write her a letter?” 

 “From where?” Fetch snapped, “The Dragon Islands? I’d rather die then go back there.” 

 “Well I’d rather not die!” Ben retorted. 

 “Then stick with me!” Fetch shot back, “Now come on, we need to keep moving.” 

 Fetch turned to make a run for it but stopped when he got the feeling that his new found 

friend wasn’t going to follow him. Glancing over his shoulder, he sighed. Ben had his elgroon 

back on his backpack, his arms crossed, and his hooves planted firmly in the sod. 

 “What if I turn myself in?” Ben asked.  

 Fetch shrugged, “You’ll go to prison.” 

 “But Catch sent me!” Ben exclaimed. 

 Fetch nodded, “Yea, he sent you to do something illegal.” He shrugged, “Turn yourself in 

and turn my brother in too, if you want. Maybe you’ll get to be cell mates together and he can 

apologize to you then. But I’m running with or without you. Now, if you come with me, then 

we’ll both have a better chance out there and therefore a better chance of getting out of here.” 

 Ben grumbled under his breath but stopped when his ears caught the faint sound of 

jingling chainmail. 

 “If we ever get out of this, I’m turning you in.” Ben growled. 

 “Yea, sure.” Fetch scoffed, “Now come on, watch your tail.” 

 This time Ben followed and together the pair trapsed off into the jungle. 

 

- - - 

 

“Your majesty, you were right.”  

The Captain was once again kneeling at the foot of the king, except this time before his 

throne. The Princess was not there, nor were the other barefoot guards of his team. Only the 

royal guards joined them in the throneroom, posted by the shuttered windows. Aside from the 

cackling torches and the muffled sounds of wind whistling through the tree tops outside, the 

room was silent as the Captain paused before finishing his confession. 

“Eninac showed up at the landing field when Fasthoof arrived. We followed him and 

trapped him on a bridge – then they jumped.” 

The king leaned forward in his chair and covered his blind eyes with his hand, dragging 

his fingers down his face as if he were wiping it clean. 

“Did Eninac use dark magic to stop their fall?”  
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“No, Lord Ruse, it was Fasthoof. He had his mother’s elgroon.” The Captain explained, 

shaking his head, “I can’t believe the Dogloen’s would pull such a stunt. We knew they were up 

to something sending the dog herder, but conspiring against our authority so 

blatantly…donum…” 

Signan Ruse whispered to himself, “It seems our allies have already lost respect for us.” 

The Captain winced at his King’s despair. Gathering himself, he looked up from his 

bowed position and met his master’s blind eyes in an effort to summon courage back into his 

voice, “Your majesty, we have guards on the ground. They will be captured.” 

“No.” The King commanded. 

Again, the bearn flinched. 

“No.” Signan reached out and held the guardsman’s shoulder, “No, Captain. Withdraw 

the men.” 

“Your majesty?” He stammered, “We will capture them – my guards know the jungle, 

they can handle the creatures of the night, we must do our job. We cannot let-” 

“Captain.” Signan’s voice was low and firm, his grasp on the bearn’s shoulder now 

tighter, “All life is sacred. I will not have our people risk their lives nor those of the beasts that 

hunt under the moon. Send out letterlemurs, withdraw them.” 

The Captain bowed, “Yes, Lord Ruse.” 

“These foreigners may not respect our laws, but we must not let them take our laws from 

us.” Signan continued, releasing the Captain to gaze off into the distance. He was as much 

talking to himself as he was to the guardsman, “No Munkloen has yet been hurt because of this 

shadowmancer. Our people’s safety is our main priority – all of our people’s. Your life is as 

precious as my own daughter’s, Captain, and as is the lives of your guards.” 

The Captain bowed lower, his blood hot with humility, had his face not been furred his 

blush would’ve lit up the room.  

“Withdraw the guards and watch the ramps to the city.” The King said, “If they survive 

the night, then they’ll be desperate to escape the jungle. There is nowhere to run in Sereibis. 

Nowhere but up.” 

“Yes, Lord Ruse.” 

 

- - - 

 

 Even though Solaris had just begun to set, darkness had consumed the jungle. The dense 

cloud of foliage robbed the sodden floor of daylight, time beneath the branches bent between 

evening and twilight. Even on a clear, full moon night sky, only slender spears of silver light cut 

through the canopy to shine upon the underbrush. Outside of the pale pillars, it was nothing but 

shadows, like diving beneath the surface of a mirky lake, had it not been for Fetch then the two 

would’ve been solely dependant on scent and sound to blunder blindly onwards – but Fetch 

could see.  

 His left eye had been sacrificed when he’d been converted into a shadowmancer. It no 

longer saw color, but rather energy. While one eye saw beams of moonlight, his other saw the 

brilliant glow coursing through the vast shafts of the kapok trees. The soft turf beneath them was 

a carpet of shimmering crystals – each fungi and fern radiating with what modest energy they 

possessed. With his right eye closed, he felt as though they were wading through the milkyway 

as they pushed past bushes and briars, leading Ben onwards.  
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 “Should we stop?” Ben asked. 

 Fetch stopped. They stood in a ray of moonlight. Fetch opened his right eye and blinked 

as he readjusted to the brightness. Cocking his head to the side, he asked, Why?  

 Ben nodded back towards the way they had come, “Won’t we have to go back?” Then he 

gestured to the direction they were headed, “Won’t we get lost?”  

 “But the guards…” Fetch’s words trailed off as his ears commandeered his attention. 

They wiggled in his sockets, eager to perk up like they would had he been in his natural form, 

and listened, “They’re gone.” 

 Again, Ben was fortunate that he had Fetch for there was no way his gmoat-ears could’ve 

picked up the sound of jingling chainmail in the commotion that was the Munkloen night. There 

was a vibrant cacophony of noise. Hungry creatures hooping and hollering, shrubs shaking and 

sticks snapping, all wrapped in the constant rattling snare of insects that crescendoed in waves 

like a downpour in a gale. It was beautiful but also terrifying for Ben, because he couldn’t make 

out one sound from the next. Whether it came from here or there, above him or behind him. And 

he knew that those making the noises – much like Fetch with his bestial ears – could. Though he 

wasn’t a jungleman, he was a plainsman. He knew nature and he knew that the critters of the 

jungle knew exactly where he was and, whether or not he was the apex predator in the situation, 

he had yet to prove that to the wild. It was only a matter of time before that wild decided to find 

out. 

 “So we should stop?” Ben asked. 

 Fetch shrugged, “I suppose we might as well, try and get some sleep.” 

 Their eerie silver spotlight shone upon a twisted quilt of roots that rain or rodents had 

stripped at least two feet of which naked of dirt. Neither Fetch nor Ben being particularly large 

adults, they saw it as enough space to slip into and potentially thick enough to protect them from 

anything large enough to gobble them up. Ben took off his backpack and they squirmed beneath 

the tangle of tubers, rolling onto their backs to stair through the roots like prisoners through the 

bars of their cell.  

 “You can hear like a dog?” Ben asked, “Even in this form?” 

 “Mhm, smell too.” Fetch nodded, though Ben couldn’t see. There wasn’t much room to 

sit up and look at one another. Fetch continued, “It’s all an illusion.” 

 “But you tackled me off the bridge?” 

 “Well, it isn’t all an illusion.” Fetch frowned, “It’s shadows mixed with blood, so it is a 

bit physical.” 

 “Huh.” Ben murmured, “So if you get stabbed, do you turn back into a dog?”  

 “Depends on where I get stabbed.” Fetch answered, “And how hard.” 

 “Have you been stabbed before?” Ben asked. 

 “Ofcourse!” Fetch crowed, chuckling a bit, “I was sent to the Dragon Islands!” 

 “Oh, right…” 

 “You?” Fetch asked. 

 Ben thought for a minute, then responded, “By teeth.” 

 “What?” 

 “I’ve been stabbed by teeth-” 

 “By teeth?” Fetch interrupted, “You mean you’ve been bitten.” 

 “Yea.” Ben said. 

 “That’s not being stabbed.” Fetch stated. 

 “Well…” Ben argued, “it is kind of worse, right?” 
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 “How is it worse?!” Fetch demanded. 

 “It’s like being stabbed a whole bunch at once!” Ben cried back. 

 “By a whole bunch of little blades!” Fetch exclaimed. 

 “Who said they were little teeth?” Ben shouted, “They could’ve been as big as the blade 

that stabbed you!” 

 “How big were they then, huh? This blade was at least th…” Fetch went immediately 

silent, then whimpered, “Farak.” 

 All thought of debate flew out the window as Ben – even with the ears of a gmoat – could 

hear the trouble in Fetch’s tone. He didn’t ask. He froze. So much so that he even held his breath 

as he waited for Fetch to elaborate.  

 “These teeth,” Fetch whispered, “may be bigger than the blade that stabbed me.” 

 Ben gulped. 

 “A ridgeback – no.” Fetch gulped, “Three.”  

 As if the human-shaped dog had cast a spell, Ben could now hear the creatures crushing 

through the brush. He felt as though he could even feel the turf rumbling beneath them.  

 “Ben.” Fetch said, “Get out your elgroon.” 

 He opened his mouth as if to say what he was thinking: I don’t know if I- but even his 

mind cut himself off before he could finish the thought. Whether or not he could, he had to. He’d 

encountered ridgebacks on the plains of Dogloe. The beasts humped spines peaked out at a 

height twice that of the average man’s and their burly shoulders and gaudy necks gave them the 

strength to swing their tusked snouts hard enough to crush the stone walls of the caves Ben had 

spent much of his life camping out in. The Guardians only know what they could do to these 

roots. Ben thought. Then he went about retrieving his elgroon from his pack which was smushed 

between the ditch and the roots past his head.  

 “If you can kill one, then I can take its shadows while you distract the others.” Fetch 

continued. While Ben was wiggling around trying to retrieve the staff, Fetch was scurrying 

around collecting stones that sat in the bottom of the trough. As he did, he explained, “Turn these 

stones into a dagger or something – I’d suppose we’ve got about enough time for just that – then 

it’s go time. Here.” 

  It was nearly as difficult task to get his staff off his pack as it was to reach down to grab 

the rocks Fetch had gathered, but he pulled it off. Laying them in the dirt alongside him in a line, 

he rolled back to lie flat and clutch his elgroon to his chest. Closing his eyes, he brought his 

surroundings back to life in his head: the rough knobby roots twisting overhead, the soft black 

soil beneath, the weeds that shooted up from the ground to weave the underbrush and the roots 

together, and finally the pebbles in the line beside him. 

 They’re soft as dough. Little clumps of dough, he told himself, when pressed together, 

they easily take shape and…as the words in his mind trailed off, images took their place and 

manifested as the shape of his thoughts. With his eyes closed, he watched the stones melt 

together, stretch, and flatten out, then he opened his eyes. 

 A sharp, short rod of rock sat in the place of the stones. 

 But Ben had no time to celebrate his success. The insects had stopped chirping. The 

breeze shifted and a putrid must swept over them, one that made Ben’s nostrils flare and his eyes 

water. Without speaking, Ben slid the weapon down to where Fetch lay. Fetch took the spade-

like blade and squeezed Ben’s hand, offering him the appreciation that he couldn’t provide 

verbally, then went about slowly escaping their root-made bunker. No sooner had he slipped his 
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head and shoulders out from inbetween two fat arms of tubers than did a heaping shadow lumber 

into the small clearing that sat half lit by moonlight before the tree they hid beneath. 

 It was only a few yards away and, though it was small for its kind, it was still taller than 

Ben even as it stood on all fours. The beast shuffled slowly towards the tree, dragging its face on 

the ground and plowing the earth with its tusks. Bits of sod and plants were flung up by its 

snorting and grunting. It had moved into the beam of moonlight that shown down on them. The 

silver glow splattered off the monster’s spikes – each the size of a grown man’s forearm – that 

lined it’s steeply arched spine. It stopped there in the ray of light, looking away from them. Ben 

and Fetch didn’t dare move. They could hear the other two still rummaging through the foliage 

beyond their little clearing. The creature seemed almost to be holding its breath, just like them, 

but then another breeze swept through.  

The jungle rustled.  

The ridgeback turned and stared at Fetch. Fetch was hardly half way out of the ditch, he’d 

frozen just after getting his arms out. He was propped up on his elbows, clutching the dagger 

Ben had made, and staring into the beady eyes of the beast hardly two yards away. Its hog-like 

snout huffed, nostrils flaring, as it turned its head to the side. 

If Fetch can smell like a dog, Ben wondered, does he smell like a dog? 

Fetch scooted forward but then stopped. Half his body was now free, but his hips were 

caught by the odd bends of the roots he was squeezing out between. Keeping his hand clamped 

around his dagger, he dug his knuckles into the dirt and pushed while he clawed at the ground 

with his free hand. Meanwhile, the boar was done hesitating – it stepped forward.  

“BEN!”  

Ben clamped his eyes shut, clutching his L-shaped staff. The gem began to glow green. 

Fetch continued to squirm but to no avail. The ridgeback took another stride. The monster now 

loomed over the faux-human. Its jaw hung loose, globs of slobber glistened in the moonlight as 

they oozed from its lips like magma from the crags of a volcano, slipping between the beast’s 

gargantuan fangs. It reared back, throwing its crescent shaped tusks up towards the canopy, but 

as it did the roots around the base of the tree splayed open and flung earth and moss through the 

air – peppering the ridgeback as it launched Fetch to freedom.  

Fetch didn’t go far. He rolled forward and came to an abrupt stop on his knees – right up 

under the beast’s neck as its head prepared to come sweeping down. No sooner did his knees dig 

into the dirt than did his arm jut up and thrust the stone dagger into the grissly neck of the 

animal. Then down came the head and the left tusk struck Fetch like a golf club, lifting him up 

off the ground and throwing him into the bushes. 

As Fetch landed, Ben got up. Though his blood still ran cold with adrenaline and fear, he 

was calm. It was similar, in a way, to what had happened back on the bridge. He was absolutely 

terrified and yet, at the same time, he was calm. Even as the ridgeback’s beedy eyes fell on him. 

It paced around the clearing, doing a lap but never taking its eyes off the gmoat. 

“Ben, run!”  

Ben could vaguely hear Fetch croak from the periphery as he scrambled to get up, but he 

could clearly hear his mother’s still, warm voice.  

“You can’t outrun a wolf.” 

 He closed his eyes. He could still see the ridgeback snarling before him – the stripes of 

blood and black that criss-crossed its fur, the spiraling fangs sopping wet with stinking saliva, 

and the make-shift dagger wedged between the fiends jowl and shoulder.  

 “You can’t outrun them, so what do you do?” 
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 The ridgeback charged. 

 “Ben!” 

 He didn’t hear Fetch. He didn’t even really hear the hooves of the beast as it ran towards 

him, but he wasn’t oblivious to his environment. On the contrary, he could feel nature coursing 

around him. He could sense the wind shifting through the branches, the ants crawling through the 

soil, and the worms tunneling far beneath. He may not have heard the beast, but he felt the 

vibrations of its pounding hooves reverberating through his body as if it were charging down his 

spine.  

“What do you do?” 

 “You fight.” 

 Ben rose his elgroon, his brown eyes seeming to glow like the stone in the nook of his 

staff, and a bolder shot up from the ground just as the ridgeback ran over it. It slammed the 

dagger, like a hammer striking a nail, submerging the rock-blade so deep into the flesh of the 

fiend that it split its spinal column in two and continued on to shoot out the otherside of its neck. 

The force of the blow was so much that it picked the monster’s heavy torso up off the ground. 

Momentum carried it forward as its muscles failed and it flopped on its side, sliding to a stop 

mere inches from Ben’s hooves.   

 “Selu, Ben!” Fetch exclaimed as he hobbled over, stooping over his wounded belly, “You 

sure you’ve never done magic before?” 

 “Not that I know of-” 

 Fetch dove towards Ben, tackling him to the ground as the other two ridgebacks joined 

them in the clearing, bursting through the brush as if expecting to crash head first into foes of 

their own size. As the three thousand pound monsters skidded to a halt, the two young men 

hopped back up. 

 “You distract em then I’ll take care of em. Got it?” Fetch asked. 

 “Got it.” Ben grunted as he closed his eyes.  

 Fetch scurried over to the dead ridgeback as Ben stepped forward to stand between his 

companion and the two snarling beasts. The monsters eyed him, looking from him to their fallen 

comrade and then back again, huffing and snorting as they did, but Ben didn’t open his eyes. He 

kept them clamped shut and his mind focused. 

I am an elementalist. He filled his imagination with his surroundings, then opened his 

mind to let some of his memories seep in. 

Merciado stood by the fireplace, the L-shapped staff hooked goofily around her neck. 

With a wink, the logs in the hearth roared to life. 

One of the ridgebacks gave a brief roar, the other pounded the ground as it charged.  

Well, Mom, let’s see what I can do.  

Opening his eyes, Ben pointed the corner of the elgroon at the charging beasts. The orb, 

that had glowed an amber brown before, suddenly shone like a ruby in the sun – cutting through 

the twilight, moonlit clearing – and it launched an equally radiant blast of crimson flame forth 

from the rod. The fire engulfed the charging monsters, hitting them with enough blunt force that 

they lost two paces in their charge. One veered off, skipping franticly in circles as the fire burnt 

its way through its fur, rushing to roast the hardened hide beneath. The other, however, did not 

veer. It continued its charge despite the flames flickering around it.  

Closing his eyes once more, Ben scowered his memory. Ice began to crystalize around 

his free hand as thoughts of summer snowmen came to mind.  
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Little Benji stared wide-eyed at his own reflection as he scated out across the lake, tip-

hoofing, his eyes glued to the ice beneath him.  

“Mom, it won’t hold!” He yelped. 

“Son!” She hollered, “As long as I keep it from melting, this ice is as strong as steel.” 

When he opened his eyes, his free hand was fully engulfed in a blade of solid icy. Just 

beyond his upraised hand was the burning head of the third ridgeback, reared back and swinging 

down. Ben ducked and the flames whooshed past, singeing his already short brown hair. But 

though he had ducked, he hadn’t lowered his hand. His frozen blade sliced through the neck of 

the beast as it swung for the kill. Ben clenched his teeth to hold it steady but his imagination had 

forged a blade so sharp that few smiths could’ve matched it. It cut through the ridgeback like 

butter, melting off his knuckles as the hog’s head fell to the earth. 

 Beyond the burning body of the headless ridgeback was its steaming comrade. While Ben 

had sparred with the third, the second had finally stopped romping about and had thrown itself 

onto the damp jungle floor and rolled until the flames extinguished. When Ben straightened up, 

shaking the blood and water from his hand, the last ridgeback turned to face him. Blistered and 

charred, the beast snarled as it tore at the ground with its hooves and snorted. 

 “I got this one.” 

 Fetch stepped past Ben. He strode towards the monster with his hands up and palms out. 

He was painted in the scarlet light of the burning corpse before Ben, but even in that flickering 

shadowy light, Ben thought he could make out a swirling darkness taking shape before his hands. 

Though he saw it, his foe did not. Having stepped around the fallen fiends, Fetch was now wide 

open to a frontal assault from the final beast – or so it may have seemed. Scorched and furious, it 

charged. Fetch dug his feet in, leaning so far forward it seemed as if he had to be leaning against 

something, then thrust his arms out as if he were pushing against an invisible wall. A façade of 

darkness rushed forward to meet the charging ridgeback and when they collided the poor 

creature was turned upside down. Its haunches lifted up over its shoulders and it flipped over to 

land on its back. The great spikes protruding from its spine stuck it in the ground like stakes. Its 

charred, slobbering jowl gaped and trembled just mere inches from where Fetch still stood. 

 “Shadowmancy.” Ben murmured. 

 More darkness twisted and twirled around Fetch’s hands, growing slender and long as 

they came to take the shape of a long sword in his grasp. Fetch strode around the beast’s head 

and raised the shadow blade above its throat. Though the beast likely could not see Fetch from 

the angle at which it was nailed to the ground, it stopped struggling. Just as the night had become 

silent, so too did the creature. It took one last breath and then a deep sigh before closing its eyes. 

Fetch turned the blade so that the tip pointed down and then drove it through its neck.  

 Ben flinched. It was as if the moment the threat had been eliminated, his brain suddenly 

opened back up for freer thinking. Thinking beyond live or die, thinking beyond the now – 

thinking about how the now might hinder their future. Thinking: We just killed three creatures of 

Munkloe.  

 Kneeling by the dead ridgeback, Fetch’s hands were empty once more and his palms 

extended. His posture was like that of a cold camper holding their hands out to the bonfire – only 

this ridgeback was no longer aflame. That said, a flame like material did begin to leave its body. 

It shifted through the air like smoke but with a sort of fluidity that suggested it wasn’t a gas. The 

material flowed out from the flesh of the beast and coiled around Fetch’s hands, snaking up his 

arms to finally slip into his dark, black eye. 

 We just killed three creatures of Munkloe and stole their shadows. 
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 “Now we’re totally faraked.” Ben stated. 

 Fetch trembled, reeling back from the beast and falling onto his butt with a sigh of relief. 

Then, after a brief pause, he turned to the last corpse he’d yet to scavenge. Flames were still 

flickering around its haunches. 

 “Fetch!” Ben exclaimed. 

 Blinking as if woken from a good dream, Fetch turned to Ben, dumbfounded. His 

expression was apparently contagious, cause suddenly Ben found himself without words. 

Fortunately, Fetch caught on. 

 “We already killed them, what’s wrong with taking the shadows?” Fetch asked, he 

gestured to the ridgeback he’d slain, “Don’t you think they’ll come in handy?” 

 “Come in handy?” Ben scoffed, “Come in handy in adding to our jail time – the is 

Munkloe.” 

 “Mhm,” Fetch nodded, then he pointed to the ridgeback he’d been about to suck the 

shadows from, “and who killed this one?” 

 Ben sputtered. 

 Fetch pointed to the ridgeback by the knotted roots of the ditch they’d hid in, asking, 

“And that one?” 

 “We had to!” Ben exclaimed. 

 “And I had to get more shadows!” Fetch exclaimed. 

 “Well…” Ben’s freehand’s fingers drifted up to his scalp, he pointed to the un-shadow-

depleted corpse with his elgroon, “leave that one.” 

 Fetch rolled his one good eye, shaking his head, “Why?” 

 “The less desecration the better?” Ben shrugged. 

 “The less,” Fetch made airquotes for the next word, “ ‘desecration’ the less likely we’ll 

make it through the night.” 

 Ben sighed, but he knew he wasn’t wrong – not completely. Fetch was right, in a sense. 

After all, the night wasn’t even close to halfway over and they’d already almost died. There 

would be no recharging his elgroon until the sunrose and as a noob-elementalist he had no clue 

how much ammunition the enertomb in the nook had left. But this entire situation was 

unnecessary. First off, Fetch didn’t have to go to Munkloe. Second, they could’ve left when 

Fetch met him at the airstrip. And third, well…Ben didn’t have a third yet and as he tried to 

concoct one, Fetch went ahead and started draining the third corpse.  

But Ben didn’t even have to stop him, Fetch actually stopped himself. Not because Ben’s 

argument had suddenly made sense to him, but because he heard something. No sooner did he 

stop and perk up than did Ben hear it too. The ground itself had begun to tremble. 

“Fetch.” Ben murmured. 

Fetch nodded, “More. I think these were scouts of sorts.” 

 Ben rushed over to the root-tangled ditch beneath the tree trunk but Fetch caught ahold of 

his pants leg to stop him. 

 “They’ll smell us.” He stated. 

 Ben was exasperated, “Then what do we do? We can’t outrun a stampede!” 

 “No we can’t.” Fetch admitted. 

 The two fell silent. 

 A new sound triggered them. A snapping and thwapping from above. Both men looked 

up and then dove out of the way as a large branch slammed into the ground between them. The 

limb was nearly as thick around as they were. But the size wasn’t what intrigued them. It was the 
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amount of leaves on the twiggy extrimities, though they only had moonlight and faint glimmers 

of flame still tickling the sides of the last ridgeback, the leaves looked plump and green.  

 “Are those leaves alive?” Ben asked. 

 “They’ve got energy.” Fetch nodded. Looking up into the canopy far above, Fetch 

hollered, “Hey! Who’s up there?!” 

 “Fetch!” Ben yelped, grabbing his shoulder, “What if it’s an animal?” 

 “No.” Fetch shook his head, squinting into the darkness with his crow eye, “It is a person. 

I can see them.”  

 Ben gulped, “Do they look friendly?” 

 Fetch looked down from the heavens to glare at Ben. 

 Ben shrugged, complaining, “I mean…do they?” 

 Sighing, Fetch noted, “They’re armed.” 

 “With?”  

 “Axes.” 

 Again, Ben gulped. Then he suggested, “Maybe they’re a lumberjack?” 

 “A lumberjack?” Fetch glowered, “In Munkloe?” 

 “Well we’ve got a shadowmancer in Munkloe.” Ben threw his hands up, flustered, “Why 

not?” 

 “Fair enough.” Fetch conceded. 

 They both turned their gaze back to the branch blotted sky. They could now hear the 

distant grunting and grumbling of the heard growing nearer. Time was surely running out. 

 “Help us!” Fetch cried. 

 “Please!” Ben added. 

 It was quiet for a moment, although, it was hard to tell whether it was actually quiet 

above or just quieter than the rising clamor coming from the jungle floor that was quickly rising. 

Fetch had just about had enough, opening his mouth to holler once more, when a rope fell from 

above and landed between the two men. It coiled on the ground like a snake while the rest, the 

neck and head of the serpent, remained hidden in the darkness of the tree tops.  

Fetch and Ben exchanged anxious glances, then Fetch approached the lifeline. He gave it 

a tug. It held. It was thick, as big around as Fetch’s arm, and rough. Like the sort of rope you 

might expect to find on a seafaring vessel, something that could anchor a ship.  

“I’ll go first.” Fetch stated.  

Ben rushed to the roots to pull his backpack from the mess. 

“Be ready to go for the elgroon,” Fetch said as Ben strapped it back on his pack, “in case 

we fall.” 

“Of course.” Ben nodded. 

With no time to spare and no alternatives, they left it at that. Fetch took the rope in both 

hands, wrapped his knees around it, pinched it with his feet, and began to inch his way up like a 

caterpillar. Ben gave Fetch a good head start and then tightened the straps on his pack and 

grabbed onto the rope. For whatever reason, he was reminded of King Catch’s promise. 

“After this, you’ll never have to look after dogs again.” 

He chuckled a bit to himself, thinking, The work of a dog herder never ends. 
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Chapter Eight: The Bounty Hunter and the Freedom Fighter 
She crawled one limb at a time through the canopy like a chameleon. Sprawled out to 

spread her weight and slow moving so as not to cause a rustle, hearing did her a lot better than 

seeing in the dark nightshade of the kapok pavilion. Ever so often her leer caught a gap in the 

leaves, following a moonbeam, and she could make out the two men below. When the moonlight 

failed her, the flames from their charred victims did their part, but still they were so far down it 

was hard to really see them. Even their words only came in bits and pieces. For as she tried not to 

jostle the branches, her chainmail still jingled with every move she made. Her sweat soaked fur 

tried to muffle the rattling rings, poking through the freshly-torn holes of her undershirt to be 

painfully pulled by the shifting links of her armor. It was because of one particularly harsh pinch 

of a tuft of fur beneath her armpit that caused her to flinch and lean on a branch she had yet to 

test. No sooner did she put her weight on it than did she recoil, ignoring the chainmail tugging 

her hair, and collapse back on the boughs she already knew to be safe but that little mistake had 

been enough. 

With a thunder like crack, the branch she’d reached out to snapped. It tumbled through 

the canopy, richocheting off it’s still-attached comrades as it plummeted to the jungle floor. The 

limb hit the ground hardly a yard from the men she spied upon. They dove out of the way then 

sprung back to their feet, craning their necks to squint up at her. 

“Hey! Who’s up there?!” 

Can he see me? She knew the one that hollered was a shadowmancer, but she wasn’t 

exactly the expert on mancy. She knew he could see energy, but from how far away? Can he see 

me through all this foliage? She stopped that train of though, scoffing it away. Even if they can, 

what can they do. They can’t get up here, not without my help. 

 The two were murmuring to one another in hushed tones that she couldn’t make out. It 

didn’t help that the boughs she held on to had begun to rumble. With one ear against the rugged 

bark, she could hear the approach of the ridgeback herd storming through the underbrush 

towards the clearing in which the two men stood staring up at her.  

 What a pity. She thought, That shadowmancer could be useful.  

 “Help us!” The shadowmancer cried. 

His elementalist friend added a, “Please!” for good measure. 

 She shrugged, I can always kill them if they’re trouble. then crept down the bough to 

where she’d left her boots and backpack. There was a confluence of branches that created a large 

pocket, like a sort of crow’s nest in the canopy, which she’d cleared out to be her homebase for 

the night. There amongst her belongings was the massive coil of rope which she and her 

comrades had dragged up the vast trunk, it was still wrapped around one of the larger limbs and 

securely knotted in a true sailor’s fashion. Taking a few coils of the loose end, she continued to 

muse as she heaved it up and over the lip of the branch made basin, mulling over the potential 

risks of letting the strangers up to her spot. Finally, with another shrug and a smirk she dropped 

the rope and stood out of the way as it slithered to the jungle floor. They may die before I even 

have a say – I hope they know how to climb.  

 While both men did know how to climb, they had never before climbed so high – 

especially with nothing else but a rope to hold onto. Fetch was quite sure that his muscles were 

about to pull free from his bones by the time he started passing the base branches of the giant 

jungle tree. Fortunately, these limbs were lifelines. The slender finger tips of the nearing boughs 

offered short reprieves from their perpendicular peregrination – but they still had a ways to go 

before any branch was bold enough to bear their weight.  
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If their climb wasn’t bad enough, there was also the stampede that streaked by less than 

halfway through their journey. The entire jungle was bouncing by the beat of their hooves, not to 

mention that not only hung from one of the quivering trees but that kept getting its tale end 

caught in the dumb-gaping jaws of the mindless herd storming through below. While Fetch had 

been willing to weather the storm – possibly to his own demise – Ben had immediately taken 

action. Clinging with his thighs, knees, calves, and ankles, he leaned into the bouncing and 

squirming rope with his chest so that he could use his arms to pull up the thread beneath them. 

He didn’t have to pull it up all the way, just enough to get the tail off the ground and a couple 

loops stuck in the lower branches of the kapok around them. Still, this was as much a work out as 

the climb. Ben’s arms felt like their bones were bending from the strain, but he’d be damned if 

he’d fall and face the neverending heard of the ridgeback stampede. When his labor was 

complete and he took a break, his legs spread like a jumping-jack, his hooves balancing him on 

two springy branches that had generously decided to trade his weight back and forth. He craned 

his neck and looked up. All he could see was shadows – faint outlings of branches as the cord 

impaled the blackness between them – and Fetch was not amongst them. A sinking coldness 

slipped into his heart, seeming to weigh him down even more than he already was, as the reality 

of his situation sunk in.  

Can I make this climb? He suddenly became aware of the hardness of the elgroon on his 

pack. Should I magic my way up? No. Who knew what threats waited in the canopy above, he 

needed to save it. He wasn’t done yet. He could at least make it a little further.  

 “Ben!” Fetch’s voice came down from the heavens like the words of an angel, “I see the 

end!” 

 I can do this! Ben determined. His calluses were all lopsided, slipping off the pads of his 

palm, blood running beneath them. His legs were rubbed raw even beneath his slacks. But the 

end was in sight and it was time to get it over with. He took a deep breath, prayed to the 

Guardians, then started back up oncemore. 

 Though Ben didn’t respond verbally, Fetch got a response. Not from below but rather 

from above. 

 “Howdy.”  

 The voice seemed feminine. Which shouldn’t have surprised Fetch, he fancied himself a 

feminist, but he did not expect to find that a woman was scaling kapok trees with two battle axes 

at her side – and for what? Yet, to be honest, a woman with a battle ax was as rare as Munkloen 

with a battle ax and so Fetch didn’t know what to be more curious of first. He could only see her 

energy with his crow eye, but she wasn’t far off. In deep dark shades of gray, he could see the 

rope wrapped and knotted around the gentle energy-glow of the branch above and it was upon 

that bough that she posed.  

 Time to discover our fate. Fetch gulped, saying, “Howdy – and thank you, ma’am!” 

 He inched his pinched knees up another half-foot but before he could reach up further 

with his hands, his potential savior stopped him. 

 “No further.” 

 A tiny sliver of silver light glinted off a blade shaped like the shadow of a crescent moon. 

At its widest point, its edge, it could’ve cleaved Fetch’s head into – from chin to forehead – and 

still had room to cut through a modestly sized fedora had the shadowmancer been the hat 

wearing type. Although this was Fetch’s first thought, his second was to understand the reason 

she was showing him her ax – it could more than easily snip his lifeline from the branch upon 

which it knotted.  
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 “No further – absolutely!” Fetch croaked. He glanced down, again unable to see with his 

living eye but making out Ben’s slowly, upward inching glow with his crow eye. Then he looked 

back up to the woman that may or may not be their savior, “I’m unarmed. No sword and no 

shadows-” 

 “Tiad.” the woman snapped and Fetch choked on his words, “I’ve seen a shadow slinger 

out of shadows – they wouldn’t have made it halfway up this rope – so now I know I’ve got a 

mancer and a liar asking for me to trust them.” She spat, the glob of which descended 

dangerously close to Fetch’s face, “I ought to chop you down right now.” 

 “I’m sorry ma’am! No more lying from me!” He exclaimed, “I swear! Now, what do you 

need me to do before I can get off this rope?” 

 “A guarantee.” 

 “I guarantee.” 

 “What do you guarantee?”  

 “Uh…” Fetch snickered, adjusting his hands and his legs to get a better grip as his blood 

kept loosening his hold, “Not to try and kill you?” 

 “Crimpsin tiad.” 

 Fetch cursed himself under his breath. The bright side of the hold up was that he could no 

longer feel his hands, but that was also the dark side. After all, how long could he hang from a 

rope with numb hands before those numb hands stopped hanging on. But what the hell was he 

supposed to say? She let us get this close - is she going to make us force our way up? No, he 

thought, I just have to find the right thing to say. 

 “You saved my life – our lives – trust us, we won’t hurt someone who we owe our lives 

to – who would? Can you trust in good will?”  

 “No.” 

 Fetch groaned, “Fair enough. Want us to climb back down?” 

 The ax slipped out of the moonlight for a moment. Whether that was a good sign or not, 

Fetch didn’t know. But Ben had arrived beneath him. 

 “What’s goin on?” Ben lamented, “Why aren’t you moving? Aren’t we about there?” 

 “Well, see-” 

 “Here.” 

 Fetch’s head whipped back to look above him so fast that his skull nearly hopped off his 

spine. A hand extended into the silver beam above, a dark, sweaty, furred hand. It took every 

human instinct within the dog-man to keep from leaping off the rope and onto the hand. 

Somehow, he resisted for but a moment. 

 “You’re not off the hook just yet,” their savior warned, reaching farther down so that 

Fetch could grab a hold, “we’ll discuss further up here.” 

 Fetch took her hand and was yanked up off the rope and slung against the cold smooth 

wood of a queen-sized tree branch. It was so broad he couldn’t even latch on for dear life, as was 

his first instinct, but instead he lay flat and spread like a star fish. He was still and safe and with 

something solid beneath him. A breeze ruffled his hair like a master petting their pooch after a 

good long hunt. He sighed deeply.  

 Ben was similarly hoisted, set down in the pocket between the branches where the 

woman had stashed her belongings. He was as reliefed and exhausted as he was over enthusiastic 

to thank their hero. It wasn’t weakness but rather humility that brought the gmoat to his knees. 

 “Thank you so much! We wouldn’t have lasted another second!” Ben rambled, “Thank 

you so, so, so-” 
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 “Don’t thank me yet.” 

 Rolling over, Fetch slid down his branch into the little tree top cubby. It was only a little 

larger than a bathtub, just big enough for the two boys to squeeze in alongside each other and 

face the ax-weilding woman.   

 “I need a good reason to trust you two, otherwise I’m going to have to chop you both up 

and toss your chunks down to the feed the ridgebacks.” 

 “Sure!” Fetch smirked. The shadowmancer rolled his shoulders then leaned back against 

the shaft of the tree behind him, “One, we’re too young to die.” 

 “A good reason.” She interjected. 

 “Two, you already let us up.” 

 “Not a reason.” She snarled. 

 “And three, it’s now two against one-” 

 “Fetch!” Ben yelped. He jumped up to stand between the two, his hands flailing out 

before him only for him to yank them back as the bearn woman hoisted her ax. He pleaded, “We 

won’t hurt you, we mean no harm-” 

 Fetch yanked the gmoat back, Ben would’ve fallen onto his butt had his tail not been 

there to support him. Fetch glared hard at the woman, continuing to make his third point, “We 

have magic, you’ve got an ax-” 

 The woman shifted her posture and it became apparent that she had an extra hanging 

from her belt. 

 “Two axes…” Fetch hesitated, but caught his courage back after an audible gulp. His 

chest reinflated and his lips caught the curve of his cocky smirk oncemore, “By the time you kill 

one of us, the other will have killed you.” 

 “Nope.” Ben stated. 

 Fetch pivoted so he could side eye the dogherder he’d thought had been his ally. Ben 

stood with his arms crossed. 

 “He’s on his own.” He glowered at the humanoid mutt, then looked past him to the bearn, 

“I’m not gonna threaten the woman that just saved our lives.” 

The woman stared at the two for a moment long enough to make both young men 

question their position. Finally, she budged. Having stood on the lip above the little branch-made 

crater, she stepped into the leaf-ladden basin and joined them in their tight quarters. 

“Though I’m still convinced I could kill you both,” she said to Fetch, “I’d die 

nonetheless.” She nodded to the dark shadows of the rest of the canopy above them, “One person 

can’t survive alone in this jungle at night. With the three of us, we can exchange watches – still, 

you’re welcome.” 

“Thanks.” Ben sighed. 

“Yea, thanks.” Fetch grunted before scowling back at the gmoat, “And thanks a lot to 

you, Ben.” 

“Fetch,” Ben hissed back, “counting this, the ridgebacks, and the bridge, you’ve almost 

got me killed three times now in just one day.” 

“Was it me or was it bad luck or-” Fetch gave Ben a smirk and a wink, “Was it fate?” 

“Fate? Wait a second!” Ben slapped a hand to his ear as if a bug had just flown into it and 

whispered him a secret, “I just got a message – a message from fate! It seems I’m destined to kill 

you!” He gasped, shaking his head, “I suppose we might as well get it over with, huh?” 

 Fetch’s grin didn’t diminish, he turned back to the furred woman, “So what’s your deal?” 

 “Huh?” the bearn asked. 
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 He gestured at her get up, “You’re wearing chainmail, you’ve got axes, you’re hiding in a 

tree, and you’re all alone. What’s the story?” 

 “I’m a bounty hunter – though on this gig I’m more of an ax-for-hire.” She answered, 

“Out here looking for an escapee.” 

 “An escapee? From where?” Ben asked. 

 “Prison.” She explained. 

Ben was surprised, “I didn’t know they had a prison in Munkloe?” 

 “Not a prisoner of the Empire.” She swung her ax down into the rim of the tree-pocket 

beside her and sat on the tree-branch lip behind her, “We were transporting a prisoner from 

Sondor to Iceload.” 

 “Sondor to Iceload?” Fetch cocked his head to the side in a truly doglike fashion, 

“Munkloe’s less than a day from Sondor. You could’ve stopped in Iceload in as much time as 

y’all took sailing all the way down the Sereibis River.” 

 “Didn’t I say, ‘escapee’?” She snapped. 

 Fetch threw up his hands, “Fair enough!” 

 She shrugged, “Besides, I don’t sail the ship. Like I said, I’m a bounty hunter. I’m just 

along for the gold.” 

 “Must be paying you pretty well to get you to come out here alone.” Fetch noted. 

 She unclasped the harness that crisscrossed her abdomen, the one that had been carrying 

her double sided ax, then pulled her second – single sided – ax from the ring on her belt. In the 

rare threads of moonlight that lit their nest, they could tell it wasn’t black like its sibling, but 

scarlet. Her company wondered whether or not that was in fact its color or if it simply had not 

been cleaned since the last time it had been used. Laying the ax head down on her other side, she 

sighed, “They didn’t.” 

 “Pay well?” Fetch asked. 

 “Send me alone. Though,” She admitted, “they didn’t pay well either. They sent me with 

two of their crew but they didn’t last long.”  

 “Oh.” Fetch gulped. 

 After brief silence, Ben quietly offered his condolences, “Sorry, we didn’t-” 

 “Nah.” She spat over her shoulder then looked back at them, “They were bigger bastards 

than they were idiots. And they were idiots. Godi gops thought I’d hold them back on account of 

my,” she batted her eyes and curtsied with her skirt of chainmail, “femininity. Turns out, it 

doesn’t matter what you’ve got between your legs when it comes to climbing a tree.” 

 “I’d suppose if a monkey can do it, anyone can.” Fetch agreed – or so he thought. 

 Now it was the woman that cocked her head to the side, “What’s that?”  

 “Oh no,” Fetch yelped, “I didn’t mean…” He looked to Ben for help but the gmoat was 

far to exhausted with coming to his rescue by this point, leaving Fetch to tumble some sort of 

excuse for his comment, “Listen, I’m not sexist, my mother’s a woman!” 

 The woman took a deep breath. 

 “Besdies, I’m not speciest either. I’m not even fully a person – I’m part dog!” 

 Finally, he was offered a lifeline as the ax woman smirked, “That make you a son of a 

bitch?” 

 Fetch caught his breath as he fought the urge to take offense. 

 Ben decided to diffuse the tension, “He really is part dog.” 

 “A dog that’s a shadowmancer.” Her eyes narrowed, “You’re the Dogloen!” 
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 “I suppose the dog’s out of the box.” Fetch nodded. He extended a hand to the woman, 

“Fetch Eninac.” 

Blood was still dripping from his palms but she didn’t seem to mind, shaking it 

regardless. She then took her sweat and blood soaked hand and extended it to Ben. Unlike her, 

Ben wasn’t a big fan of mixing his blood with Fetch’s and this stranger’s sweat but he also didn’t 

want to insult their new comrade so he winced and shook away. 

“Benjamin Fasthoof.” Ben grimaced. 

“Marvell of the Ax.” Marvell said in return, then she gestured to her crimson ax, “This is 

Pride,” and then the double bladed, obsidian ax, “and Joy.” 

“Marvell of the Ax!” Fetch exclaimed, “You’re a Warcourter!” 

“Was.” Marvell sighed, “No sports in wartime.” 

“Wartime?” Ben asked. 

Marvell began to laugh but stopped as she saw the gmoat’s cheeks turn as red as Pride. 

“The Pirate Wars.” She was perplexed, “Who are you, Fasthoof?” 

“Just a dogherder.” Ben stated. 

“Wait. A dogherder and a stray dog.” She began to giggle again, pointing at Fetch as best 

she could while bouncing from laughter, “Wait! Did Dogloe send a dogherder to catch you?!” 

Ben patted the hair around his horns as he nodded. 

Fetch took a deep breath and decided to mention, “Can you actually keep the part about 

me and my family actually being dogs quiet. My brother, the King, likes to keep it a myth.” 

 Marvell respectfully curbed her snickering, though she couldn’t cut out her goofy grin, “I 

think you’ve got bigger problems than being a dog.” She pointed to her own left eye and then to 

his, “They’ve got your face posted all over Sereibis – you’re wanted for more gold than I’ll get 

for my prisoner!” 

 Fetch and Ben were quiet for a moment. Marvell revelled in their pasty anxiety.  

 “Don’t worry.” She finally assured them, “Our ship is going to Iceload, remember? The 

Mystvokar, yea? Where mancy is decriminalized? The crew would never let me turn you in – 

especially knowing the types of farakin crows I’m working for, they’d probably sell me to the 

Mystvokar.” 

 Again, Fetch and Ben were quiet, but this time for an entirely different reason. Their 

heads slowly turned until they were looking at each other. Their expressions seemed to be a 

mirror of each other’s. Yanking their faces back around to stare wide eyed at the bounty hunter, 

they exclaimed in unison, “CAN WE COME!” 

 “To Iceload?” Marvell asked. 

 “Yes!” Ben exclaimed, “We’ve got to get Fetch out of Munkloe, if we could sneak onto 

your boat, he’d be safe in Iceload!” 

 “I have a few loose ends to tie up here,” Fetch admitted, “but I can be quick if you’re 

down to help us!” 

 Marvell twisted her lips into a frown, itching the fur of her chin for a moment, “I’ll help 

you, if y’all help me, deal?” 

 The two didn’t even have to confer, they simultaneously agreed, “Deal!” 

 “Then it’s settled.” She hopped up, snatching her black ax (“Joy” as she donned it). Both 

men flinched, but she didn’t notice. She was peering up above them, saying, “I’ll take the first 

watch. Get some sleep.” 

 The fellas didn’t fight back. They were exhausted from the climb and Ben was extra tired 

as he had gotten very little sleep on his flight from Dogloe to Munkloe. She’d hardly climbed ten 
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yards before she could hear them snoring beneath her. Marvell didn’t have to go much further 

before she found her spot. It was marked with blood and guts – a strategy she had learned as a 

child on hunting hikes with her father. 

 “Beasts can smell weakness…” she whispered to herself. 

 After her comrades’ demise, she could hear the predators of the night closing in. Rather 

than waiting for them, she’d sought them out. Catching a horned panther alone, she was able to 

subdue it one on one. Then, she carved out its organs and draped them across the branches above 

her nest as if she were decorating a gory Christmas tree. She severed the feline’s tail and dipped 

it into the carcass, using it to paint a broad line in the boughs above where she had decided to 

spend the night. The more extreme the spectacle, the less likely any other creatures would test 

her. Still, it would have been only a matter of time had she fallen asleep.  

 Insects weren’t afraid. A trail of bulbous ants, as red as the ax she had left behind, 

marched in a twirling ribbon up the limb she clung to. Each of their round body segments were 

as fat as her finger tips. She put her thumb against one that had strayed from the line, pressing it 

against the smooth wooden bark of the kapok tree. It squirmed. Its legs wiggled in all directions, 

its pinchers gnashed, and its stinger slid in and out of its posterior. A tiny bead of crimson poison 

clung to the end of the needle. 

 She pushed her father’s lessons from her head, but it was replaced with those of her crew. 

She could see Angine and Garfield snickering at her. “Ladysitting”, they’d called their 

assignment. And it didn’t take long for their snickers to turn into growls. Their mockery to 

threats. She would’ve rathered the company of the horned panthers. They should have sent me 

alone. She wound up that way nonetheless. How is it they can’t trust a woman but the nellafs 

were too scared to brave the jungle without a Munkloen?  

 Her father’s voice came crashing back, overriding her thought processes with those 

knotted memories she wish she could for get. She squinted into the darkness, lest she close her 

eyes and see his face. Still, she heard his words, “Beasts can smell weakness and women – ain’t 

no difference in the wild.” 

 Marvell pressed down harder on the insect’s thorax, her eyes falling to watch it struggle. 

Another ant crawled over to watch. Their antennas twitched, clasping one another’s, then it ran 

away. It abandoned its comrade and hopped back into line. 

 “It’s okay little ant.” Marvell cooed, “You don’t need anyone but yourself.” 

 Her father had wanted nothing but a son. When her mother couldn’t provide that, she left. 

She didn’t hate Marvell, but Marvell was made up of half what she did hate. She couldn’t bear to 

see either anymore. Her departure only seemed to prove Marvell’s father right.  

Women are weak. She scoffed. For a moment, she let up on the ant. It’s belly spared from 

bursting, the bug seemingly sighed. It’s legs went limp and it lay flat and still for a moment. 

Women are weak? Yet every suiter her father brought home left with a broken nose and it wasn’t 

Daddy that had the bruised knuckles. She grinned, thinking of the sweat, tears, and blood she’d 

drained from the men she’d pummpeled on the fields of Warcourt stadiums. The boys began to 

resent her. As did her father – had he not resented her from the beginning. If women are weak, 

then no one is strong – She smiled. Marvell had long sense learned how to find comfort in her 

own confidence, after all, she’d never been proven wrong. – because no one is stronger than me. 

She plucked the ant up from the tree and it began to squirm once more. The line of ants 

behind it finally stopped as more left rank and wandered over to look anxiously at their comrade, 

suspended in the air by some giant, superior being.  
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Daddy is dead. She thought, banishing his voice from her head. So too are Angine and 

Garfield. Her eyes fell down to the shadowy shapes of the sleeping men below. And now I have 

new friends, new “ladysitters”. She lifted the ant up to her eye level. For a bit, it froze there 

pinched between her thumb and index finger. It was as if they were staring at one another and it 

was tacitly pleading for its life. Why would these men be any different than any others? 

In one swift motion, she tossed the ant up, let it fall into her palm, and then balled her 

hand into a fist – doing everything but clamping down and squashing out its life like one might a 

dying match. The ants that broke line clicked and squeaked, but they waited no longer. Climbing 

over on another, they began to construct a bridge, reaching out to the ant trapped in Marvell’s 

hand. 

It’s too late, the Marrialdo isn’t going to Iceload. When they learn we’re going to Vinnum 

Tow – when they learn my prisoner is an escaped slave – they’ll turn on me. Even as she 

frowned, her fist began to open up. The ant didn’t dare move. Even the arm of ants extending 

from the tree trunk hesitated, unsure of what this furred giant was planning. Would they be 

wrong?  

Holding her hand flat, she waited until the ant gave in to hope. It inched forwards a few 

steps, then it dashed off her finger tips and dove into the loving grasp of its comrades. But no 

sooner did the insects begin to chirp with joy than did Marvell swat at the arm with the back of 

her hand. The column of ants broke and scattered like sparks emitted from an explosion, raining 

down from the tree tops to land on separate leaves and twigs. Somehow, the original ant 

managed to stay on the trunk she clung to. It stood there, alone, the line severed and its saviors 

displaced, staring defiantly back at Marvell. Then, it shook its head and scurried off.  

With a sigh, Marvell sat back against an opposing branch. Shutting out her thoughts, she 

scanned the heavens above for threats – occasionally glancing below to be sure that those who 

claimed to be her new allies hadn’t woken up and changed their minds.  

 

- - - 

 

The Captain led the way, fighting the urge to march at his usual brisk pace so that his 

officers could keep up. His entourage of barefoot bearns was just a tiny bit more diverse that 

night and it was that diversity that was slowing their stride. His two most trusted men and 

women hoisted a foreigner up by his shoulders – or at least attempted to. Bearns are rarely less 

than seven feet tall and this presented a problem for the guards trying to assist their out-of-state 

visitor for not only was he not a bearn, but he was a dwarf. Ironically, though he stood just less 

than four and a half feet tall, this little asylum seeker made up for his lack of verticality in 

horizontal leaps and bounds of brawn and belly. The man was as strong as an ox and as heavy as 

one too. If you asked the two guards trying to help him down the hall, they’d have testified he 

was at least as heavy as they were combined (chainmail and shields included). The old dwarf 

was seemingly skipping through the palace as the bearns hobbled. The guards dipped under the 

burden until the dwarf sagged low enough to kick off the floor boards – allowing the guards to 

rise back upright only for gravity to regain control and drag them back down.  

If the palace hadn’t shuddered under their march before, it certainly did on the night of 

May 29th, and the dwarf was well aware of it. 

“Aye, laddae, lassae, ya cun set mae down, ah swar!”   
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His aids couldn’t have responded if they wanted to, they were gritting their teeth so hard 

they were coming seriously close to needing medical attention before they could ever open their 

maws again. The Captain answered for them. 

“It isn’t a problem, sir.” He pivoted to walk backwards before the dwarf, pointing to the 

blood-soaked bandage wrapped around his head, “We can’t in good faith have you walking. If 

you pass out again and hit your head, the Princess would never forgive us.” 

“The Princess!” 

The dwarf nearly hopped out of the guard’s arms – which could’ve been fatal had he 

bound forward and tackled the Captain – but somehow, no doubt due to their impeccable 

training, the guards held strong, granted they might’ve chipped a tooth or two in the process. 

“Shae’s hare, Captain?!” The refugee exclaimed, “In Saeroibus?!” 

The Captain nodded, “On her way as we speak.” 

“Lard…” the old man murmured. He calmed down, to both the grin and chagrin of his 

carriers. Going limp meant no more helpful kicks off the ground. Instead, his guards had to stoop 

at an awkward angle as his old callused toes dragged along the polished wooden floors. He 

continued to talk of the Princess, “Haven’t saen har in somethan loike six yars…shae’s grown 

now, aye?” 

“Yes sir, well…” The Captain hesitated, “according to law, yes. According to her 

father…” 

“Aye, they nevar grow up to us, do they?” The dwarf smiled, “Gotta job?” 

“She’s Headmaster.” 

“Saelu?!” He exclaimed, “Marraed?” 

“No.” 

“Boyfriend?”  

“Well…” Again, the Captain was a bit stumpted. 

“Oh Lard,” the dwarf chuckled, “shae got an oye far the bad lads, aye?”  

“Uh…” The Captain cleared his throat and said in as bland a tone as he could manage, “I 

do not wish to tread on your right’s of expression as a sovereign being beneath Solaris, brother, 

but I might advise you not to bring up the gentleman caller to her father.” 

“A rael bad lad, aye?” The dwarf muttered, setting his jaw and nodding to the Captain 

even as he made up his mind aloud, “Oi got some questions far the lil lassae now…” 

When they made it to the double doors, the Captain and another guard strode forward to 

hold them open so that those hoisting their guest could enter first. The boot wearing throne room 

guards flinched at the sight of the dwarf before jerking back to stand still and upright. Even the 

flames seemed to gasp, flickering as the doors sprawled open. The guards finally let the dwarf 

down, though they hurried behind him and paid close attention just incase he might fall again as 

he strode down the emerald carpet towards his old friend, the King.  

“Signan!” He shouted. 

“Boldarian!” 

King Signan Ruse bound out of his chair and rushed forward. The ancient elf slid into the 

ancient dwarf on his knees, embracing him before he remembered his royal manners. After the 

hug, he stood and stepped back. He ran the back of his fingers from Bold’s brow to his chin (this 

would’ve been odd, but remember: the King is blind and he and the dwarf go waaay back). His 

hand didn’t go far, he nearly immediately felt the cloth covering of his head wound and he 

stopped with a gasp. 

“Your head!” 
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Not only was Bold’s head bandaged, his hands were wrapped so thick that they would’ve 

appeared to be stuck into mittens had blood not been slowly dying the gauze a deep scarlet. Yet, 

before the dwarf could offer any explanation, he was bombarded by yet another tight embrace. 

No sooner did the King back up than did his daughter come dashing into the room. She held her 

robes up at her waist so that they fluttered about her calves as she sprinted down the carpet, her 

hair flowed behind her, sweat droplets twinkling in the torch light like amethyst beads amongst 

her indigo lochs. She skidded to a halt and slammed into the refugee, her hair spilled forward to 

cover him like a cool blanket as she clasped him from behind. The poor dwarf would’ve spilled 

forward had his two carriers not dove to his side, supporting his chest. 

 “Papa Bold!” She exclaimed. 

 Bold seemed to melt in her grasp, “Lil Lenga…” 

 Releasing him and stepping around to stand by her father, she explained, “He fell 

climbing a kapok-” 

 “Uhctuallay…” Bold scratched his bare scalp, just above his bandage-bandana, “Oi fell 

befar, runnin from the slavars.” 

 “Slavers.” The King frowned. He looked up from the dwarf to the bearns behind them, 

“The Marrialdo?” 

 The Captain let the double doors close and strode up to stand beside Bold. He didn’t have 

to nod to answer his King, it was more of a rhetorical question. Everyone in the room knew it 

had to be the Marrialdo. The ship wasn’t loyal to the Trinity Nations and it happily worked with 

all the Empire’s enemies. It was not welcome in the river harbor of Sereibis, but then again, what 

was the pacifist King to do? His hands were tied and double knotted. 

 “Marraialduh?” Bold asked, turning from the Captain to the King, “Sondoran lot, 

humans roight?” He turned back to the Captain, “Oi know the nonvoiolence thang, lad, but 

poirates in yar Capitol? Cun’t ya coll Tadloe ar Dogloe ar-” 

 “It isn’t just us.” The Captain sighed, “No matter how much Lord Ruse, no matter how 

much even the Emperor despises them, touching the Marrialdo would be an act of war that our 

allies are not willing to make.” 

 “The Marrialdo serves the Cagirent of Sondor, the Mystvokar of Iceload, and the 

Sovereigns of Vinnum Tow.” The King elaborated, “If we challenge them and they draw arms 

and their blood is spilt-” 

 “Thar’d bae somethin loike a Void War on ar hands.” Bold cursed, “Tow.” 

 “We will keep you safe from them, Boldarian.” The King swore, “And the Marrialdo 

will not leave this continent.” 

 Bold’s jaw almost dropped but he held his resolve. Looking into the old elf’s eyes, he 

saw a glimmer that had not been there six years ago. There was something swirling in his milky, 

white gaze and it made the dwarf a bit uneasy. He wasn’t alone. The Captain had struggled to 

hold back a, “Huh?” at the King’s comment. Won’t leave this continent, he wondered, how could 

we even get away with that – nonviolence aside? Unlike the bearn and the dwarf, the water elf 

beside her father had no problem expressing her concerned confusion. 

 “Father…” she murmured, “what do you mean?” 

 “Exactly what I said, my love.” He assured her, gently clasping her shoulder, “Now, 

please, look after Mr. Drahkcor’s wounds.” 

 “Ah, come on now, moy Lard!” Bold smiled sheepishly, “Don’t mehk the lass barn the 

midnoight enertomb! Give mae a bed and some bread and oi’ll fix moy self up in the marnin!” 
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 “I promised to keep you safe, Boldarian.” The King grinned back, “Don’t make me break 

my word.” 

 Bold rolled his eyes but consented, turning his smirk on the Princess whom’s hand he 

took. His warmth helped her stomach settle as she decided to ignore the implications of her 

father’s promises. What can I do anyways? She told herself, I’m a healer, that’s what I can do. 

And Papa Bold needs healing. Gently taking the dwarf’s large paw – swollen from their wounds 

and enlarged by their wrappings so much so that she really was only pinching his index finger tip 

– they turned towards the double doors. Immediately, the guards jumped around them.  

 “Captain!”  

 Everyone froze. 

 “Captain, stay behind.” The King then gestured to the Captain’s men, especially those 

that had been paralyzed mid-move to lift the dwarf, “Return to the canopy, continue with your 

nightly surveillance. I won’t hold the Captain long.” 

 The two stooping for Boldarian straightened up like flowers turning to the sun. Their lips 

couldn’t help but smile as their chests heaved such heavy sighs of relief that Bold couldn’t help 

but take it a bit personal. Quickly turning from the glower on the dwarf’s face, the two joined the 

dual-file line of their barefoot comrades and marched from the throne room before Signan could 

change his mind.  

 The Captain possessed a similar scowl as his men and women strode towards freedom 

with a bit too much abruptness, he addressed the King, “My Lord-” 

 The old elf raised a hand to silence him, “Two of my royal guards will escort my 

daughter and our esteemed guest.” His blind eyes didn’t turn to watch them, but his voice glared 

for him, “If I hear that his feet so much as scrape the floor before his back hits the bed, then two 

of the Captain’s men will have the privilege of retiring to the position of royal guard. 

Understood?” 

 Gulping, “Yes, my Lord”s escaped the guards as they exchanged anxious glances of tacit 

debate over who the two victims would be. The Captain turned to stare and the decision was 

made. Two stepped forward and made their way over to Bold. When Lenga saw them begin to 

struggle, she decided to stroll on ahead of them and lead the way – lest she watch awkwardly as 

they grunted and groaned and gritted their teeth. 

 “Goodnight Father!” She yelped before whirling around and striding slowly down the 

emerald carpet, “Come on, gentlemen, I’ll lead the way.” 

 “The rest of you will wait outside the throne room, leaving the Captain and I to speak in 

private. Understood?” 

 With more relieved, “Yes, my Lord”s this time, the royal guards followed the dwarf and 

the Headmaster out and happily shut the doors behind them. Only the King and the Captain 

remained. As the air cleared, the two looked at one another. Even though Signan Ruse was as 

blind as a bat, the Captain couldn’t help but feel seen.  

 Sighing, the King offered a brief smile then turned and ambled back towards his throne. 

The chair was a living thing, a shrub gently molded by magic. The twiggy brambles criss-crossed 

to make the back and seat like spiderweb wicker, the thicker branches – polished by time – 

curved around to trim these. Twisted all around it, like ribbons of royal cloth, were soft-stemmed 

vines with luminescent, raindrop-petalled flowers – these organic ornaments illuminated the 

King as he slumped down into his chair. 

 “I didn’t want to say while my daughter was here, but a member of her cohort is tending 

to the Marrialdo.” He said, “The spirit, Setarca Petara.” 
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 “This is a ploy to disguise their true intentions?” The Captain asked. 

 The King shrugged, “That is what I need you to find out.” 

 “Yes, your majesty.” The Captain bowed his head and dropped to one knee but before he 

could bounce back upright, ready to go, his majesty continued.  

 He scoffed. Not at the bearn, to be honest the King wasn’t even sure what he was 

laughing at. It was the very fact that it was untangeable that made him chuckle in the first place. 

As his Captain cocked his head to the side like a puzzled pooch, the King tried to explain, “All 

these mysteries intersecting at once.” 

 “Ah…” the guardsman muttered, “Eninac and Fasthoof…” 

 “I assumed the Marrialdo was here for them – that they planned to traipse through the 

jungle and sneak out through the harbor – but then Boldarian showed up.” 

 “A convenient coincidence for the shadowmancer.” The Captain noted. 

 “But maybe a coincidence nonetheless…” the water elf had been twirling his long white 

hair as he mused, but now he suddenly stopped. Sitting upright in his seat, his brow furled and 

again his cloudy eyes seemed to be boring into the Captain’s very soul as he spoke, “There will 

be another coincidence. Not tomorrow, but the next day, in the harbor, and after it the Marrialdo 

will be no more.” 

 The Captain gulped. 

 “The commotion will be immense.” The King continued, “If Fetch Eninac is not captured 

by then, he will surely escape in the chaos.” 

 “My Lord,” he bowed once more, “I will do my best.”  

 “I know you will, Captain, thank you.” The King bowed back before concluding their 

meeting with his orders, “Pry the doctor first thing in the morning, before she goes to the pirates, 

then use the rest of the day to catch that blasted dog. Understood?” 

 “Yes, Lord Ruse.” 

 

- - - 

 

 “Uh narsaray?” 

 The room was lit with an organic chandelier that, like the King’s throne, was decorated 

with glowing flower blossoms. They slowly turned as if on a timed dial, each stem moving like 

the hand of a clock, spraying different shapes of neon light on the walls as they intersected with 

one another’s rays. Toys lined the walls, from miniature trebuchets to massive stuffed dragons 

smiling despite being draped in a layer of dust, all oriented towards what lay beneath the 

fortulaca flower lights: a crib. 

 “Ah expected to bae behbaed but this is next level!”  

 In her defense, the crib was large enough for the dwarf. This was the royal crib. It was 

circular and had a diameter long enough that she could’ve laid flat even as a grown elven 

woman, thus there was plenty of space for a dwarf. She could’ve brought him to any other guest 

room, but this room had the added benefit of being next to hers and the crib had the nicest 

mattress in the palace.  

 “You should try lying down before you complain.” Lenga giggled, then she turned to the 

guards that had carried him in and went about ushering them away.  

 “Shouldn’t oi claen up farst?” Bold asked, hesitating at the edge of his new enclosure. 

 “No need.” Lenga said, closing the door and returning to her old friend’s side, “If magic 

can heal wounds, Papa Bold, we can do away with stains.” 
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 “Fehr enough.” 

 With a heave of a breath, the dwarf pulled himself up and onto the baby-bed then rolled 

over onto his back to exhale with a winded sigh. 

 “Sehftay.” He murmured.  

 Lenga knelt by the edge of the cot and slipped off her satchel. Inside, she retrieved a 

leather binder that was nigh as thick as the mattress before her. It took her quiet the heave to 

remove too. Straining, she managed and she sat it down on the bed beside the dwarf. 

 As she moseyed through the pages, she said, “So tell me what happened? Your son wrote 

me…he thought you didn’t get out?” 

 “Tow.” Bold took another deep inhale and exhale, “Oi haven’t wrote a soul, yar the farst 

ones to know oi escehped. Got godai separehted in the Under.” He sat up so abruptly that Lenga 

nearly tore out the page she was fingering as she flopped back onto her butt with a yelp. Bold 

exclaimed, “Is the Fifth hare?!” 

 “Lay back down!” Lenga demanded before shifting her tone back into something a little 

more bedside-mannery, “Your son is safe, but he isn’t here. In the revolt, the Vinn got his blood, 

but y’all’s friends-” 

 “The Knome?” Bold asked, defiantly laying upright. 

 Lenga gently grasped his shoulders and forced him back horizontal, “Yes, that Knome 

and the other Antipa folks, they got them somewhere safe – somewhere mapworks can’t track, a 

bar somewhere, I believe. He and Zachias both.” 

 “Selu…” Bold murmured, finally flat oncemore. 

 If it was possible, her gentle tone grew even gentler as she continued, “That’s the good 

news.” 

 “Tow.” Bold cursed. 

 Lenga bit her lip, then went ahead and broke it, “The Vinn are killing ten dwarves a day. 

Saying they’ll continue until they’ve murdered ten for every dwarf that was involved in the 

Revolt. And they’re likely calling any dwarf in the vicinity of the Revolt complicit.” 

 The old dwarf’s lips parted as if to curse again but there was no word in his lexicon that 

could accurately describe his damnation for the situation.  

 “The Empire is furious, the Emperor especially, but the atriarchs’ and monarchs’ anger is 

as performative as ever.” Lenga continued, “They’ll buy a little less ore until the Vinn stop the 

slaughter, but they won’t go to war.” 

 “Ten dwarves doie a deh boy thar blooday hellbrute hands in paece toimes.” Bold 

growled, “Carse twentay a deh doesn’t mehk the godai royals blink twoice.” 

 Lenga slumped away from her book and the side of the bed. Her hands folded over her 

knees where tears began to fall on them. 

 She whispered, “I’m sorry.”  

 “Yar the last who should bae sorray, Lil Lenga.” Bold said firmly, “Whot you’ve done far 

mae and moy son. Yar a haelar and a taechar, a fraedom foightar in yar own weh, doing yar part. 

Lard, you’ve sartainlay sehved mar dwarven loives than oi now – oi’m runnin a crimpsin taiad 

deficit.” 

 The Princess smeared her tears across her cheek and sniffled as she straightened back up 

and smiled at the old man sprawled out before her. He was staring up at the flower-chandelier, 

his face contorted with a scowl. 
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 “It’ll bae sometoime far oi can convince moyself it’s warth troyin again.” He stated, then 

he turned his head and smiled at the healer, “Let’s farget about this part of the warld far now – 

do the Empahr a fehvar and talk about arselves far a change. How are ya, lass?” 

 Lenga smirked, half at Bold’s snide remark and have at herself for the reality of how she 

actually was, “Well…I’m in a bit of an odd situation.” 

 “The Captain told me.” Bold winked, “Boy trouble?” 

 She would’ve recoiled at the thought of the guards gossiping about her to such a father 

figure had the deep darkness of their prior subject not still hung around her heart like a fog, still 

though, mention of the “boy” made her blue cheeks turn a warm indigo.  

 “What’d he say?” She asked. 

 “Nothin ofcarse, hae no sooner mentioned you had a boyfriend than hae plaeded far mae 

to nevar spaek of it agehn.” Bold chuckled. 

 Lenga observed Bold’s expression for a moment before trusting that he wasn’t lying, but 

then she went ahead and told him the truth anyways, “I met a boy from Dogloe…the King’s 

brother.” 

 “Who is the King thar now?” Bold asked. 

 “Catch…” She hesitated again, “…Eninac.” 

 “Eninac?” Bold muttered, “Human?” 

 “Yes…but see, that isn’t the problem.” 

 “Well, oi should hope it isn’t.” 

 “See…he’s a shadowmancer.” 

 “Oh lard, Lenga?” Bold jerked upright again, “Yar dehting a mancer?” 

 “I didn’t know!” Lenga admitted. 

 “Ehn’t they partay obvious?!” Bold crowed, “With the oye and oll?” 

 “He had it covered!” Lenga yelped. 

 “Loike a poirate?!” Bold guffawed. 

 “Like anyone who covers their eye! I didn’t realize!” Lenga lamented, “Calm down!” 

 “Sarry, lass, sarry,” Bold let his posture slack a bit, remaining upright but sitting far less 

aggressively. He took a deep breathe and let it out slow, asking, “So now whot, lass, whot 

happened?” 

 “Apparently, he came here.” Lenga said. 

 “Apparrentlay?”  

 “He didn’t get to say, ‘Hi’ or try and explain who he was to me and why he had come 

because someone found out there was a shadowmancer in Sereibis and told Daddy and he totally 

freaked out.”  

 “Lard…” 

 “You know how Daddy feels about shadowmancers.” 

 “How everayone faels, raellay.” Bold said before quickly correcting, “Except you.” 

 “And now King Catch has sent an undercover dogherder to sneak Fetch out of the 

country.” 

 “Catch and Fetch?” Bold snickered, “Yar boyfriend is nehmed ‘Fetch’?” 

 Lenga shrugged, saying through cheeks that were now nearly scarlet, “I kind of thought it 

was cute.” 

 Bold rolled his eyes, moving past it to dig into the next weird part of her story, “Dogloe 

sent a doghardar?” 
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 “Undercover.” Lenga nodded, “Acting as though he was here to offer us mancer hounds. 

His name was Benjamin Fasthoof.” 

 “Weht.” Bold held up a hand. It was still oozing with blood from his climb. The two had 

gotten so distracted catching up that they’d totally neglected getting the healing started. Seeing 

his hand, Lenga was reminded, but hearing the name “Fasthoof” and the occupation “dogherder” 

had made Bold even more distracted than before. Very slowly, as if he were speaking to 

someone new to Common Tongue, Bold asked, “Is thot the son of Merciado Fasthoof?” 

 Lenga nodded as slowly as Bold had spoken. 

 “Saelu…” he murmured, looking down at his lap as his brain fully registered the news.  

 “Papa Bold?” 

 “Lil Lenga!” His head whipped back around to face her. With wide, amber eyes and a 

ridiculous smile stretched across his lips, Boldarian Drahkcor the Fourth exclaimed, “Ya’ve got 

to introduce mae!”  
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Chapter Nine: The Day After the Deicide 
 There was an odd indention in the ground. It was shaped like a spade as if a trowel had 

been smashed into the ground, but not by the edge of its blade but rather by the flat. The back of 

this hole was nearly three inches deep where as the front was incredibly shallow. Both Ben and 

Fetch scratched their heads as they stared at it dumbly. It was certainly unlike any footprint 

they’d ever seen. 

 “Did they have some sort of strange prosthetic?” Ben asked. 

 Fetch snickered, “You couldn’t catch a cripple?” 

 “He wasn’t a cripple.” Marvell snapped, “Although, he may be now.” 

 She raised her finger to point at the dented shaft of a tree. It must’ve been a young kapok, 

it was nowhere near the size of those that bore Sereibis, but it wasn’t going to get any older. The 

poor plant had toppled over, nearly falling flat to the ground before it had been stopped by some 

tangle of branches further up the trunk. This made it nearly parallel to the jungle floor, hanging 

only four feet above the mysterious footprint, and there above that divet was another divet, a dent 

in the dying trunk that looked like it had been left by a cannon ball.  

 Then she pointed to a fern that sat near the footprint and the boys now noticed droplets of 

dried blood along it’s fronds and explained, “He hit his head and fell flat on his back. When he 

got back up, he was bleeding.” She shrugged, “From his nose or his forehead, I don’t know, but 

it wasn’t enough to immediately stop him. I followed the blood as much as I could, but in a 

jungle.” She shook her head, “Every damn bush has spots that look like they could be blood. We 

spent all day trying to track him down, but you – you’re a shadowmancer, you can see blood 

with your crow eye.” 

 “Right, right…” Fetch murmured as he ran his fingertips over the indention in the fallen 

tree trunk, “I just can’t get over the size of this crater!” 

 “And how he hit his head…” Ben concurred, he asked, “Was he a Knome?” 

 “That’s a foot too high for a Knome.” Fetch interjected. 

 Marvell concurred with the shadowmancer, “Close though – he’s a dwarf.” 

 “A dwarf?” Both chimed. 

 “What?” Marvell growled, her hand tickled the head of the red ax that hung from her belt, 

“You boys gotta problem with that?” 

 Ben gulped. Fetch smirked and slapped the gmoat on the back with enough gusto to 

knock the breath out of him had his backpack not been in the way, saying, “Just never seen a 

dwarf before.” 

 Marvell took her hand away from Pride and crossed her arms tight over her breast, this 

new stance seemed just as imposing as the first, but she offered them a way to reduce the tension 

with a shrug, “Today’s your lucky day.” 

 “Not luck, fate! We’ll catch your dwarf and be out of this jungle in no time!” Fetch 

grinned, keeping his eyes on Marvell as he nudged Ben beside him, “Mind if I speak to Ben 

privately for a second, before we get started? See, I have a few errands to run before I leave the 

country – but you need me for my,” he pointed at his cursed eye, “shadowmancy – so I have to 

have Ben run those errands while I help you, but Ben doesn’t know those errands and they’re a 

bit personal,” Fetch blushed, holding a hand up to his jaw as if he were whispering a secret, 

“relationship drama,” then continued with a broad smile that was either full of anxiety or full of 

shit, “so I’d like to keep them between him and I – and I have to ask him if he’s okay with that – 

and then we’ll come back and make sure you’re okay with that – you know, with him sneaking 

back into the city and all while we hunt down your dwarf – because I don’t want to run my 
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secrets by you if Ben winds up saying,” he threw his hands up in the air, making a nasally voice 

that did not sound anything like Ben, “ ‘No Fetch, I won’t help you!’ in which case, I have to 

abandon said errands but at least my secrets lie only with one separate soul,” he gestured to Ben, 

then to Marvell, “and not two. Yea?” 

 Marvell’s arms unfolded. One hand retrieved Pride, the crimson cleaver on her belt, and 

the other reached back to snap Joy, the double bladed obsidian ax, off the harness on her back. 

Smiling with one half of her face, she gave the two a nod of approval and took a step back.  

 “We’ll just be right over there.”  

Fetch twirled around, ducked under the fallen tree, and strolled swiftly a dozen yards or 

so from the dually armed bounty hunter. Ben was so caught off guard by the immediacy that his 

head jerked from Marvell to Fetch then back to Marvell. 

“Sorry, be right back!” He assured her, then he ducked under the tree and hurried over to 

join his half-hound human. 

They began to skirt around a vast kapok, but Marvell hollered out to them, “Where I can 

see you!” 

With a couple curses under their breath, they looked back between the brush to give 

Marvell an acknowledging glance then stayed on her side of the tree. Standing close together, 

with their heads half turned in case she could read their lips, they discussed in hushed tones. 

“We can’t help her.” Fetch stated. 

“The dwarf’s a slave?” Ben asked. 

“Has to be. Ever heard of a rock dwarf in Sondor?” Fetch would’ve crowed if he didn’t 

have to whisper. 

Ben agreed, “And why would they be taking him to Iceload.” 

Fetch nodded, “They’re totally here to take him back to Vinnum Tow.” 

Marvell grunted loudly. Fetch’s head whipped over to smile at her so fast that he nearly 

sprained his neck. Giving her a friendly wave, he said, “Just give us a minute!” 

He turned back to Ben, “We’ve got to think.” 

Ben already was, but unfortunately for Fetch, the brains of their new duo was not 

thinking of a solution to their problem. He was thinking about his mother – more specifically, a 

letter, one he got over half a decade ago. When he blinked he could see the moment: His fingers 

trembled as if it wasn’t Summer on the plains, as if beads of sweat weren’t budding off his brow 

and falling down past his hand to stain the leather pouch as he reached in and pinched a pale 

envelope from within. He hesitated for a moment. The postdog that wore the satchel was so still. 

Its head wasn’t turned, but one of its big brown eyes rested on Ben. As Ben removed the letter, 

the dogs tail slowly curled to tuck underneath his belly.  

It wasn’t his mother’s words. The last words he ever had from her came from his 

thirteenth birthday, weeks prior, but instead it was the words of a stranger. Had those words 

written anything else, he might’ve been thrilled by the fact that he’d gotten a personal message, 

handwritten, from the Emperor himself – but it didn’t matter that the author was the Emperor. 

On that hill, surrounded by his herd, standing above the postdog, the author was nothing more 

than a stranger telling him that his mother was dead and that he should be proud. 

She died in Vinnum Tow fighting alongside the dwarves. 

But there was no space in his heart for pride on that day. Instead, he fell to his knees and 

embraced the postdog. As he turned his head to the heavens, wailing, so too did his herd. They 

drowned out his weeping with their howls, mourning with their herder, sharing his pain. 
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Blinking, he turned back to Fetch, wondering, Was he there that day? Does he know? But 

this wasn’t the time to ask, Fetch’s brain was running a mile a minute – which cost it about all 

the effectiveness it had to spare – and Marvell’s patience was running thin. 

“Not only can we not help her – you know, cause farak slavery,” Fetch continued, “but I 

literally can’t help her.” 

“Huh?” 

“My crow eye sees energy, not blood.” Fetch rolled his eyes in Marvell’s direction, 

“Maybe if it was fresh blood, but dried blood has as much energy in it as a dead body!” Snapping 

his eyes back to Ben, he concluded, “We’ve got to run.” 

“Run?” Ben whisper-shouted, “What if she chases us?” 

“With all that armor and those axes?” Fetch shook his head, “And the ridgebacks cleared 

the jungle for us, she could never keep up!” 

“And if she throws one of those axes at us?” Ben pressed. 

Fetch shrugged, “Duck.” 

“What if we just tell her the truth.” Ben offered. 

“That we won’t help her?” Fetch scoffed. 

“Yea, we won’t, so it isn’t like she will help us.” Ben continued, “Tell her we can’t help, 

the deal is off, and we go our separate ways.” 

Fetch frowned, “If we run, we get a head start. If we’re honest, and she decides to kill us, 

then what? You ready to kill her?” 

Ben looked over at Marvell. She seemingly hadn’t budged since his last glance, but this 

time she cocked her head to the side. He couldn’t see her boots behind the brush, but he could 

assume she was tapping one foot and counting the seconds. We’re going to have to decide soon. 

She is working for the Vinn but…am I ready to kill her? She did save our lives last night. 

Without noticing it, his hand had snaked up to tuck in the hair around his horns.  

Fetch swatted his elbow, “Well?” 

Ben sighed, “We run.” 

Fetch nodded, “Ready?” 

Ben nodded, “Count down.” 

“Okay, on three,” Fetch whispered, “One.” 

“Alright, y’all,” Marvell called, “Time’s up!” 

She started marching their way. She may have been heavier but she was also taller and 

her steps meant a lot more than did the boys. In one gait, she’d made it to the toppled tree. Both 

boy’s eyes grew wide as they saw her stoop to get beneath it. 

“TWO, THREE!” Fetch yelped. 

 The boys took off in separate directions, each attempting to rush around the great façade 

of the kapok they stood before so that when the bounty hunter got around the fallen trunk they’d 

have another trunk between them. Unfortunately, Marvell was no fool. Not only was she a 

warrior, but she was an athlete. As an ex-Warcourter, she was more than used to making snap 

decisions when a plan went south. Before the second syllable left Fetch’s tongue, she’d switched 

from stooping to sliding – like a baseball player coasting into homeplate – and no sooner did she 

come back into view of the two men than did she lob Pride and Joy at them. 

 The axes pinwheeled through the air. The black ax struck the tree, it missed Fetch’s neck 

by a hair – literally slicing off a chunk of his greasy lochs – but the red ax, it didn’t miss. Ben’s 

hooves were just a bit slower than Fetch’s feet. It stuck fast in his side, pinning him to the great 

kapok tree. It happened so fast, Fetch might not’ve known had he not looked behind his back as 
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he skirted around the roots, having made it to the otherside. Though the broad trunk of the tree 

had a glow, it wasn’t as strong a glow as a person’s would be, and Fetch’s crow eye picked up 

Ben’s shape barely a yard from where they’d taken off from. Still. 

 He skidded to a halt.  

 “Don’t pull it out!” He roared from the otherside of the trunk.  

 Marvell had already made it to Ben’s side. 

 “Don’t come back around here!” She shouted back. 

 Fetch could hear Ben’s strained voice, a string of curses flowed as he attempted to grasp 

his current situation, “Tiad, tiad, tiad…” His hands shook, his finger tips gently tickling the 

handle of the ax until Marvell’s gloved hand covered his. 

 “Don’t move.” She warned, “You’ll kill yourself.” 

 Ben gave on slow, trembling nod. 

 “How bad is it?” Fetch called. 

 “Bad as it can be.” She snarled, “So don’t play with me.” 

 “So much for Fasthoof…” Fetch muttered, then he raised his voice again, “If you let him 

die, then you’re going to have to kill me too.” 

 “I don’t mind.” Marvell yelled. 

 “You let me help him, then I’ll help you,” Fetch said, “and neither of us have to die.” 

 “He needs a healer.” Marvell stated, “The dwarf I’m looking for is a healer.” 

 A dwarf that’s a healer? Fetch rolled his eyes, Yea, he learn that in Sondor? Still, if she 

let him leave, he did know a healer. In fact, contacting said healer had been his plan from the get 

go. And once he left, he could return with backup, get Ben fixed up, and make her pay. No 

matter what happened, he knew he needed to get to Ben fast first. Pinned to a tree by an ax, 

Fetch couldn’t imagine how much blood the gmoat was losing. Thus, he hurriedly asked for 

permission, “We got a deal?” 

 A deal? She scoffed, yanking the ax that had missed the shadowmancer from the tree, she 

glowered at the mark it left as if it were the man who had dodged it. I can smell your lies from a 

mile away – you’re a survivor with a proclivity for drastic solutions, Mr. 

Shadowmancer…granted, her brain couldn’t ignore the fact that, he and I may have that in 

common. And that wasn’t the only thing they shared, they were still both bound to one another. If 

they didn’t trust each other, then they’d both lose. Through clenched teeth, she conceded, “Deal, 

come around slow.” 

 Ben was breathing in faint, weezing whimpers as he did his best not to shift. He was on 

the tips of his hooves, like a man in a noose trying not to slip off the stool. Despite being in 

shock, he wasn’t one of the lucky ones, his brain was far too clear and he felt every bit of the 

pain. There was a heavy, constant tugging pain from the wound then there was another type that 

came in waves and washed over his entire body as if he’d been electrocuted. Neither helped him 

balance on his hooves and his tail was too busy holding the hilt of the ax to help it from sliding 

out of him. When Fetch came around, seeing him for the first time with his real eye, he nearly 

fainted.  

 After the initial gag, he made eye contact with Marvell. With the slightest of nods, she 

signalled he could approach the gmoat. Steeling himself, he met Ben’s gaze.  

 “Am I-” 

 “You’ll be fine.” Fetch promised, “I can stop the bleeding and get a healer before…” He 

cleared his throat and forged a dagger of shadows in his hand, explaining, “I’m going to cut the 

clothes around the wound.” 
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 He worked as fast as he could but that wasn’t very fast, he had to spend a lot of his focus 

keeping from shaking himself. Ben was losing his resolve too, his trembling was getting worse. 

So much so that Marvell actually slapped her ax back into the harness on her back and stepped in 

to help by holding the ax steady. Once Fetch was able to see the wound, he let the dagger 

dissolve and cursed.  

 “We have to pull it out.” Marvell guessed. 

 Fetch nodded, “Not sure why I thought there was a chance we could leave it.” 

 “I’m going to need Pride to defend our camp tonight anyways.” Marvell said plainly, 

“Specially sense I doubt he’ll be climbing another tree anytime soon.” 

 “Alright, just give me a second to think.” Fetch said. 

 Tears were streaming down the gmoat’s cheeks. His eyes were wide and glued to Fetch 

who himself could hardly find it in him to face Ben again. He kept his head down, watching 

blood seep out the wound. It was about level with his belly button and it very nearly had made it 

as far over. Is it all the way through? Fetch cringed at the thought. If it is, there’s no way…He 

wiped the thought from his head, I can do this! He got his mind to hunker down and think strictly 

about what he had to do, like a dog on the trail of a smell, nothing else mattered.  

 “His stomach…maybe some intestines…” Fetch murmured, having collected himself. 

 “Forget those, leave those for the healer.” Marvell shattered his resolve, shaking her 

head, “Stop the bleeding, if Pride got one of the big blood vessels…” 

 “Like veins and arteries?” Fetch asked. 

 Fetch’s query wound up breaking Marvell’s false confidence, “Something like that?” 

Fetch groaned. 

 “Fetch.” Ben whispered.  

Fetch forced himself to looked Ben in the face, expecting to hear the young man’s last 

will and testament, but there was a twinkle of hope in that fear stricken stare. Though his jaw 

quivered, it was set. Clenched and stubborn. Every breath he took sent tremors of pain shooting 

up and down his body, but he kept breathing. 

“Do it.” Ben demanded. 

A frown as curved upwards as his brow was furled down, Fetch nodded. 

“You got the ax?” He asked. 

Ben mouthed the word, “Yes.” 

“Marvell, hold him so he doesn’t fall.” Fetch commanded. 

Marvell stepped to stand over Fetch. She was nearly two feet taller than Fetch and Ben, 

this allowed her to lean over the mancer and pin Ben to the tree by his shoulders. Ben winced but 

keep his torso relatively still, screaming through his grinding teeth. As he lamented the pain of 

the adjustment against the trunk, Fetch took that as his que. Without allowing another moment of 

hesitation to slip in between him and what he had to do, he grabbed Pride and yanked it from the 

tree and his friend’s body. Blood spurted for a split second and in that short time Fetch threw the 

ax to the side and then – before that split second could turn over into a full second – he slid his 

right hand into the wound, pushing the organs that so very nearly spilled out back in where they 

belonged.  

This time, Ben’s roar escaped his grinding jaws. There was no fighting from writhing this 

time, even with the giant bearn holding him tightly, his entire body convulsed as his cry made 

every living creature in the vast vicinity tremble. 

Not only did the gmoat have to endure the pain of being stabbed once more, and this time 

by a far blunter object than the scarlet ax, but Fetch’s hand was engulfed in flesh searing 
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shadows. He flexed his dark energy, making sure not to expand the aura too far but instead to 

intensify it at the edges, rapidly cauterizing everything he touched. Slowly, he removed his hand, 

continuing to burn Ben’s belly as his hand left so that he did not leave an open, blistered wound 

but a sealed, slab of scar tissue.  

When his hand finally left Ben’s side, Fetch fell to his knees. Ben had passed out, still 

pressed to the tree by Marvell’s strong grasp. She slowly lowered him to a sitting position, his 

limp-noodle legs sprawled out in a V so that Fetch could still kneel before him. Huffing and 

puffing, Fetch reached forward. With a hand, now clean of shadows, he felt for his comrade’s 

pulse. It was there, thumping away…but for how long? 

“Crimpsin tiad.” Fetch lamented. 

“Donum.” Marvell agreed. 

 “His life energy is way less than it was before.” Fetch moved his fingers from Ben’s neck 

to his forehead. Again, black energy seaped out from his hand, although this time it wasn’t 

steaming. It slipped from his fingertips through Ben’s temple. When he stopped, Fetch doubled 

over, wincing as if his body were cramping. Then he straightened back up, a bit out of breath. 

 “Think he’ll hang in there?” Marvell asked. 

 “I’ve got no clue.” Fetch shrugged, “But I suppose it could’ve gone worse.” 

 They were quiet for a moment, then Marvell said in a tone lighter than she had used since 

they’d met, “People can survive incredible things.”  

 Fetch turned to her with a scowl that was far more in character for the bounty hunter, “I 

should kill you right now – I should tear your body limb for limb – I should-” 

 Marvell picked up Pride, Ben’s blood stick thick on the blade. She scoffed, “You barely 

have enough energy to go after the dwarf.” 

 “No point in saving shadows to fight you if Ben dies in the process.” Fetch growled. 

 “Exactly.” Marvell looked at an imaginary watch on her wrist, “And I think you best get 

moving.” 

 Fetch’s hatred for Marvell was suddenly overcome by a new emotion, something similar 

to humility, as the enraged hostage remembered that he and his comrade were only still alive 

because the very tall threat with two axes thought that one of them could be of service. 

Fortunately, this realization struck with another wave of shadow-withdrawal and so he was 

doubled over when his frown went from anger to oopsie.  

 He had no way of getting the dwarf, but he did know how to get a healer. Remaining in 

his fetal position, he watched Marvell out of the corner of his eye. She doesn’t have to know. 

Won’t weigh on my conscious. Who gives a godi tiad about a slave hunter? Not me – especially 

not after she tried to kill my friend. A smirk slid across his lips, but that smirk died as the bounty 

hunter repeated herself. 

 “Seriously,” Marvell chuckled, “not only is Ben’s clock ticking, but I’m not so sure how 

well I can defend a wounded gmoat on the floor of the jungle by myself for an entire night. You 

think you can find that dwarf before the sun goes down?” 

 Fetch straightened back up, took a deep breath, and got one foot back underneath him. 

With his serious face back on, he turned to Marvell, demanding, “How do I know you won’t 

abandon him and make yourself another nest up there?” 

 “Cause without that dwarf, I’m dead.” Marvell snapped, “And I’ll be damned before I let 

the Marrialdo get the satisfaction.” She gestured to the wilderness around them, “Rather give 

myself up to Mother Nature.” She pointed Pride at Fetch, “You’re lucky I haven’t given up 
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already. I’m the one with no reason to trust you.” She nodded at the comatose dog herder, “I just 

feel bad for the kid.” 

 “You and me both.” Fetch sighed. He got his other feet beneath him and stood up 

straight, saying, “Make a fire once Solaris goes down.”  

 “Sure.” Marvell said, “It’ll help keep the beasts at bay.” 

 “Not too big though – I may have guards after me – but the smell of smoke will help me 

find you.” Fetch explained. 

 Marvell gave a fake half laugh, “You really half dog?” 

 “The better half.” Fetch nodded and then, with a deep breath in and a long sigh out, he 

turned back to the jungle and dashed off.  

 “Selu to you.” Marvell muttered as she watched him go, then her gaze fell back to Ben, 

“and to you, poor man.” 

 Then, capitalizing on the time she had before Ben woke up, she began to stroll the 

perimeter, spiralling slowly further out from their little clearing as she gathered stones and fallen 

limbs. Not just for the fire she would eventually need, but for the defenses that would be even 

more important if Fetch didn’t make it back until twilight. As a Warcourter, she was more than 

capable of building a fort, and she needed to hurry because when Ben woke up he would need 

some physical and emotional support. Marvell knew that despair could kill a soul twice as fast as 

the wound itself while hope could trick them into persevering. 

 

- - - 

 

 The opossum snored, each exhale shifting the first couple loose leaf pages on the stack 

that she dangled over. She slept upside down with her tail wrapped around a beam supporting a 

shelf that carried even more stacks of pages. On either side of the hanging marsupial were more 

sheets, towers of them all stacked half-hazardly so that if one was removed then the others would 

surely all collapse. This was the opossum’s greatest fear and, though she was sound asleep, her 

species had a keen sixth sense for what they feared most.  

 Her jaw dropped with a hiss as her beady eyes leered. A spectral hand protruded from the 

wall behind her. It dipped its fingers in a plump jar of goo and then went about flipping through 

the pages under the opossum’s nose. She snipped at it – a gesture more than a threat – and the 

hand responded with similarly symbolic aggression, faux-swatting at the critter’s snout. With 

another defiant hiss, the opossum uncurled her tail and plopped down on the stack. The hand 

went limp then slipped back through the wall, leaving a layer of goo on the wood where it passed 

through. A moment later, a full-bodied ghost stepped through – twisting to avoid the gunk on the 

wall, and striding on past the stack and the opossum. It came to stand in the middle of the room, 

wading through the papers as if they were water. The body was biologically feminine, as evident 

by her stark nudity, fortunately for the chaste opossum, her physical transparency provided some 

modesty. She wasn’t a ghost, but rather a spirit. A living breathing race of folk on Mystakle 

Planet, with a jovial purple flame dancing about within her breast. 

 With a hand on her gaseous hip, the woman rolled her silver eyes at the beast, “Laza.” 

 Laza hissed.  

 “Laza, I’m running late.”  

 Another hiss.  
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 Another eye roll. This time, when her eyes came to a stop, she closed them and raised on 

hand letting her fingers slowly rise with them until they pointed at the pissy opossum, then she 

murmured, “Neme ah Sari, meered luhr arrasha tim ronim taerg kakal.” 

 The pages rustled as a tight ribbon of wind manifested around Laza, lifting her up and 

onto a separate stack. Though it was hard to notice due to the beediness of them, Laza’s eyes 

grew wide and then she fell limp. By the time she was put down, rigormortis had already set in. 

This was not the first time Laza had appeared to have died from Doc’s magic, Doc was so used 

to it that it didn’t even warrant an eye roll. Instead, Doc waded back through the stacks of paper 

to the stack that Laza had been protecting. She dipped her fingers into the jar of goop once more 

and hurriedly went about looking through those pages on the top of the stack. She hadn’t been at 

it for a minute when there came a knock at the door. 

 “Farakin…” Doc groaned.  

She wiped her hand on the wall then stepped to the side and passed through it. The main 

room was simple enough: coffee table, L shaped couch, and, ofcourse, just as many stacks of 

paper as had been in the room that had once been used as a study. She scooped a invisiworm silk 

robe off the sofa – it was just translucent enough that when combined with her translucent 

nudity, she was covered up enough to not make a flesh-and-blood person blush – slid it on, 

wrapped it around her, and then stuck her head through the door.  

The Captain jumped back, reaching for the shield on his back before stopping himself. 

Clearing his throat and forcing a smile, he gave Doc a formal bow and asked as he straightened 

back up, “Setarca Petara, I’m with the Munkloe Guard, may I come in?” 

“My friends call me Doc, Captain.” Setarca smiled, but she still didn’t budge. 

His bare feet shifted, creaking the floorboards of her stoop, but he kept his eyes on her’s, 

“Sorry, Doc…” he corrected himself, “We can speak out here if you prefer?” 

“What if I prefer not to speak, Captain?” Setarca’s head cocked to the side, her hair 

cascaded down well beneath where her toes would’ve been. The tips of it tickled the deck, 

slipping through the wood like smoke. She asked, “What can the Munkloe Guard do?” 

“Setar-” 

“Doc.” 

“Doc.” The Captain sighed, “You aren’t in trouble.” 

“I know I’m not.” she said, “I’ve done nothing wrong.” 

“We don’t intend to force you to do anything.” 

“Ofcourse,” she scoffed, “I don’t see how you could.” 

“I would just like to ask you a few questions.” 

The Captain raised his hands, palms up, pleading. Her silver eyes leered at him and he 

didn’t cower from their gaze. Instead, he watched them in an attempt to discern whether she was 

being playful or hateful but to no avail. He was unfamiliar with spirits, Setarca – or Doc, rather – 

was the only spirit he knew by name and that was about all he knew about her. That and that she 

could heal and that she had been seen going and leaving from the Marrialdo. Doc, on the other 

hand, knew quite a bit about bearns and she knew just about as much about the Captain. One of 

those factoids about the guardsman was that – at least so folks claimed – he was a good person. 

Then again, she thought, everyone in this universe forsaken jungle claims to be a good person. 

Still, she gave in, saying, “Fine. What questions?” 

“What is your business with the Marrialdo?” The Captain blurted his question so fast that 

it seemed almost as if he feared Doc would soon change her mind. Even he was a bit 

embarrassed by it but luckily his fur hid the fact that his blood was rushing to fill his cheeks. 
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Doc snickered, “What do you think?” 

“Did they come here to seek your services?” The Captain continued. 

“Why does that matter?” Doc asked. 

The Captain shifted his wait as he considered what information he could offer. Hoping 

that his offering might be reciprocated, he decided to divulge a bit, “The criminal we’re after, is 

he associated with the Marrialdo?”  

“I don’t know,” Doc shrugged, though the Captain couldn’t see her shoulders behind the 

closed door, “he’s a shadowmancer, right?” 

The Captain nodded. 

“Then he could be.”  

Now it was the Captain who was cocking his head to the side, “Why’s that?” 

“What’s in it for me?” Doc asked, “I snitch on them, I could be in a lot of trouble. Unlike 

the lovely Munkloe Guard, pirates don’t mind violence.” 

He hesitated, so Doc helped him make his decision. She slipped back into her home, 

leaving the Captain alone on her doorstep, and waited for him to break. She didn’t have to wait 

long before he hollered from the otherside with his offer. 

“As it is my duty to protect all the citizens of Munkloe, I must warn you that there is a 

storm coming.” He stated, speaking plainly as if he were making an announcement over an 

intercom, “It won’t be safe to be on that ship tomorrow evening.” 

Doc’s head peaked back through the door. She winked at the stern faced bearn then said, 

“I don’t know if your shadowmancer has ties to the Marrialdo, but I wouldn’t be surprised. After 

all, I’m healing a necromancer.” 

The bearn’s eyes grew wide, asking the question before his words could, “A Disciple?” 

“Truth.” With a mischievous smirk, Doc disappeared back behind her front door, 

shouting over her shoulder, “Now get out of here, I’m late for work!” 

“Thank you, Set-” he choked on his tongue, hastily correcting himself, “thanks, Doc!” 

“Don’t mention it!” Then, as she slid off her robe and returned to her search, she 

whispered to herself with an anxious giggle, “Seriously, don’t mention it.” 

It took her another hour to find all the pages she wanted. Setarca Petara was arguably the 

best healer beneath Solaris – in the very least she was tied with Headmaster Lenga Ruse – but 

she had nearly flunked out of Munkloe School of Modern Healing due to her regular tardiness. 

Whether or not she was the best healer, she was absolutely the most unorganized. It didn’t help 

that this particular gig was one of the most difficult she’d ever endeavored: reversing the curse of 

a void-dust enchanted wound. She’d managed to remove the shards of the shattered sword from 

the necromancers body the day before, but now she had to remove the curse. Most healers 

wouldn’t have even tried – removing a curse, especially one caused by such a powerful blade, 

would not be easy – but if magic could create something, then magic could destroy it.  

The sun had reached its peak high above the canopy by the time the spirit set foot on the 

floorboards of the Marrialdo. She’d dawned opaque clothes – much to the relief of the 

conservative Laza the Opossum – in a hopeless attempt to reduce the jeers of the crew as she 

made her way below deck – the Sondorans and Vinn, far from home and waiting for their 

contraband to be returned to them, had been allowed to indulge in other forms of contraband, 

making them even bigger scum than they had been before. The fact that Doc was a spirit and had 

no warm flesh to cuddle made no difference to the inebriated pirates, a pretty face was a pretty 

face. She smirked their advances off easily enough. For they didn’t realize that the necromancer 
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she was healing, Truth, was a woman and Doc had a feeling that, once healed, Truth might 

decide to make a few examples of the men on the Marrialdo.  

Honestly, thinking of a few pages she had back home and the lexicon of pain inducing 

vocabulary she had tucked away in her head, I might if she’d let me. 

 Truth was being kept in the Captain’s office and, as you can guess, the Captain was none 

too fond of this. However, Truth was either Queen or second-in-command for the Disciples of 

Darkness – sharing authority with Shalis Skullsummon – and just as the Marrialdo served 

Iceload, Sondor, and Vinnum Tow, they also served the New Pact. If the Captain were to anger 

the shadowmancers and necromancers by not catering to one of the most important members of 

their cursed cult, then he would surely lose favor with his other friends and there likely wouldn’t 

be another soul on the planet that would care to come to his defense. 

Even if they did, they’d be far too slow – he had missed his chance. That morning – as 

Doc was being questioned by the Captain of the Munkloe Guard, a guard had arrived on the 

Marrialdo to look after the wounded necromancer and she hadn’t left her side since. The guard 

stood in the corner of the office. She was short but her height was hardly noticeable because one 

could hardly do more than glance in her direction before they’d be forced to flinch and look 

away. Her deep chocolate colored eye stared with an energy that could be felt like cold fingers 

creeping up your spine, the Captain himself privately thanked the universe that her hair was thick 

enough to cover her right eye for he couldn’t imagine the discomfort of meeting her full glare. 

Captain Smidt Cormac had a similar effect on people. The sight of him did instill 

discomfort but it wasn’t out of any sort of fear. He wasn’t tall or short, fat or skinny, but rather a 

lumpy fellow. His gut hung out but his chest recessed, his calves engulfed his ankles but his 

thighs were little more than skin and bones, his neck was as skinny as his wrists and yet his head 

was the size of a watermelon. There was a good chance it weighed as much too, the supposed 

leader of the intolerable group of pirates apparently couldn’t afford to clean himself and his hair 

was so laden with grease that it dripped, even when he wasn’t sweating (though this was rare, as 

he sweated incessantly). The man appeared constantly drenched and for this reason it wasn’t 

must that he reaked of but mildew. To top it all off, he couldn’t help but constantly click and 

smack his tongue and lips – as if savoring the last bit of flavor from a long since devoured meal. 

The man was so repulsive that it almost had to be intentional and yet, he’d captained the 

Marrialdo for years. 

When Doc arrived, she made sure to advert her gaze and instead gave the man a nod then 

went right to work laying out her pages on the coffee table next to the bed of cushions they’d 

made for Truth on the floor.   

“Our savior returns…” Smidt grumbled. He sat with his back parallel to the floor, his 

chair leaned back as far as possible so that his clown-shoe-long-boots could rest on his desk, 

“Any sign of our slave?”  

“Wasn’t looking.” Doc said cooly.  

“How long until I can cast?”  

Though Truth had asked the Doc, her beedy eyes were on the Captain. Much the same as 

it was with the other two, Doc didn’t mind not having eye contact with the necromancer. Few – 

if any – had ever seen Truth without her hood aside from those now in the room. There were 

three ways she saw out of her current situation. First, she could fail and pray Cormac and the 

guard let her escape. Second, she could succeed and Truth would get up and turn her into – well, 

spirits don’t have bones, so Truth would likely just kill her. Or third, she could succeed and 

Truth would keep her around. She could make as much gold as Lenga – she could become the 
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Lenga of the world outside the Empire, that meant more gold than Lenga. And that was why she 

was there.  

With her pages spread out, Doc walked around to Truth’s opposite side, sat down, and 

looked her over – again careful not to pass her eyes over anything but the gash in her gut. The 

wound was doing well – magic, curse part aside – so her life had been spared, but still it glowed 

like a sapphire lightningbolt. The energy within it pulsated. The fur around it bristled with each 

wave of azure shine. 

“At least a day.” Doc admitted, “I’ve never excised a curse, but if the scripture I gathered 

today succeed, then you’ll be free in a little over twenty-four hours.” 

 “If not?” Truth growled. 

 Doc forced a good hearted smile, “Then it’ll be back to the lab again.” 

 “I don’t know how long you think I have.” Truth snapped. She sat upright. Despite the 

pain it must’ve caused her, she didn’t flinch. Her lips curled, revealing sharp yellow teeth as she 

snarled, “You were due here this morning.” 

 If Doc wasn’t a spirit, she might’ve gulped. Instead, the violent flames beating in her 

breast did a little flip. On the outside, her anxiety was perfectly cloaked. As someone habitually 

late – experienced in the art of nearly flunking and creating excuses – she was more than capable 

of keeping it together, especially because not only did she have an excuse this time around but 

she had something to offer as compensation. After a metaphorical deep breath, she raised her 

silver eyes to meet Truth’s tiny black leerers. 

 “The Munkloe Guard knows you’re here.” 

 The Captain perked up so fast that he found himself standing on his desk.  

 Truth, on the other hand, didn’t budge an inch. As her guard left the corner and made her 

way to stand in front of the office door, Truth clenched her jaw and waited for the elaboration. 

 “They have mancer hounds,” Doc lied, “it wasn’t me, I assure you.” 

 “Godi tiad, that is!” The Captain crowed. 

 “Quiet, Smidt!” Truth spat, then before she could even stop herself, words of the Sacred 

Tongue began to fly off her tongue. She’d hardly finished the second syllable before the gash in 

her belly lit up like a lantern in the dark. The entire office went black except for the zig-zag 

wound. This time, Truth flinched. She flopped back to lie horizontal, her body seizing up as the 

curse punished her for her lack of self control.  

Before she could regain control of her muscles, Doc quickly continued, “The 

shadowmancer brother of King Catch Eninac is here in Sereibis. The king sent mancer hounds as 

an apology to help them hunt him down. Unfortunately, they didn’t find the boy, they found 

y’all. I don’t know that they know you specifically, Truth, are here, but they know there are 

mancers on board.” 

Still gritting her teeth, she couldn’t yet speak. Captain Smidt could. 

“They’re crimpsin tiad pacifists,” he shrugged, having regained his composure, he 

plopped back down in his seat, “the hell they gonna do?” 

The guard spoke up from the corner, saying only one word and an abbreviation at that, 

“Antipa.” 

Doc nodded, “I was warned. They told me…” she paused, turning back to meet Truth’s 

eyes as her tremors finally ended, “not tomorrow, but the next day. They told me to make sure 

not to be on board the Marrialdo.”  

“I better have my godi slave back by then.” Smidt muttered. 
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Truth twisted a bit in her bed of pillows and closed her eyes. After a deep sigh, she said 

only, “Then you better hurry.” 

 

- - - 

 

Lemonade light stretched like a tree branch into the room. The window was angled so 

that the leaf-filtered light struck the crystal ornament that descended from the middle of the 

room. It had been carved by magic into the shape of a monkey, dangling by its tail and contorted 

in such a goofy position that it raked the room with lazers of sunshine as it spun slowly around. It 

was a step up from the baby’s glowing bouquet in the chamber next door and it always made the 

Princess smile – well, almost always. 

It was afternoon and there was still no word. Not from him, not even from the Guard.  

He’s fine, she told herself, he’s escaped the jungle before.  

She’d spent the better part of the night healing and catching up with Papa Bold. Once she 

finally laid down to sleep, the sun rose mere moments later. She was more than okay with this. 

She planned to sleep until Solaris sat back down or, hopefully, until a lemur came swinging in 

through her open window with some kind of news on the whereabouts of the fugitive. Yet, as 

noon passed by, she couldn’t keep her eyelids shut any longer. She’d called for a lemur, sent 

them off, and received them again. The poor primeape delivering the bad news that there was no 

news. No one knew if Fetch and Ben had survived the night. 

After the lemur left, she couldn’t go back to sleep. She lay in bed, plucking the hairs of 

the missing dog from her comforter. Missing boyfriend, missing dog. Lenga shook her head. 

Maybe Patches is out there looking after him. 

“Patches?!” 

 A mass of swirling blackness bound through the open window, hitting the floor and 

tumbling across the room like an asteroid smashing into the surface of the planet. The furball hit 

the wall, bounced back, and rolled to its feet – or should I say, “Paws”? The poor pooch was 

panting profusely, his tongue lolling so far out his maw that it looked like it might fall out of his 

throat. His fur – already curly and matted – was covered in dust, leaves, and twigs but he hadn’t 

regained his composure enough yet to shake himself clean. It was most certainly the dog she had 

adopted, the dog she had named Patches. She had named him this because his left eye never 

opened. When she had tried to see about healing the poor pupper’s oggler, the dog had recoiled 

from her and, in as peaceful a manner as a dog could manage, he had made it clear that, “Thanks, 

but no thanks.” This is all to say, what shocked her equally as much as the sudden return of the 

scruffy canine was the fact that his left eye was open wide. 

And dark as midnight. 

Now it was Lenga’s eyes that were wide open. She had to clasp her hands over her mouth 

to keep from shouting. Finally, after a couple moments of hyperventilation, she was able to curb 

her expression down to an exasperated whisper, “Fetch?” 

The dog had begun to grow, its limbs stretching as its tail shrunk. The fur melted into 

cloth, discarding the jungle junk that had covered him and replacing the debris with a tight 

leather tunic and even tighter britches. A long robe formed around his shoulders, unfurling down 

to his boots and stretching up to covered his head in the shadows of a cowl. As he straightened 

up to full height, human fingers slipped out of his sleeves. His dusty, callused hands reached up 

to toss off his hood and reveal the mischievous smirk that had won her attention time and time 

again.  
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“Hey baby.” He gave her a wink. 

Leaping from the bed, she tackled him to the floor. Knocking the breath out of him as she 

peppered him with kisses. He was still catching his breath when her smooches began to slow and 

she began to realize. 

“Wait a second…” placing both hands on his chest, which did not help him recover from 

her assault, “were you Patches the entire time?” 

Without any oxygen in his lungs, all he could do was mouth the word, “Yes.” 

As fast as she had flung herself onto him, she flung herself off.  

Gasping for breath, Fetch rolled over onto all fours. 

“What the farak?!” She exclaimed before clasping a hand over her mouth, her eyes 

darting over to the wall that separated her room from the nursery where Bold slept. Again, she 

reiterated, “Fetch, what the hell?” 

“I thought,” he panted, “you knew?!” 

“If I knew,” she whisper-shouted, “then why would I have called you farakin 

‘Patches’?!” 

“Not sure why you called me Patches even considering that you didn’t know.” Fetch 

muttered. 

Trembling to avoid real-shouting, Lenga clenched her teeth and spoke through them, 

“Because. You. Had. One. Eye.” 

“So that’d make me ‘Patch’.” Fetch flopped over to sit on his butt and look up at her, 

“Not ‘Patches’.” 

“Fetch.” Lenga snapped. 

“Lenga.” Fetch shrugged. 

“Explain.” She demanded. 

“You know how your dad wants me dead now?” Fetch started. 

“Not dead.” Lenga rolled her eyes, “Shadowmancy is illegal. He wants to ship you back 

to the Dragon Islands.” 

“Which is a death sentence.” Fetch continued as if she had agreed, “I was working on a 

plan to reveal myself in such a way that would win his approval so we could be together and, in 

the meantime, I still wanted to be with you.” 

Lenga hesitated. On the surface, this appeared to be a decent answer. Then again, on the 

surface, Fetch appeared to be a human. When in reality, he was a no good, dirty, two-faced, lying 

dog. She needed a little more information before she could buy into the romanticism in his 

excuse. She asked, “What was your plan?” 

“Well…” Fetch cleared his throat, scratched the back of his head, and averted his gaze, “I 

was going to buy you flowers.” 

Lenga’s face went slack.  

“What?” Fetch asked, “Like a bouquet?” 

Again, with a locked jaw, she hissed, “We don’t do bouquets, Fetch.” 

“Well…what about potted flowers?”  

Lenga sat down on the bed with a sigh.  

“Listen, I’m sorry,” Fetch finally apologized, “I didn’t think it through.” 

“In your defense,” Lenga admitted, “there is nothing you could’ve done.” She looked him 

in his eyes. One was sweet, warm and brown. The other empty, cold and black. His crooked grin 

was contagious. As her lips twisted into a smile, she confessed something more, “I do love you, 

Fetch Eninac.” 
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Fetch got up to his feet with a groan. Not a groan in response to Lenga, but rather to his 

creaking muscles. He had to stretch a bit before he could hobble over to the Princess. When he 

did, he clasped her face in his hands and got down on his knees to kiss her.  

“I love you too, Lenga Ruse.” Pulling back from her, he said, “But I can’t ask you to 

come with me.” 

“I know. But before you go, if you have time…” 

She slipped out from under him, scooting further back onto the bed. Fetch paused for a 

moment. His good eye glanced out the window, gauging the sunlight. You don’t have time. His 

brain said. Unfortunately, blood was quickly rushing away from his brain and in a matter of 

moments that truth was an after thought. Suddenly, there was nothing more important than 

crawling up onto that bed with the woman he loved.    

  

- - - 

 

The steady flow of blood had diminished to a thin trickle, coursing through riverbeds of 

coagulated liquid, gluing his hands to the gooey fur of the hound. The adhesive was unnecessary, 

Ben wasn’t going anywhere. His eyes were trained on those of the dog. It lay on its side at his 

knees, one chestnut eye staring at the bumpy cavern walls. Ever so often, its eyelids would flutter 

then droop and Ben would raise his voice. 

He’d already been prattling on, incessantly, but when his rant began to fail he had to 

change gears and remind the pooch, “Stay awake, eyes open, no sleeping!” 

A faint whisper escaped the dog’s lips. It caused a ripple effect amongst the rest of the 

herd, gathered around them. The knot in Ben’s throat grew – and it was already nearly big 

enough to choke him – but he kept his voice strong and he did not let his gentle pressure relent. 

“You’re going to survive.” Ben promised, “But you’ve got to stay awake.” He turned to 

the dog beside him – a shaggy, old feller, saying with a sureness that hid the question in his eyes, 

“Help is almost here.”  

The wooly woofer nodded and Ben turned back to the hurt hound. 

“The healer will arrive, we’ll seal you up, but until then you have to stay awake.” Ben 

continued but the poor guy’s eyes began to flutter again, “Wake up – we’re saving the plains 

tiger for you, no one gets a taste until you take the first bite – stay awake.” 

Suddenly, the dog turned. Ben felt a moment of panic, but it left as quick as it came. 

This isn’t real. 

“Ben,” the dog said, “you’ve got to wake up. Stay awake.” 

He sat up straight. The motion was so abrupt that his head began to spin but he didn’t 

even notice the dizziness as the sharp pain in his gut broke the damn of numbness and extreme 

agony flooded back over him, slamming him to the ground as all his muscles clenched in a 

foolhardy attempt to power through it somehow.  

Marvell, kneeling over him, gently clasped his shoulders. 

“Let it hurt. Try and loosen up.” 

Her words only enfuriated him but then again that enfuriation was quickly overpowered 

by the excruciating pain. His eyes were clamped shut but light was beginning to fill his vision. 

He could feel his mind skipping as it tried and failed to “let it hurt”. Memories kept sliding 

across his conscious, as if his brain was flipping through the channels, but he didn’t trust them. 

Somewhere deep inside, he knew Marvell was right. He had to stay present. He had to stay 

conscious. He couldn’t trust his unconscious to fight for his life. It took a few minutes but 
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eventually, he regained control. Whether the pain had subsided or he had just gotten used to it, he 

was finally able to “loosen up”. He took a long slow breath and let it out just as gently. 

“How long has it been?” He asked. 

“Hours.” Marvell said, “Figure it is late afternoon.” 

Opening his eyes, he took in his surroundings. Though he was in the same place where he 

had been before, not at all far from the tree he’d been nailed to, it looked totally different. 

Marvell had been hard at work. There was something like a roof over his head. A collection of 

branches had been stabbed into the ground, their offshooting branches split and split and split 

again, reaching up and curving over to be twisted and caught in the twiggy ends of their 

neighbors. It was all folded over into a dome and lightly covered with leaves. Large leaves 

leaned against the broader boughs that she’d stabbed into the ground, creating a very thin barrier 

between them and the jungle. 

“It may rain this evening.” Marvell explained, “Not only do I have to keep you dry,” she 

nodded towards a pile of sticks that Ben could barely make out from where he lay, flat on his 

back, “I’ve got to start a fire later.” She sat down beside him, idly observing her handiwork, 

“Fetch is getting a healer.” 

“You let him go?” Ben asked. 

Marvell nodded.  

Ben didn’t have to say anymore. For a moment, he regretted the implication in his 

remark, wondering that Marvell might not have thought the same thing. Fortunately, she had 

already dealt with that thought.  

“I’ll stay as long as I can.” She said, looking back at Ben with a wry smile, “But I’m no 

fool. I’ll be gone before Fetch gets back.” 

“Where will you go?” Ben asked. 

She shrugged, “Not back to the Marri, that’s for sure.” 

“Sorry.” Ben sighed. 

Marvell laughed. The short, burst of a laugh surprised Ben so much he flinched. That 

didn’t help his situation. The flinch escalated. He writhed. His body wanted to curl up into a fetal 

position – and it tried – but curling only made things worse. All he could was flatten out and bear 

it. Marvell shook her head. 

“Yea, Ben, I’m pretty sure that I’m the one that should be apologizing.” 

The poor gmoat could hardly hear her half-assed confession. His hands balled into fists, 

pounding the ground at his side. His hooves dug in with their heels, carving divets in the soft 

soil. Beneath him, his tail squirmed like a severed worm, the tuft on the end jerked of to the side 

as if trying to escape the tepee.  

“Granted,” she continued, “y’all shouldn’t have ran. We had a deal.” 

For the first time since he woke up, emotions began to overpower his agony. Weilding 

that rage within, he calmed his body and slowly pivoted his head so he could glower at the bearn 

as he ground his teeth. 

She raised her hands in self defense, “I saved your lives last night.” 

Again, slowly, her turned his head back to stare out the gaps in their leaf ceiling. Marvell 

took that as acceptance and went about doing whatever task she’d been engaged with before 

she’d check on him. It took Ben about as much time as it had to calm his nerves as it did to calm 

his fury, but finally, he was calm. He existed in a state of absolute discomfort, but he had found 

the resolve to tolerate it…at least for now. 

“I don’t want to die with hate in my heart.” He stated, “I accept your apology.” 
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“You’re not going to die.” Marvell had returned. She held a water sack in her hand. Her 

face was contorted with a stern assuredness, furled brow, flared nostrils, and eyes with a spark of 

fire behind them, “You’re going to drink this.” 

A third sensation suddenly captivated Ben: thirst. He hadn’t had anything to drink since 

they left their treetop campsite and his body had lost quite a bit of liquid since then. She gently 

put the nossle to his lips, keeping the sack beneath it so she didn’t douse him in the water. Ready, 

he nodded then she lifted the bladder and let water slowly pour into his mouth. It hit his throat 

like a crisp beer after a long week, like a downpoor on a drought plagued desert, and it provided 

a brief period of relief that momentarily saved him from everything that was wrong with his 

current situation. Then, before his thirst was even fully quenched, the pain and anger came right 

back. 

So much for dying without hate in my heart. Ben silently lamented. Suppose I do have to 

stay alive. Despite the very real grudge, planted about as deep in his heart as Marvell’s ax had 

been in his belly, Ben didn’t want to hate her. After all, if she weren’t there, then he’d probably 

have fallen prey to the many beasts that were no doubt looming nearby, slobbering for a chance 

to feast on the helpless herder. Why is she still here? As Marvell finished the sack herself, Ben 

asked, “Are you really leaving before Fetch returns?” 

Marvell chuckled, “Do you really think Fetch won’t come back with a means to kill me?” 

“Not denying that.” Ben assured her, “But…then…why are you still here?” 

Acting as though she had to put the bladder up somewhere, though it very clearly just 

hung on her belt, Marvell moved out of Ben’s eyesight. This would seem an unwise line of 

questioning, if Ben wasn’t sure that Marvell had already thought it through. She had to have a 

reason. And while it would be convenient for her to just be congenial person, someone that 

couldn’t bare to abandon a stranger in their time of need, she had also just attempted to cleave 

him in two so he had a feeling that wasn’t the case.  

“Fetch may not be back for hours for all we know. If you leave after the sun sets, 

wandering through the jungle alone and unprepared for the night…” 

Marvell was quiet for a moment. A long moment. A moment long enough that Ben got a 

little nervous that she might’ve not already though this through, had heard what he had to say, 

then slipped out of the lean-to, and headed out, but he though he could hear her lips moving. As 

if she was opening her mouth to speak then changing her mind, closing her mouth again, and 

thinking. When she finally answered, she answered with a question. 

“Why did y’all run?”  

Now it was Ben who fell quiet. What was he supposed to say? “We don’t support 

slavery.” Then again, that was Ben’s truth. Fetch’s truth may have been more along the lines of, 

“Shadowmancers can’t track dried blood.” Either way, it didn’t really matter because, 

fortunately, Ben’s pause was inconspicuous. Considering the fact that his abdomen had been 

recently soldered back together, speechlessness was not abnormal.  

“I’m tracking a dwarf.” She continued, “Considering the fact that nearly 99.99% of 

dwarves are enslaved in Vinnum Tow, y’all figured I was tracking an escaped slave. Neither of 

y’all were down for that so – whatever the cost – y’all bolted, yea?” 

“Yea.” Ben stated. 

“Well, that’s why I’m still here.” Marvell answered. She scooted back into view, 

frowning down at him with her eyes while she smiled awkwardly with her bear-like snout, 

“Listen, Ben. I’m a bounty hunter, not some faraking libertarian. I’m not in it for profits. I’m not 

trying to get rich. I’m just trying to keep a roof over my head.” Looking up at the leafy ceiling 
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above them, she chuckled a bit. She seemed to be as uncomfortable divulging this information as 

Ben was with the internal bleeding that was slowly killing him. She continued, “What good is a 

roof when you can’t sleep at night? And I can stomach a lot of violence – I’ve got no problem 

taking a check to chop crimpsin tiad rapists and killers in half, that’s the tiad that gives me good 

dreams! – but when it comes to hurting good people…” 

Ben tried to inject a good-hearted laugh but it hurt too much before he even got started so 

it came out as more of a croak, “Thanks.” 

“Wasn’t talking about you.” Marvell snapped, “That dwarf, he isn’t just any dwarf. He’s 

Boldarian the Fourth. Do you know who that is?” Marvell asked. 

His jab had cost him a brief spike in pain. He couldn’t respond with a “yes” or “no” if he 

tried. Fortunately, Marvell took his silent writhing to be a negative which would’ve been his 

answer anyways. 

“He’s the dwarves’ best bet of ever being free, that’s who.” Marvell explained, “And 

trust me, they aren’t paying me enough to set an entire race’s fight for liberation back another 

hundred years.” She shook her head, “The two goons they sent me with got themselves killed 

and then I run into you guys.” She laughed at herself, “And I’m just now realizing that you guys 

may give me a chance to get out of this.” 

Ben clamped his eyes shut and swallowed his spit, pushing the pain down for just long 

enough to respond, “Wish you’d realized that before you chopped me in half.” 

 “Same.” Marvell acknowledged, “Donum luck, huh?” 

For a moment, Ben’s vision began to bleach. Stay awake, he told himself, stay awake. He 

focused on Marvell’s voice for distraction, forcing his eyes back open. Marvell’s head was 

directly over his, staring down at him intently.  

“We’re going to get you healed and then we’re going to sneak onto the Marrialdo and get 

you guys out of Munkloe.” 

Ben frowned. He was still in too much pain to comment but his expression was enough to 

tell Marvell what he was thinking. She herself knew her plan sounded a little lofty.  

“There are dwarves on board.” Marvell elaborated, “At least a dozen. That’s our army. 

They’ve got them chained up to enertombs, manually charging those things. They’re our escape 

plan. If you crack one of those open,” she raised her eyebrows, enunciating so as to not have to 

yell to emphasize, “Boom!” 

Ben’s frown lessened. The plan still seemed lofty, but also now seemed possible. The 

problem now became trusting the bounty hunter. She had a similar problem. She had more than 

enough reason to believe that when Fetch returned, he’d return to kill her. However, her offer: an 

escape from Munkloe combined with the fact that this plan entailed liberating more dwarven 

souls – something that might redeem her for having agreed to hunt down one such a soul in the 

first place – might be enough to curb the shadowmancer’s rage. It was as lofty a gamble as was 

the plan itself, but she didn’t see many other bets she could make. She’d rather bet on the boys’ 

forgiveness than on the mercy of the jungle – Solaris would soon be setting. 

She got to her feet.  

“Whether or not y’all’re down,” Marvell sighed, “I’ve got to keep you alive until Fetch 

gets back. Can I leave you for fifteen,” she slapped the shriveled water sack on her belt, “I need 

to fill up before dark.” 

Ben nodded. Stooping, Marvell lumbered over to slip out between the broad leaf flaps but 

stopped halfway out when she heard Ben try and speak. 

“You okay?”  
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He nodded again, his jaw jutting out as he forced the words, “You keep me safe until he 

gets back…I’ll trust you.” 

Marvell grinned, “And what about your dog?” 

Despite his pain, Ben managed to reciprocate the smile, “Just tell him it was meant to 

be.” 

She giggled at that, “Fate, right?” Then she left for the creek, commenting to herself as 

she walked away, “Hope that boy isn’t faraking around up there.”  

 

- - - 

 

 Solaris had not yet set, but the curtain of the canopy had already begun to close over her. 

The rolling hills of foliage had become a black amorphous blob, split only by that last blade of 

sunlight that thrust forth from where the sun smashed into the horizon. Solaris was the hilt of the 

sword that stabbed the evening jungle, above which cascading colors of auburn and crimpson 

gathered beneath encroaching storm clouds. 

 King Signan Ruse reached out, raising his hand to eye level and curling his fingers 

around the descending sun as if he might lift the sword of light and weild it like a real blade. 

Then he watched as Solaris continued to slip down below the treeline. Though the sunset had not 

turned into a sword, he did have a sword in his left hand. No one had ever seen the King with a 

sword. Few had ever seen a Munkloen with a sword – those who had, reported such and the 

swordsman was deported to God’s Island to be rehabilitated. There were no sword rights in the 

state, not since Signan became King, and yet there he was, basking in the bashful light of the 

setting sun on his balcony, breaking his own ban.  

 “Your maj-” there was a choke, a cough, and then a voice-cracking yelp, “Your 

majesty?!” 

 Signan didn’t turn around. He didn’t want the Captain to see the smirk on his face.  

 “I got your lemur.” The King said. 

The Captain dragged his eyes away from the sword. Thoughts were racing through his 

mind at a million miles a second. Why does he have a sword? Is he going to kill himself? Why 

does he have a sword? Is he going to kill me? Why does he have a sword?! The Captain thought 

he knew the King well, but never before had he seen the silver-haired oldman brandish a 

weapon. He nervously looked over his shoulder, back to the King’s chamber, to make sure that 

no guards had come through behind him. 

“A shadowmancer is romping through our jungles and the Black Crown Pact is partying 

in our harbor.” He shook his head, “The Empire mocks our nonviolence and refuses to protect us 

while those outside the Empire have their way with us.” He turned to face the Captain, “Pacifism 

was good while it lasted, but I’m afraid if we suffer it any longer then we will pay in blood.”  

If the sword hadn’t been enough to dry the poor bearn’s throat and shrivel his tongue, 

then the King’s words came at him to finish the job. From his position, on one knee, he simply 

stared up at the white eyes of his Lord and waited. His Lord seemed still to be thinking. Staring 

down at him but blind, so truly looking past him and musing. Meanwhile, the evening chorus 

began to rise behind them. Howler monkeys chanted, night owls hooted, and the white noise of 

chirping insects began to fill the air, like the band at a pep rally, intensifying the King’s pause. 

Then came the next assault. 

“What is your name?”  
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The question nearly bowled the Captain over. None, in the Munkloe Guard, had names. 

Once you donned the chainmail, you left your name at home. Even if you knew the comrade next 

to you – If you grew up together since gradeschool – you did not share one another’s names. 

When you got home at night and went out for fruit beer, you did not talk about your jobs. You 

worked for the King and there was nothing to talk about that. If the Guard had names, then 

they’d have personalities. If they had personalities, then they’d have relationships. If they had 

relationships, then they would have relationships with their King and their King might then have 

mercy on them when they stepped outside the law – when they utilized violence to do their jobs 

– and that would go against the mandate set in place on King Signan’s first day, over one 

hundred years ago. Munkloe was militantly nonviolent and laws were meticulously followed. 

The more power you wielded, the more precisely you were expected to follow said laws. And yet 

now, here before him, was a King that he should arrest, a criminal – a criminal with a sword.  

“What’s your name, Captain?” The King demanded. 

“My Lord, if I tell you my name, I must resign.” The Captain responded. 

“If your name could save Munkloe lives, then would resign?” The King asked. 

The Captain didn’t hesitate, “Absolutely.” 

Signan Ruse took the sword in his hand and held it by its blade in his hands, extending it 

to the Captain so that he could examine it as if it were a piece of jewelry and the King a jeweler. 

It was an impressive blade. It appeared old. The metal was blotchy and speckled with darkness, 

though it didn’t appear to have been harmed in its aging. It was oiled and undented or chipped. 

The hilt was like that of a saber’s, with a hand guard, though much larger for the blade was long 

and wide enough at the end that it looked like it might require two hands to hold. As the blade 

widened at the end, it suddenly stopped at the tip. There were four divets, two small parallel 

indentions and then the other two just above them that narrowed the point of the sword into a 

spearhead like tip.  

“This is the sword of Ben Dreb.” King Signan Ruse explained, “He was one of the 

leaders of the Rationals in the Munkloen Civil War, he defended our jungles from the Bishopry. 

You know of the Battle of Drathernan?” 

The Captain took a deep breath. He could tell where this was going and he wasn’t sure 

whether or not he approved, but he was a loyal servant of the state and so he entertained the 

King. He answered, “The Rationals and the Mystakle Christians were cornered by the extremist 

Thorans and Delians in Drathernan – the extremists being puppets of the invaders from Iceload – 

and they knew they were bound to lose. The leaders of the movement made a deal with the 

invaders, surrendering themselves so that their people – both their soldiers and their civilians – 

would be spared and the war would be over.” 

Signan nodded, “The Bishopry took their leaders and slaughtered them. Then what 

happened to their people?” 

Bowing his head, the Captain said, “They were slaughtered too.” 

“You know, before Ben Dreb surrendered, he broke this sword.” Signan said, noting the 

tip of the blade, “Condemning violence, endorsing peace – praying that his sacrifice might make 

life better for those he left behind. Ben Dreb survived his execution, he escaped, and reclaimed 

this weapon. He sharpened the broken edges and reclaimed the sword. Do you know what people 

said he thought about pacifism before he died?” 

This the Captain did not know. The legend told of Ben surviving, but he had not heard of 

Ben’s sword, he’d only heard of Ben’s song. The myth of his ballad, written about the Battle of 

Drathernan, was the story of modern Munkloe – in fact, it was their national anthem. But it said 
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nothing of the man’s personal opinions. Although, to be honest, the Captain could hardly 

remember the words.  

“Peace in the face of conflict is violence.” The King turned the blade so that the hilt 

stopped a mere inch from the Captain’s chest, “Captain, there is a conflict. The people of 

Munkloe must be protected. What will you do?” 

The Captain turned his head up to acknowledge the King as he took the sword. 

“My name is Thomas Hobbes.”  

“A storm is coming tomorrow, Thomas, are you ready?” 

“Yes, Lord Ruse.” 

 

- - - 

 

 He woke up with a start, but no sooner did he sit up and look around than did he realize 

he had no clue what it was that had woken him in the first place. His dark eyes squinted as he 

scanned the stuffed animals and miniature war machines that surrounded his crib, as if some 

witch or wizard might’ve disguised themselves as a childrens toy in an attempt to sneak up on 

him. There was one critter in particular that rubbed him the wrong way. It had the rainbow beak 

of a toucan but with a hook on the end like an eagle. Broadchested like a rooster, it had webbed 

feet like a duck.  

 “Oi gotchya ya farakin-” Bold bound out of bed, tackling the preposterous parrot and 

tearing its head from its buddy. Foam and fluff went everywhere. Now, as Bold looked around, 

he looked not to be sure that there were no threats but to be sure there were no witnesses, 

muttering, “Thot was embarrassin…” 

 Then he heard it again. The noise! He jumped back to his feet. There was no need to scan 

the room this time, he knew exactly where it was coming from. The room next door – Lenga’s 

room. Despite being a nigh half ton of bone and muscle, he was still as quick and quiet as a 

mouse as he dashed over to the wall that separated their two chambers. He pressed his head 

against the wall and held his breath. 

 The noise hadn’t stopped since he had heard it again. Uh scraem! The lamentations 

continued, muffled but growing in sequential bursts to be lowder and lowder as if whatever woe 

they were in response to was becoming more and more immediately important. Lil Lenga’s in 

danjar! 

 Boldarian hopped back from the wall, then charged it. Like the ridgebacks stampeding 

the jungle floor, obliterating anything in their path, Bold lowered his shoulder and barreled 

through the wall. Wood splenters exploded with his entrance as he skidded to a halt on his heels.  

 There was the intruder, smothering the poor, innocent Princess- 

 Weht, whot?  

 They weren’t smothering the Princess. In fact, the Princess had been on top of the 

intruder. When Bold burst through like a crime-fighting Koolaid man, the two separated as fast 

as two positives poles of a magnet. Lenga tumbled over onto her back, on the side of the bed 

furthest from the dwarf, taking the blankets with her to wrap herself up like a burrito. The 

“intruder” on the other hand, lurched to their feet and charged towards Boldarian. The befuddled 

dwarf was still struggling to comprehend the scene he had just barged into, but this strange figure 

was now descending upon him. So as the stranger dove off the bed, Bold strode forward – into 

the maybe-assailant’s range – and delivered a stone-shattering uppercut directly into the person’s 

face. 
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 “FETCH!”  

 Fetch flopped back onto the bed. Lenga dare not unwravel, but she inch-wormed over to 

her unconscious lover.  

 “Oh lard,” Bold bowed his head, pinching the bridge of his nose as he realized, “y’all war 

mehkin behbaes maenwhoile oi’m roight next dar, lassie. Couldn’ta kept it down a bit?” 

 Snaking an arm out of her comforter cocoon to grab a pillow that she then used to cover 

Fetch’s still quite upright extremity, Lenga muttered, “I tried…” 

 Turning his back on the couple, Bold gagged so hard he fell to one knee. Clenching his 

stomach to keep from wretching, he straighted back up but made sure to keep facing the hole 

through which he’d come and not the two on the bed. 

“Guess ya got uh good one, then, huh?” 

“What’s left of him.” Lenga said, cooing into his ears, “Wake up, Fetch.” 

His brow furled and he returned to reality with an explosive moan. Vision still eluded 

him and his brain felt as though it was still in the process of being pummeled, but Fetch had 

endured enough hangovers to be capable of powering through even the worst of all headaches. 

Keeping his eyes clenched shut, he groaned, “What the hell was that?” 

“That was Papa Bold.” Lenga smiled down at him, “I’m glad you both get to meet before 

we leave.” 

“LEAVE?!” Bold and Fetch explaimed.  

As the shadowmancer jerked upright – much to the chagrin of his head – Boldarian 

whirled around, both men equally alarmed.  

Bold took a step forward, demanding, “Whar are ya tehkin her, son?” 

Fetch would’ve flinched at the sight of his assailant drawing nearer but he’d turned to 

Lenga to demand an answer for himself, “You’re leaving with me?” 

Lenga averted her gaze towards the crystal chandelier, her jaw jutting out as she 

answered both men, “I decided to leave with Fetch.” 

Maintaining his glare on the shadowmancer, Bold grunted, “Oi’m coming with ya.”  

“Hold on,” Fetch finally turned from Lenga to meet Bold’s leer, “you’re a dwarf.” 

“And yar uh shadowslingar.” Bold growled. 

“They’re looking for you!” Fetch exclaimed. His excitement momentarily led him to 

forget about the resounding excrutiation still pounding against the inside of his skull – it almost 

nearly led him to forget about the pillow covering his groin as he bound out of bed with a 

moment of eureka, “I’m looking for you!” 

His joy was quickly dashed as that realization led to a wave of memories that he had 

conveniently pushed aside when he’d slid into bed beside Lenga. His face went pale and he 

staggered back to sit on the side of the bed, “Donum.” 

“Whot is it, lad?”  

“What, Fetch?” 

“Ben.” Fetch stated, looking from Bold to Lenga, “We’ve got to go, fast.” 

Maintaining the bundle of blankets around her, Lenga wiggled until she could sit up next 

to him, “What’s wrong?” 

“He’s hurt, bad.” Fetch explained, his eyes once again meeting Bold’s, “A bounty hunter 

saved us from a ridgeback stampede, but then demanded we help her hunt you down. When we 

refused…” 

“Tow.” Bold frowned, looking down at his feet, “Lil Benjai…” 
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“She sent me to get you and a healer, saying she’d let me get Ben fixed up if I brought 

you back, but I wasn’t going to get you. I was going to come here, say bye to Lenga, find a 

healer at the school, then go back with enough shadows to kill-” 

“Fetch!” Lenga gasped. 

“She tried to kill Ben!” Fetch exclaimed, bowing his head as he admitted, “May have 

killed him by now.” He looked back up to Bold, “If you both come with me, then we can 

overpower her and save Ben.” 

“The jungle is too danjarous at noight!” Bold said. 

Fetch agreed, “Yea and for that reason, I’d rather her stay, but I suppose she’s going to 

come with us whether we like it or not.” 

Lenga nodded. 

Bold frowned, “Lil Lenga, you trust this lad?” 

“I do, Papa Bold.” She promised. 

The old dwarf grunted, “A bountay huntar, huh?” 

“A bearn woman with two axes.” Fetch said, “She won’t die easy.” 

“We aren’t going to kill her.” Lenga stated, jabbing Fetch in the ribs as she turned from 

him to the dwarf, “We’re going to ‘overpower’ her, save Ben, and send her back to wherever she 

came from.” 

Fetch and Bold’s eyes were locked. They didn’t nod, neither so much as budged, but they 

stared into each other’s eyes for long enough to be sure of what the other was thinking. It was 

something along the lines of: We’ll do what we have to do so that she, the bounty hunter, doesn’t 

stop us from doing what we have to do. They glanced over at Lenga and then back to one 

another, again, tacitly vowing together, No matter what, nothing will happen to Lenga.  

“Y’all naed to get dressed.” Bold stated, finally looking away. He went ahead and began 

marching back towards the nursery, “Oi’ll gathar mae thangs.” 

“Do you feel up to climbing?” Lenga called after him. 

Bold nodded, “Oi’m foine. It’s yar boy you should bae worried about.” 

Fetch laughed but was caught off as he cringed. Clutching his head as he winced, he 

smiled back at Lenga, “I’ll be fine. We don’t have much of a choice.” 

He wasn’t wrong. As if nightfall over the rainforest wasn’t bad enough, thunder was 

rumbling in the distance. A storm was surely coming. The jungle floor was destined to be a dark, 

dark place. If they didn’t hit the jungle floor soon, then Fetch’s plan – to follow the smell of 

smoke – might wash away with the downpour. Would the weather hold off until morning? Fetch 

wasn’t even sure if they’d be able to find Marvell and Ben before morning.  

The lovers got dressed and Bold returned from the hole in the wall. Most of the rooms in 

the palace had massive coils of thick, climbing rope as fire precautions. Even the nursery had a 

set of two in a chest. Beneath most of the windows were cleats, mounted below the sill like you 

might find them mounted on a pier for boats to tie off to. They fastened one rope to Lenga’s 

window, then another one to Bold’s. The couple claimed they wanted to ropes so that they could 

descend faster, but in reality they were simply afraid that the half-ton mass of dwarven muscle 

might be a little heavy for them to all three share a rope. Fetch and Bold led the way, Lenga 

climbing down after Fetch.  

As the three moons that circled Mystakle Planet peeked over the unfurling clouds, 

attempting to spot the three between the branches of the Munkloen canopy, the trio prayed 

separate prayers to the heavens. Fetch prayed that Ben would hang in there until they arrived. 

Lenga prayed that there would be no more violence that night. And Bold prayed that the two 
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star-crossed lovers weren’t further entangling themselves but rather untying the knots that 

complicated their affair.  

One such knot was only getting tighter. The Captain – or soon to be, ex-Captain, Thomas 

Hobbes – had been pacing the more private halls of the palace. Ben Dreb’s sword, hidden in a 

sleek rectangular case, bounced against his side as he wandered through the halls. He needed to 

get back to work, hunting down the shadowmancer, but all he could think about was his 

conversation with the King and what his majesty had asked him to do tomorrow.  

A gap in the overcast skies let a single ray of moonlight cut through the canopy, slip 

through a window, and strike a door just before him. As if the silver light were a solid beam, 

Hobbes came to a stop. As the clouds shifted, the light did too. It slid down the door. Wind 

whistled by from within the room and a tiny, black hair was blown out from under the gap 

between the door and floor. For whatever reason, the hair struck him as curious. Distracting him, 

for the first time in hours, from his bruding. The Captain knelt and picked up the hair, holding it 

up to his eyes and inspecting it. 

“Fur?” He whispered, sniffing it, “Dog fur?” 

He turned to look at the room. It was the Princess’ room.  

“She must’ve found her…” 

He jumped back to his feet and pounded on the door, “Princess! Headmaster! Munkloe 

Guard, may I come in?” 

There was no response. The Captain cursed. He stepped away from the door, leaned back, 

and delivered a barefoot kick justed beside the door knob. The door flew open and he rushed in.  

The room was empty. The window was open. A rope was tethered to the cleat. Cursing 

again, he made a quick scan of the room. There was a giant gaping hole in the wall. The nursery 

was empty too. Another curse. Returning to the bedroom, he went to the bed and there he found 

what he was afraid he would find. Not just one of them, but dozens if not hundreds. The entire 

bed was covered in fur.  

Hobbes had found his distraction. As thunder boomed in the distance, he rushed to find a 

letterlemur. His troops had been kept from the jungle floor the previous night, but this was their 

last night to catch the shadowmancer and now it seemed clear. The mancer was in cahoots with 

the slavers, not only was their asylum seeking freedom fighter in danger but so too was their 

Princess. Though the Captain had been unsure of his stance before, he now had no question. As 

he ran through the palace, his grip tightened on the sword case at his side. 

 

- - - 

 

 The fire did not help keep the beasts at bay. It burned in the center of the tent Marvell had 

fashioned, the column of smoke being sucked up the orifice at the top of the tepee like it was an 

inhaling nostril. She’d pulled back some of the larger leaf flaps that operated as canvas walls 

around them so that she could keep her eyes on the shadows that lingered just beyond the light of 

their campfire. There were the normal noises in the darkness – the calls of nocturnal creatures - 

but in betweenst them she could hear sounds that raised suspicion. They were typically hidden 

beneath the howling of primeapes and the humming of insects, but ever so often the transgressors 

would slip up and she could hear them clearly. A snapping twig, a crunching leaf, a gentle pur 

between compatriots.  

 “Panthers.” She stated. 

 Ben perked up, “Panthers?” 
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 Turning to her patient, she nodded. She didn’t say what the sight of him made her think: 

Panthers should be the least of your worries. He didn’t look good. He was shivering, despite 

being coated in a layer of thick sweat. His face, which had once been nicely tanned by Solaris’ 

glare on the Marble Plains, was as white as the three moons far above. Then again, she realized, 

you’ve lasted this long. 

 “Hang in there, Ben,” Marvell scurried over to the edge of the lean-to before pausing, 

“Are you religious?”  

 “Not really.” Ben whispered. 

 “Trust in the Guardians?” Marvell asked. 

 Ben attempted a scoff but it came out as more of a wheeze, “Not really.” 

 Marvell nodded in agreement, “Well, just wish Selu to me, then, cause if I don’t come 

back…”  

 Ben groaned. The pain was honestly easier than it had been since she had first cleaved 

him halfway in half, now it was more of a nausea and a brutal numbness in his gut that seemed 

somehow responsible for the pounding bolder of throbbing in his skull. Despite the respite from 

agony, the discomfort was as extreme as ever. 

 “Donum.” Marvell grunted, “Selu to you, too.” 

 Crawling out from the tent and dragging her axes with her, her hazel glare met a pair of 

glowing eyes, twinkling like stars, from the shadows. Then they were gone. Her guests were no 

longer attempting to be discreet and she wasn’t sure whether that was a good sign or not.  

 The battleground was set and she had homefield advantage. She’d fashioned a hasty wall 

of pikes around the perimeter of the clearing. The spears were little more than branches snapped 

in half, a full grown horned panther would burst through them as if they were nothing more than 

twigs, but they weren’t there to impale the pouncing felines. They were there to funnel them. The 

cats would avoid her walls and attack through the opening she had made.  

 With Pride and Joy in her hands, she waited for them.  

 “Here kitty, kitty, kit-” 

 It came from the darkness as if it were the darkness itself. Its fur was such a perfect shade 

of black that it was nearly darker than the shadows, only its wide yellow eyes gave it away in 

time for Marvell to prepare. The beasts paws were outstretched, claws the size of the curved 

edges of her ax blades, its ears back, and its lips curled to reveal the fangs that made its claws 

look like daggers compared to the swords that lined its maw. Even bigger than the teeth were the 

massive, obsidian horns that curved out from the feline’s furled brow.  

Marvell felt the roar in her chest, but she didn’t step back. She stepped forward. Pride 

came first. She pivoted so that her left shoulder faced the pouncing lion. As she moved she raised 

the ax, bringing it over her head and down directly into the face of the monster – it’s entire 

mouth fit around the blade and, as the poor beast was unable to stop mid leap, Pride cleaved its 

mouth in two and drove it head first into the ground. If Pride hadn’t been enough, then Joy 

would’ve been. Marvell released the red ax and spun around to bring Joy’s black blade down on 

the cougar’s head – striking between the horns and splitting the skull like it were a pumpkin. A 

defiant spraw of blood struck the bearn, but the cat was done. 

Lifting Joy, the blade still firmly wedged in the head of the panther, she was able to pull 

Pride free from the monsters mouth. Then, yanking Joy out and receiving another spirt of 

crimson war paint, she twirled around and hopped back towards the tent. 

“Who’s next?” 
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The jungle was quiet. The night sounds that had become like white noise had been 

replaced with a deafening silence. Marvell took another backwards step towards the tent as her 

head jerked from side to side, squinting into the black. 

She shivered. A breeze hadn’t passed through, but the temperature had dropped. She 

cursed under her breath. New lights appeared beyond the treeline. They weren’t massive and 

yellow like the cats’, but they did glow. They glowed red. They weren’t circular either, they were 

diamond shaped. Dancing about but not in pairs of two – Are they even eyes? They looked like 

energized enertombs ready to spout fire magic like the gem on the elgroon strapped to Ben’s 

backpack.  

Speaking of Ben, he’d gotten up. When he spoke behind her, Marvell nearly had a heart 

attack. She whirled halfway around, ready to chop him again, before managing to stop herself as 

her brain registered who it was. Still, the speed at which she turned was demonstrated when the 

blood still dripping off her axes splattered him in the face.  

“Hisses.” Ben croaked, “Don’t move.” 

“Ben,” Marvell whispered, “lay back down.” 

He shook his head as he staggered forward. The poor gmoat would’ve tumbled to the 

ground had Marvell not hopped closer so that he could catch her arm and lean on her. 

“I know hisses.” Ben continued, his head bobbling on his spine like a baby struggling to 

bear their brain’s dead weight, “You gotta look em.” 

“What are you talking about?”  

Marvell turned back to check the progress of the hovering diamonds. There were more of 

them. They danced just outside of the light like fireflies, seeming to blink as they passed behind 

tree trunks and shrubbery. A wisp extended out into the light. It was gray, like smoke, but it 

wasn’t smokey. It reminded Marvell of a spirit, translucent and gaseous, but also maintaining a 

shape like a solid and as it journeyed further into the light, Marvell realized it was a hand. 

Gnarled and curled like the talons of a giant bird of prey and disconnected from the body that 

followed it into the clearing.  

“Farak me.” Marvell gasped. 

“No.” Ben’s voice – despite his near-death deliriousness – was solid as a rock. There was 

a deepness that Marvell did not expect from the gmoat. He released her arm and stepped towards 

her makeshift-wall, standing between Marvell and the ghastly figure. He was unable to stand 

straight, but even in his crooked posture he did not seem afraid, “Don’t show them fear.”  

Marvell gulped but then choked as she tried to stop herself midway. The creature was 

now fully out in the open. The scarlet luminosity was not in fact the eyes – or well, it didn’t 

appear to be because it was not located where one would expect the eyes to be but rather smack-

dab in the center of the ghoul’s head. There were no eyes, just empty ghosty, grayness. 

Descending down from the slope of its brow was a long toothy snout, like that of a dragon or 

crocodile. The fiend was slowly hovering towards them, others of its kind now leaving the 

darkness too, and Marvell repressed another gasp as a wave of chills made her fur stand on end. 

The things were little more than heads, floating reptilian ghost-heads with disconnected claws 

clenching and unclenching with anticipation.  

“They are drawn to my family.” Ben murmured. 

“Some kind of curse?” Marvell asked. 

“I was adopted.” Ben grunted. 

“Then lucky you.” Marvell muttered. 
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Staggering a bit further, he grabbed hold of the edge of the pike-line that Marvell had 

made to defend their little campsite. One of the hisses was now right before him, less than a yard, 

levitating up to eye level, but it didn’t stop. It continued to rise and pass through him, keeping 

only the jewel implanted in its noggin above so that it drifted between his horns over the tufts of 

his short, sloppy hair.  

“They protect us.” 

Marvell held her ground but her eyes shifted quickly from the disembodied alligator to 

the back of the gmoat’s head – a gmoat that she had nearly killed and that may still yet die who 

was now telling her to just let the thing float around her. “They protect us.” Am I included in 

that? Or am I something they need to protect you from? Then again, if they sought to kill her, 

there wasn’t much a chance she’d survive if she fought them back. They’d scared off the 

panthers. In fact, upon their arrival, the entire jungle seemed to hold its breath. Now dozens of 

the creatures were floating towards her, like a fog sweeping across the rain forest floor. He needs 

me, she told herself, he wouldn’t sell me out to these fiends.  

She rolled her shoulders and kept her eyes open. Bobbing in the air, they converged 

around her. One of their ruby crystals brushed her cheek. It was hot and sharp, slicing through 

her fur like a razor, before pulling away. She now couldn’t even make out their shapes, so many 

were passing through her and one another, but the longer it went on the less disturbed she 

became. 

“Are they…magic?” She asked Ben. 

He had turned around, still using the spear to support his weight. He shrugged as much as 

he could, explaining, “My mother used to say that they were animals that’ve been lost to the 

Well of Youth.” 

Leaning forward, he started to stagger back towards her and the tent. As if taking his 

movement as a cue, the creatures began to depart. They drifted away from Marvell without 

looking back. Their ghastly snouts all pointed towards the darkness. After they’d cleared the 

pike-fence, Marvell strode forward to help Ben hobble back into the tent. 

“I thought you weren’t religious.” She stated, “You believe in the Well of Youth?” 

Ben tried to shrug again but his body could hardly manage to walk let alone emote. 

“We’ll be safe now.” He said as she helped him lay back down by the fire, “Selu, yea?” 

Marvell smiled. She turned to watch the red lights dance on the periphery. Nodding she 

giggled a bit to herself, “Farakin selu indeed.” 

 

- - - 

 

 “One thing I hate about turning into a human after being a dog,” Fetch paused, shaking as 

well as a human could before giving up to pout, “I get all these loose dog hairs all over me.” 

 While his wiggle had been unsuccessful compared to the sort of shakes he could pull off 

on all fours, the motion had still expunged a cloud of shedded fur. One that elicited a sneeze and 

a glare from the dwarf beside him. 

 “That’s what that was,” Lenga wrinkled her nose as she plucked a hair off her tongue and 

flicked it to add to the hairs slowly raining down to the jungle floor. 

 Bold gagged at the thought of his Lil Lenga and her less-than reputable lover but quickly 

switched gears back to the matter at hand, giving the shadowmancer a gentle nudge in the back.  

 “No toime to lollaigog, laddae, kaep on.” 

 Craining his neck and tilting his chin towards the canopy, Fetch’s nostrils flared. 
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 “You really can smell like a dog?” Lenga murmured, enthralled. 

 Fetch looked down, smirking at the Princess. He rolled his shoulders and stretched his 

neck until it popped, “Even amongst dogs, I’ve gotta hell of a nose-” 

 “Dogs con haer too, con’t they?” Bold interjected, pointing above them, “Haer thot?” 

 Now, as Fetch turned his head to the heavens, so too did Lenga. Holding their breathes, 

they listened. Shouting. That was the first thing they heard, but then they focused further and 

heard the faint sounds of folks clamoring across the rope bridges accompanied by the jingle of 

chainmail. 

 “They’re following us.” Lenga gulped. 

 “Aye.” Bold nodded. 

 “It isn’t them we need to worry about.” Fetch warned, he pointed back the way they 

came, “There’s Guards down here coming after us too.” 

 “On the jungle floor?!” Lenga exclaimed. 

 Fetch nodded. 

 “My father would never…” Lenga’s words faded as her frown grew.  

 “Aithar weh, kids, wae’ve got ta move.” Bold stated. 

 “Aye.” Fetch concurred, reflexively lathering on a thick faux-dwarven accent. The 

sudden realization that he mimed his new, hard-fisted friend spurred him on to the task at hand. 

Rushing forwards, he beckoned his companions to follow, “This way!” 

 The rainforest was dark, very little moonlight made it through the unfurling clouds and 

even less found its way through the vast web of leaves and limbs that held Sereibis above. Still, 

there was light. Fireflies flickered on and off as they frolicked between the phosphorescent fungi 

that furred the fat foremasts of the kapoks. Itty-bitty brooks bent around the broad boughs, 

hooking left and right like jagged lightning bolts, reflecting the blinking bugs and the bright 

bracket polypores. The neon lights splattered as the gang romped through and, as the fireflies 

dove for cover in their wake, they left behind them a trail of darkness. 

 But it was all bright to Fetch. With his crow eye opened wide, it was like running through 

the Milky Way. Entire galaxies of lifeforms surrounded them, carpeting the floor, twinkling in 

the air, and spiraling up the gargantuan tree trunks. Yet, despite his heightened senses, he was the 

first to nearly fall prey to the beasts of the night. It was Lenga – stumbling half blind behind him 

– that sensed something was wrong. Fetch may have had an advantage with sight, smell, and 

sounds, but Lenga was a native, she had a feel for the forest. 

 To an alien, the way the fireflies bounced about seemed random but to an indigenous soul 

there was a chaotic synchronicity to it. The constant scraping of the cicadas rose and fell like the 

sea crashing upon a beach and, like a beach, someone from the inland might not understand why 

some waves hit the shore bigger than others, but someone from the coast – while they may not be 

able to explain it – they could sense what the next tide would bring. The the wind whistled as it 

coursed between the kapoks and ruffled the underbrush, whispering warnings in Lenga’s pointed 

ears. 

 She stopped abruptly. Bold would’ve ran her over had she not turned sideways to let him 

pass. He began to skid to a halt but before he could Lenga tackled him to the ground. They’d 

hardly hit the damp jungle floor before she jerked her head up to watch her lover with wide 

purple eyes. 

 “FETCH!”  

 As Fetch spun around, his crow eye spun even faster. Fortunately, Fetch wasn’t the 

brightest light in the sky and so his cursed eye was able to see around the glow of his brain and 
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spot the brilliant mass rocketing towards him. He swept his own legs out from under him, 

allowing him to flop onto his back and let the yet-unidentified-threat soar over him.  

 “GET UP!” 

 His upside down dive had launched him between the last two trees before a clearing. 

Clearings weren’t common in Munkloe rain forests, in fact, they were nigh inexistant. This one, 

on the other hand, existed merely because it had been the rally point of a ridgeback stampede the 

night before and though it still smelled of the filthy bovines, Fetch instantly caught a separate 

scent. A feline one. He hopped back up. 

 The cat hit the ground and twisted around then froze. It leered at him, shifting its weight 

from shoulder to shoulder as its tail whipped spastically behind it. The creature was the size of 

the curlhead dragons Ben had flown in on and it had upturned barren like horns sprouting out 

from between its back turned ears. The panther’s eyes were as big around as Fetch’s hands and, 

while the rest of the body melted into the twilight darkness, its eyes glowed like a harvest moon.  

 With his crow eye, Fetch could see the predator’s comrades lurking on the edges of the 

prairie, strategizing with one another through their body language. It felt almost as if its tail was 

dancing like a conductor’s baton, organizing the accompany. Unfortunately for the cat, Fetch 

was more than familiar with the language of felines. 

 “Fetch.” 

 This time, it was a whisper. Lenga and Bold had crept up alongside him. 

 “Don’t kill it.” 

 Fetch clenched his teeth for a second before loosening them enough to speek, “Lenga, 

I’ve hardly any shadows left-” 

 “Don’t kill it.” Lenga repeated. 

 “Lad,” Bold jumped in, “how manay wae got round us?” 

 “Five.” Fetch stated. 

` “Lard.” Bold lamented. 

 “Six including this-” 

 Just as Lenga had a feel for the jungle, Fetch had a feel for the beasts. There was a 

subconscious part of his brain that registered every little mannerism from the flicking of the tail 

to the twitching of the ears to the dancing shift of weight from one shoulder to another. When the 

jaguar’s hair began to rise along its spine, so to did the hair running down the nape of Fetch’s 

neck. Just as two dogs can go from sniffing each other to simultaneously attacking in an instant, 

Fetch’s canine brain kicked in without hesitation. 

 “GET BACK!” 

 Bold may not have been a beast but he was a battle worn veteran. He was bounding back 

towards the treeline with Lenga thrown over his shoulder before the cougar had gotten off the 

ground. Bold’s eyes were on the kapok trunks, Lenga’s were on Fetch and Fetch wasn’t 

following them. He was running towards the pouncing predator. The feline’s maw was open 

wide, ready to catch Fetch’s face and crack open his skull like a walnut, but then Fetch slid to the 

ground. It seemed more like the cat’s jaw was dropped in a gasp now rather than a threat. With 

one leg out, like a soccer player stealing the ball, Fetch slipped beneath the monster and then 

pushed himself back to his feet with the leg folded behind him. Jumping back to bipedal, he 

twirled around and managed to just barely grasp the back end of the horned panther’s tail. With 

what shadows he had left, he surrounded his arms with the gooey black energy and used that – 

with his momentum – to give him the strength to yank the beast back. 
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 He wasn’t able to flop it back over his head, in some kind of tail-based suplex, but he was 

able to stop it’s leap – a leap he feared might make Lenga the new target of its lunge. When 

Fetch hit the soft earth of the clearing, he fell to his knees. His shadows dissipated from his arms 

and sudden wooziness swept over him. The cat, on the other hand, was furious. It was ready to 

whirl around and chomp its original target in two. Only, it never got the chance.  

 When Lenga saw Fetch running towards the critter, she’d cried out. Bold realized what 

was up, slid her off his shoulder, and spun around to charge back in. This was just as the cougar 

and Fetch slammed back down to the ground, Fetch first. He saw the shadowmancer hit the land 

and fall immediately to his knees. The lad’s outa shadows! Then the jag. Absolutely enraged. It 

had forgotten all about going for Bold and Lenga and was ready to turn back onto Fetch. It was 

so blinded by that rage that it didn’t see the broad-shouldered Bold bounding back towards it 

with one already-bruised fist cocked back and ready to- 

 POW! 

 His punch lifted the panther up off the ground and when it came back down, it didn’t get 

back up.  

 “Tehk the shadows, lad!” Bold hollered before turning back to face Lenga.  

 Her violet cheeks had paled to a pink. As excuses began to pour out of Bold’s mouth like 

beer from a tap, Fetch did as the dwarf commanded. Holding out his hands, he called to the 

murky energy within the crumpled cat. It rose from the corpse like steam, then floated over to 

wrap around him like a shawl before slipping into his crow eye. Animals didn’t offer half as 

much energy as beings, but beasts didn’t require as much energy as beings either and, despite his 

disguises, Fetch was more hound than human. While he drained their fallen foe’s energy, he also 

listened. The jingling of chainmail in the distance was now louder than it had ever been before 

and, not only that, Fetch could now see the glowing shapes of the guardsmen rushing through the 

woods towards them.  

Donum. He hopped back onto his feet and was about to take a quick sweeping glance 

around the clearing to see where the other panthers were when his eyes got trapped in the blood 

curdling glare of the Princess. Her leer struck him like a blade of ice even from where she stood, 

a dozen yards away. 

“No more dead cats.” She stated. 

Donum. Fetch looked to Bold.  

Bold shrugged, “Shae’s stubbarn as uh rock dwarf, lad.” 

As Fetch turned back to Lenga, he saw that all the sterness had been wiped clean off her 

face. Instead of a furled brow, she had wide eyes once more. Before she could cry out, Fetch 

already figured what was up.  

“FETCH!” 

He dove forward – towards them – but that was the wrong move as he dove right into the 

swinging paw of a swiping feline. It caught him in the gut, the claws scraping across his belly 

before sending him on his way, head over heels, skipping off the ground like a smooth stone 

slung across the surface of a lake. He finally came to an abrupt stop under the paw of a separate 

panther. It reflexively reared its giant head back, roaring victoriously to the moon. This provided 

a crucial moment for its prey to concoct some manner with which to prevail.  

No more dead cats? Fetch grumbled to himself. Does she prefer a dead dog?  

As its roar finished, the beast brought its head back down to finish Fetch but Fetch was 

gone. With an embarrassed, high-pitched, “Mrow?” the jaguar lowered its head further, looking 

underneath its belly, just in time to see a scraggly black dog rushing out from between its legs.  
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Fetch had planned to keep running, but beyond the haunches he saw yet another panther 

prowling. The only thing worse than a one on one with one of these giant cats would be a two on 

one – he’d rather be swallowed whole than torn in two – and so he decided to keep that beast at 

bay by keeping his current combatant combative. Rather than zooming out from under the 

horned panther, he jumped up and chomped down. 

As a medium sized dog, Fetch had some gnarly chompers. However, to a giant, dragon-

sized wild cat, his chompers weren’t very impressive. He’d have to pick a particularly weak spot 

to sink his teeth into to do any real damage to the feline. Fortunately, two particularly weak spots 

dangled right above him. It seemed that this it, was biologically male.  

The cat howled and its back legs kicked off the ground, flipping it over so it could get at 

the hound hanging from its testacles. Fetch let go and dashed up the belly of the beast, dodging 

the swiping paws as shadows poured from his crow eye. The cat had missed with its paws, but 

Fetch didn’t expect it would miss a second time. Rather than attacking again in such close 

quarters, Fetch needed to get some space to come up with another assault plan – plus he wanted 

to check on Bold and Lenga – so the dark energy that had spilled from his eye did not lash out 

and attack the cat but rather coated his body so that when the cougar thrashed, flipping off its 

back and turning around so as to pounce on the confused canine as it tumbled off its belly, the 

canine turned into three and confused the cat.  

 Poof! The panther hadn’t missed, it crushed one of the Fetch-clones beneath its paws, but 

as a shadow clone it was little more than a 3D art-work that evaporated into thin air when 

smashed. The other two pooches rushed onwards, back towards the treeline from which they’d 

come, squinting to catch a glimpse of his friends. 

 He nearly tumbled tail over ears as he came to an immediate stop. The second-clone 

poofed away without even being hit, leaving the real Fetch completely exposed, but he wasn’t 

worried – not about the jaguar, anyways. Their little dog and cat fight was over.  

 Above where he had been standing moments before being blindsighted by the paw of a 

panther, near the corpse of the fist-finished feline that first attacked them, two cats hung limp, 

suspended in the air. They rotated slowly, like shawarmas on vertical spits. The similarities 

didn’t end there. The creatures were being slowly shaved away at, their fur being scraped off in 

long spiraling strips. Rivets were cut through the naked flesh beneath, clumps of muscle torn out 

and discarded to the growing pile of gore below. Fetch could hardly make out the culprits with 

his biological eye, but his crow eye could see them plain as day. 

 “Hisses.” He whispered,  

His fur stood up along his spine but other than that, Fetch didn’t move a molecule. The 

hisses weren’t done disassembling the two felines, but some had started to leave, hovering back 

down to the clearing and drifting like an oncoming fog towards Fetch. Their reptilian jaws 

opened and closed slowly as they bobbed above the ground. Their talon like hands, floating near 

their bodies but seemingly detached, curled and unfurled. The diamond shaped ruby-colored 

gems in their temples shone with fierce brilliance, giving their gray gaseous material a bloody 

hue.  

Don’t move. Don’t move. Don’t- 

With a roar like rolling thunder, the ball-bitten jaguar surged past him. It dove head first 

into the phantom phalanx, ready to thrash around and avenge its mutilated kin, only to be 

instantly overwhelmed. The slow moving hisses suddenly snapped into action, their bodies 

immediately donning the crimson color of their jewels – no longer was it a mere hue, the color 

became so intense that the diamonds in their temples were no longer discernable from the rest of 
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the eldritch shapes – as they lifted their feral foe into the air. Their claws slashed and scraped, 

pealing off flesh like a bar tender peals the rinds of a lime. Their jewels slipped in and out of the 

cat like sewing needles, leaving steaming bullet-hole-like orifices. Instead of thrashing, the 

panther writhed. Its roar had become distorted and choppy and eventually gargly as blood began 

to spurt out from between its gnashing fangs. Then it went silent, leaving the only sound in the 

night the hawk-like screeches of the macabre monsters. 

Fetch still hadn’t moved – except for to breathe. He fixated on his breathing. Though his 

eyes were open he tried to ignore what he was seeing, even as a batch of the demons tired of this 

third victim and returned back to the surface of the planet to seek out a fourth – drifting ever so 

slowly towards him. He refused to think of anything else even as subconscious fears darted about 

his brain like a hornet trapped under a glass – fears not only about himself, but his two missing 

comrades, lest he reveal any sort of weakness to the monsters approaching him. He didn’t know 

which story about hisses he believed – whether they were demons from the Well of Youth or 

aliens from one of the three moons – but he put his faith in the single fact that both stories 

corroborated: Hisses will kill you for fury or fear, only the brave do they revere. Fetch mentally 

recited, Now breathe. 

Their diamonds scraped his flesh, burning and splitting his fur where they touched him, 

but they continued on. He didn’t move until he felt the rush of wind of them leaving. Turning he 

saw the panther, the one that had been lingering beyond the one he’d tried to neuter, rushing off 

into the jungle. The three mutilated carcuses thwumped to the ground behind him as the hisses 

joined those that had just tested him in chasing the last cat.  

“Wait…” Fetch murmured, There is one more! He turned back to look across the 

clearing, back the way they had initially came. And the guards! 

 It appeared that half the hisses had stayed. Not for Fetch, nor for anymore jaguars, but for 

the beings beyond the boughs of the kapok trees. Turning their ghastly backs on Fetch, they 

floated past the treeline where Fetch could see the glows of Lenga, Bold, and the Munkloe 

Guard.  

Before the hisses had arrived, after Fetch had been swatted across the field, Bold stepped 

up to the plate to face the feline in the shadowmancer’s place. Running towards the wild cat as 

its head turned to watch the humanoid-shaped hound soar, Bold leapt into the air and grabbed 

hold of its right horn. Though the dwarf was strong enough to likely yank the keratin-spike from 

the feline skull, throw it to the ground, and mash it into a jello puddy, he instead let his weight do 

the damage. Smashing the cat’s chin into the soft sod and then grabbing ahold of the crooked ox 

like horn with another hand, Bold dug his feet into the earth and pivoted with a torque that 

would’ve given the gears of Foxloe’s greatest factory a severe case of imposter syndrome. The 

panther would’ve moved to swat Bold as it had Fetch but its body followed its heads and its 

limbs were yanked helplessly along with the rest of it.  

“LENGA,” Bold roared as he swung the beast, “RUN TO THE GUARD!” 

Whether Lenga wanted to abandon Bold or not, she had little choice as she stood directly 

in the path which Bold had just begun to sling the cat. This wasn’t just to motivate the 

Headmaster, this was actually because Bold had seen that the cat which slapped Fetch halfway 

across the prairie had also been tailed by another eager killer kitty. This jaguar was rushing in on 

its comrade’s right flank, had Bold not slung its peer in the way then it would’ve pounced on the 

Princess and showed her exactly how violent nature can be. Fortunately for her, Bold had slung 

its peer in the way. The two slammed together and tumbled towards the treeline in a jumbled 

mess. Bold rushed after them, knowing he couldn’t give them a second lest one get away to go 
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after the Princess but his efforts were in vain, for even though the Headmaster took his advice 

and dashed off into the darks of the kapok labrynth from whence they came, the sixth prowling 

panther slinked off into the shadows after her. 

Her instincts were firing off in all sorts of directions. She had the keen sense that she was 

being pursued by one of the beasts but she was also rushing towards a ragtag group of Munkloe 

Guards that exuded a vibe – even from a distance – which made her uneasy. And there was 

something else too, rolling in like the storm clouds above. Their natural audience had long since 

departed – the songs of the cicadas and owls had ceased, the howler monkeys had called it a 

night, and not only had the lightning bugs turned off for the evening but even the luminescent 

fungi had seemed to dim as if hoping to go unnoticed. Something was wrong, of that Lenga was 

sure, and she was caught in the middle of it. 

“Princess Lenga!” 

They appeared to be as shocked to see her as she was to see them. Although, it wasn’t 

necessarily the fact that they were they that shocked her but rather the fact that they weren’t just 

they. They were armed. A dozen of them, mostly bearns but a few water elves, draped in the 

typical chainmail and barefoot as usual, but armed to the teeth as if they’d suddenly been given 

access to the armory that had been locked away for centuries. And, judging from the Captain’s 

sword, Lenga was suddenly quite sure they had. He held the Sword of Ben Dreb. 

“Captain.” She murmured. 

Between them was a brief gully, padded with mosses and feathered with ferns. On either 

side of the ditch were great knots of kapok roots. Lenga had frozen in one of these tangles when 

she saw the guards and they’d stopped at the edge of the shallow ravine across from her, 

gathered around their own kapok. When they saw her, they expected to see the shadowmancer 

next. Their hands had immediately gone to their weapons – most of them crossbows – but when 

Lenga appeared not to be followed they froze up. Unfamiliar with their bloody tools and also 

temporarily stunned by their own shame at having joined the Captain in betraying their 

nonviolent vows. This was unfortunate, because crossbows can take a moment to load and, 

though the dog wasn’t chasing Lenga, a cat was.  

“Lenga!” The Captain exclaimed. 

 No sooner did he holler than did it pounce. It had slinked around the kapok tree and 

spotted the Princess. There was no time for Hobbes to hop over the gully – his leap would not 

beat the giant panther’s – but there was time to do something. Before her name left his tongue, he 

had his ancient sword cocked back and just as the jaguar jumped he threw the broken blade.  

His weapon struck the cat in the side of the head, pinning its ear to its skull and slamming 

it against the hard jungle tree. The gargantuan melon of the beast bounced off the tree while its 

rear end still carried it forward with the momentum from its leap. Its tail end tumbled over its 

head and led the way, flopping over Lenga to smack against the side of the ravine and slide down 

to the bottom – dead.  

“Captain!” Lenga shrieked.  

Sliding down the side of the ditch, Thomas Hobbes went to receive the gift her father had 

given him, saying, “I’m no longer the Captain, Lenga.” He placed a bare, furry foot on the cats 

head and tore the sword free then faced her, “I’m here as a friend. Your father asks that you 

return home.” 

Lenga slid down to join the bearn in the bottom of the gully. As he took his foot off the 

face of the feline, she knelt down beside it to cradle its massive maw. The guards on the ridge 

shifted their feet. Hobbes gulped. 
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Stabbing his sword into the ground, he squatted down beside her, saying, “Lenga, tonight 

is not the night and tomorrow is not the day-” 

“Capt…” her words petered off. 

“Thomas.” He said. 

“Thomas.” She looked up at him, “You’re not taking me home tonight.” 

With a deep sigh, he bowed his head. After a moment, he whispered, “Promise me, you 

will not go to the harbor tomorrow.” 

Lenga frowned, “Why?” 

Hobbes looked up, his deep brown eyes meeting her big purple ones, “Promise me.” 

“I can’t.” She stated. 

Their conversation would’ve continued. He might’ve eventually cracked and warned her 

of the impending conflict that would take place at the river port. Instead, something caught his 

eyes. A whispy whiteness. It was on the peripheral of his vision and it jerked his attention away 

from the Princess out of instinct. His initial thought was smoke. But then, when he turned, his 

heart sank down into his gut as he recognized the devils that were approaching them. 

“Nobody move!” He commanded, before freezing himself. 

Hisses were floating around the kapok Lenga had stood in front of moments before. They 

poured down into the gully, surrounding Lenga and Thomas. Most continued up the otherside 

towards the ex-Captain’s anxious followers but one came to a stop between the bearn and the 

water elf. Their gazes met once more through the haze of the gaseous creature’s flesh. There was 

a constrained emotion in both of their eyes, knowing fullwell they could not express any sort of 

fear but ultimately revealing their apprehension in the glossy films that coated their eyeballs and 

shut out their expression. Both native-born citizens of the capitol city had been well educated, 

they knew the peril they were in, but what they didn’t know was who the hisses were there on 

behalf of. This question would very quickly be answered. 

The scarlet diamond in the center of the reptilian ghost’s head was now at eye level with 

Hobbes. The hiss had completely turned its back on the Headmaster, in fact, no more hisses 

remained on her side of the gully. A slow fizzling series of clicks seemed to emit from the 

creature as the jewel slowly inched closer to the bearn – drawing so close that it kept its head 

turned down so that its incessantly gnawing jaws didn’t touch the forsaken Captain – this sent a 

clear message. 

Matching the measured pace of his aggressor, Hobbes leaned back and then rose from his 

kneeling position. The shining crimson stone bobbed, clicks resounded from the spectre as it rose 

with him, then it rose one of its disembodied hands. The hand was twitching ferociously, like a 

fiend desperately attempting not to reach for their vice, but it managed to uncurl its claws for 

long enough to motion for Hobbes to turn away from the King’s daughter and face his vigilante 

crew.  

Now he knew why the hand of the hiss was trembling. The furred faces amongst the team 

were poofed, every little hair standing on edge, and the blue faces were as pale a blue as the sky 

on a sunny day. They quaked like the hisses and it was a quaking that wasn’t slowing but rather 

increasing.  

No. Hobbes could say nothing. He couldn’t even dare emote. He knew each and every 

man and woman gathered their behind them, they were more than competent. He trusted them to 

be the first Munkloens in centuries to engage in some semblance of a battle in less than twenty-

four hours. Retrieving the Princess was to be a chore in comparison. Sure they might’ve had to 

face off against the beasts of the night, but who amongst them hadn’t snuck out on some elicit 
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hunting trip with their friends while growing up in the treetop cities. They were ready for that. 

He picked them because he believed they were even ready for the battle waiting for them in the 

harbor – but hisses? All it took was a flinch and then- 

One of the guards, a young man with a scimitar, flinched.  

The hisses surged. Their subdued rattle became a screech – like banshee thunder, 

wrenching metal, or blade scraping slate – as their smokey shade became a bloody fire. In an 

instant, they amalgamated where the bearn had been standing. It was like watching an inverted 

explosion. Instead of expanding out, they condensed, their diamonds all penetrating the poor soul 

at once so that no one square inch of his body was connect to another. Blood, flesh, and bone 

spurted out in all directions, minced down into itty bitty mushy chunks. He never even got to 

raise his weapon, but his comrades did. 

Instinctually, the rest of the guards drew arms against the hisses and though they realized 

their mistakes as their friend’s remains splattered them, it was already too late. Done with the 

first flincher, the mob of monsters spread out amongst the others, like shrapnel escaping the 

confines of a grenade, hoisting them into the air as they whittled them down to unrecognizable 

carcasses. Weapons and chainmail rained down with the blood, their shrieks mixed with the 

unholy chorus of the screeching hisses, and all this before the unwavering eyes of the helpless 

Thomas Hobbes, staring up from the gully.  

One of the hisses descended from the atrocities to linger before the ex-Captain, testing 

him once more. The sword of Ben Dreb was stuck in the mud just before him, but he didn’t let 

his eyes shift to it. His eyes swelled with tears, obscuring his vision as he refused to let them spill 

over and wet the fur of his cheeks. He moved only to breathe.  

The hiss was impressed. It ceased testing him. Instead, it flew around him, ingraining his 

details in its mind. The other hisses, as they finished with his followers, dropped the lifeless 

shells of what once were members of the Munkloe Guard and joined their sibling in twirling 

around the lone survivor. Blood still dripped from their diamonds. As they twirled around him, 

creating a ghostly tornado, blood sprayed him like a light drizzle. The hisses were marking him, 

adopting him under their dark wing of protection whether he wanted it or not. 

His stoicism wasn’t all due to his urge to survive, much of it was due to a new found 

sense of guilt. A growing throbbing pain in his heart, like a tumor, that had first started when he 

took the sword and would now haunt him forever more. Violence was not the way, the fate of his 

fellows was all the proof he needed to be sure of that, but now it was his way, his baptism in 

their blood had sealed his fate. As he stood their, enduring the presence of the ghastly demons, 

he wished he had stepped out with the others for he now felt like an alien in his own home. 

While Hobbes watched the massacre, Lenga had been forced to watch as well. Even 

though the hisses had left her, she still knew not if she could move. Plus, she couldn’t look away. 

As a healer and Munkloen, pain and death were her enemies. She felt as though nature was her 

ally – she its defender – and yet now here it was, brandishing the most extreme of examples of 

pain and death to defend her. She felt sick, but she dare not gag. She stayed as still as Hobbes, 

remaining where she had been before, kneeling by the head of the dead panther, as the blood of 

the Munkloe guard vigilanties began to drain into the gulch.  

Just as her resolve began to waiver, a calloused hand gently grasped her shoulder. 

“Lil Lenga,” Bold whispered, “they let ya pass, get up. Wae must go.” 

She rose, holding her breath so tightly that even her heart was afraid to beat. Bold took 

her hand and they climbed back up the side of the ravine, around the kapoks, and out into the 

clearing. There she finally doubled over. Leaning on her knees, she heaved up the last royal meal 
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she’d enjoy for a long time. Her tears spilled out too, washing away the cold sweat. Fetch ran 

over, still in his canine form though now he had the shadows of four panthers in him. His crow 

eye spotted the dimlit corpses of the once bright shining guard members, but he quickly averted 

his gaze to ignore the temptation of their shadows. He turned his good eye up to meet Bold’s. 

The dwarf’s lips were pursed in a concerned line. 

“Wasn’t ar fault, lad.” He stated. 

Fetch bowed his head. Though he was a dog, he was only a little more than half – and 

such a thing was only possible thanks to an old family charm. Part of the magic allowed him to 

speak common as if he had the vocal cords of a being – one of many elements of the charm that 

led some to claim it was more of a curse than a charm, but that’s neither here nor there. This was 

not the night for jokes about his novel existence. Circumnavigating the puddle of refuse Lenga 

was still adding to, he knuzzled the pit of her knee, muttering sadly in response to Bold, “I 

suppose.” 

“No one soul is impartant enough to chehnge the good Lard’s feht far ya.” Bold asserted, 

speaking to both the dog and the elf, “Fehr bit uh hubris to thank yars is. Trust mae, Oi been 

thar.” 

He then slapped Lenga in the small of her back and clapped Fetch on his hard-headed 

noggin, ushering them on across the clearing, “Come on now, let’s not let anothar soul slip off ta 

Solaris cause of whot wae’ve saen har tonoight, aye?” 

“Ben.” Fetch nodded. 

Lenga spat in a futile attempt to remove the taste of bile from her mouth, but she nodded 

to the others. It was time to go. She ran a hand down Fetch’s spine then straightened up and 

started across the field. Fetch followed her closely, his crow eye scanning the jungle but no more 

beasts would come for them that night. The creatures of the rain forest around Sereibis would 

remain quiet, only the rumbling of the storm clouds spreading above them broke the 

contemplative twilight silence. Bold followed the two with furled brow. They trudged onwards 

without words.  

By the time mortal eyes could spot the flicker of fire in the distance, a slight drizzle had 

begun. Their bruding quiet was now replaced with an equally muted anxiousness, one that 

increased their pace. Before they knew it, they were sprinting around the kapoks, hopping over 

ravines where creeks were slowly coming to life, slapping branches and bushes aside as they 

rushed towards the campfire. Fetch, on four legs, got there twice as fast. He bound into the little 

clearing and skidded to a halt before Marvell’s makeshift tepee. 

“Ben!” He barked. 

Marvell rolled out of the tent, yanking an ax from the floor behind her and wielding it 

before her to keep the hound at bay. No sooner had she than did she lower it.  

“Fetch?” She yelped. 

Undaunted, Fetch slipped by her and sat himself down by Ben’s side. He lowered his 

head over the gmoat’s parted lips. His breath smelled of must and blood, but he was breathing. 

With a deep sigh, Fetch lifted his head and turned to address Marvell. 

“He’s alive.” 

“For now.” Marvell said. She hadn’t crawled back into the tent, she was looking through 

the woods, squinting into the darkness from whence Fetch had come, “Where’s the healer?” 

He got off his butt and glared at her back at the edge of the entrance, growling, “They’re 

coming.”  

Now Marvell peaked into the tent, her voice gruff, “You got a problem?” 
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Fetch shrugged as good as a dog can, saying nothing but keeping his lips curled back 

from his fangs. A fury began to well up inside her and, as if Mother Nature was trying to cool her 

down, the light drizzle turned into a steady rain. The fire hissed between the two furry foes but 

before their scowls could spark into violence, the healers arrived.  

No sooner did Lenga and Bold enter the clearing, than did Bold put himself between the 

Headmaster and the axwoman. Marvell was surrounded. She traded glances between the dog and 

the dwarf before ultimately deciding to give the far more infamous fellow her full attention. 

“Whar is the Fasthoof, lad?” He demanded. 

“Just inside.” Marvell stated. 

Bold took a stomp-like step towards her, “Outa the weh.” 

“No.” Marvell snapped. 

Lenga wanted to scream. From what they’d heard, Benjamin didn’t have much time left if 

he had time at all. She was already half drenched and it seemed the rain would only be getting 

stronger – there was no guarantee the bearn’s little lean-to would withstand the storm and almost 

no chance that her fire would survive the rain now pouring in the chimney-like exhaust hole 

she’d left open at the top of the structure. Healing a half dead man while exposed to a torrential 

down pour would be like trying to empty a lake with a bucket. But instead of she and Bold being 

able to rush to the gmoat’s side, the dwarf and bearn were bantering over whether or not they 

were going to kill each other. The healer had had enough violence for the day. Stomping with a 

fierceness that made Bold’s little move look quite soft, Lenga strode between the freedom fighter 

and the bounty hunter. 

“Kill each other in the rain if you like.” She was almost hissing, “I’m going to heal 

Benjamin.” 

Marvell grumbled something under her breath but she got out of the way (reaching back 

to grab her other ax out from under the tent beforehand, however). Bold slid his backpack off his 

shoulders and handed it to Lenga, stubbornly avoiding her glare. As she stooped to enter the tent, 

Fetch sought to slip out, but he stopped when something grabbed his tail. Lenga was by Ben’s 

side in an instant, gently helping him bear the weight of his head as he strained to get his eyes on 

his canine comrade. Fetch froze mid step, turning to watch Ben. 

“Trust her.” 

Then Ben went limp again. Lenga lowered his head back down to the soft earth. She and 

Fetch exchanged glances, then he walked out into the rain and she got her healing book out of 

the bag to get started.  

“Shae sehs wae should trust her, lad.” Bold said as Fetch left the tent. 

Fetch bowed his head, “Yea, well, so does Ben.” 

“Whot?” Bold grunted. 

Marvell shrugged, “I kept him safe, didn’t I?” 

“After you nearly killed him!” Fetch barked. 

“Me?!” Marvell crowed, “Where was he before all this – huh? Relaxing on the plains of 

Dogloe, babysitting your kind, safe as could be!” 

“First off, dogherding is not an easy job.” Fetch said before raising his voice, “Second 

off-” 

Bold cut him off, his deep voice resonating like the not-so-distant thunder, “You wark far 

slavars. Godai hellbrutes! Aeven if ya hadn’t troied to kill the Fasthoof lad, oi’d still kill ya.” 
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“You try and kill me,” Marvell rolled her shoulders, turning her axes outwards so that the 

flats of their blades were on full display, “and there’ll be thirteen dead dwarves and only one of 

them will be cause of me.” 

Bold frowned but said nothing. 

Fetch took the bait, “What’re you talking about.” 

“The Marrialdo was payed in slaves to catch our friend here.” Marvell explained, “Those 

slaves are being worked to the bone to charge enertombs that the bastard Captain then sells.” She 

turned back to Bold, “How long can a dwarf work day and night before they croak?” 

“Longar than you’d thank, lassae.” Bold retorted. 

“And how long are you willing to let them endure?” Marvell pressed. 

“Wae don’t naed yar help.” Bold snarled. 

“Again,” Marvell said, “you don’t have a choice.”  

Fetch’s mouth opened but then he realized he didn’t know what to say. An embarrassing 

whimper escaped his jaw before he could clamp it shut. He looked up to Bold, the dwarf still 

glowered at the bearn.  

Bold cracked his knuckles, saying, “Whot happens when wae follow you to thot boat and 

you turn on us thar?” He looked down at Fetch, “Wae’d rathar foight one bastard hare than fiftay 

thar!” 

“What happens when you try and storm the ship yourselves?” Marvell shot back, “You 

think the Munkloe Guard is going to go with you?” 

“Not after tonight…” Fetch murmured. 

“You can’t just storm the ship – not the two of you. Even the three of us is a bit of a risk, 

but we can do it, because I know the ship and I know the crew.”  

“How do ya plan to snaek a dwarf and a dog onbard then, huh?” Bold asked. 

She nodded to Fetch, “I’m sure he picked up some shadows on his journey.” 

“Not enough.” Fetch said before looking back the way they’d came and admitting, 

“Though I know where I could get some more…” 

“There ya have it.” Marvell shrugged, “He’ll disguise us with shadows, we’ll go straight 

to your comrades – that’s a dozen extra able bodied fighters – then we’ll blow that boat to 

smithereens with their own enertombs.” 

Fetch scoffed, “There’s no way this plan’ll-” 

Marvell scoffed right back, gesturing to the tent behind them, “As if you haven’t tried 

crazier schemes?”  

“Can ya map out the ship?” Bold asked. 

“Ofcourse.” Marvell nodded. 

“And the crew, you con list them.” Bold asked. 

“I can describe them. The headcount. Their threat levels.” She assured him, “No mancers, 

no magicians, but they do have some talented swordsmen and marksmen – the turnover rate’s so 

high, most of them look like they can’t even take a punch. So yeah, I can give you the run 

down.” 

“You really think this is a good idea.” Fetch asked Bold. 

“Lil Benji sehd to trust har.” Bold looked away from them both, staring up into the rain, 

“You didn’t know his mothar…shae was somethin else.” He smiled and looked back down at the 

wet dog beside him, “And shae was nevar wrong about paeple,” he turned back to Marvell, “nar 

a plan.” 

Marvell cocked her head to the side, “So we good?” 
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“Far now.” Bold nodded, “Ya start actin funnay, wae con alwehs kill ya tomarrow.” 

Marvell slammed an ax down into the mud so that she had a free hand to extend to Bold. 

“Marvell of the Ax.” She said. 

“Boldarian-” 

“Oh, I know.” She smiled. 

“Well, if ya knew Oi was comin,” Bold broke his hard exterior to offer the axwoman a 

good hearted smirk, “not shar whoy ya couldn’ta built a biggar tent.” 
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Chapter Ten: Meanwhile, in Batloe 
A twilight mist of darkness passed through the chamber as if it were seeping through the 

windows. It receded underneath Sharp Otubak’s scowl, as if the shadows were reporting his 

menacing glare to the clouds above and the clouds lost their resolve to stick around. At least, this 

was what the guard thought as his violet eyes darted across the Hall of Pillars, vanquishing the 

darkness and making room for the moonlight to take its place. He smirked triumphantly as 

marble floors glowed silver once more. 

Then he frowned. Bowing his head, he plopped down to sit on the platform, halfway up 

the stairway. His imagination could only entertain him for so long before the dreadful news of 

the night rushed back to the forefront of his mind. He almost wished for an intruder. And after a 

moment, that almost wish was leaning a little too close to actual wish – just close enough that it 

might come true.  

The double doors at the end of the Hall of Pillars crept open. They parted so slowly that, 

though the motion immediately caught Sharp’s eyes, he couldn’t initially be sure whether or not 

they were opening or if his eyes were playing tricks on him. Only once a dark figure slid through 

the partially cracked doors did the chidra stop pinching himself.  

He shot to his feet. The person was decked out in black from head to toe, only their eyes 

peaked out of a slither in the cloth that wrapped them but it was too dark and the figure to far 

away for Sharp to discern anything from that. The figure was short – Sharp was sure he had at 

least a foot on the person, not including the inches his boots and helmet added – but not quite 

scrawny. The tight, mummy like wrappings that covered the visitor revealed a muscular outline 

that may not have been able to lift the guardsman but, if well trained, could potentially put up a 

decent fight. Then there were the individual’s gloves – or guantlets, rather, as they were quite 

gaudy and glinted in the moonlight like metal. The clothes, gloves, and the body type screamed, 

“Assassin!” but the nonchalance of their entry and their current stride threw Sharp for a loop. 

Dey just waltzed in drough da front doors. Sharp frowned, marching down the steps. 

Crimpsin tiad Royal Guard just letting anybody in now? The chamber was long, but the 

acoustics effective, Sharp didn’t have to raise his voice to speak to this mysterious person even 

though over fifty yards still separated them.  

“Halt.” He commanded. 

There wasn’t so much as a flinch from the other. Their stroll continued undaunted. 

Sharp drew his sword, “Come any furder and I’ll consider you a dreat.” 

To Sharp’s surprise, the intruder stopped. The guard couldn’t help but give away his 

surprise as he came to a stop at the bottom of the stairs. He cleared his throat, saying, “Dis hall is 

off limits. In fact,” he gestured to the doors through which the person had come, “dat hall was off 

limits too. I don’t dink dere’s a hall in da palace still open to civilians, Civ, especially tonight. 

What’re you doing here?” 

While the figure’s body was stationary, his head was slowly rotating this way then that. 

He was observing the chamber. It didn’t appear, at least to Sharp, that the intruder was listening 

to a word he was saying. His curiosity was once again squelched by his suspicion as his eyes 

narrowed to scrutinize the stranger.  

“How’d you get in here?” Sharp pressed. 

“Your comrades were asleep.” The man stated. 

“Farakin Royal Guard…” Sharp muttered. 

Then the man gave a nod back the way he came, “And I snuck through the vents.” 
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Sharp slapped the face of his helmet with the palm of his gauntlet, the ensuing clang 

drowned out his continued cursing. As the echoes quieted, he explained, “Dose were supposed to 

be fixed.” 

“I think you’ve been set up.” The man stated. 

“Eider idiots or evil.” Sharp shrugged. 

“I’m going to kill you now.” The man warned. 

Sharp raised his weapon and smirked, “Selu to you den, Civ!” 

The assassin took off, going from 0 to 100 in an instant and yet still managing to reach 

back and yank two disks from his bag, one in each hand, and fling them at the guard. The 

projectiles spun through the air like circular saws, first curving out towards the columns then 

cutting back in towards Sharp. His eyes darted from one disk to the other as he concocted a split 

second plan then, with a smirk, the chidra twisted away from the murderous frisbees, swinging 

his sword as he completed his three-sixty turn, and came back to face the assassin with the flat of 

his blade thrust out like a baseball hitter’s bat. The two disks collided in the air, clattering 

together in the very spot Sharp had twirled away from, then fell towards the marble floors 

however one didn’t make it. With impeccable timing, Sharp’s swing collided with one of the 

falling sawblades and sent it soaring back towards the still sprinting assassin.  

Unable to stop his momentum, the black garbed intruder chose instead to use it to his 

advantage. As his own weapon came careening back at him, he dove over it with a flip as 

graceful as Sharp’s twirl had been – one upping the guard in grace, actually, for as he flew over 

the discus he snatched it out of the air so that when his feet hit the ground once more he flung it 

right back at Sharp.  

The two were mere yards away now. Too close for Sharp to effectively dodge the 

returning projectile, especially as he was distracted. Immediately after batting back the disk, he’d 

dropped his hilt with one hand and swept the other disk off the floor. When the assassin landed 

his flip and threw his saw-toothed saucer, Sharp threw the other.  

With his throwing hand, Sharp swatted the discuss spinning towards him out of the way. 

It split the metal along the side of his gauntlet, tearing the black scales underneath and starting a 

trickle of blood running down his wrist before it zoomed off to clatter against a column. But he 

had drawn blood too. The assassin was only able to block with his armored glove, smacking the 

discuss Sharp had lobbed away from his body with the back of his hand. It hopped off his 

knuckles and skimmed his forearm before flying up towards the ceiling and out of the way. 

Blood escaped the cloth that covered the assassin. Little embers lit up on the torn garments, 

burning the fringes of the tear for a second before turning into shiny silver beads. A few drops 

fell to the marble floor, sizzling there defiantly for a moment before hardening into metal flakes. 

Sharp saw this and it immediately sent his mind racing, but he was now up close and 

personal with his foe, this was not the time to ask questions. The assassin’s gloves now that 

blades extending from them, three from each closed fist, and one of those gauntlets was 

rocketing up towards his head propelled by a punch thrust faster than a piston. 

Swinging his blade up, he batted the first punch away. Then he brought his sword down 

hard, expecting an immediate second punch. His instincts were spot on and his blade came 

crashing down on an uppercut. 

The clang was followed by a screech as the assassin’s claws scraped the floor. His swing 

would’ve crushed any normal armored hand, but instead his blade struck against his foe’s gloves 

as if he had merely parried a sword. Still, it nearly yanked his enemy’s arm out of socket, which 

gave Sharp time to start the next bout of attacks. 
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 Or gave him time to ask. His indigo eyes stared so hard he felt they might pop out of his 

skull and slip between the slit in his helmet’s visor as he scanned the black eyes of his opponent 

and the flat blue nose that separated them. Saw-bladed discuses, short stature, black eyes, blue 

skin, burning blood!  

 “You’re a Gill!” Sharp exclaimed, “Paud Gill!” 

 “Now I really have to kill you.” Paud growled. 

 Retracting his Claws from the divets they’d cut in the floor, which had been a stilt to keep 

the two from toppling over, they both fell to the side. As Sharp’s sword slipped off the gauntlet 

and bounced off the crumbled marble, Paud opened his palm and slapped it flat on the ground, 

lifting his legs off the ground so that his arm bore all of his weight. Using the momentum of his 

fall, he swung a leg around and sweep Sharp’s legs out from under him.  

 Sharp didn’t fight it. He let himself fall backwards, even dropping his sword, but kept his 

eyes open for whatever Paud planned to do next. Continuing his sweep, Paud hopped back ot his 

feet completing a full spin and then came down on his foe with his right fist – where his Claws 

were still extended – aiming for the sight. Swordless, Sharp had two free hands and they came in 

handy. As his shoulderblades hit the floor, his hands shot up and caught Paud’s customized 

gauntlet before the blades jutting out from between the fishfolk’s knuckles could gouge out his 

eyes. Had he been a millisecond slower or a fraction weaker, he’d have been blinded. The tips of 

the claws poked through the slits in his visor, faintly tickling his scales. All Paud could do was 

flick his wrist. It barely scratched Sharp’s brow, but it did flip up his visor and give Paud a good 

look at the face of his opponent before his opponent threw him off. 

 The two separately rolled to their feet. Paud with both his claws back out and Sharp with 

his sword back in his hands. There was a moment of hesitation. Paud’s head was cocked to the 

side. Though he didn’t recognize Sharp’s face, he did recognize the black scales. There was only 

one chidra he’d ever met with black scales and he had never heard of any others.  

 “You’re kin of Dresdan.” Paud stated, “But you’ve got a factory accent?” 

 “Ya, Civ,” Sharp rolled his eyes, slapping his visor back down as he answered, “da 

Captain didn’t exactly make many of my birdday parties.” 

 “Do you know him?” Paud asked. 

 “I know as much about my fadder as I do about you.” Sharp scoffed, but he could only 

fake his nonchalance for so long. Paud had struck a nerve. His good humor lapsed. He yelled as 

he charged, “Dat being, I gotta kill you bode!” 

 Sharp charged, swinging his broadsword brazenly. Paud dipped out of the way, slapping 

the blade to the side as he stepped in to deliver a three-pronged punch into his reptilian foe’s 

belly, but the amphibian had underestimated his opponent. Brazen as the assault was, Sharp was 

still on guard. When Paud slipped underneath him, Sharp’s blade was well out of reach to be 

used to block the assassin’s daggered knuckles, but his elbows were right above the black-garbed 

blue-skinned shoulder blades. Sharp brought his armored bows down on Paud’s spine and drove 

the man into the ground before Paud’s Claws could scrape his chestplate.  

 The fishfolk hit the ground and the chidra staggered past. When Sharp turned around, 

Paud was already back on his feet and this time he was initiating the assault: rushing up close to 

the guard with an uppercut. Sharp flinched back from the punch but Paud stepped into the gap 

and attacked again, this time slicing at his gut with a backhand. Sharp backpedalled further but 

finally caught his bearings enough to respond. He swung low, like a golfer, going for the boxer’s 

unprotected legs. Rather than back up himself, Paud chose to jump over the threat. Rocking 

back, he jumped off his feet and onto his hands as the tip of the blade passed by nearly skimming 
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his guantlets, then he pushed off and delivered a kick square into the guard’s chest – launching 

him backwards into one of the guardy pillars.  

 Sharp bounced off the column and went right back at Paud. Paud, on the other hand, had 

turned and ran for the stairs. The fishfolk was quick but Sharp was quick too, quick and six foot 

five. Sharp reached the base of the stairs by the time Paud had made it halfway up. The stairway 

was bifurcated, so halfway up it split in two and doubled back as it continued on upwards 

towards the private royal chambers. This meant that while Sharp bound up, Paud was bounding 

up parallel to the swordsman. The Foxloen wasn’t just hired for his skill with the blade, he had 

quite the haunches on him, and so, just before they lined up parallel to one another, Sharp leapt 

into the air, over the railing, and tackled the Aquarian as he neared the top of the stairs.  

It’s one thing to be tackled by a man a foot taller than you, but make that man heavier and 

add a full suit of armor and a tackle becomes a nigh lethal assault. Still, Paud bounced off the 

wall and down a few stairs but he got back up more mad than hurt. Sharp was hardly even ready 

to respond but Paud was already back at it. He sprinted up the stairs, the blades sprouting from 

his fists thirsty for blood, and thrust out a grand uppercut. Sharp clumsily blocked the attack, 

which Paud gracefully adjusted for. The guard’s large sword came down to deflect his gauntlet, 

Paud twisted his gauntlet and caught the massive blade between two of his smaller ones, then, 

twisting his wrist further, he had Sharp’s sword pinched. Of course, the chidra could yank his 

sword free, the tension between the Claws and his blade was no vice grip, but it was enough to 

stun and stall him as the fishfolk’s alternative fist came for the guard. 

Paud’s aim was precise – so precise, in fact, that he retracted two claws so that only the 

middle remained. The slender dagger extending from his knuckles slid between the shingle-like 

lips of the armor protecting Sharp’s leg and stabbed deep into his thigh. Had he not been 

underneath the guard on the stairs, the assassin might’ve been able to target a more significant 

place, but nonetheless, he’d gotten his spike so deep that Sharp surely would not be jumping 

staircases anytime soon. 

Sharp didn’t let Paud get away with it scott free. When he’d tugged his blade and met the 

resistance, he immediately realized that he had goofed. That Paud was going to get in a lick. 

Thus, rather than trying to make up for his mistake, he decided to counter. Keeping his blade 

pinched between two of the claws on Paud’s right guantlet, Sharp bore down, pushing Paud’s fist 

down until his blade was no longer suspended in the air but rather resting on the fishfolk’s 

shoulder just above his gills. So as Paud impaled his thigh, Sharp cut into his collar. 

Both men recoiled. Sharp hastily flicked Paud’s molten blood off his blade though the 

edge had already been warped. Paud tore off his mask so that he could like his eyes. Then they 

took a quick glance at their respective wounds and turned their attention back onto one another. 

“I got all night, Civ.” Sharp grunted. 

“We’ll be in pieces by then.” Paud stated. 

Sharp shrugged, “Den leave.” 

“You first.” Paud snapped. 

Paud wasn’t wrong. The two continued to fight all night and by the time Solaris was 

beginning to peak over the horizon, they were both in pieces. Sharp’s armor was falling apart and 

his scales underneath were either split or coated in blood. Paud’s stealthy clothes had been traded 

for silvery, molten scars, leaving him nearly as naked as he was on missions back home on the 

sea floor. Sharp’s sword was essentially totalled too. The cursed blood of the Gill family had so 

tarnished its edges that he’d gone about using it as a bludgeon for at least the last hour of their 

conflict. Both men exhausted, their attacks had devolved to a level of half-heartedness that 
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seemed almost instinctual rather than intentional. As if they’d fallen asleep driving but somehow 

managed to keep the car going straight.  

Finally, Sharp collapsed, laying flat on his back. He extended a hand to Paud who stood 

too far away to physically accept it. 

“Break?” He offered. 

Paud slumped against a pillar and slid down to his butt, unwilling to vocalize his 

acceptance but taking the break nonetheless. Sharp scooted on his back over to his own pillar. 

There he propped himself up so that he could face his opponent during their little intermission. 

“Who sent you anyways?” Sharp asked. 

Paud licked his eyes. 

“Trude, wasn’t it?” Sharp pressed. 

Paud’s tongue stopped mid-lick on the second eye. This gave Sharp the answer that Paud 

hadn’t consented to providing, but Sharp didn’t seem to take this revelation with much surprise. 

Instead, it seemed he had already known, but that he was confused by it. That the real 

information he was after was not who, but why. 

“Why does she want to kill da Princess?” Sharp asked, “Daffeega will never be Queen 

now.” 

Had he eyelids, they would’ve been narrowed. Was this some sort of trap? Does it 

matter? I was wanted before this and I will be wanted after. If I fail, then none of this matters. If 

I succeed, then that is all that matters. Still, Paud was suspicious. He responded slowly, “I’m not 

here to kill a Queen.” 

“Good.” Sharp snickered, “Cause da Queen isn’t here, she’s MIA. Been MIA since she 

took da crown.” 

“There is no Queen.” Though Paud said it as if it were a fact, he was obviously asking, 

“There’s a King.” 

Now it was Sharp who was narrowing his eyes, “Civ…” 

Paud’s face was stonecold and still. 

“Paud, da King died.” Sharp stated. 

Though his jaw didn’t drop, his lips parted, which for Paud was a drastic display of 

emotion. 

“He died dis afternoon.” Sharp paused as he glimpsed the sunrise over the horizon, 

“Yesterday, technically, now…” He shrugged, concluding, “Duifeen is dead, Civ, da disease 

finally got him.” 

Paud slumped down to lay flat on the marble floor. 

“Farak, Civ…” Sharp remarked, slumping down to match his now ex-foe’s posture, 

“dought I was da one set up. Fate took you for a fool, today. Maybe not dough. Trude can’t be 

mad, dey got what dey wanted.” 

“In part.” Paud stated, “I still owe Truth.” 

“Donum.” Sharp sympathized, “I hear dey aren’t someone you want to owe.” 

“Wasn’t my choice.” Paud sighed. 

Both men could hear the faint sounds of marching approaching the chamber from behind 

the very double doors Paud had waltz through hours before. The Royal Guard was finally doing 

their job. Neither got up from the floor. 

“Dink dey dink dey’ll find us bode dead?” Sharp asked. 

“Why would the Guard be in league with Truth?” Paud asked. 
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“Not about Trude. It’s about da new Queen. Da Guard serves da Advisors.” Sharp 

explained plainly, “Da Advisors like da new Queen, dey didn’t like her sister.” 

“Her sister being who would’ve been elected if the King hadn’t died.” Paud realized. 

“You got it, Civ.” Sharp sighed, “Now Daffeega is just anodder Princess.” 

“What will they do with me?” Paud asked. 

“If it were up to da Advisors and da new Queen, dey’d probably kill you.” Sharp 

snickered, “But I’ll put in a good word for you wid Daffeega. She’ll get her sis to go light. Life 

in prison isn’t too bad, Civ, free room and board – and healdcare.” 

“I’d rather death.” Paud muttered, before raising his voice for Sharp to hear, “Why do 

you care what happens to me anyways?” 

Sharp laughed. For the first time, his laugh was cruel. Prior snickers and scoffs had been 

in good humor, but this time Sharp was legitimately laughing at his supposed foe. Sitting back 

up against the column to stare at the surrendered assassin, he said, “You’re Paud Gill, Civ. 

Aquaria needs da Gills and dere ain’t many left of you. Tiad…Wid Queen Suicine, Batloe may 

be da next Aquaria.” He shook his head, blood flew from the tips of his head tails, “Dey got your 

people in da gold mines, dey’ll put my people back on da moon mines.” 

“Your people?” Paud bitterly shot back, “You’re Foxloen.” 

“Nah, I’m a Civilist, Civ.” Sharp snapped, “Civs don’t let da revolutionaries die, 

brodder.” 

Down the hall, the doors had been flung open and the Royal Guard were marching in but 

they were still some hundred yards away so neither combatant paid them any attention. Paud sat 

up against the pillar so he could look Sharp in the eyes. He thinks I’m a revolutionary just 

because I’m a Gill. Paud wanted to chuckle or scoff but he couldn’t. The criticism in Sharp’s 

tone had not been directed at Paud’s person, but instead at his words. Sharp didn’t believe Paud 

was being honest with him. And as Paud stared back into the chidra’s purple eyes, he couldn’t 

help but admit to himself that Sharp was right.  

“Sometimes, staying alive when dey want you dead is revolutionary in and of itself, Civ.” 

Sharp said as he saw Paud’s expression shift. The chidra smiled, cracking the scabs that had just 

begun to stretch over his split lips, saying as blood squirted down his reptilian teeth, “Life in 

prison doesn’t mean life in prison – not in Batloe, Civ – just means you got a lifetime to figure a 

way out.” 

With one last wink, Sharp turned away from Paud and got to his feet. The Guards swept 

in and Paud didn’t put up a fight. He vaguely heard Sharp hollering at them that he was to be 

taken to the healers and kept in the dungeon – that Daffeega would have full authority over his 

fate until the new Queen returned – but he wasn’t really listening. He was stuck deep in his 

thoughts.  

What would being stuck in the dungeons of Tlow-Vare mean for Cassandra? Would 

Truth consider this a failure and hurt his sister in spite or would Truth keep Cassandra and 

demand a new favor of him? Truth had told him that when the King died, they would have power 

over Batloe. Is Truth the new Queen? Would the new Queen let her sister keep him in chains if 

he could potentially out her for ordering the murder of her own father? Then what of Aquaria? Is 

this the best I can do for my people, for my sister – as the Civilist had said – simply staying 

alive? 

The guards hoisted him up and began marching him out of the hall.  

He decided to push these thoughts to the side. Preferring to fixate on the pain of his new 

wounds and that of the curse that constantly tormented his flesh, searing him incessantly with 
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each pump of his heart. Pain wasn’t confusing, it was simple. Then again, so too was staying 

alive. After all, what else could he do? 
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Chapter Eleven: Battle on the Marrialdo 
 The sun never rose on that last day of May, not for Munkloe. It beamed down on Batloe 

relentlessly as moles and chidras alike took to the streets to hear Princess Daffeega announce that 

her father had died and her absent sister, not her, would be their new Queen, but Solaris was 

nowhere to be seen in the jungle beneath Sereibis, it was as if the night had never lifted. And 

while sunlight could hardly make its way to the forest floor, the rain seemed to have no problem. 

 Gallons and gallons of water gushed from the heavens. The rain pooled in the fat 

elephant-ear leaves of the canopy until each leaf collapsed under the weight and sent the water 

hurtling down to be traded back and forth by the next generation of wide green blades. When the 

rain finally crashed down to pound the soft ground, it burst through in thick spurts that shot mud 

and moss in all directions as the water buried itself in the earth. 

 It wasn’t the only thing being buried there. Ankle deep in the growing marsh, Thomas 

Hobbes was hard at work scooping up muk in his helmet and throwing it to the side only for 

more mud to seep right back in. It came from all sides. Not only did it seem to rise up from the 

ground, but it seeming came down with the rain. It was almost as if he were on the floor of the 

Aquarian Ocean, shoveling away at some sandy quagmire, but he was nigh oblivious to the 

futility of the thing.  

 Had he been able to dig a decent hole, his task would’ve still been impossible. Just as the 

jungle floor had turned into soup, so too had his comrades. The hisses had torn his vigilante 

squad to shreds. Their dismembered pieces lay scattered around him like the pieces of a puzzle, 

mixed in with one another’s like the pie. Many of the bones had been split and snapped into 

indiscernable shards, those that hadn’t had been so licked clean of flesh that there was no telling 

one from another. There was no burying them in any sort of traditional manner, their monstrous 

fates had assured that, and so the storm did it for Thomas. The jungle floor slowly rose to 

swallow them. It rose to swallow the ex-Captain as well, and it might have, had not more of his 

brothers and sisters in arms arrived. 

 Letterlemurs had been watching him since the hisses left, sending a chain of messages 

back to the city. Those men and women that had broken their vows to Munkloe and taken up 

weapons, had not been the only Hobbes had propositioned but rather the first to take him up on 

it. Others had mulled it over, deciding in the dark hours of twilight to commit, only to hear of the 

demise they’d barely dodged. After the news spread, most lost their gall, but not all. A dozen 

men and women, six bearns and six elves, met in the armory that morning.  

 By noon, they’d made it to their former Captain. Without a word, they’d joined him in 

the ravine. The basin was half full, the muk bubbling up above their knees, but they took off their 

helmets and went about scooping up the refuse and casting it aside. As they started, Hobbes 

slowed to a stop. He watched the guards for a moment in silence. Even though thunder crashed 

above, the great Kapoks creaked and groaned, and the rain hit the earth around them with great 

claps like cannon fire, Hobbes’ mind was quiet.  

 His hand shifted to the sword on his hip. I’ve still got a job to do. He raised his head 

towards the heavens. Lord, forgive me. Munkloe, forgive me. Then he looked back down at the 

disassembled dead scattered around him and the thriving new souls that had joined him in the 

ditch. 

 “More of us will die.” He hollered over the roar of the storm. 

 The volunteers stopped their shoveling and straightened up. They looked around at one 

another, then turned back to the ex-Captain. He bowed his head, pausing for a moment, 

overwhelmed with responsibility that once again faced him and more than ever aware of the 
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consequences that may face them all, but his hand still held fast to the hilt of the Dreb Sword. 

There is no going back. Closing his eyes, he saw the face of the old silver haired King. He spoke 

Signan’s words aloud as he saw him speak them in his mind. 

 “Peace in the face of conflict is violence.” Hobbes drew the ancient sword and lifted it 

towards the canopy, “My comrades, there is a conflict. The people of Munkloe must be 

protected. What will you do?” 

 Thunder exploded as one woman stepped up. A young water elven guard. Mud sloshed as 

she waded forwards. She raised her fist in the air, “We will not be bound by peace!” 

 Hobbes stepped forward to meet her, lowering his blade to rest it on her shoulder. 

 “My name is Thomas Hobbes.” He said, “What is your name.” 

 As he traded his weapon over her head to rest it on the other shoulder, she answered, 

“Millie Drather.” 

 Then she bowed away and the next guard approached. One by one, he knighted them into 

their un-named league of vigilantes. The gushing of the heavens, the splashing of the mud, and 

the running of the blood that filled that ravine baptized them together. Then, when it was done, 

he sent them off to meet him at the harbor, asking for another moment alone to say goodbye to 

those that had so bravely followed him first. 

 This was mostly true, but there was another reason. After a long moment of silence, he 

turned to face the beast that was watching from the shadows of the kapok roots above the ravine. 

The sleuth exposed themself then, crawling out from under the gnarled base of the tree but 

remaining on the high ground above the large bearn. 

 “Fetch Eninac.” Thomas said. 

 The dog emitted a low growl in response. He knew that Thomas knew why he was there. 

He needed the shadows of the bearn’s fallen friends. Fetch also knew that most Munkloens – if 

not all – were not only repulsed by shadowmancy but outright enraged by the idea of scavenging 

the energy of the unconsenting dead. To make matters worse, the reason Thomas’ comrades were 

dead in the first place was because they’d been chasing after him. Fetch had every reason to 

expect Thomas to draw his weapon against him and so Fetch had his fangs bared. Shadows 

seeped out from between his canines, like hot breath on a cold day, rising from his fur like steam 

from a stallion. Fetch didn’t have much shadows, in fact, all that he showed off was all that he 

had left, but Hobbes wouldn’t know that – or does he? a voice in the back of Fetch’s head 

whispered, but Hobbes did not draw his sword. 

 “I am an outlaw now.” Hobbes stated, “Like you.” 

 Fetch ceased his growl and let his lips fall back over his maw, but he continued not to 

speak and kept his shadows dancing around him. 

 “Unlike you, however,” Hobbes voice was now a tone more intense than to described by 

“he stated”. Though his body remained absolutely still, without a hint of intention to reach for 

the Dreb Sword, there was now a threat in his tone, “I protect this nation and its people.” 

 Lest the bearn grow anymore aggressive, Fetch spoke up, “The Princess is safe.” 

 “If she weren’t, Sir Drahkcor would’ve slain you before I had the chance.” Hobbes 

barked back before pausing himself. He took a deep breath and exhaled it slowly then looked 

back into the dog’s eyes, saying, “Take the shadows and never come back. If I see you again, 

then I will draw this sword.” 

 Hobbes turned and climbed out of the ravine, up the bank opposite the hound. He didn’t 

turn back around, but continued onwards. Slowly trudging through the underbrush and the mud 

back towards the river. Fetch waited until he could see the ex-Captain no longer, until even his 
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crow eye couldn’t make out the man’s glowing aura between the gargantuan trunks of the kapok 

trees, and then he went about harvesting the shadows from the pieces buried in the ditch. 

 It wasn’t a quick process but it was slower than it needed to be. These fresh, untouched 

souls slipped into his crow eye like morphine filling up a syringe and then, almost immediately, 

it surged through his body. Rushing up and down his spine like the neon lights on a tall carnival 

ride as the thrill of dark energy spread to every cell of his being – caressing and corrupting his 

nervous system as his endorphins sky rocketed to seemingly never-before-reached levels and yet, 

not quite as high as the very first time. Still, he savored each rush, unable to quickly gather and 

go. There were enough shadows there to consume most shadowmancers. More than enough to 

send someone into a trip they would never return from, but Fetch had a genetic defect that, in this 

case, was a strength: he was mostly dog. 

 While beings like humans were still as undomesticated as wolves, dogs had biological 

benevolence bred into them. There was an overpowering sense of loyalty in the young rascal that 

kept jabbing at his conscience with a persistence annoying enough to interrupt his insidious 

inebriation.  

 “Ben!” He barked, his head jerking back towards the clearing beyond the ravine, 

“Lenga!” 

 With plenty of shadows to spare, he morphed back into a man and scrambled up the 

slope, rushing through the rain back to the campsite where his newfound comrades waited for 

him.  

Their spot was quickly being overcome by mud. The tent had held as well as one 

could’ve hoped, but by high noon there wasn’t a molecule on either of the four that wasn’t wet. 

Despite the dreary conditions, when Fetch returned, Marvell, Lenga, and Bold met him with 

goofy grins. 

“Guess what, pooch.” Marvell winked. 

“I did it!” Lenga proclaimed. 

“Benji’s back, lad!” Bold slapped Fetch on the back. 

The force of the clapse sent him staggering forward, stopping only as Ben emerged from 

the lean-to. Fetch gasped as Ben extended his arms in a gesture the shadowmancer had yet been 

offered since they’d met only a few days prior. 

“Looks like you didn’t get me killed!” 

“Yet!” Fetch slammed into the gmoat, nearly knocking him and tent behind him over. 

As they embraced, Lenga slumped. Luckily, Bold was there to support her. 

“Ya alroight, lass?” Bold asked. 

She nodded, but her voice was faint, “More anxious than exhausted.” 

“Yea.” Marvell concurred, “We’ve got to leave soon if we’re going to beat sunset.” She 

turned back to Fetch, “You get the shadows?” 

“Yea,” Fetch pealed himself off Ben, “but I’ve got a bad feeling about that Munkloe 

Guard.” His eyes met Lenga’s and he saw a similar opinion in the glint in her eyes. He 

continued, “But I got the shadows.” 

“Hesitation’s a trehtar, laddae.” Bold warned, “Mehk ya lose the good thot moight bae 

won. Trust mae. Wae’ve got to go farward with it and if thangs get twisted backwards, wae just 

mehk the best of it.” He shrugged, “Thot’s the best wae can do.”  

 With the wisdom of the dwarf steeling their souls, they gathered under a particularly 

broad, low hanging bough of a kapok and rehashed their plan and the storm continued crashing 

on around them. 
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- - - 

 

 Tou’s arms pumped like pistons, launching him up with such force that his palms left the 

floorboards for a second before they slapped back down. Then, with his arms folding parallel to 

his spine, he lowered his torso slowly back towards the floor. The reason for his slow decline 

should’ve been solely in the name of the exercise, however, it was actually due to the fact that 

the floor was lathered in an oil that smelled like rotten fish. Even holding his breath, the scent 

still brought tears to his eyes, but this all worked in his favor as it motivated him to push back up 

to a plank position.  

 The culprit sat not far from him. Tabuh was perched on a stool by the window. The other 

stool, before her, held a jar of the pungent fluid. She carelessy stuck a bristly stick in, splashed it 

around, then pulled it dripping from the containter to thrust it into the chambers of the cylinder of 

her gun. One by one, she scrubbed them out and oiled them down. The gun was more than clean 

by this point but it was a calming practice for Tabuh, something she could do idly as she thought, 

much in the same way were Tou’s pushups.  

 Both elves were broken from their trance when the door was flung open and the hulking 

first mate stomped in. Lightning struck outside the ship and the thunder rolled in as he plopped 

down on the bed, cloaking the sound of the furniture moaning under the bearn’s weight. He sat 

there for a moment, looking from Tou to Tabuh without a word. The moment lasted so long that 

both Tou and Tabuh exchanged glances and looked back at Jason, ready to break the silence 

themselves before he finally opened his snout. 

 “Sentray, Fou,” he addressed them, “The dael’s off.” 

 “What?!” Tabuh jumped to her feet, throwing the brush to the side but keeping her gun in 

her hand. 

 The Giant shrugged, “Dael’s off.” 

 “Farakin hell it is?!” She shouted, taking a step towards Jason. 

 Jason was undaunted. He turned to Tou. Tou had also been alarmed, he’d just been 

quieter about it. He’d gotten out of his pushup position and sat cross legged on the whale-oil 

soaked floor. His brow was furled, his jaw set, and his arms crossed over his chest, waiting for 

the explanation rather than demanding it. 

 “You can kaep the ship if ya want.” Jason shrugged again, “There won’t bae much of it 

left.” 

 Tabuh would’ve taken another step towards the bearn, but her ammunition was back by 

the stool. After one last second of glowering, she spun around and strutted back towards the box 

of bullets. Jason kept his gaze on the earth elf, acting as if he was almost unaware of the electric 

elf’s threatening behavior. 

 “This tahme, this battle,” the pirate gestured to the windows and the storm thundered on 

que, “the Captain is raellay retahring.” 

 “You said that last tahm.” Tabuh snapped as she slapped the container down on the stool 

next to the whale oil and flung open the lid, “Cept last tahm, there was supposed to be something 

in it for us.” 

 “You alreaday got what you wanted, Sentray.” Jason scoffed as she plucked a cartridge 

out of the box and turned to face him. He spread his arms out, opening his furry chest to her. The 

normally overly-armed man had come in weaponless, it was quite possibly the first time either 

elf had seen him without some kind of lethal tool. Still, she didn’t put the bullet back. Not yet, 
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not until he finished pleading his case, “Mr. Woodsman should bae the angray one. Hae hasn’t a 

coin to his name. You, on the other hand, are the hair to all of Northern Assload.” 

 Her head twisted as she ground her teeth in a maniacal smile and dropped the cartridge 

into one of the chambers of the cylinder. With a flick of her wrist, the cylinder slapped into 

place. Tou, still on the floor, finally decided it might be time to speak up. 

 He stated plainly, “It isn’t about the bounty.” 

 “Then what?” Jason asked, “The clout? The reputation? Listen, if y’all wanna hook up 

with the Admiral and join Antipa, go for it. After the Battle, y’all’re alreaday honoraray 

members! Lord, the Mystakle Tahmes will bae runnin with that headlahne whether you wanted it 

or not!” 

 Tabuh’s rage subsided as confusion slipped in to take it’s place. Her shoulders dropped as 

she asked plainly, “Then what is this? An apologay?”  

 Jason stood up and said, “This is good bah.” 

 “What?” Tou and Tabuh chimed. 

 He no longer met their gaze, keeping his eyes on the doorway as he headed that way. He 

walked slow though, like a man being lead down death row, and his suddenly sober tone shocked 

the two as much as his initial statement had. As he shuffled, he said, “When wae get to 

Sareahbis, y’all oughta make a run for it.” 

 Tou stood up, “What about y’all? 

 Jason stopped in the doorway, “The crew will bae raht behand ya.” 

 Tabuh put the gun down on the stool, “What about you and Dresdan?” 

 “Wae’ll bae finishing the job wae shoulda finished on the Hong Chae.” He stepped out 

into the corridor and closed the door behind him, adding quietly as he did, “Aeven if it’s the last 

thang wae do.” 

 

- - - 

 

Fire crawled along the curly cues of ink like a spark traveling down a twisted wick, 

burning up text as it traveled down each page. Every sheet of scripture was aflame, surrounding 

the patient with a natural amber glow as an unnatural aurous light also lifted from the fires, 

spiralling around the murmuring healer before curving down to splash upon the cerulean gash in 

the necromancer’s gut. A flat sapphire shard of metal rose from the incision, drawn out by Doc’s 

whispers. As it left Truth’s flesh, it took the glow from the wound with it. It radiated that vibrant 

blue, swelling and dimming in brightness as if the light were fighting against its steel confines in 

bouts. Once the jagged bottom edge left the flesh, a furry hand snatched it from the air.  

The sudden act nearly jostled Doc out of her trance. 

Remaining supine, the necromancer growled, “Is that it?” 

Had she been a solid species, she’d have been grinding her teeth as she responded. After 

finishing the current verse, Doc said, “No.” 

“How much longer?” Truth hissed. 

Longer now that you interrupted me. The spirit held her breath for a moment before 

responding politely, “Mere minutes.” 

Tossing the blade fragment into the pile beside her pillow bed, Truth grumbled, “I smell 

trouble.” 

Such a statement wouldn’t mean much had it been uttered from the snout of any other old 

crone, but coming from a necromancer it was significant. Just as shadowmancers can see energy, 
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necromancers can smell it. The guard perked up at this statement. She was a shadowmancer and 

her crow eye had been scanning the ship in three-hundred-and-sixty degrees for a while now. She 

could see easily through the bulkheads and floorboards, keeping track of the glowing silhuettes 

of the Marrialdo’s crew as they moseyed about. Though it was early evening, many of the 

pirates were just now waking up and, most of those, were hardly in states of full consciousness. 

Another day of indulgence and the crew might all need Doc’s tender love and care. Still, not all 

of the Marrialdo were nursing hangovers. A few seemed quite sober and one of these few 

suspicious silhuettes was recognizeable. Captain Smidt Cormac was up to no good and he was 

headed their way.  

“We’ve got company.” The guard stated, “We may have overstayed our welcome. I’ll 

handle it.” 

She marched over to the door, opening it quickly but closing it quietly behind her. The 

Captain’s office was the only room in the hall, the door split the passageway in two. Stairs ended 

the corridor on either side, these companionways doubled back and led to a nearly identical 

hallway that ran directly over the one the shadowmancer stood in. Stairing up through the 

ceiling, she watched three figures – one of which being the Captain – enter this parallel corridor. 

He took a right, his comrades took a left, and their pace was a good many strides quicker than 

their boss’. 

Their left was her right. Without another moment of hesitation she turned and made her 

way towards the end of the hall. She slinked along absolutely silent, like a cat, yet another reason 

for her moniker. 

“Catty.”  

Two nellafs snickered at her, one two steps from the bottom of the companionway and 

the other three steps behind him. The nearest had two machetes. The blades were dented and 

rusty, fitting weapons for a man with missing teeth and a layer of filth over his body that nearly 

made his pale white skin as dark as the twisting stripes of melanin that their race was known for. 

His comrade was cleaner, but that was somehow more unsettling. There seemed to be a glossy 

film over his eyes, not a single hint of an expression on his face, and such a faint hint of a twitch 

in his sword that Catty couldn’t be completely sure whether or not he was or if it was in her 

head. The dirty one chortled a little more. 

“We could use a lady like you in the crew.” He winked at her, “Use you well.” He took 

the two final steps, approaching her as he continued, “Stay here with, Perry.” Whispering in her 

ears as he passed by, “Keep your hands to yourself, now, ok-” 

His breath was thrust from his lungs as her knee smashed into his diaphragm, slammed it 

against his ribs, lifted him off the ground, and sent him staggering back towards the stairs. Perry, 

who Catty was now sure was twitchy, rushed past Dick (that may or may not have been his 

name, but he was a dick so Catty gave him the title) holding his katana by his hip with the blade 

pointed towards her navel. Catty stepped back as shadows poured from her crow eye and into her 

hands, stretching out and hardening into her own one-sided blade, which she then used to slap 

away the swordsman’s stab. His blade hit the wall and she kept her pressure on it, stepping in 

towards him with an elbow. But the elbow never landed. Twisting around the knobby joint, Perry 

bit down on her bicep. 

 “The farak?!” 

 Catty was more surprised than hurt. Her body was covered in a tight suit of leather armor 

and nellaf teeth weren’t known for being particularly sharp. It was such an odd counter that it 

actually worked – not by dealing damage but by throwing his opponent off – and then gave him 
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time to pivot his blade around to slip past hers and once again stab for her abdomen. Hastily 

putting her weight back into her weapon, Catty deflect the second stab and hopped back. 

 “Good boy, Perry!” 

 The machete wielding Dick leapt past the bitey buccaneer and led the attack again. 

Catty’s biological eye rolled at the goon while her crow eye released a fat cone of shadows that 

coalesced in the shape of a giant fist – slamming the grimy goof in the gut and throwing him 

right back to the companionway he’d hopped up from. As Perry stepped forward once more to 

replace him, Catty stepped back and took a look back down the passageway. 

 Captain Smidt Cormac stood at the other end. His snarl was visible even from that 

distance. With a mock curtsy to her, he continued his slow strut towards his office. Her foes may 

have been beneath her, but if they could keep her from stopping Smidt then they’d have bested 

her nonetheless. There was no time to play with her prey any longer. 

 She hurled herself back into the fray. Perry was swinging for her throat, she parried it, 

holding her shadow-sword with one hand and extending a free hand towards his face. The odd 

man’s eyes grew wide. His mouth instinctively opened and his neck seemed to almost reflexively 

jut forward as he sought to snag a taste of one of her splayed digits. Her fingers weren’t 

protected by her black leather jumpsuit, however, they were suddenly protected by something 

black. When she’d yanked her hand away from the hilt of her sword, she’d taken some shadows 

with it. They now surged out from behind the back of her hand, slipping between her fingers, and 

jumping from her palm to Perry’s palate.  

 The stupid sailor couldn’t even scream as she sent more shadows from her eye down her 

arm, through her fingers, and thrust deep into his throat. The dark energy seared his flesh as it 

coursed deeper, sinking barb-like roots into his innards, before she yanked it all back out, taking 

his shadows with it. Blood and black splattered Catty and Perry tumbled to her feet, his body 

nothing more than an empty shell of bone and burnt flesh. Finally, the man was still. 

 Dick stood behind him, his machete-wielding arms hanging from his shoulders like limp 

noodles as he stared at his opponent who was now painted in the guts of his comrade. He turned 

to run back up the stairs but a snake of darkness wrapped around his neck and held him tight – 

and the grasp only got tighter. The shadowmancer couldn’t help but grin. The energy from her 

last opponent was still seeping out of him and swirling into her crow eye, releasing wave after 

wave of euphoric endorphins throughout her brain. She nearly forgot about the fight as all she 

could think about now was shadows. How great they made her feel and how badly she wanted 

more. Fortunately, this had the same effect as focusing on the fight sense the next closest source 

was the thug being strangled before her. That said, her high would be short lived if she didn’t 

hurry up and stop Smidt Cormac. The threat of failing Truth was such a powerful stressor in her 

life that it managed to pierce through her intoxicated state and bring her brain back down to 

Mystakle Planet.  

 Yanking Dick back around to face her for his last few seconds of life, Catty squeezed out 

one last little treat for herself. With a devilish smirk, she whispered in his ear, “I’ll use you well.” 

Then the shadows around his neck twisted, wrenching his spine apart, and she threw him to the 

ground. 

 She turned to look back down the passageway.  

Smidt’s snarl disappeared with a gulp. Not because his comrades had failed and not 

because Catty might now turn and come for him, but rather because he realized that she had been 

coming for him the entire time. As she had faced off with the two feeble felons, she’d been 

letting a slender thread of shadows sneak out of her eye and slip off in the separate direction. The 
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tiny string of dark energy hid in the corner of the floor and the bulkhead, snaking towards the 

office where Truth was being healed and onwards towards the approaching Captain. He might’ve 

noticed had he been looking, but he’d just assumed she was held up with his hooligans and that 

was that, that is, until she was done and turned around. 

Almost immediately, she thrust all her shadows into that thread and like a hose being 

flipped suddenly on at full blast, it only took a second for the long tail of darkness to thicken at 

the end and rear up like a cobra ready to strike. Before his Adam’s Apple had ascended from his 

gulp, he’d drawn his sword with one hand and whipped out his gun with the other. Unlike those 

he’d enlisted that lay dead behind Catherine, Smidt was competent enough to not immediately be 

best by the shadowmancer, but, unfortunately for him, Catty was not alone.  

Before the shadows could strike and before he could cut them back, a separate actor 

entered the scene. Like the shadows, it had oozed under the radar of the Captain, sliding 

underneath the door of the office and rushing through the grooves in the wooden floor boards, 

racing past Catty’s thread and attacking barely a split second before the shadowmancer. It was an 

offwhite fluid. It jumped up from the floor and wrapped around Smidt’s wrists, solidifying like 

handcuffs, as more of the liquid rose before him like a pillar. Catty pulled back her shadows as 

she watched the amorphous blob take shape and darken into the form of the robed necromancer 

she thought she had been protecting. 

Doc had finally finished the deed, Truth was back to her old self.  

Smidt would’ve gulped again had an ossified binding not also wrapped around his throat 

and begun to lift him off the ground. 

“Betrayal.” The necromancer hissed. She turned back to look at Catty, “What do we do to 

traitors?” 

Catty was reeling her shadows back to her, fighting the urge to bask in the euphoria so 

that she could pay attention to her superior officer. Once again, she used her thirst to focus 

through the high. Smiling at the necromancer, she answered, “Consume them.” 

Truth smirked back saying, “Not yet.” before turning to the Captain, “This one still has 

his uses alive.” 

“You do this…” Smidt croaked. He had little air left with which to work with, but seeing 

as his final words seemed to be upon him, he managed to growl out the rest of his sentence, “and 

every pirate on the planet will turn on the Disciples!”  

“Poor, poor, raceless fool.” Truth strode up to the old washed up rogue, her gnarled 

fingers pinched his greasy cheeks, “The Pirate Wars are over, your kind has served their purpose, 

it is time for mancers to rise, for the return of the true Black Crown.” 

Truth spoke on in the Sacred Tongue and as she did the bone bindings that levitated 

Smidt Cormac began to change in color. As they turned first to a pinkish shade, they also began 

to lose their opaque nature, replacing it with a glow similar to the sapphiric glow that had lit the 

necromancers wound before, only this glow was indigo. His bindings grew too, no longer being 

constrained to just his hands and throat, but spreading to encase his entire body until he was 

trapped within the purple substance like a insect in amber. Then, as quickly as it had spread, it 

began to recede. It was as if it had never been there, except for in his eyes. The color remained 

their, coating his eyes so that neither the brown nor whites were visible. It was almost like 

Catty’s grow eye, completely black, except purple. And once the rest of the mystical substance 

had disappeared and the Captain was placed back on his feet, Truth stepped back to appraise her 

work.  

Smidt dropped to one knee and bowed his head to the necromancer. 
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“Why have you betrayed me?” Truth demanded. 

He looked up, facing her with his unblinking indigo eyes, “The Obsidian Sail is almost 

here.” 

Truth released an unintelligible curse before whirling around to face her guard, “Fetch me 

more bone. The slaves. Slaughter the whole lot.”  

Catty nodded. Without hesitation, she sprinted off. 

Doc approached from the doorway of the office.  

“You said we had another day.” Truth said. 

Doc kept her silver eyes on Truth’s, straining so that they didn’t waver even for an instant 

as she spoke, “That’s what I was told.” 

“Fortunate that you were able to heal me in time.” Truth turned away from the spirit and 

the poor healer let out a silent but heavy sigh. Truth’s nostrils flared, sticking out from her dark 

hood as she sniffed the corridor to taste the bone of the fallen brutes. Then she turned back to 

Doc, but did not look at her, as she strode back into the cabin saying, “Had you failed, I might’ve 

thought you intentionally lied to me. You did well. Gather your things and leave. Expect to hear 

from us in the future.” 

Doc nodded and obeyed happily, going to gather what was left of her papers. Truth’s 

hypnotized pawn rose and joined them in the cabin. The necromancer and her stooge stood by 

the windows that filled the outside wall, watching the storm crash down upon the treetop Capitol. 

Waiting for battle that was rapidly approaching. 

 

- - - 

 

 This was their third evening in the Munkloen harbor, their sixth night stuck on the 

Marrialdo since leaving Vinnum Tow, and now, thanks to the weather, they were all crammed 

below deck to nurse their hangovers as rain pounded overhead like an incessant snare, rattling 

alongside the pounding drumbeats of thunder. Everytime lightning flashed outside, blotting out 

their portholes with white, the crew collectively winced and clutched their aching heads. Despite 

their bodies’ explicit pleas for an end to the debauchery, pirates knew only one cure for 

withdrawal: relapse. 

 The table was strewn with an assortment of illicit and licit substances. The surface was 

soaked with syrip of stale stout, within this thick film were freckles of zirra that had been jostled 

from their place in line with the rest of the zirra that waited patiently to be snorted up into blood-

crusted nellaf noses. Crumbs of gogo and ash were forever glued to the tabletop with the zirra, 

the layer of boozey goo had been cured by the smoke of the gogo that couldn’t escape the blunt. 

The makers of the mess were just as scattered as their debris. One sat with his feet up on the 

table, his chair rocked back onto its hindlegs, his head hanging over the back of the chair so that 

his snores howled towards the ceiling like a hound to the moon. Another comrade slept standing 

up, his arm wrapped around a porthole like it was an old friend, his head bobbing with the boat 

in the thrashing waves of the angry harbor. The other two were awake though their mental states 

might not have qualified as conscious, as one was so lathered in aquannabis that he couldn’t trust 

his senses (and he couldn’t quite tell what they were telling him anyways) and the other was so 

souped up on zirra that his blood had run cold, his heart nearly pumping out of his chest, and his 

eyes were zigzagging from one dwarf to the next, believing himself to be obsessed with details 

when in reality he was so paranoid that he was missing the very details that he really needed to 

notice.  
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 One of the dwarves had wriggled free.  

 Their butts were strapped to stiff wooden saddles which they were rarely allowed 

reprieve from. This meant that their asses were so tender and sore it felt as if their ishiums, their 

sitting bones, would soon collapse from the pressure. Both of their feet were bound to pedals, 

like those of a bicycle, and they had to perpetually ride. The resistance was similar to that of a 

ride up a slow incline, just steep enough to demand a bit of extra effort. It would’ve been 

manageable for a short period but over longer period of time – say for instance, six days – the 

task became torturously grewling. When their overseers did grant them a break, they were too 

weak to cause any trouble. This left the clever dwarf that had unhooked themselves in a cruel 

position, mulling over the question as she continued to pedal: What now? 

 If she jumped off the bike, her legs would crumble beneath her. Her arms would catch 

her, for though they were stiff their muscles hadn’t been shredded like those pedaling the 

contraption. Their hands had been bound behind their back in such a position that required them 

to constantly shift their posture to keep from cutting off their circulation. This saved their upper 

limbs, but only further enflamed the rest of their bodies. So if she dove to freedom, her arms 

would catch her, but then what? She’d be forced to grapple with these four men from the floor? 

 There was another option. It hummed beside her like a beehive and glowed the color of 

fresh, warm honey: the enertomb. The machine her bike was strapped to was shaped like a giant 

flat tire, round on top and flat where it touched the floor. In the center of this circle were a series 

of wheels, all spun by her pedals, and within those, at the very center, pinched between thin 

enchanted needles, was the enertomb. A blocky orb of contained energy. All she had to do was 

reach in, snatch the stone, and smash it on the floor. The entire room would be blasted out into 

the river as deep fried food for fish.  

 Killing a couple hellbrutes and obliterating their merchandise would be a victory if the 

alternative was being worked to death and making their murderers rich in the process, but oh, 

what a sweeter victory it would be to do the same and live to tell the tale. It was thoughts like 

that that had nigh convinced her against going out with a bang and taking on the four stooges 

when suddenly four more clambered down the companionway stairs with a familiar face in tow.  

 For a split second, the dwarves stopped pedalling, but the nellaf’s didn’t even notice as 

they were equally as shocked. Boldarian Drahkcor the Fourth arrived at the bottom of the stairs, 

bloodied, bruised, and shackled. Three nellafs stood behind him, but they were in the shadow of 

the leader of the entourage. Marvell of the Ax stood proud before her prisoner. As a bearn, her 

head nearly scraped the ceiling of the hold and she towered over the slackjawed nellafs before 

her. 

 “Evenin, bastards.” She smirked. 

 The two sleeping “bastards” came too life a little too quickly. The man on the porthole 

slipped off as his legs went limp while the legs of the guy with his chair propped did the 

opposite, his legs kicked, launching him into a backwards somersault out of his chair and onto 

his belly. The two seemingly-conscious “bastards” staggered over, giving Marvell one last 

moment of gaping before their jaws snapped shut and their eyes squinted with suspicion. 

 “Angine?” One asked. 

 “Garfield?” Asked the other. 

 Marvell rolled her eyes as the nellafs behind her stepped forward, but this only seemed to 

further perplex the nellafs before her. They had addressed Angine and Garfield, two of their 

crewmates, not three. Cocking their heads to the side like hoodwinked hounds, they asked the 

third. 
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 “Who are you?”  

 “Revolc.” 

 Revolc was a crew member. And they answered with confidence. The only problem was 

that this “they” that answered was a plural “they”. All three of them had chimed in unison. 

Despite all their planning, all three had forgotten who they were supposed to be playing. 

Nonetheless, their plan was doomed to fail from the start. Marvell’s descriptions had led Fetch to 

make their disguises noticeably uglier than her late crew members. That’s how Marvell saw 

them. Unfortunately, that was not how her living crew members remember them. That, plus the 

fact that Revolc happened to be standing before them, staring dumbfounded into an uglier 

mirror-version of himself. 

 The real Revolc reached for his sword but as his hilt found the handle, he toppled 

forwards. The move initially appeared like a hasty dodge, one that saved his life as Marvell had 

beat him to the draw and Pride was cutting through the air right where his neck had been a 

moment before, but as he folded forward, diving into the midst of the imposters, it was revealed 

that this was not an intentional effort but rather due to the glistening enertomb that had been 

lobbed at the back of his head.  

 Though the pirates had caught on to Marvell’s ruse, the dwarves in the chains behind 

them had not. Had another second slipped past, the dwarf that had slipped from her bondage 

would’ve realized that the bearn and hellbrutes with Bold were allies, but instead she’d chosen 

the very second before Revolc reached for his sword to snatch the enertomb from the generator 

she pedalled and chunk it at the back of his head. Thus, as Revolc flopped forwards, the 

explosive stone fell towards the floor as well.  

 Fetch and Ben, disguised as Angine and Garfield, dove for the bomb from different 

angles but their heads collided and they bounced off each other and out of the way allowing the 

last faux-nellaf, Boldarian disguised as ugly-Revolc, to dive past his twin and catch the enertomb 

before it could hit the ground. 

 Pride hit one of the cycling contraptions with a clang like a bell as Marvell raised the 

black, double-sided Joy over the real-Revolc. Again the pirate was saved in the nick of time as 

Lenga – disguised as a shackled Boldarian – shrieked from behind her, “Don’t kill him!” 

 This didn’t stop Marvell from trying, but it gave her half a second of hesitation that was 

long enough to give Revolc time to draw his sword and block the ax coming down for his throat 

like the blade of a guillotine. Having escaped fate twice, Marvell decided to spare his life for a 

third time. Rather than finishing him with her next move, she let him roll to safety as she 

snatched a ring of keys that had been hooked around one of his belt loops. Straighting back up, 

she turned to Lenga and tossed her the keys, hissing through clenched teeth, “Don’t get killed!” 

 The shadows that masked Lenga were beginning to peal off of her like mist rising from 

the dew laden jungle floor. The robust belly she’d sported as Boldarian dissolved into darkness, 

revealing a heavy tome of spells beneath and it was on this old book that she caught the key ring 

Marvell had thrown. It wasn’t just her shadows, those that hid the identity of the rest of their 

gang were evaporating aswell. With the jig up, Fetch had called back what shadows he could 

save from the charade and returned to his human disguise with a shadowy bludgeon in hand. 

Back on his feet, he charged the pirate by the porthole. Opposite Fetch, Ben was back on his 

hooves and with his elgroon raised and glowing a brilliant yellow, he charged the hooligan that 

had tumbled out of his chair when they first arrived. This left the fourth sailor to Bold – or rather, 

this left Bold to the fourth sailor, because having dove for the enertomb he landed at the feet of 

the aquannabis coated fourth. 
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 “You’re Bold!” The man gasped, kicking for the bomb cradled in Bold’s hand. 

 Bold threw it in the air to avoid the boot, yelping, “Yar bold!” 

 He was on his feet in an instant, reaching to catch the stone he’d thrown only for the 

pirate to catch it first. With wild, dialated eyes and a yellow-toothed smirk, he tossed it over his 

shoulder. Rage rushed through Bold’s body like the fire that would soon rush through the hold 

and cremate them all, there was no way he would be able to stop it from shattering against the 

floor this time. With futile fury, his balled first rocketed up into the smuggler’s chin, lifting him 

off his feet, and sending him crashing down on his back. 

 Behind him, Bold expected to see an explosion, but he didn’t. His fellow dwarves had all 

stopped pedaling, their wide eyes looked at the same spot as he: the woman dwarf that had 

initially thrown it lay on her back between the generators, her arms outstretched, the glowing 

stone in her hands.  

 “Hold on to it, lass!” Bold commanded, “War gettin outa hare aloive!” 

 Now he turned back to the broken-jawed pirate. Raising his foot over the still body, he 

was just about to crush the man’s forehad like he had his chin when gentle hands clasped his 

knee. Lenga was beside him, she shook her head. Bold rolled his eyes, but respected her request 

and put his foot back down. 

 She passed him the keys, “I need to heal the sick.” 

 Bold nodded, “They naeda bae able to run, Lil Lenga.” 

 The two got started while the other three were finishing up. Ben’s battle had gotten off to 

a bad start. The yellow shine of the stone in the crook of his elgroon meant that he was conjuring 

up electricity and, unfortunately, his foe recognized that. Apparently, he’d fought an elementalist 

before and while some attacks are easier than dodge than others, a lash of lightning was a rough 

one to evade especially in the confines of the hold. The correct strategy in such a situation was to 

charge so that at least if you got hit then you could transfer that electricity right back to your 

aggressor. Ben was as versed in offensive elementalism as he was defensive – not hardly any at 

all – so when the pirate lunged for him he just pulled the trigger and zapped him quicker and sure 

enough. Not a moment after he’d struck the nellaf with a cat-o’-nine-tails of pure cobalt energy, 

the nellaf slammed into him and both men tumbled to the floor twitching as their muscles 

clenched and cramped.  

 While both men strained to regain control of their bodies, they still had full reign over 

their brains – this meant Ben could still attack and he wasted no time. The enertomb in his 

elgroon turned from a metallic yellow to a milky white. Still twitching as sparks continued to 

jump off him, the pirate had managed to get ontop of Ben, straddling him, but as he pulled two 

daggers from his belt, Ben raised his elgroon before him to block and released a fan of ice. It hit 

the thug like a shotgun spray and launched him off Ben. Ben rolled away and bound to his 

hooves with some help from his tail then turned the elgroon on the goon to blast him again. But 

rather than peppering him again for a third time, Ben sought to ensorcel an end to their squabble. 

The creamy white light from the stone in his staff darkened, turning into a soft chocolate brown. 

As it did, a stone manifested itself before him, levitating as it amalgated all the dust and dirt from 

the cracks in the filthy floor boards. His foe, his clothes torn and chest bloodied, hopped to his 

feet and saw the fate that faced him next.  

 “Farak.” He muttered. 

 Ben sent the rock, launching it at the man’s head, but he was too slow. The nellaf ducked 

and the projectile continued on, crashing through the porthole window behind him.  

 “Farak.” Ben cursed. 
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 The nellaf hesitated for a moment. His arms were half raised, daggers still in hand, ready 

to throw, but something behind him pulled at his attention. Twitching as if still being 

electrocuted, he glanced back at the now-open porthole behind him then back at Ben. Ben saw 

the thought in his oppenents eye and, to be honest, he didn’t mind. Lowering his elgroon, he 

shrugged. The pirate shrugged back, then, without another moment’s pause, he shoved his 

daggers back into his waistband, spun around, and dove through the hole. Preferring to face the 

fury of the river than the brutal magic of Benjamin.  

 Although, maybe this was not the case – maybe it wasn’t Ben’s brutality he was fleeing. 

After the nellaf wiggled through the orifice, Ben thought he noticed something odd in the storm 

outside. Rushing over to the window, he peaked through. His eyes grew wide.  

 There, between the thrashing waves of the river and the pounding rain that shrouded the 

bay in darkness, was a ship – one as large as the Marrialdo – and it was moving. You can’t sail 

in this storm? Its sails were as black as the clouds above and above those dark drapes were  

equally bleak flags. There was no insignia on the banners, they were just black. Obsidian, one 

might say. Details of the vessel aside, what concerned Ben was the fact that the ship appeared to 

be heading straight for them. This brought an even more concerning question to mind, Can they 

stop in this storm? 

 “Fetch, Marvell!” He called. 

 Fetch didn’t hear, but Marvell did. Revolc had proven himself to be one of the more 

competent of the criminals on guard duty. Armed with the double-sided, black bladed Joy (as 

Pride was still lodged in one of the enertomb charging machines), Marvell had charged Revolc 

and he had held his own with his lanky khopesh. The tradition weapon of the Vinnum Tow 

colonizer, the blade was question mark shaped, the outside curve being extremely sharp while 

the top of the arch of the question mark was actually blunt, like the head of a bat. As it turned 

out, the Hellbrute-style blade was perfect for fending off attacks from a battle ax. As Joy came 

crashing down for his neck, up went his khopesh. He caught one of Joy’s edges in the hooked 

inside of his sword and then spun in to keep her arm extended above him but her body open to 

attack. He drove a fist into her gut only to find that the flesh beneath the chainmail must’ve been 

harder than the armor itself. Then her knee came up and clobbered him in the chin. He staggered 

back. 

 Again, Revolc was one of the more competent of his comrades, that didn’t mean he posed 

a threat for Marvell of the Ax, but he was determined to try. Bouncing back from the jaw 

crunching blow, he sliced at the bearn. She deflected but her arms were too big to turn around 

her parry fast enough to get back on the offensive. His blade bounced back but he brought it right 

back in, this time stabbing to jab her with the dull end of the khopesh. She hopped out of the way 

and he stepped forwards, turning his stab into a swing, but he’d gotten too close.  

 Her hand caught his wrist. He gulped. With her other hand, she brought Joy up and 

around and all Revolc could do was watch as it come down, unsure of whether to pray that it 

came for his arm or his head, but then the universe decided to spare the hellbrute for what may 

have been the thirteenth time that day as Marvell heard Ben call out for her and she stopped her 

chop barely a hair above before his forearm to glance back at the gmoat. 

 “Come look.” Ben said. 

 Marvell groaned. Turning back to Revolc, she thrust Joy forward so that the rod between 

the two blades struck the nellaf hard in the face. It broke his nose and knocked him out cold but 

also spared his life. Throwing the bludgeoned brute over her shoulder, she trudged over to Ben. 

He gestured out the window. She looked but not before tossing Revolc out into the sea. He was 
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in the universe’s hands once more, so ofcourse, the bastard would be fine. As for herself and her 

comrades, what she saw out the window made her seriously question whether or not they would 

make it out alive. Pulling her snout out of the porthole, she turned to Ben, mirroring his 

expression. 

 “They’re going to crash into us.” She stated. 

 Ben nodded, “We’ve got to get off this ship.” 

 They both turned to call for Fetch. Fetch’s goon – the one that had originally been 

sleeping on the porthole – had hardly even woken up to fight him. It was child’s play. The only 

problem was that Fetch couldn’t just kill the bloke, not while Lenga was looking, and he didn’t 

want to win the fight by knockout because then he’d have no excuse to kill the guy. So, 

unfortunately for the guy, Fetch just pummeled him with a pole of shadows. Beating him back 

towards the companionway as he threw glances over his shoulder at Lenga. 

 Though their love was young, Lenga had a pretty good understanding of Fetch’s 

character. Thus as she went around mending the dwarves shredded muscles and healing their 

bruises and abrasions, she kept one eye on her dog of a boy friend. Fetch knew that as long as he 

was in eye sight, there would be no claiming the shadows of the pirate, and so he beat the man 

back towards the stairs, praying he would take the bait.  

 And he did! After one last wrap on the head with his dark-magic-made bat, the nellaf fell 

back against the companionway with a gasp. No sooner did he feel the jagged flooring beneath 

him than did he flop around onto his feet like a cat and scurry up the ramp to the floor above. 

Licking his lips, Fetch bound up after the man only to be stopped in his tracks. 

 A new figure had joined the fray. Fetch would’ve been enfuriated, having worked so hard 

to herd his enemy, but the sight of this new soul stole any thoughts of shadows from his mind. 

His jaw dropped and his heart nearly stopped for a second as it revved up to beat double time and 

propelled him up the stairs, this time not to kill but instead to embrace his long lost- 

 The sharp tip of a shadow blade pricked his chest, stopping him in his tracks. His goofy 

grin fell to a frown and his shoulders dropped. Though he was in human form, his one brown eye 

looked like that of a puppy’s as he stared up at her, asking, “Catty?” 

 Just as he only had one mortal eye, so too did she. Her eye darted over to the water elf 

and rock dwarf busy freeing the slaves then back to Fetch, “I don’t think we’re on the same side 

here, Fetch.” 

 Fetch scoffed, hoping to crack her cold demeanor, “That’s cause you’re on the wrong 

side.” 

“FETCH!” Came a call from behind him. 

“What?!” Fetch crowed, whirling away from the shadowmancer to glower at his 

comrades by the porthole. 

“There’s a ship headed straight for us.” Ben stated. 

“Huh?” Fetch muttered. 

Even Bold and Lenga paused what they were doing to perk up and listen. 

“A ship is going to crash into the Marrialdo.” Marvell reiterated before nodding at the 

woman above Fetch on the companionway, “Who is that?” 

“An old friend.” Fetch said, turning back to Catty as she swung at him with her shadow-

made katana. 

He tumbled down the stairs and she turned to clear up the matter for Marvell, “We’re 

enemies.” 

“Well,” Marvell said to Ben, “he’s busy. Should we help?” 
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“He’ll be fine,” Ben shook his head, “we need to get the-” 

Marvell finished his sentence, “Enertombs.” 

But that wasn’t how Ben finished his, “Dwarves.” 

Both cocked their heads to the side. 

“If that ship hits, the dwarves will be crushed!” Ben argued. 

“If that ship hits, then we all blow up.” Marvell countered. 

“COMRADES!” Bold roared from the otherside of the hold, “Quit yar arguing and lend 

us uh hand!” 

The dwarf was right. The gmoat snatched a ring of keys off the unconscious nellaf Bold 

had left just before the rows of generators while the bearn stole a knapsack from the card table 

and began collecting the enertombs. Meanwhile, Fetch and Catty fought like dogs and cats on the 

stairs and the storm raged on, with the Obsidian Sail drawing closer and closer. 

 

- - - 

 

 The Obsidian Sail drew closer and closer and the storm raged harder and harder. The 

sounds of explosive thunder was unintelligible from sounds of crashing waves as the river 

thrashed with a fury that matched the wake of a hurricane on the deep sea. The old ship shot up 

and over the crests, bounding from one tidal tiptop to smash down on the façade of the next. 

Busting through the wave, it then pitched violently to sail up another steep sloap. Tethered to 

masts and banisters by thick ropes tied in harnessing knots around their torsos, the crew was 

pinballed about the deck. Had they held fast to the ship, their arms would’ve been wrenched 

from their sockets. Instead, they clung to their cords and did their best to hop and skip to dodge 

one another as they were flung and jerked like yo-yos up and down the furious Sereibis.  

 The city in the canopy was a shadow in the storm. Blurred by the torrential downpour it 

blended with the angry clouds above, but ever so often the harbor was illuminated by a bolt of 

lightning that evaporated the rain around it and allowed the Obsidians to spot their destination 

for but a moment before the rain returned. The Marrialdo bobbed anxiously before them, pinned 

between the piers, it’s flank exposed to the Obsidian’s bowsprit.  

 With five fingers wrapped around their ropes and five fingers interlocked with each 

other’s, Tou and Tabuh danced across the deck. They rush towards the bow as the vessel climbed 

towards the sky then pirouetted as the ship jumped from its peak. As the Obsidian Sail 

plummeted down into the trough between waves, the couple bound back uphill for the stern. 

Momentum was all they could use to maintain control and keep from being yanked to and fro by 

their safety lines. 

 On one of their sprints towards the back end of the boat, their eyes found their Captain’s. 

His black scales glistened in the storm. Each lash of lightning flung across the sky was mirrored 

on his bare torso, as if the electricity was coming from within him. His head tails were lifted by 

the wind that whipped by, flapping behind him like the tentacles of a fleeing squid, and yet his 

wide-brimmed, witches hat didn’t budge from his scalp. Dresdan Otubak’s indigo eyes bore into 

them, stopping Tou and Tabuh in their tracks for a moment, then he put his hand over his heart, 

saluting them, before turning his glare back on the Marrialdo.  

 The couple turned back too as the Obsidian Sail shot up another mountainous river wave. 

Tou had Future on his hip and Tabuh had her gun on hers, but they also both carried a small 

knife. Their fingers squirmed in their clasped hands as they palms tickled for said blade’s hilt. 

This was what they were to use to cut the cords that connected their harnesses to the masts, that 
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anchored them to the ship, but if they snipped their safeties too soon they could very easily be 

launched into the Sereibis where monsters or the monsoon would surely claim them quickly. As 

they crashed over the tip of the wave and the ship left the surface of the river, hovering in midair 

for a moment before plunging, they pivoted and began their run back to the stern. 

 This time, their eyes met those beady eyes of the giant bearn that stood on the right side 

of his reptilian commander. Shirtless like his partner, his rain drenched fur made it look almost 

as if Jason the Giant were wearing a heavy jacket. His massive paw was pressed to his chest and 

he bowed to them when their eyes met. On the left side of the Captain was another furred 

comrade, the old boatswain. Unlike his compatriots, he was fully clothed. His red beanie was 

soaked and sagging down his face, the tip hanging off his snout. His snaggly teeth poked out 

from between his lips but he wasn’t smiling, his face was solemn. His hand was not over his 

heart but rather pressed against his other, folded together, he wished them well. 

 As the ship reared again and the two were forced to tear their eyes away from the helm to 

look ahead. The wind rushed with them, lifting them up the steep incline of the deck. 

Simultaneously, they let go of each other’s hands and grabbed their knives. As they ran, many of 

the other members of the crew ran alongside them. The men and women of the Obsidian Sail 

hooted and hollered with excitement, some sang shanties while other’s chanted warcries, and 

then they all stopped.  

 The ship breached the top of the wave and hesitated there as if tiptoeing on a ledge. A 

flash of lightning blinded them, dialating Tou’s mahoganies and Tabuh’s goldens for a moment, 

then as the Obsidian Sail tilted downwards and the thunder rolled in, their vision returned. There, 

at the bottom of the trough, was the Marrialdo. This was it. 

 As the vessel careened down the slope of the violent river, Tou and Tabuh turned to one 

another once more. With daggers in one hand and their ropes in the other, they didn’t embrace, 

but their lips did. As their stomachs dropped with the ship, their affection injected warmth back 

into the empty pocket in their guts. They turned to look over bow, shouting incoherently into the 

storm, and braced themselves. 

 The collision seemed to impact the atmosphere itself. Like the static in the air before a 

lightning bolt and the organ rumbling resonation from a clap of thunder, for a moment Mystakle 

Planet stood still and the universe itself trembled.  

Tou and Tabuh were caught in midair. They’d leapt up and the ship dropped out from 

underneath them as the bowsprit impaled the Marrialdo. The Obsidian didn’t stop there, it 

pushed further into its foe, devouring the great façade of the hellbrute ship and destroying the 

head of itself in the process. Debris burst up towards the dark heavens as the rain continued to 

pound down and pirates filled the sky as they were launched onto the deck of the enemy. 

Tumbling through the air, the couple separately brought their hands together, the rope in 

one and knife in the other. The slack in their safeties was quickly running out, so too was the 

time they had before they smashed against the slick surface of the next ship. They cut through 

the cord then did their best to train their eyes on the impending impact. Tabuh hit with a 

somersault, Tou landed running on his feet. As soon as she bound back upright, Tou had 

whipped around. They had enough time to make eye contact and then- 

BOOM! 

  

- - - 
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 Her fist smashed through his shadow-made shell of an exterior, simultaneously dissolving 

his disguise and throwing him down the companionway so that he hit the deck in his true canine 

form. Despite the blow, no sooner did Fetch hit the floor than did he bounce back up yipping. 

 “You didn’t stab me!” 

 “I will next time!” Catty hissed. 

 Thrusting her index finger in his direction, three dark orbs rolled off her arm and shot 

towards the sable stray. He bound up the stairs, into the onslaught, squirming to avoid the first 

two and nearly dodging the third as it rolled down his spine, singing off fur and searing the flesh 

beneath. A rope of shadows trailed from his tail and it caught hold of the orb that had scraped 

him. As he ran, the rope grew taught and then, like a bungee cord, it slung the sphere right back 

at it’s shooter.  

 Catty easily evaded it, slicing through it with her shadow sword. The two halves 

continued on past her, diffusing in the air like smoke behind her, but before she could attack 

again Fetch was back before her, disguised as a human, swinging his shadow bat. Raising her 

sword from its swing, she blocked his bludgeon and their eyes met once more. 

 “Join us, Catty.” Fetch proposed. 

 She rolled her eyes, “I wish.” 

 “You do?!” Fetch exclaimed. 

 If his surprise hadn’t knocked the air out of him, the kick she delivered into his gut surely 

did. Once again, his human persona was obliterated while he flew backwards down the 

companionway, hitting the corner of the hold as a hound oncemore.  

 This time he was slower to rise. From the floor, he cut a line across the palm-pad on his 

right paw and then let shadows seep out of his eye to mix with the blood. Entertwined, the 

enchanted plasma engulfed him and he slowly rose, morphing out of the black goo as a human 

for the third time. This time, if she socked him in the mouth or kicked him in the gut, he’d lose a 

tooth or break a rib, but he was less worried about that. Her denials were beginning to rub him 

the wrong way, like a strainger petting him against the grain of his fur. Despite his humanoid 

form, he shuddered from his shoulders and scowled at his adversary as she stepped off the stairs. 

 “I haven’t seen you since the Dragon Islands.” Fetch growled, “Come to think of it, you 

were a bit of a godi crow to me then too.” 

 “Not everyone’s brother is a King.” Catty hissed. 

“Not everyone’s lover is a Tsar!” Fetch barked back. 

 As Fetch’s fingers finished materializing, they wrapped around his club. Rushing 

forward, he swung the bat like he planned to knock his foe’s head out of the park. She easily 

ducked under it, slipping in close with her saber aimed at his navel, but he kept with the 

momentum of the swing, his entire body pivoting with it, and Catty realized that his brash attack 

had been ruse. He had planned to knock her head off, but not with the bludgeon, rather with his 

foot. With his back to the cat who had foolishly lunged closer, his left foot came up off the 

ground to deliver a mule kick so fluid it would’ve made a ballerina blush. Instead of reddening 

the face of a dancer, he smashed the face of a mancer and sent her hurtling away to slam hard 

against the bulkhead at the base of the companionway.  

“You chose the Disciples instead of me.” Fetch stated. 

 She dropped her feet to catch herself, wiped her jaw with the back of her hand, and spat 

out a fat wad of blood, glowering at Fetch, “A mancer has no choice. No more than a dog has 

over their master.” 
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 Fetch cocked back his bat and his tongue reared up to levy his retort only it never came. 

Catty was ready. Both for insult and for injury. She was so ready that if he hesitated for but a 

moment she would’ve beat him to the punch, yet her counter never came either, because at that 

moment the hold exploded. However, before that happened, on the otherside of the room, Ben, 

Marvell, Bold, and Lenga were ignoring the battle and banter by the stairs and hurriedly 

preparing for the inevitable destruction heading their way. Though they were doing more 

towards avoiding impending doom than Fetch and Catty were, it wasn’t altogether an organized 

effort.  

Ben was struggling with freeing the dwarves. There were five different keys on the key 

rings and it wasn’t as simple as one key per dwarf. One key might unlock a dwarf’s wrist 

shackles, but it would take another to undo the locks on their pedals and a third to release the 

belt-buckle harness that strapped them to their seats, then he’d help the poor lad or lass off their 

pedastool, help them over to the door in the back of the room, then rush back to help the next 

only to find that the key which had unlocked the last dwarf’s wrists wound up fitting the lock on 

the pedals or fit none of the locks at all and he had to try one of the other four keys. To top it all 

off, the keys were rusted and the locks weren’t much better off. He had to jostle each key and 

smack the padlocks around to get the right key to work, more than once the right key fit so 

poorly he mistook it to be the wrong one and cycled through the four others before giving it 

another shot. When it finally dawned on him to use his elgroon, ice the chains, then shatter them, 

he only had time enough to free one more dwarf before the impending doom finish pending. 

The gmoat’s struggle might suggest that Marvell’s strategy was wiser – that being, trying 

to secure the enertombs so that the entire hold didn’t blow – but she didn’t fair much better. 

After reaching for the first stone and searing off her finger prints, she realized that you couldn’t 

pluck them out from the needles that pinched them while the dwarves were still pedaling. And 

this wasn’t an easy fix. The poor prisoners were so malnourished and exhausted, they hardly had 

any control left of their bodies. Their feet perpetually pedalled, like a pendulum perpetually 

swings. As one foot mashed down and the other shot up, the inertia pushed them just enough that 

gravity was able to pull the other foot down and launch the mashing foot back up. Even after 

realizing Marvell’s intentions were pure, many of the dwarves were helpless to stop themselves. 

Marvell had to wedge her self up under their bikes, not an easy feat for the giant, furred race, and 

then, with hands as steady as Indiana Jones’, remove the enertomb before she shifted enough to 

let the dwarf shift and the machine burn off her phalanges. And the stones were hot enough as it 

were. She was a little concerned they’d start a fire in the satchel she was placing them in and 

they may have, had there been a little more time for them to do so.  

While Ben and Marvell toiled, Bold was nearly done. He had the same issues as Ben and 

though he had no magical staff with which to bully the locks apart, he had gotten a head start on 

the liberation effort. In fact, while Ben had freed three, Bold had managed to take the chains off 

of eight of his country folk, safely escorting them to the door in the back of the room, and there 

were only twelve total bound to the bikes. After helping over his ninth, he addressed the woman 

that had slipped out of bondage and thrown the enertomb at the beginning of the fight. She, 

JoAnn Brune, had been helping get the dwarves through the door, there behind the hold was long 

storage corridor of sorts. Empty of hellbrutes but who knew what lay behind the next door. For 

that reason, they’d waited there, half in and out of the room, but fate only waits so long and both 

Bold and JoAnn knew the time had come to take the next chance.  

“Go.” Bold clasped her shoulder, “Wae’ll brang the last two.” 

“No.” She clasped him back, “You go, Oi’ll steh.” 
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“Oi con’t laeve without the Princess.” He stated. 

“Wae con’t laeve without ar Kang.” JoAnn replied. 

The old dwarf didn’t have to look at his fellow compatriots to know that they were all in 

agreement with their leader and, as a wise old man and a dwarf himself, he knew that even if 

they weren’t all about to be blown to smithereens, he didn’t have enough years left in him to 

convince a dwarf to change their mind. All he could do was pray that there was time to finish the 

job and as he sought divine intervention, he turned and rushed forth to be the tool for the hand of 

God. As he ran back to the last bike, he glanced over at Lenga. 

She stood in the center of the room, her eyes closed as she murmured almost as if in a 

trance. Flames flew from the pages of the book split open in her arms. A ribbon of golden light 

surrounded her, twisting around her like a tornado, fluttering her hair and tugging at her dress. It 

rose from her, traveling around the room like a great serpent. The asklepian aura had wrapped 

around around the room, striking like a cobra, and engulfing this or that wound. In a short period 

of time, she had soothed inflamed thighs of tendonitis, placated charley horse’s that had been 

cramping for hours, and calmed strained spines and aching abdomens, expending more energy 

than the enchanted scripture required so as to expedite the process and yet the energy she was 

exherting when Bold whirled around to free the final dwarf was far more than she had been 

before. Bold wasn’t a mancer, he could see or smell that energy, but he could hear it for he had 

learned in the very same school in which she was now Headmaster. This was a spell beyond his 

fluency, but he caught enough words to realize what she was doing. 

The ribbon of golden light was no longer targeting singular injuries, it was now wrapping 

around entire persons. Not just one individual, but all over them. It surged from one body to the 

next, twisting around them and then rushing on to tether the next. As Bold skidded to a halt by 

the final generator, he realized that he himself was surrounded in the warmth of her healing 

magic. Glancing beyond her, even Fetch across the room was glowing. In fact, the only souls not 

surrounded by the lemon luminescence was the unconscious stooge Bold had knocked out earlier 

and the long haired, shadowmancer sparring with Fetch in the corner. 

“Shae’s protecting us.”  

And not a moment too soon. The moment Bold realized, the bowsprit of the Obsidian 

Sail gored the great galleon, bursting the belly of the Marrialdo wide open. The mighty shaft 

penetrated the very wall of the hold in which they were in, it stabbed all the way to the other wall 

of the room – over Boldarian’s head – and would’ve continued, dragging the body of the rest of 

the ship after it, smashing everything in its path, but Lenga’s magic refused to let up. The mast 

disintegrated as it passed through the flaxen light, wood splinters and metal shreds exploded in 

all directions, seeming to fill every square inch of space except for those engulfed in the spell. As 

the bow of the Obsidian Sail followed the sprit, bashing its way forth like a bulbous battering 

ram, it too was ate up by the light. It turned up floor boards and enertomb generators, pushing 

them out of the way and throwing them into the auro, forcing them to share in its fate. Where the 

light touched the floor, the floor persevered. The machines lucky enough to be tethered along 

with the living stood stoic like angelic steeds, obliterating anything that sought to budge them, 

but not all of the bikes were so lucky and over the lucky ones, not the entirety of their metallic 

frames were saved. Only that which was shrowded in the gold.  

Before the collision, Marvell had managed to collect ten of the enertombs. The last two 

being the one in the machine the last dwarf was bound to – which was safely protected by 

Lenga’s spell – and the one in the last machine Ben had freed a dwarf from. That machine was 

not protected. And as the Obsidian Sail continued to push further into the Marrialdo, that 
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machine was torn from its platform and tossed seat-over-wheels into the air where the enertomb 

was knocked free. The glowing orb shot towards the disintegrating roof, disappearing from view 

before it smacked against something hard. 

BOOM! 

What matter hadn’t splattered against Lenga’s healing serpent now faced the wrath of a 

fiery explosion. Flames shot through the holes bored by the wreckage. Great arms of infernal 

fury poured through the halls, just beneath the deck, as the water logged surface of the ship 

bulged and then gave way, bursting upwards and tearing the Marrialdo nigh in half. What 

resistance the ship had to the collision was now completely obliterated as the two vessels were 

welded together. The collision was the smith’s hammer and the ships their red hot steel.  

Now the angry waves of the Sereibis would get to have their way and burry both boats, 

but the river would take its time. Savoring the destruction and taking both apart piece by piece, 

as if enjoying the view of the battle that was beginning to end just as it began to unfold. This 

would not be like the Obsidian’s last battle, this was a mad dash to survive. 

In the hold, as the sound of the explosion was replaced by the sounds of the storm, Lenga 

collapsed. Bold dove for the Princess as the light surrounding him and his compatriots faded and 

the room around them began to trembled. That tremble lasted only for a moment before it was 

replaced with a quake and that quake was so violent that Bold lost track of what was up and what 

was down. All he could do was cling to Lil Lenga, cover her with his body as she had with her 

magic, and pray they wouldn’t fall into the sea as debris pummeled him.  

A guttural cry marked the end of the quaking. The Marrialdo hadn’t stopped shaking, 

however, it had calmed a bit. Great chunks of wood and unrecognizeable junk continued to fall 

around them, split floor planks gaveway and groaning walls collapsed. Bold lifted his head to see 

that they had indeed fallen through the floor, looking up he could not only see into the hold but 

into the floor above and even a dark sliver beyond that through which rain poured through like a 

waterfall. Again the cry drew his attention. 

Keeping Lenga in his arms, he turned to see the dwarf he’d been about to free, still 

strapped to a cycle. The machine had toppled over onto him and refuse had piled on top of it. 

Throwing Lenga over his shoulder, he clambered over the destruction to the flipped generator. 

Straining, he roared in unison with the dwarf this time as he lifted the machine. 

With impeccable timing, Ben arrived behind him. He came in so fast that he slid off his 

hooves and under the machine to lie beneath the dwarf that now hung from the bike, limp from 

his injuries and exhaustion. Holding the elgroon between them, the orb glowing white, he iced 

the locks that bound the poor man. Marvell got there next. As Bold continued to bear the wait, 

Marvell quickly reached in and removed the enertomb. As she tossed it from hand to hand like a 

hot potato, Bold looked away. Not wanting to witness the bearn’s cavalier bomb handling and 

desiring a destraction from the strain of the generator machine on his arms, he again craned his 

head to look up through the many shattered ceilings above. 

His eyes met two eyes, one brown and one black. 

Fetch looked down from the jagged edge of the floor of the hold. He glanced over his 

shoulder and though Fetch said nothing, Bold sensed what the lad was looking after. Despite his 

intense focus on the task at hand before the wreck, he had noticed the banter bouncing back and 

forth between the two shadowmancers. As a man that had been in many a compromised mission, 

where you had to pick between a rock and a hardplace, where saving one comrade meant 

abandoning another, Bold recognized the contorted expression on the young man’s face. Fetch 

turned back to Bold. 
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“Lad,” Bold hollered, “don’t-” 

“Keep her safe.” Fetch shouted back, then he ran off. 

Bold shook his head, but there was no time to brude. The frozen chains shattered and 

Bold and Marvell helped get the wounded dwarf out from under the contraption allowing Bold to 

set it down. The floor lurched from beneath them, but it didn’t give…not yet. 

Ben took the bag of enertombs and Bold and Marvell traded patients, Bold being 

dwarven height had an easier time helping his brother walk than the giant bearn woman. The 

other dwarves had been busy incompacitating the hellbrutes in the chamber they’d fallen into. 

Judging from the smashed bunks, they’d arrived in the berth. The hungover hellbrutes had been 

half dead before the destruction, they were no match for the emaciated dwarves. It was a good 

thing Lenga was out cold, for though her friends had managed to spare the bastards in the hold, 

the freed dwarves made short work of the crows in the berth.  

Again, the room groaned and this time the façade gave way as more of the Obsidian Sail 

pushed through. Floor splintered, pealing back like a banana as the vessels merged further. With 

no sign of stopping and the very real possibility that they all might soon be smashed against the 

opposing wall, no one had to express the need to get the hell out. Limping and hobbling, they 

made their way to the only door left. River water was seeping up through the cracks in the floor 

as they filed out. It seemed they had dodged a dozen fates only to find themselves facing a dozen 

more, but they’d come this far.  

With ringing ears, few could hear, but Bold was mostly preaching to himself anyways, 

murmuring, “Mehk the best of it, thot’s the best ya con do.” as they trudge onwards.  

 

- - - 

 

 They were launched into the air as fire burst from the belly of the boat like lava from the 

loins of a volcano. The entire deck of the Marrialdo rippled, as if the laws of physics had been 

temporarily skirted to allow the hardwood to undulate like the face of lake struck by a stone, but 

those laws quickly came back into play as part of the deck split and then exploded with the fire. 

The burst came with an extra lurch as the Obsidian Sail, which hadn’t finish wedging itself into 

the vessel even before the explosion, jumped forward and split more of the Marrialdo in two. If 

it weren’t for the storm, both ships would’ve gone up in flames but instead the heavens 

thundered angrily, as if jealous of the enertomb’s boom, and stomped out any chance of fire. 

Pummeled by the downpour above and battered by the waves below, it seemed water was 

determined to claim the two galleons and the two elves were determined to be gone before it did. 

 Tou and Tabuh hit the ground and bounced back up. 

 “Let’s go!” the two chimed. 

 They turned for the bow. The gangway to the peirs was up that way. Fortunately, like 

every bridge in Munkloe, it was made of planks and rope rather than posts and crossbars so 

though it launched any unfortunate soul into the ravenous river when the crash crashed, the 

gangway itself didn’t fall into the bay. As they moved in that direction, their bodies picking up 

speed, their minds lagged behind. There was movement on the docks before the gangway. 

Movement that glistened in the lightning light, movement that rattled like a snair drum. 

 Though Tabuh was by his side, Tou had to holler over the storm for her to hear his 

question, “The Munkloe Guard?” 

 Tabuh squinted to double check but the scrutiny only increased her perplexion, “Can’t 

bae, they got swords.”  
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 “So do we, pale elf.”  

 A gang of men stepped into their path. All seven were nellafs and they were seething. 

The Marrialdo men had been jerked from their grueling hangovers, betrayed by former allies, 

and wedged between a rock and a hardplace. Though these specific men surely didn’t know that 

their slaves had been stolen, their enertombs gone, they surely figured that all was lost. Without 

fur or blue skin, they’d stick out like a sore thumb in Sereibis. Their best bet was a prison cell on 

God’s Island – that is, until they saw the two elves. While the earth elf seemed insignificant, the 

yellow-eyed electric elf was highly recognizeable. 

 One of the nellafs stepped forward, chest stuck out like a cock ready to doodle-doo, he 

winked at Tabuh, “You’re the Sentry Princess, aren’t ya?” 

 “Y’all are knock off nellaf, hellbrute scum, huh?” Tabuh shot back. 

 The goons drew their swords. Tou whipped Future out, ready to swing though his 

expression suggested otherwise. Having grown up in the woods and sneaking and stealing in the 

streets, Tou wasn’t afraid to kill but he also wasn’t fond of it. Tabuh’s harsh words with these 

strangers suggested a prejudice that Tou wasn’t sure was justified, then again, he wasn’t as 

worldly as she. Most nellafs he met were from Iceload, but he knew nellafs also hailed from 

Vinnum Tow – the slave state. While most states were corrupt and obusive to the poor, 

inequality elsewhere paled in comparison to the desert continent. Discriminating against the 

Vinn was understandable. Problem was, the Sentry were known for discriminating against 

Iceloadic nellafs as well and discriminating against those folks as a royal Sentry would rub Tou 

the wrong way. Nudging Tabuh, he checked, “They’re Vinn, right?” 

 Tabuh nodded, “Slavers.” 

 Tou sighed with relief. The men charged. 

 “Can ya cover mae whahl ah raeload?” She asked. 

 Tou gasped, “You aren’t loaded?!” 

 Tabuh popped off seven shots in the time it took the attackers to take go from one foot to 

the other. The first two bullets hit their targets in between their eyebrows, dropping them flat on 

their backs before they even knew she was aiming at them. The second two had a large enough 

fraction of a second to realize they were about to die, but that was it. There was no time for them 

to react before the slugs slipped under their scalps, unlike the third two. The first of which – the 

fifth foe – attempted to duck. This was a bad choice as this wasn’t Tabuh’s first rodeo. She 

figured the last of the bunch would attempt to evade and so she didn’t go for the head but rather 

the heart and, sure enough, she didn’t miss. Popped right in the heart, the poor lad died quick. 

The sixth nellaf, however, made a wise decision. Rather than ducking, he raised his blade and 

sought to swipe the shot out of the sky. A good swordsman can block a bullet and even a bad 

blademaster can get lucky and apparently this bloke was one of the two for he was able to swat 

the slug and continue his stride. Unlike the sixth, it was clear which of the formerly mentioned 

types the seventh was: a good swordsman. Not only did he bat the bullet out of the air, but he 

knocked it back at the pair.  

Tou lunged forward, swinging Future up to hit the bullet right back at the nellaf. It was 

an impressive display of defense, but it failed to be successful offensively as the projectile 

missed both foes and continued on to strike some other unlucky soul. With his sword already up, 

he brought it down to parry the swing of the sixth hellbrute then spun to parry the swing of the 

seventh. Bouncing off the blade, Tou motioned as if he were about to spin again but he stopped 

his pivot mid pivot and twisted the opposite way – away from the man behind him and closer to 

the good swordsman before him. Apparently, good a swordsman as the man was, he wasn’t as 
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good as Tou. For when Tou slipped closer, he caught the nellaf off guard, and with one more 

stride he was behind the fool and stabbing Future backwards, just past the man’s spine, to stab 

his heart from behind.  

Tearing his sword from the foe, he turned to face the last of the “knock off nellaf, 

hellbrute scum”. It turned out, this Vinn was not only as competent as his comrade but possibly 

more. For when he lunged at Tou, carelessy stomping on his friend’s dead body, Tou was only 

able to hastily parry his swing. His arm hastily swept the man’s attack away, drawing his blade 

away from his body so that his torso was open. Seeing his mistake, Tou hopped back a foot and 

it saved his life. The nellaf lunged again, stabbing this time, and though Tou didn’t get run 

through, the nellaf was still able to slice on the withdrawal and knick his side.  

Cursing, Tou clutched the wound with one hand and readied to continue the fight with 

Future in the other, but he was spared the trouble with a BANG! 

The man fell, steam rising from the hole Tabuh had just bored in his head. 

“Thanks.” Tou stated. 

“Thanks for coverin mae.” Tabuh blew Tou a kiss. 

Then the couple turned back towards the bow and both their hearts sank. The folks that 

had looked like the Munkloe Guard from afar had made it across the gangway. The gentleman 

seemingly leading the bunch, a bearn, was kneeling almost as if he were praying despite the 

chaos surrounding him. Obisidains and hellbrutes were slaughtering one another, the two ships 

were rumbling like the thunder above, and, speaking of above, the rain seemed only to be 

coming down harder, but as they scrutinized the distant guardsman they realized why he was 

down. The silver chainmail that wrapped his thigh was slick with not just rain but blood. There 

was no foe near him, alive or dead, so at first glance the cause of his wound seemed mysterious, 

but then Tou recalled hitting the bullet back towards the buccaneers and missing.   

“You shot him.” Tou stated. 

“You shot him.” Tabuh snapped. 

Tou shrugged, “We should run.” 

“Good ahdaea.” Tabuh agreed. 

And as they swiveled around, looking to plunge deeper into the doomed vessel, they saw 

the hulking figure of Jason the Giant rushing below deck. The two elves exchanged curious 

glances, both understanding what the other was thinking. They were going that way anyways, 

why not? 

 

- - - 

 

 She saw it coming before it came, before she even knew exactly what was happening. 

Once the wall of the hold ruptured, her mind immediately turned to the fact that the chamber was 

chock-full of explosives. Without waiting to comprehend what was happening, she expelled all 

the shadows she had in her eye and let them twist around her, covering her like a cocoon, hiding 

her face from her foe – her old friend. 

 He stared at her with puppy dog eyes (well…puppy dog eye, his other was of course a 

crow eye). The last time she saw him, he’d given her the same look. But the time before that, it 

had been he that had left. Such is the way with young love, she thought, The sooner we stop the 

charade the better. There is no such thing as fate. She shut out the other voices in her head that 

told her otherwise as she wrapped herself in darkness, saying one last thing to Fetch. 

 “Let me go.” 
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 As darkness surrounded her, a brilliant light enveloped Fetch. 

 Then she was torn away. Hurtling through the bulkhead behind her, thrust by the 

explosion, the debris richocheting off of Lenga’s defensive spell, and by her own efforts. She ran 

with the blast, smashing through wall after wall, clawing her way towards the rear of the ship 

like a furious feline tunneling after some borrowing beast.  

Fetch could’ve rushed after her immediately. He wanted to. The terrible thing was that 

what brought him to hesitate, to turn back, wasn’t Lenga but rather his new crew. He couldn’t 

abandon Ben and Marvell and he couldn’t desert the dwarves. The fact that Lenga was an after 

thought wasn’t lost on Fetch, but that would be an issue he’d have to tackle later.  

He turned to face the otherside of the hold and he saw that it was gone. The majority of 

the hold had caved in, crashing down on the room below. Rushing over to the edge, Fetch leaned 

over the lip. It seemed everyone had survived – aside from the unfortunate hellbrutes that had 

been in the room prior. The liberated dwarves, weak even as they were, made short work of those 

in the chamber. The other dwarf, Bold, was straining to lift one of the generator machines so that 

Ben could free the dwarf still chained to the thing. Lenga was limp, slumped over his broad 

shoulder. And he himself, Bold, had his eyes on Fetch. 

Stern but soft, begging while reprimanding, Bold’s stare made Fetch look away. He 

glanced over his shoulder, peering through the hole left in Catty’s wake, then turned back to 

Bold.  

“Lad,” Bold hollered, “don’t-” 

“Keep her safe.” Fetch shouted back. 

He ran off.  

I’m sorry Lenga. He was unable to wipe the image of her slumped over Bold’s back from 

his mind, everytime he blinked the sight flashed before his eyes as if it were painted on the inside 

of his eyelids. But when his eyes were open, one train of thought commanded his attention: 

Catty. Catty. Catty. First love is a hard itch to ignore, especially when you’re a dog and, like a 

helpless hound, a regretful runaway rushing to find their way home, Fetch dashed down the 

corridors of the dying ship. He passed many a Marrialdoer as he hopped through the holes Catty 

had left in the bulkheads. He shoved past them, using his momentum or his shadows, whatever 

was quicker, and continued on, not even bothering to look back and make sure that his actions 

didn’t have consequences and that he wasn’t being followed. The poor pooch likely wouldn’t 

have stopped until he found the shadowmancer, but the universe apparently had something else 

in mind. 

Far above Fetch’s head, high up in the clouds, a lightning bolt was forged and it shot 

down to Mystakle Planet like a spear, smashing the back end of the Marrialdo and cleaving off 

an entire chunk. The storm couldn’t have done it alone, the explosion of the enertomb and, most 

importantly, the crashing of an equal size ship into the side of the ship had already wrenched the 

Marrialdo’s structural integrity in two. Add the lightning bolt and the crazy cat lady that had 

carved an emergency exit into the floor and you get an equation for something crazy. Fetch was 

forced to rock back on his heels and skid to a halt as the floor before him fell into the river.  

Stopping on the splintered edge of the hall, he watched as a massive chunk of naval 

architecture collapsed, succumbing to the lapping waves of the frothing Sereibis, and still 

Catherine Meriam was no where to be seen. Even scanning the scene with his crow eye, he saw 

no sources of energy that fit Catty’s modus operandi. He shook his head. The dog never does 

catch that cat. With a deep, shoulder heaving sigh, he turned around. 

Five hellbrutes were sneering back at him. 
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“You’re that shadow slinging mutt, aren’t ya?” One jeered.  

His friend elbowed him in the side, “I heard the Witch would pay a pretty penny for your 

fur.” 

The middle fellow stepped forward, glancing over his shoulder to both pairs behind him, 

“Forget keeping the pelt, the Munkloens will scrape him off the river floor for us.” He pulled a 

dagger from his belt, and there were plenty more where that came from, saying with a smirk, 

“Just make sure you can describe the blade that sinks him.” 

 Fetch smiled back, “Thanks guys, I needed the distraction.” 

 Shadows shot from his eye as fast as electricity had shot from the heavens. A black 

bludgeon materialized in each hand. The corridor was narrow. It was close enough to the angry 

river too that when a particularly large wave hit, the water slapped over the side and ran down 

the passageway. There was just enough of an incline that Fetch techinally didn’t have the high 

ground. This may or may not have been a factor but Fetch’s blood clone wasn’t particularly tall 

and his foes, as is typical with nellafs in general, weren’t either. So when he suddenly charged 

them, they were initially intimidated.  

 The four behind the bold boy with the blades back stepped, but the bold boy took another 

step forward and slung a knife, quickly followed by another, at Fetch. Fetch had the time and 

agility to twist out of the way but instead he bat them to the side. They stuck in the wall, 

vibrating, as Fetch extended the leg he came down, locked his knee and stopped himself. 

Leaning forward on that one leg, he put his momentum into his clubs, which he threw. He didn’t 

throw them at the bloke that had just thrown weapons at him, but instead at the boys behind him. 

As his bats pinwheeled and his second foot hit the floorboards, he yanked the daggers from the 

bulkhead. The first felon, the one that threw the daggers Fetch know wielded, had already 

grabbed and thrown two more. This time, Fetch did twist out of the way and, as he did, he threw 

the daggers he’d scavenged.  

 Plunk! Plunk! One in the gut, the other in the thigh. The poor pirate fell to one knee and 

then Fetch was on him. The sole of his foot flattened the face of the fiend. Twisting then 

removing the daggers from the dagger-guy, Fetch turned to face the other four. 

 Their flinch plus the bat Fetch flung had done enough to stall them but now they were 

ready for revenge – and two had long range weapons. Three shots fired off. One hellbrute held a 

shotgun. Double barrel. Thus two of the shots. The other had a crossbow, hence the third. The 

fortunate fact was that now they both had to reload, the unfortunate fact was though Fetch had 

been able to materialize a shield of shadows to absorb the shotgun blasts, his shield had been 

bludgeoned out of existence by the impacts. He had attempted to strike the dagger out of the way 

with one of his daggers – and he did hit it, saving his life as it would’ve struck him fatally, but it 

did still hit him. Sticking fast in his thigh. 

 As he howled in pain, his enemies scoffed. 

 “We got a three legged dog!” One laughed, “Make it a twofer, Kenny!” 

 Kenny would’ve jumped at the opportunity but Kenny was no longer in jumping 

condition. The bats Fetch had tossed before had been a bit more than bats. Disconnected from 

him as they were, he still held onto their material from afar. One buccaneer was bright enough to 

break the beam, causing it to fade from existence, but the other bat was simply cast aside. It 

landed behind Kenny, the crossbowman, and after his bolt struck Fetch’s femur, Fetch quickly 

called his abandoned bat to action. Not for blunt force trauma, this time, but for something far 

more sinister. See, from where it lay, behind Kenny, there was really only one vulnerable place 

immediately available to it. It would be an especially cruel attack, but in that split second after an 
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arrow head fractured his bone, Fetch was feeling cruel. The shadow cylinder rose from the floor 

and shot into the crossbowman’s anus, slipping in and stabbing deeper, ultimately shooting out 

of his abdomen to the horror of the crew that had just applauded him. 

 Kenny fell onto his back. Three were left. Two drew swords as the third pumped his 

shotgun. This would not end well for Fetch. Maybe better than it had ended for Kenny – though, 

to be honest, it hadn’t ended for Kenny. He was squirming on the floor, still bleeding out – but 

still, Fetch didn’t find charging head on into two swordsmen and a goon with a gun to be a good 

idea. Instead, he tried the door next to him. Finding it unlocked, he opened it and dove through 

just as the shotgun went off behind him.  

 He didn’t even really get to tumble, the room was hardly even a room. It was a closet. 

And it was full. Boxes from floor to ceiling. There was just enough space for his scrawny 

humanoid form to fit between the crates and the wall. The shadowmancer would’ve been trapped 

there, but there was another option: the back wall was a part of the part of the ship that had been 

chopped off by the lightning. It would be risky, but would it be any more risky than charging two 

swordsman and a goon with a gun? No. So Fetch took his chance. 

 Listening to the footsteps drawing closer (straining to hear them over the screams of 

Kenny), Fetch inched his way through the narrow crevase between the boxes and the bulkhead. 

The footsteps stopped right as he got to the jagged edge. There was no time to look over, no time 

to cleverly plan his escape, he knew there would soon be a shotgun blast at the other end of his 

narrow alley and if he didn’t move immediately he would bear the brunt of it. His mind was 

made up to turn himself into a bird and to fly away. He had enough shadows to do so. He’d 

absorbed a dozen of the deceased Munkloe Guard and hadn’t used even half of those shadows up 

yet. He was even halfway done with the process when a stick was thrown in the spokes. 

Previously, all the lurchings had been down in such a manner that knocked folks aft but this time 

– for the first time – the ships lurched and they lurched fore. Fetch was thrown back, away from 

the ledge. His foes too were thrown back, away from the closet door. And Fetch’s attempts to 

turn himself into a bird were ruined as he was pummeled by the stacks of boxes that tumbled 

down onto him. 

 This was not a victory for Fetch. Not only was he now buried in boxes, but the arrow in 

his thigh was driven even deeper. He wailed in pain, temporarily rendered inable to do anything 

other than endure that bright flash of agony. That could’ve been the end of him had his foes 

recovered in a competent amount of time. When he was still alive a moment later, that should’ve 

been the end of him. He was still half buried in boxes. The process of pushing and wiggling out 

from under them gave ample time for the gun-guy or either of the two swordsman to walk over 

and end him. Neither did. He was fine. In fact, as he finally freed himself from the wreckage, he 

was shocked to realize that the passageway outside the closet was dead silent (aside from 

Kenny’s muffled whimperings).  

 Is this luck or something worse? He wondered as he hobbled out of the cramped room. 

He peaked out into the corridor quickly first, peering out and then jerking his head back into the 

perceived safety of his pantry. What he saw bewildered him but it did answer his question. 

Worse, he thought, definitely worse. Still, despite this revelation, he stepped out into the hall. 

 “Howdy there, shadow slinger!” 

 “What do you want?” Fetch snapped. 

 His savior was covered in blood. Despite that, he had his hand out and extended to Fetch. 

Fetch would’ve had to stoop a bit to accept it, which is saying much about his hero’s height 

considering Fetch’s lack thereof. The fellow was dressed in a tunic of sorts, one that was likely 
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human sized but on his small, Knomish body it worked to be both a vest and a kilt of sorts. His 

belt was thick and seemingly useless aside from the fact that it held his little golden knife, the 

blade, drenched in blood, leaked down his leg. He looked old, about as old as one could look, but 

also young. His grin was goofy, like a toddler’s, and his eyes were big and bright like a baby’s. 

Abandoning the effort to shake hands, the Knome put his hands on his hips, popped his chest out, 

and answered the canine’s question. 

 “To free the dwarves enslaved on this vessel!” 

 “Ah.” Fetch scoffed, “You’re Antipa.” 

 The Knome took his insult as a compliment, flicking the arrow sticking out of Fetch’s 

thigh as if he were clasping him on the shoulder, “Nailed it!” 

 Fetch cried out in pain, falling to his knees. 

 “Emotional, huh?” The Knome chuckled before concocting a more serious expression, “I 

respect that.” He extended his hand again which, now that Fetch was on his knees, was in reach, 

“The name is Unlucky.” 

 “Unlucky?” Fetch asked. 

 “Unlucky.” The Knome repeated. 

 “Unlucky.” Fetch revelled, “Good name for a Knome.” 

 “Thanks!” Unlucky exclaimed, “I made it up!” 

 “Ofcourse.” Fetch shook his head, using the doorframe to help himself back up. Looking 

down the passageway, he saw that this “Unlucky” had made short work of the other hellbrutes 

(although Kenny was still squirming on the floor). A Knome with a tiny dagger bested those 

three? He shook his head. That lurch must’ve played in his favor. Unlucky my ass. Outloud, 

however, he said, “So what’s the plan?” 

 “We’re saving the dwarves.” Unlucky said, a hint of frustration in his tone, “Do you 

know where they are?” 

 Fetch smiled, “Do I?” Then he asked, “How do you plan to get them out of this mess?” 

 “Same way I got into it.” Unlucky shrugged, “I’ve got a ship.” 

 “A ship?” Fetch’s smile grew, “Oh man, buddy, was this fate or what?” 

 “What?” Unlucky asked. 

 Shaking his head again and smiling like a dog when their master comes home, Fetch 

beckoned for Unlucky to follow him and hobbled down the corridor back towards where he’d 

ditched his friends. 

 

- - - 

 

 As the hellish heavens pounded the two ships, dropping gallon after gallow of fat wads of 

water onto the rupturing decks, deafening all those in the turmoil with each clap of thunder and 

blinding them with each javelin of lightning that struck the bay just outside the fray – as goons of 

the Sail and thugs of the Marrialdo clashed, scrambling from one ship to the other and then back 

again like two rival ant piles that had been suddenly smashed together – as all this chaos ensued, 

Jason the Giant and Captain Dresdan strolled off the Obsidian Sail and onto the deck of the 

Marrialdo as if it were a walk in the park. Marching over the wreckage of the collision as if it 

were nothing but a bit of high brush on a hiking trail, the trio made a beeline for the 

companionway that led below deck. That’s right, the swain was with them though he couldn’t 

quite match his friends’ gaits. Drakken was too short and too old to traipse over the refuse like 

his comrades. His walk was more of a combination of staggering and tiptoeing. Unlike the stoic 
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expression of his Captain or the devilish snarl of the first mate, Drakken gulped and grimaced all 

the way to the stairs. 

 The three buccaneers twisted to let three fleeing nellafs by as they stepped down into the 

belly of the boat. All three men were familiar with the entrails of the vessel, they knew if Truth 

were still onboard she would be in the Captain’s cabin, whether the Captain liked it or not. Smidt 

Cormac would either be with her or grumbling through the corridors like a ghost, wallowing in 

his own perceived emasculation, or at least the trio assumed. They were wrong. They quickly 

realized this as they reached the bottom of the companionway and found the Marrialdo’s Captain 

there waiting for them.  

 The soggy algal bloom of a human stump grinned up at them, his eyes completely 

engulfed in an indigo glow. 

 “Corruption.” Drakken explained. 

 “Truth’s recovered.” Dresdan cursed, “Donum.” 

 “Ah’ll take the bastard,” Jason declared, “y’all go. Trah and catch the bone bender.” 

 The mole and chidra kept their eyes on the pirate as they passed him but he didn’t move 

to stop them. It seemed his role was to merely hold Jason up. Despite the height difference, the 

two were quite the pair for a squable. Both had been in the industry long enough to prove 

themselves time and time again and both had mastered many different types of weapons. What 

intrigued Jason was whether Smidt’s possession would make him more formidable or less.  

 Both men had a list of swords, daggers, and knives strapped their backs, hips, and 

running down their legs, not to mention the occasional mace, cleaver, or chain, but what Jason’s 

fingers tickled for was his revolver. It was time to see if Corrupted-Cormac was as quick on the 

draw as a fully Conscious-Cormac. 

 Jason hopped back and drew his gun, BANG! 

 Smidt was so quick that Jason wasn’t sure whether or not the human had actually moved 

for his firearm before Jason had. Both boys had gotten their shot off at the same time, so similar 

were their motions that they perfectly mirrored one another’s shot to such and extent that their 

bullets hit in midair, bouncing off one another and burying themselves in the bulkheads on 

eitherside of the gunmen.  

 Before being able to register that their first shots had failed, they’d gone ahead and drawn 

a sword with their left hands (their dominant hands) and hopped back in for what they hoped 

would be an icing on the cake blow but just like the bullets had countered each other so too did 

their blades. CLANG! They held their sabers against one another for a moment, their right hands 

cocked back and aimed at the ceiling as they hesitated before making the next move. 

 “You’re quick as ever.” Jason noted. 

 Smidt smirked, speaking with his own voice though it wasn’t his mind, “Smidt’s still 

doing the fighting, I’m just holding the leash.” 

 “Hae’s lahk a godai boneguard, huh?” Jason remarked, “Just with the maet still on.” 

 Sensing that Smidt was about to start blasting again, Jason pulled his saber from the parry 

and swatted the firearm away so that the bullet bit the ceiling. Moving his sword allowed Smidt 

to then cut in with his own sword. Jason expect this, that’s why he dropped his right arm to plant 

a bullet in the bulbous buccannear’s belly. He assumed Smidt would have to abandon his attack 

to block the bullet, as that’s what the real-Smidt would’ve done, but apparently his master jerked 

the leash and commanded him to do otherwise. After all, while Smidt could still feel pain, he 

couldn’t be bothered by it, now while Truth was holding the reigns. So as Jason pulled the 

trigger and blew Smidt’s stomach out through his asshole, Smidt’s saber slid into Jason’s belly.  
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 Both pirates were knocked back, but while Jason clutched his gut, Smidt merely smirked. 

It was an odd expression. There was a hint of the pain behind the mask controlled by the distant 

mancer. For a second, Jason thought he couldn’t imagine the hell that his foe was going through 

but, then again, he’d just been impaled so he actually had a good idea. 

 Before either could attack again, a convenient distraction gave Jason sometime. Three 

hellbrutes hobbled out of one of the rooms along the corridor beside them. Having heard the 

pause in the gunshots, they decided to take this as their chance to rush for the companionway up 

to the deck. They didn’t even both making eye contact with either, unsure who would be the 

biggest threat, the invader or the Captain they had left to his own devices against the invader, and 

chose rather to hope to be ignored. Their hopes came true – at least until they got up the stairs. 

 “What happens when Dresdan fahnds ya, Truth?” Jason asked, “Gonna faht us both at the 

same tahm?”  

 “I’m a royal in the Empire and a leader of the Disciples,” Truth’s Smidt barked back, 

“you don’t think I can do two things at the same time?” 

 The fleeing nellafs passed, Jason gritted his teeth and prepared for the next bout. Both 

had their guns raised, their barrels seemingly tracing the movements of the other. Smidt stepped 

towards Jason, Jason took a limping step back. Hae mirrors mae in combat cept ah fael pain and 

hae’s immune, how the hell do ah baet that? The answer floated up into his brain just as soon as 

the question had finished formulating: I feign. He gulped. I need to give him another shot. 

 Jason limped forward, brandishing his sword. Again, they both cocked their guns back, 

pointing them at the ceiling as both waited for the opportune moment, sparring in the meantime. 

Smidt parried Jason’s slice, bouncing of the bearn’s blade to cut back in at the wound previously 

carved. Jason battered the attempt down, the tips of their swords both scraping the floor of the 

corridor as they lowered their guns, pointing them at one another. Jason knew how this was 

going to go. It registered in his mind immediately: Smidt would either match his bullet or Truth 

would force him to take the shot to get a shot then, puppeteering him past the pain, she’d cut in 

with her sword as Jason staggered back and get two hits in on him for the price of one – surely 

winning the fight and sending the Giant straight to hell. So instead, Jason flopped back. 

 Even with the seemingly erratic move, he kept his pistol pointed at Smidt’s so that as he 

fell back and the human fired, he fired too. Their bullets collided and richoceted away to lodge 

themselves in the walls like the others. As he hit the ground, he made it look as if the fall hadn’t 

been calculated but rather caused by the growing significance of his wound, he even discarded 

his saber in the fall. This worked in drawing Smidt to seek to capitalize on the bearn’s moment 

of vulnerability, but Smidt still sought to play it smart. The bearn still matched the human’s gun 

and the bearn was nearly twice Smidt’s size so he couldn’t get close enough to drive his saber 

into the fallen Giant’s inards once more, but he could nail the oaf’s boot to the floor.  

 Smidt strode forward, flipping the sword around in his hand so he could plung it through 

his foes foot, and Jason let him do it because as the weapon pierce his flesh, he reached with his 

free hand to his belt and claim a throwing dagger. Slinging the knife and firing his gun, Smidt 

was only able to block the bullet with a shot and take the cutless in the cranium. 

 As the Captain collapsed, the purple fading from his eyes as they closed, Jason screamed 

in pain, clutching the thigh of the leg that now had a sword splitting his foot in half. He had to 

fight to stay conscious as the pain pummeled him in waves. Even though his gut wound was the 

one he stood a chance of bleeding out from, his mutilated food totally took precedence. The 

victorious Giant likely would’ve died there, had his two new recruits not arrived – against his 

order – to assist him. 
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 Tou and Tabuh bound down the stairs. They’d been stalled by the desserting hellbrutes 

on their way down the companionway, killing two out of instinct before they realized the pirates 

weren’t threats just trying to runaway. They would’ve killed the third for integrity’s sake had 

they seen what the hellbrute’s human Captain had done to their Captain’s first mate.  

 The two fell upon Jason like doting parents after their toddler trips and falls. 

 “Farak are you to still doing hare?!” He howled. 

 “Saving your farakin lahf.” Tabuh snapped. 

 Tou knelt down on the bearn’s left leg and yanked the saber out of his foot. Despite his 

weight, Jason was still able to kick, throwing Tou against the bullet riddled bulkhead. Jason 

writhed as Tabuh attempted to get him to lie still, complaining about treating wounds. 

 “Traeting wounds?!” Jason finally was able to verbalize, “Get mae up. Truth is hare. 

Facing off with the Captain!” 

 “She can’t cast though, right?” Tou asked. 

 The two began to help him up, a daunting task. 

He shook his head, “Shae’s been haeled.”  

“Alreaday?!” Tabuh exclaimed, a pang of guilt tinging her voice as she felt she deserved 

partial blame for the necromancer’s quick recovery, but then her guilt was replaced with hope, 

“Maybae the haeler’s still hare!” 

With Jason up on his feet, slouched over the two elves who stood a good two feet shorter 

than him, both Tou and Tabuh exchanged glances beneath his furry breast. 

Tou murmured, “If there isn’t a healer…” 

“There will bae.” Tabuh assured him. 

“If you two don’t stop worrayin about mae, ah’ll kill mahself!” Jason growled, “Now 

come on, wae gotta get to Dresdan!” 

 

- - - 

 

Even though most of them were limping, they surged through the corridors like a pride of 

lions sprinting through a canyon, chasing down a herd of caribou. Those that didn’t have a 

comrade to hoist them dashed forward in spurts, hop skipping from leg to leg, crashing against 

bulkheads, and stumbling onwards. Since leaving the berth, the dwarves had yet to find a 

hellbrute bold enough to try and stop them which, to be honest, was the first sign of intelligence 

the dwarves had seen in the Marrialdo men since they’d been brought in through the back door 

like cargo.  

While most of the dwarves were emaciated and exhausted, their dwarven savior was not. 

Bold and his team were all too ready to defend their compatriots, but members of the Marrialdo 

took one glance at the thirteen bitter dwarves, the mutinous ax woman with a bag full of bombs, 

and the scraggly gmoat with a glowing elgroon and they either fled above deck or hopped into 

the harbor. It seemed the battle with the hellbrutes was won and the battle with the situation was 

now the primary issue. The two ships would soon be at the bottom of the river, the fact that 

they’d last this long suggested that their final plunge would be abrupt and chaotic – something 

quite hard to escape – and they’d come too far to succumb to the elements.  

As they got closer to the final companionway, leading to the deck, their pace began to 

slow. Every soul they’d passed before had been traveling in the same direction, the direction they 

were traveling, but now, just as they neared the exit, folks were beginning to rush back towards 

them. Hellbrutes that had slipped by them before were now coming back, scurrying around them, 
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and fleeing deeper into the Marrialdo. There was no time to stop and ask, but anxious glances 

were exchanged as they push on up the stairs and into the storm.  

There was a battle being waged on the deck. Blue skinned water elves and dark furred 

bearns, decked out in mismatched armor, wielding blades and bows, butchered the hellbrutes 

rushing towards the pier behind them. Only the dark garbed pirates of the Obsidian Sail were 

allowed passage to the gangway beyond, but they did so quickly and quietly that they seemed 

almost like shadows, the murderous Munkloens seemed not to even notice. Standing in a V, so 

that the nellafs either fought them and were wedged off the ship if they didn’t turn and run, their 

leader was the bloody bearn in front. His scowl was ferocious, few foes chose to attack the line 

where he stood. He brought the line further slowly, marching with a slight limp. His right thigh 

was wounded. When he saw the dwarves, he roared a command to his men and women but his 

call was drowned out by a spectacular clap of thunder. 

Lowder than any prior, this crash came instantaneously with the flash. All on deck were 

temporarily blinded as the bolt of lightning split the main mast of the Marrialdo as if it were a 

twig. The beam came crashing down, falling towards the Obsidian Sail. The crosstrees that 

intersected the mast perpendicularly, stabbed into the deck of the black flagged ship, piercing the 

floorboards so that the main shaft of the sail could then burst through completely and plunge 

further into the heart of the ship. It seemed the mast planned to nail the ship to the riverbed and 

the ship was going to drag the Marrialdo with it. If there was any doubt of the matter, then it was 

erased as the two tangled vessels shift. The Marrialdo tilted, leaning to the side as the Obsidian 

rocked back on its haunches and began to reverse downwards into the Sereibis.  

After realizing that their demise would not, after all, be immediate but rather expedited, 

attention turned back towards the gangway – at least, for most. The Munkloen’s rushed in the 

opposite direction, quickly surrounding the dwarves as they continued to block the Vinn of the 

Marrialdo from escaping.  

“The Munkloe Gard?” JoAnn asked.  

The leader, the limping bearn, twitched at the ask. Twisting his head, he said with a 

contorted expression, “The Outlaw Guard.” 

JoAnn shrugged, “Law nevar helped us anayway.” 

Glancing over shoulder, she was about to beckon for her comrades to push onward but 

she hesitated. 

“Whar’s Bold?” 

The other dwarves realized it now as well. The old, dwarven freedom fighter and his 

friends (the water elf, bearn, and gmoat) were nowhere to be seen. The Captain of the Outlaw 

Guard was suddenly intrigued, clasping JoAnn on the shoulder, he commanded her attention. His 

eyes were wide and his awkward expression had been replaced with one of stern immediacy, 

“Where’s Bold?” 

JoAnn scoffed, “You tell mae, lad!” 

“He was here.” The bearn murmured, looking beyond JoAnn before looking back to her 

to ask, “With a gmoat, bearn, elf, and shadowmancer?” 

Shadowmancer? The label rang in JoAnn’s ears and she realized why the guard was 

suddenly so interested. Just as the law never helped her, it seemed that it may not be helping her 

heroes either. She hadn’t survived slavery in the deserts of Vinnum Tow by being oblivious. Her 

eyes narrowed and she crossed her arms, a sly smirk slipping across her face.  

The Captain recognized that the dwarf was not going to sell out her saviors. For a 

moment, he thought about forging onwards into the shipwreck after the fugitives, but he’d made 
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that mistake not so long ago and it hadn’t turned out well for his followers. Addressing his 

disciples, he beckoned for retreat. They were getting out of the mess. The dwarven refugees were 

safe, that was mission accomplished enough for Hobbes. 

“Thank you, Munkloen.” JoAnn said, offering him her shoulder. 

Though her shoulder was about hip height for Thomas, leaning on her did help. They 

hobbled off the ship together. The bearn cursing the fugitives under his breath while the dwarf 

prayed for their safety, the storm raging on around them as the ships continued to capsize. 

 

- - - 

 

 The Marrialdo was trembling as it was being split. Pulled apart by the gargantuan forces 

of the storm, the river, and the ship that had wedged itself into the hull. The pirates, police, and 

fugitives only added insult to injury, taunting the corpses of the galleons as they headed into the 

final verse of their swan song duet. Two of which, a mage and a blademaster, were rushing 

against the current of the corridors. While hungover hellbrutes were still stumbling to realization 

of the situation and staggering down the halls, intoxicatedly attempting escape, Dresdan and 

Drakken plunged deeper into the destruction. 

 They’d come to an intersection, their corridor stopping as the hall directly above the 

Captain’s cabin crossed it. Neither being a mancer, they couldn’t see or smell through the walls. 

Having no way of knowing if Truth was still there, all they did know was that if she was then she 

surely knew they were drawing near.  

She’s long gone by now, Dresdan lamented, the witch is too smart to give me another 

chance. 

Oh, I’m sure she’s still here. Drakken gulped, Too much pride to give up a chance for 

revenge. 

Before they could turn towards one of the sets of stairs that both ends of the corridor 

ended with, they stopped. A face protruded from the wall before them. Though translucent, like a 

ghost, her face was beautiful and young. This was no haunting, though as soon as the silver eyes 

recognized the two sets of purple eyes before her, her expression did change to a look of horror. 

As soon as the face had emerged from the wall, it attempted to slip back but Drakken was too 

fast.  

The Sacred Tongue flew from his lips at a mile a minute – or, I should say, a selim a 

second – and his old, clawed hand shot out to grab the woman by a lock of long hair that had 

slipped out from the wall as she tried to run away. His hand was engulfed in an indigo glow, 

allowing him to grab hold of the being and drag her back through the wall so that she stood 

before them. 

 “I’m just the healer!” She exclaimed. 

 The spirit was stark naked. She had to be in order to slip unhampered through the 

bulkheads. As a spirit, her chest flame was her body’s sustenance and the risk of going nude was 

that – just as she could walk through walls – anyone could simply reach inside her torso, grasp at 

her fire, and snuff her out in an instant. Dresdan hadn’t even drawn his sword, but he had stepped 

towards her. In one swift motion, he could end her and she could tell that, from his glare, he 

needed a good reason not too and her being “the healer” was not helping. 

 “You healed Truth.” Dresdan snarled. 

 With her hair still wrapped around one hand, Drakken reached out to gently brush his 

Captain’s wrist with the other. 
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 “I’ll handle her.” He said, “You go on.” 

 Dresdan sighed, searing her a moment longer with his leer, then he turned away and 

rushed on down the corridor towards the stairs. As he departed, Drakken slid off his top robe. He 

didn’t have to loosen his grip to do so, once off his hand and out of the magic’s glow, her hair 

became gaseous again and the robe slipped right through. Holding it before her, he didn’t have to 

tell her what he wanted and, honestly, as a hostage, she was happy to cover up. Murmuring her 

own secret spell, she slipped the robe over her shoudlers and wrapped it tightly around her, 

hiding her fire from her captor. 

 “What do you want?” She asked. 

 Drakken’s eyes narrowed, “If you’re a healer, then where are your pages?” 

 “Handed them off to a letterlemur.” She shrugged. 

 “Farak.” Drakken cursed. 

 At that moment, a guttural cry shot through the corridor like a long rolling clap of 

thunder. The roar was somehow louder than the general rumbling around them and Drakken 

immediately recognized him. For a moment, surprise and concern coddled him into foolishly 

dropping his guard, he glanced over his shoulder.  

 Doc acted immediately. Spitting out a short sentence of magic, “Neme ah Canaan, vahnt 

luhr laesh tim hoteth prahs rebas!” the silvery hair in Drakken’s hands split as if some invisible 

force had taken a pair of scizzors to it on up the strand. In the same instant that it was cut, she 

spun and threw off her robe, rushing back to slip through the wall – only the robe didn’t come 

off. A powerful lavender light radiated from the back collar of the garment, turning her own 

translucent blue flesh purple around the nape of her neck. Were she able to turn her eyes inward 

like a shadowmancer, she would’ve seen the tag. Had she had physical flesh, she likely would’ve 

felt the scratchy scroll against her spine, it was way too long for your typical tag and, unlike your 

typical tag, the writing on it did not provide washing instructions.  

Drakken turned back to see her still kissing the wall and he smirked, “I work with pirates, 

Miss Spirit, I can’t have my favorite robes being stolen off my back.” 

Doc scoffed as she turned back to face her captor, muttering, “I should’ve cut you instead 

of my hair.”  

“I wouldn’t advise it, healer.” Drakken warned, “Save your energy for my friends. If you 

want us to spare you, then you better prepare yourself to adlib some healing.” 

“Spare me?” Doc chuckled, surrendering to her fate, “The off the cuff healing will kill 

me before y’all can.” 

“Mmm, Miss Spirit.” Drakken nodded, “Looks like you’re stuck between a robe and a 

hardplace.” 

 

- - - 

 

 “Well, if it isn’t the thorns on the rose.”  

 Truth stood in the center of the cabin. The entire chamber shuddered. The walls were 

lined bookshelves, encased in thick layers of dust like artifacts in a tomb, but now as the ship 

trembled, the texts began to shake off their silt. The dust created a thick haze in the room. Three 

of the walls were reserved for the forgotten tomes, but the fourth was a façade of glass. It 

would’ve offered a beautiful view of the jungles of Sereibis but that view was obscured by the 

gushing rain. The windows almost seemed to bulge under the pressure of the barrage, as if the 

storm wanted in. Books and pillows lay scattered about the floor, even the desk behind Truth had 
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shifted in the collision, but what really drew Dresdan’s attention was the bodies that lay by the 

necromancer’s feet. The unfortunate souls were nellafs, so likely not a part of his crew, but what 

this signified to the old chidra was two fold. One, she’d had time to escape and chosen not to. 

Remaining behind, she’d poached the bone of fleeing pirates – which brings us to two: she had 

plenty of bone. Dresdan registered this as he strode into the room. Their battle ground lurched as 

he entered and more books pelted the corpses around Truth. Dresdan jeered back in response to 

Truth.  

 “And the mole in the flowerbed.”  

 “What is it about my molish tunneling that has you so worried?” Truth smiled although it 

was hidden in the shadows of her hood, “People have been experimenting with the Void since 

the first moon hatched. If it wasn’t I, then it would be someone else.” 

 “It is precisely because it is you.” Dresdan growled, “What are you trying to bring from 

the other worlds? Creaton? The Queen of Darkness?”  

 “Ha!” Truth scoffed. Bone began to slip out from beneath her robe, twisting around her 

like a serpent, “Why bring them when I can wear the Black Crown myself?” 

 Dresdan drew his sword but held back still, fishing further for answers, “How? Another 

Plague?” 

 “No, silly snake, I don’t need to kill for the crown, those days have passed. Now you only 

need to kill to keep it.” The twirling ribbon of bone that surrounded her began to slip out across 

the floor. It stretched forward like long slugs, stretching over the bodies from whence they’d 

come. She was creating a web of tentacles. But as she continued to prepare, she continued to 

divulge, “The Black Crown is granted by de facto democracy, Dresdan, I merely need the votes.” 

 For a moment, the old chidra forgot himself as a sudden pang of doubt shot through his 

consciousness like a cold blade of ice. His blade lowered for a moment, his jaw slackened just a 

bit, and his head tails fell limp.  

 “Wait,” he murmured, “are Suicine or Daffeega?” 

 Dresdan knew he wouldn’t get an answer. It was honestly not intended for Truth, it was 

merely a thought that had slipped out of his mind and off his tongue, but that thought left his 

mouth and hit Truth’s ears like a spark. The conversation was over.  

 Her net of ivory appendages reared up, their blank points cocking back like cobras fixing 

to strike. The moment her tentacles hiked, Dresdan bolted forward – charging into their midst. 

Swiping up with his massive sword, he split one of the ossein viper’s in half. The thread 

retracted back towards its master as the other half, the pointy bit, dissolved into the dusty air. He 

may have stopped one from striking, but now it was time for the rest, and having dashed into the 

middle of the web there were now three aiming to impale him. Still, he kept his momentum and 

spun away from the severed strand to face the rest.  

Truth could control where their state was more solid, like at their point, or more liquid, 

along their shaft, and all along the strands of bone was the threat of paralyzation. As a 

necromancer’s favorite spell, Dresdan was sure Truth had applied “chilled marrow” before 

engaging him. Thus, while being impaled by one of her vile extremities would be crippling, 

being paralyzed by her tendrils would assure his death, and so as he twisted closer into the web 

of nequified tentacles he knew he had to take what damage he could manage to avoid her 

petrifying grasp. 

The first of the next three stake-headed serpants missed his torso as he pivoted past (a 

victory for now, but it would surely soon circle back around). He kept pivoting and – as 

apparently, a spin is the most effective maneuver in Solarin combat – he slipped just by the 
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second, it brushed the scales of his abdomen as it passed so closely that he could even feel a 

tinge of numbness before twisting away. As his legs and hips danced, his arms shifted. Having 

his sword already raised from his last upward swing, he turned his grasp so that the blade ran 

parallel to his body. Thus, as he danced past the murderous worms, his sword followed behind 

him, severing them from their source before they could curl around and stab him in the back. It 

was a nigh perfect move, nigh being the key word. For due to his position, his weapon 

progressed a step behind his actual body. This was fine for the first two, which his body passed, 

but not for the third. The third tentacle’s aim did not fail, though it did not aim for the more vital 

parts of his body, it still struck his upper arm before he was able to slice through. His inertia 

wasn’t interrupted by the sudden spread of chilled marrow as the bone penetrated his bicep, so 

the connection was still severed saving him from complete paralysis, but even as the spear 

disappeared it had stabbed deep enough. His left arm fell limp.  

Holding his sword with one hand, he pointed it at Truth. Blood oozed down his left arm, 

looking purple against his black scales, while his veins bulged in his right. Dresdan’s sword, with 

its massive red-cross shaped hilt, was meant for two hands, but this expectation was for those 

beneath the calliber of the Captain.  

“I’m surprised you haven’t ran away.” He stated. 

Truth still had four more pointy extremities to protect her, they extended from her back 

like scorpion tails, stretching out in separate directions and waiting for her murderous command. 

She didn’t appear to need to run away. Especially not now that she’d essentially eliminated one 

of her opponent’s arms. But Dresdan knew better. Truth had plenty of bone to finish the fight, 

but not enough to teleport away like she had tried to at the Deicide. Just as he had, she had to 

now choose whether or not she was willing to end their disagreement here and there. Leave now 

or fight to the death. 

“Someone dies here today.” Truth replied. 

“Bold.” Dresdan smirked, “I hope it’s truth.” 

Again, Dresdan charged just as the boney bayonets surged for his flesh. The first of the 

spikes shot up from below, aiming to gore him up from the groin, but he hopped over it and left 

it for later as it thrust on beyond him. In mid air, his torso pivoted. He turned his left shoulder 

towards the next tentacle and kept turning until he was leaning far enough that he had ducked 

under it. It two he ignored as it continued to snake further like its failed twin. It was the two on 

his right that he dealt with. After all, it was his right arm that was working. Using the leap and 

the twist to aid his swing, he easily cut through the other two serpent-like spears as he passed 

them – this was good, but this also meant that his swing ended with his blade extended behind 

him and his body landed right up next to his foe. 

For a frozen moment, they were nearly face to face. Despite his stooped posture, Dresdan 

was still tall enough to look Truth, as a moleman, in the eye. Her jig was up. He could see within 

the shadows of her cowl and now he knew her face. But so too was his. Not because they were so 

close now that all Truth had to do was reach out and grab him by the throat, quickly freezing him 

in place, but because Dresdan’s arm had not been crippled.  

Just as Jason had feined weakness to trick Smidt, Dresdan had tricked Truth that his left 

arm had been rendered unusable. The two had trained together after all and you’d be hard 

pressed to find a better actor than a successful pirate. His arm was severely wounded, but not 

completely useless. And so, in Truth’s calculations, she was still safe. More so in fact, she would 

be able to start the next round as Dresdan still had to get his useful side between them. Had she 

known he could still use his left, she might’ve fought harder to keep some distance between 
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them. As a necromancer, she smelled her mistake before she felt it. The scent of the energy in his 

arm was not consistent with the way in which he acted as if it were draining of life. Still, she 

didn’t even have time to curse her own failure before his fist came rocketing up, into her jaw, 

pulling her off her feet to flop back on the crooked desk behind her. 

Dresdan couldn’t grab her, not with chilled marrow in play, but he could clock her and, 

while wounded, it wasn’t his best work, it gave him time to get his blade back around and stop 

the other two tentacles from impaling him through the back.  

But as Truth fell back onto the bureau, her nostrils continued to flare. Not just because of 

Dresdan’s ruse, but because she smelled the scales shifting. She still controlled the conscious of 

the dying Smidt Cormac so she knew that Jason had survived. Not only that, she now smelled 

that he, the boatswain, and two more had captured her doctor and were heading towards the 

Captain’s Cabin. She had the bone to beat Dresdan but did she have the time? She could afford 

one last assault – there was just enough bone and time for it that if it failed she could wisk herself 

away before the bastard Obsidian’s friends came to save the day.  

As Dresdan turned back to face his foe, she rolled off the desktop with bone pouring from 

her body. The ossein energy lifted the bureau, raising it between them as a barrier. Then, she 

split the force so that two tendrils split off. One strengthened before her, widdling down to a 

similar size as the previous appendages, though narrowing at its tip to be far sharper. This strand 

rose to slip down the side of the desk, now perpendicular to the floor, preparing to leap over the 

lip and stab for the chidra’s face. Meanwhile, the second, far thinner, snaked left for the 

bookshelves.  

While Truth prepped her final stand, Dresdan could only guess what she had up her 

sleeve. The desk was hoisted before her, completely blocking her from his view. Should he dash 

around it and attack her? Or would that be exactly what she wanted? Either way, he figured 

waiting to find out was not the best option and he knew his friends must be arriving soon. So he 

back pedalled.  

The tiny bit of distance he was able to put between him and the desk was imperative. 

When Truth engaged, launching the ivory tentacle over the edge of the desk, Dresdan had the 

time and space to whip his blade up and cut through the attack. Unfortunately, his retreat had not 

put him far enough away to avoid her secondary assault. The more elusive magical extremity had 

slithered across the dirty office floor to squeeze behind one of the many, wall-sized bookshelves. 

There, behind it, the bone had fanned out and, as one tentacle leapt over the desk to stab at 

Dresdan’s face, the other flexed and sent the bookshelf shooting across the room like something 

out of a haunted library. 

It caught Dresdan completely off guard, sweeping him off his feet with blunt force, 

knocking his hat clean off his head. The shelf would’ve smashed him against the wall, but the 

opposite wall was not made of wood, the opposite wall was glass. When the bookshelf slammed 

him against the window façade, it burst immediately. With Truth’s malevolent grasp not letting 

up on the shelf, it kept pushing, following him down into the thrashing waves of the Sereibis for 

as long as she could manage before the cost became too high.  

The storm rushed through the jagged hole in Dresdan’s absence. Rain poured in sideways 

with such a fury that Truth, despite standing a good few yards away from the orifice, still caught 

a drizzle, but she didn’t mind. She had won. Again. Aside from a sore jaw, she’d bested the old 

buccaneer for the second time. The last time? She looked out the broken window and shrugged. 

If any storm and river could kill Dresdan, it’d be the Sereibis today. But she wasn’t so sure 

anything could kill Dresdan, period. 
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Whatever the fate of the black scaled chidra, she needed to leave. The scent of his allies 

was only growing stronger and she only had spent too much bone to risk teleporting with what 

she had left. That said, she had enough bone to slip away. Just as she had used her energy to 

manifest a nest of ossein snakes, she now used it to convert her body into the occult liquid. The 

Marrialdo was old and, on this particular evening, it was especially strained. Cracks in the floor 

boards were abundant. And so, as Tou, Tabuh, Drakken, and Doc helped Jason burst through the 

door and into the Captain’s Cabin, Truth dripped through the floor boards.  

“Hae’s gone!” Jason clamored as Doc simultaneously gasped, “She’s gone!” 

“As should wae bae.” Tabuh stated, her head craning towards the creaking heavens, 

“Fore wae faed the brooks tonaht.” 

 With Tabuh supporting Jason and Drakken watching Doc, Tou was able to rush over to 

the broken window. The wind from the storm fought him so much that as he made it to the edge, 

he had to grab hold of the sharp glass to keep from being bowled over as he leaned out.  

 “Dresdan had to go out the window.” Drakken stated before grabbing the collar of his 

robe and shaking Doc a bit, “Less you think she had the bone to teleport them both?” 

 “Out the window.” Doc grumbled, twisting hard despite the mole’s hold so that she could 

glower at the magician. She nodded towards the three dead nellafs by the toppled desk, saying, 

“Three hellbrutes wouldn’t be much more than enough to fight and flee.” 

 “Farak.” Tou and Jason chimed. 

 “He left his hat too.” Doc noted. 

 Sure enough, Dresdan’s indigo witch hat had been left behind. It was so drenched with 

rain that it was stuck to the half shattered window like papier-mâché. Walking the spirit over 

with him, Drakken pealed the hat of the glass and popped it over his own little red toboggan.  

 “Out the window or with the necromancer doesn’t change the fact that wae,” Tabuh 

insisted, “naed to get farakin outa hare!” 

 As if to emphasize her argument, the ship shifted violently. The boat now pitched and 

plummeted like the Obsidian Sail had as they were careening down to crash into the Marrialdo, 

only this time it wasn’t moving forwards, it was moving backwards and diagonally so – towards 

the riverbed. Tou nearly fell out the window, but the shake up did help him eye a little row boat 

tethered below. 

 “There’s a dinghy!” He exclaimed.  

 Drakken moved to join Tou but paused, looking back to Tabuh, “Dame Sentry-” 

“Shoot the spirit if she tries anything funny?” Tabuh already had her revolver aimed at 

the poor healer. 

Doc grumbled unintelligibly while Drakken smirked his way over to Tou. He glanced 

back at Jason then back at the dinghy. 

“I think we’ll all just fit.” The mage stated. 

“Good thang…” Jason’s diction was excessively slurred, almost as uncontrolled as his 

bloodloss. Doc shook her head. They’d postponed even a basic healing in the hopes of helping 

their Captain, but alas. In her opinion, they may have just lost their Captain and his first mate but 

she kept her gaseous mouth shut and let the gargantuan oaf linguistically stagger onwards, 

“thang good…lost all this blood weight.” 

“That’s raht, Jason,” Tabuh rolled her eyes, “Good thang.” 

 

- - - 
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 When the mainmast of the Marrialdo came crashing down on the Obsidian Sail, like a 

hammer driving its nail into the wood, the two vessels pitched towards the bottom of the bay 

flinging everyone inside against the nearest bulkheads. The survivors rattled about like dice in a 

gambler’s hand and, like dice, the pour souls left in the sinking ships turned up with at least six 

different reactions to the situation. Some still fled for the shore despite the visible vigilantes that 

had apparently hijacked the nonviolent Munkloe Guard while others chose to throw their fate 

into the hands of the thrashing Sereibis. Then there were those that plunged deeper into the guts 

of the galleons, betting against all odds in hopes to win big with some abandoned treasure or 

forgotten zoomer that could whisk them away to a safer place. Among that last group was Bold 

and Marvell. And Ben, as he followed them, couldn’t for the life of him figure out why. 

 They’d made it above deck with the liberated dwarves and then almost immediately 

turned around and ran back below. He’d seen the Captain of the Guard too, but that’s what 

perplexed him. We’ve got a better chance at the mercy of Munkloe than we do going back 

underneath?! They had the princess (relatively unharmed) and they’d saved twelve dwarves, that 

had to be worth some kind of pardon, right? Soon as they got far enough into the belly of the 

boat for his comrades to hear him, he called out loud enough for them to screech to a halt. 

 “Where are we going?!” He crowed, “We should turn ourselves in!” 

 “Go for it.” Marvell scoffed, “I’m-” 

 “What?” Ben yelped back, “Gonna try your luck at the bottom of the river?” 

 Marvell thought for a second then with a shrug and a nod she admitted that was exactly 

what she intended to do. The sack of buzzing bolders slung over her shoulder was jostled by the 

gesture, saying what Marvell didn’t say outloud, “Who needs a pardon when you can be rich?” 

Exasperated, Ben turned to Bold. Instead of a bag of booty, an unconscious water elf lay 

draped over his shoulder. The poor princess looked like some sort of royal sash or, maybe more 

accurately, a sweat towel – as the dwarf was dripping with perspiration. His chest rose with so 

deep a breath that he gained three full inches before exhaling. 

 “Laddae,” Bold stated, “ah can’t aeven swim, trust mae oi plan to get off this God 

farsaken vessel.” 

 Ben was bewildered, “So then-” 

 Bold interjected, “The dog.” He jostled the limp Lil Lenga on his shoulder. “This lil 

lassae wehks up bock in the palace and haers that her boyfriend washed up drowned on the 

jungle flar-” 

 “He left us!” Ben complained. 

 “Aye, Lil Benji,” Bold disagreed, “Takes two to laeve.” 

 “That’s toxic.” Marvell stated. 

 Bold shrugged, “Oi thank thar whole fling is toxic, Marvell, but shae’s moy Lil Lenga 

and it ain’t moy place to say who she loves ar hates but, comrades, oi’ve lost my lovar and oi 

can’t have moy God daughtar going through graif loike thot if oi can stop it. Loik it or not, oi’ve 

gotta sehve har boyfriend.” He gestured back towards the companionway, “Go ahead, sehve 

yarself, but oi’ve got to do this.” 

 Ben frowned. His hand drifted up to tickle the tufts of hair that stuck up around his horns 

as his brow furled deeper. He wasn’t really confused over what to do, instead he was confused 

over why he wasn’t. There wasn’t an ounce of will in his soul that didn’t want to concede and 

run along with the bearn and dwarf to find their deserter friend, and for some reason that truth 

struck him like that lightning bolt that had split the mast. It hit him in his gut and memories 
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washed over him, as brief but also as powerful as a wave crashing against the beach. Blinking, he 

could see himself, years ago. 

 He clung to the bumpy, craggled façade of the cavern as stones tumbled down behind 

him, grazing his spine so closely that they tore at his shirt as they yanked at him. It was less the 

stones he was worried about, but rather the water they unleashed. Like a lake bursting through 

the wall of a damn, only the wall was a ceiling and it was directly above him. Water gushed 

down, striking him with incredible force. He was immediately surrounded by the torrent of 

falling water that it felt as if a ginormous hand had curled its fingers around his arms and torso 

and was trying to pull him from the wall – but he held fast. He held so tightly to that cave wall 

that his finger tips began to bleed as his skin split from the pressure he applied. But he had not 

come alone. 

 Old blind and chunky Chongo had been exploring the cave with him. The dog hadn’t the 

slightest clue what they were doing. The ancient canine was as oblivious to his surroundings as 

he was to his own capabilies, he still possessed the confidence of a recently matured hound and, 

foolishly, Ben often fell into believing that Chongo still had it in him. Ben had followed Chongo 

into the cave, thinking maybe the old pooch had caught wind of a missing pup. The dog led him 

to the rockwall and above it, Ben could hear something. He quickly climbed the wall and nudged 

the odd wedged rocks there. One almost immediately fell out. It clattered to the ground and 

Chongo yelped. A trickle of water followed it. Then a low, distant groan, almost like the call of a 

whale. Ben immediately realized what it was and it wasn’t a whale – it was the well. 

 Apparently, that thin membrain of stone had at one point wedged together to seal the 

cave off from the ground water reservoir that fed their well, but no longer. Ben had only been 

able to call out to his dog once before it all came crashing down. Then, as he hung there, 

fighting against the tug of the surging cave, he knew he had to let go. 

 Ben could swim. Even if the cave filled up and he found himself at the bottom of the well, 

then he could swim to the top. Chongo could not. The dog could hardly swim and even if he 

could, as Ben just witnessed, the poor beast had no sense of direction left in him. If he did the 

safest thing, clung to the wall until the water calmed and then swam to the surface, then Chongo 

would surely die. If he let go and swam after the dog, they both might die, but also, it was the 

only way in which they both might make it out.  

 And so what did Ben do? 

 As his eyes opened, he nodded in concession to Bold. 

 “We’re going after the dog.”  

 “Cool.” Marvell grunted before asking, “So…How do we know he’s even still here?” 

 “Hey, guys!” 

 Fetch came limping around the corner with a Knome striding beside his blood soaked 

thigh. First, the three were shocked by his convenient arrival but the importance of that 

coincidence was thrown out the window as they now became far more interested in their 

desserter’s companion. But Fetch’s silver tongue was moving a lot quicker than his bum leg and 

he kept on talking before any of the conscious three could interrogate. 

 “This is Unlucky!” 

 “Good name for a Knome.” Marvell commented, tightening her grasp on her enertomb 

satchel. 

 Fetch continued, “He’s gotta ship, tied up to this one, and he can get us out of here!” 

 “Woh, woh, woh,” Unlucky interjected, having beat his guide to come to a stop before 

the three. He pointed at Bold, saying, “I see one dwarf, I heard there were twelve!” 
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 “Ya, just missed em, lad.” Bold grunted. His normally big brown eyes now narrow and 

squinty. Like Marvell, he adjusted his treasure, as if the Knome might try and steal the Princess 

of his shoulders. His glare turned to Fetch, “Who is this, lad?” 

 “Unlucky!” Fetch and Unlucky chimed. 

 “You know him?” Ben asked. 

 Fetch shrugged, “I do now.” 

 “We may fair better at the bottom of the river.” Marvell stated. 

 Unlucky now narrowed down his eyes, nudging Fetch with his elbow and unintentionally 

nudging the thigh with the crossbow bolt through it which dropped the man down to his knees. 

Seemingly oblivious, Unlucky acted as if Fetch had knelt down so as to get on his eye level. So 

he turned to Fetch to loudly whisper, “Your friends aren’t Knomophobes, are they?”  

 Marvell rolled her eyes, “Your name is Unlucky, Knome.” 

 “Well…” Fetch said through gritted teeth, clutching his leg, “He was lucky for me. Saved 

my tail.” 

 “Then Unluckay far us.” Bold grumbled. 

 “You’re the one that said we had to go back for him.” Ben asserted. 

 “Aw,” Fetch smiled, getting back onto his feet, “y’all came back for me?” 

 “They did.” Marvell shrugged. 

 “Wait,” the dark eyed dog-man froze with a realization, “came back. Y’all left me?!” 

 “You left us!” Ben crowed. 

 Fetch crossed his arms, muttering, “Takes two to leave.” 

 “We don’t have time for this!” Unlucky exclaimed, “This boat is sinking and it’ll take my 

little galley down with it too if we don’t hurry!” He turned back to Bold, “Are the dwarves 

safe?” 

 “All axcept far this one.” Bold nodded. 

 “Well then,” the old Knome puffed out his chest and gave a broad smile, “looks like I 

will be saving a dwarf after all!” 

 Ben, Marvell, and Bold exchanged concerned glances but, in the end, they’d been 

looking for an escape raft anyways and now they’d found their stray dog. It seemed, “Unlucky” 

as he may be, they’d be fools to turn him down. With contorted expressions, Marvell and Ben 

gave their tacit approval. Bold withheld his for a moment more to threaten the new comer. 

 “If wae start sankin,” he growled, “just know Oi’m draggin ya down with mae.” 

 “I’m not worried.” Unlucky promised, turning to head back down the corridor. 

 “Good,” Marvell chuckled, following the Knome, “I’d hope you wouldn’t be worried 

about sinking.” 

 “Oh no,” Unlucky spun around to face them once more, “I am always worried about 

sinking. The Unluckiest isn’t unfamiliar with the sea floor.” He beckoned for the others to hurry 

up and follow, even as his words advised them that they might be better off to do otherwise. He 

continued, “Just not worried about some fat old dwarf being able to catch me.” 

 “You farakin-” 

 Bold cut himself off as he dashed down the hall after the Knome. 

 “Right!” Unlucky seemed undaunted. In fact, he seemed relieved that one of his new 

comrades had finally put some pep in their step. Spinning on his toes like a ballerino, he dashed 

of deeper into the Marrialdo, half leading the way and half being chased, hollering over his 

shoulder as they ran, “Follow me!” 
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 Marvell took off after Bold, the unconscious Princess, and the Knome, but Ben and Fetch 

hung back for a moment. 

 “You went after that shadowmancer,” Ben stated, “why?” 

 “Long story.” Fetch grinned sheepishly. 

 “Give me the short of it.” Ben pressed. 

 Fetch pointed to his cursed eye, “She’s the one that gave me this.” 

 “Really?” Ben gasped. 

 “Really.” Fetch now gave Ben a real smile, then he turned to hop-skip run after their 

friends, clutching his thigh as he did. 

 Though none of the conscious four in the group had thought to ask why Unlucky was the 

name of the Knome and the name of his ship was the Unluckiest, the answer would still come as 

they found where – and how – he’d docked it to the Marrialdo. There was a gaping hole in the 

hull of the hellbrute ship, one that looked as if it had been cut with a laser. So smooth and square 

was the orifice, that – again, had they not been in a hurry – they surely would’ve asked how 

Unlucky had pulled it off. The missing chunk was the back wall of a storage closet and outside 

the hole they saw the Unluckiest bobbing in the storm. It was a worn down vessel to say the 

least. Holes could be seen in the sails (even with them rolled up), few windows were unbroken, 

and it only appeared to be floating somewhat upright because the waves were bouncing it around 

so much that one couldn’t tell there was a definite lean to the way it sat on the water. Just as 

ancient as the ship, was what sat on the ship and, though it did not explain the hole in the hull, it 

did explain how the Knome had gotten onboard.  

 When they arrived, Unlucky whistled, and the lumpy mound on his ship stirred. In the 

downpour, none of the new comers had a clue what it was until it budged, but as it rose from the 

deck and spread its wings a collective, “Ahhh,” passed through the onlookers. Like the sails, her 

wings were scarred and torn, but they stretched out and held strong despite the wind and rain 

slapping and pulling at them. Her lizard like face was old, her eyes cloudy, but the bored 

expression that wrapped her slack-jawed snout seemed to be a boredom born out of confidence. 

Using her wings like a sail, the galley shifted closer to the ship. Then, once close enough, the 

beast reached out her neck, opened her maw wide, and bit onto the lip of the wall that jutted up 

from the hole in the hull. 

 “This is my sky dragon,” Unlucky explained, “Unluckier.” 

 “And wae’re supposed to walk across har?” Bold asked. 

 Unlucky nodded, “Or jump.” 

 “Lard.” Bold lamented. 

 “Little Knome,” Marvell shared the dwarf’s concern, “we’re a bit bigger than you.” 

 Already on the head of his sleepy steed, Unlucky turned and gasped as if he had just 

noticed. Ben stepped forward and the Knome’s gasp turned into a grin as he saw the elgroon in 

the gmoat’s hand. 

 “See, that’s why we brought the elementalist.” He patted his dragons head then scurried 

down the neck, “Come on Unluckier!” 

 As the dragon let go of the boat, Ben took its place at the edge. Closing his eyes, he 

summoned wind. It wasn’t hard to do. The staff hardly had to manifest a thing, rather it could 

pull from the rushing weather all around them. The gusts already coursing through the hole in the 

hull now focused into tighter ribbons of rushing force, so tight that they could almost be seen as 

the rain drops were trapped inside their torrents. Like mysterious serpents, the separate tendrils 

of wind wrapped around each of them – including Ben – and lifted them up off the ground. 
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 Marvell prayed to the universe while Bold prayed to his god and clung to Lenga as if she 

were the Mother Mary, meanwhile, Fetch kept his shadows ready to pop out his eye at any 

moment just in case, but none of this was necessary. Ben may have been knew to the art, but he 

was a natural. Just as he had saved Chongo from the belly of the well, he was now saving his 

comrades from the guts of the sinking ship. Within moments, they were onboard the Unluckiest. 

Still, there was yet one last surprise for them as they sailed away, leaving the storm and Sereibis 

behind, one last treasure that they unwittingly plundered from the Battle on the Marrialdo. 

 There was someone else on the Unluckiest. Unluckier had immediately pointed him out 

to Unlucky when he arrived and Unlucky now immediately showed the others. The man was 

bear chested, his black scales soaked in blood and water. His left arm was still bleeding. Bold 

quickly rushed to put Lenga inside the cabin on deck, taking her bookbag with him back to the 

unconscious man while Ben, Fetch, and Unlucky puzzled over his identity. Marvell, however, 

did not puzzle.  

 “That’s Captain Dresdan Otubak.” She stated, looking back at the black flags of the 

Obsidian Sail as it slowly slipped beneath the Sereibis River. 

 “How do you know?” Ben asked. 

 She smirked, “He’s worth a pretty pennie. Alive or dead.” 

 “Aloive.” Bold stated, “Help mae get him insoide.” 

 Marvell didn’t protest. 

 Only the dragon, the Knome, and Ben and Fetch still stood on the deck. The little galley 

was already moving away from the shipwreck. The glow of the enertomb on the humble helm, a 

small deck above the cabin, could be seen as magic turned the wheel this way and that – 

navigating them down stream. Mystical font began to glow along the masts as the sails began to 

unfurl. 

 “So where are we headed?” Fetch asked. 

 “You tell me.” Unlucky shrugged. 

 Fetch turned to Ben. The gmoat shook his head with a wry smile. For the first time in 

days, he remembered his mission. How many times had he thought it hopeless? And now there 

he was, sailing away from Sereibis with the runaway intow. “Were are we headed?” Ben 

couldn’t help but chuckle as he walked off to join the others in the cabin. 

 “What?” Unlucky asked. 

 If Fetch had been in his true canine form, his tail would’ve been firmly lodged between 

his legs. With a deep sigh, he told the Knome, “Set sail for Dogloe.” 

  

  


